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S~y 

Creep tests at roolu temperature lUlder combined tension-torsion 

have been performed on thin walled t~bes of commercially pure alluninium 

(EtA) in the annealed, extruded and prestrained conditions. 

The required creep stresses were achieved by incremental 

loading along a constant stress ratio path (radial loading). Axial (~%%) 

and shear (Z~z) strains were measured throughout deformation. 

Strains produced by radial loading on annealed and extruded 

ahuninium consisted of an instantaneous component and a short-time creep 

component. For all stress paths the latter component was of the form 

e ~ tttt where the time exponent ill lay in the parabolic range 0" 1\1 <. YZ • 

The plastic prestraining of annealed aluminium was either beneficial 

or detrimental to its combined tension-torsion creep resistance. Forward 

prestrains (in tension or positive tor~ion) or large reversed prestrains 

(in compression or negative torsion) were beneficial to creep resistance 

by hardening the altuninium in the direction of the stress path. The 

effect was to eliminate the short-time creep component of radial loading 

and to reduce the primary creep strains and secondary creep rates of 

ensuin~ long-time creep. Small amounts of revel'sed prestrain w'ere 

detrimental to creep, resistance by softening the aluminium in the dire.ction 

of the stress path. Tbe effect was to increase the parabolic cl'eep 

component of l'adial loading (m Im.ered) and to increase the primary creep 

strains and secondary creep rates of ensuing long-time creep.' 

Experimental observations on flow behaviou.r were not in agreement 

with predictions from isotropic theory. The anisotropy in the three . 
conditions of aluminium was examined in the inste.ntaneous plastic strain 

increment vector of loading (d~::' / ~c;:z ) and in the strain rate vec tor 
• • 

of sbort and long-time creep ( ~e1. fez: ). For eacb stress path on 

annealed allUuinium the co linearity in these vectors indicnted an initially 

anisotropic material which hardened uniformly throughout deformation. 

Stress paths on extruded aluminilun prouuced rot.ations in the initial 

instantaneous vectors of loading while stress paths on prestrained 

aluminium produced rotations in the instantaneous vectors of loading und 

in the strain rate vectors of long-time creep. With increasing stress 

of loading or with accumulating creep strain the vectors rotated into 

co linear ity • 1'he behaviour was typical of the nature of anisotropic 

hardening in material possessing a s t:t"ain history. 

xiii 



xiv 

Plastic strain increment ratios derived from the yield funations 

of Edelman ~d Drucker f s ~C"JI4( ~r-m 4G~)( ~l-~"',", , and YoShil'lUra 
! J.' • , " , ' J = ZC"j"" ~j ~t -'", '.j t7tj were found to describe the plastic anisotropy in 

r J.. " the three conti tions of aluminium. Hill's yield function }: 2 C';j'" % ~l 
was descriptive of the plastic anisotropy in uniform hardening. This 

led to an extension of each theory for creep. In general strain rate 

ratios derived from the extended theories were in good agreement with 

obse~~ations On creep anisotropy. 



LIST OF SYMBOLS 

The ~ollowing syniliols r~ve'been employed to describe thin 

walled cylinder behaviour due to combined tension-torsion loading. 

(as in Appendix II). 

a Beam dimension. 

A Original specimen c.s.a. 

AI Current specimen c.s.a. 

C Combined load. 

d Specimen diameter. 

du d: Original outside and inside diameters. 

d' 
, 

I , d: Current outside and inside diruneters. 

h Eccentricity o~ loading dimension. 

Ix Second moment of specimen area. 

J Polar moment of s pe c.imen area. 

k Diameter ratio ( = d, / d, ). 

I, Original specimen gau~e length. 

lor I, Current specimen gauge length. 

r, e, z Polar coordinates. 

r Specimeli radius. 

r m Mean radius. 

t Wall thickness. 

T Torsional load. 

T, Applied specimen torqus. 

W Tensile load. 

W, Applied axis) load. 

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates. 
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y Linear dimension in bending theory. 

Z Axial extens ion. 

en Engineer's axial strain. 

~X , Original and current stress ratio. 

OZz, C'i~ Orig inal and current axial stress. 

'tez , ""~ Original and. current shear stress. 



The following symbols have been used to describe the time 

independent plastic flow of Appendix I and Chapters 3-6. 

c,f,g 

E,G, "'I 

F,G,H,L,M,N 

i,j,k 

k 

r 

y 

• f' 
de" 
d~" 

aWl' 

$~j 
cS). 

Yield criteria functions. 

Elastic constants. 

Anisotropy constants. 

Tensor suffices. 

Stress tensor invariants. 

5~ear yiaJd stress. 

Plastic strain increment ratio. 

Tensile yield stress. 

Plastic strain increment ratio coefficien~s. 

Elastic, plastic and total strains. 

Plastic strain increment tensors. 

Principal plastic strain increments. 

No~~al plastic strain increments. 

Shear plastic strain increment. 

Equivalent plastic strain increment. 

von Nises and Tresca equivalent plastic strain 

increments • 

Equivalent anisotropic plastic strain increment. 

Maximum plastic shear strain increment. 

Plastio work increment. 

Kronecker delta. 

Flow rule parameter. 

Stress tensors. 

Deviatoric stress .tensor. 

Principal deviatoric stresses. 

Axial stress. 
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1'" Shear stress. 

't Maximum shear stress. 

ij- Equivalent stress. 

~, O:-r von Mises and Tresca equivalent stresses. 

~, 
<II 
tr Equivalent anisotropic stresses. 

1'( Deviatoric plane. 

ex Rotation of the axes of anisotropy. 

9 .Angle of twist. 



The following symbols have been used to describe the creep 

behaviour of Appendix I and Chapters 3-6. 

a,b,B, B' ,B, ,B, 

A,A' ,B,C,D,E,M, ~ 

F 

k,k' 

K,M,D 

q 

t 

T 

. " E, , f, 

• • - " €. 0(" Co 

• • 
- '!I 
€,., '~T • 
:.. ~ e4 , e, 

A~, (),. dC;, 

.6. "t ez.'" c( t ,: 

Constants in the transient creep equations. 

Long time creep constants. 

Experimental stress-strain rate constants. 

Anisotropy coefficients. 

Stress exponents. 

Second invariant function. 

Flow rule co l1.3 tan ts • 

Plastic potential functions. 

Tirr;e exponents. 

Stress difference exponent. 

Time. 

Absolute test temperature. 

Absolute melt temperature. 

Instantaneous elastic and plastic strains. 

Creep strain, creep strain rate. 

Creep strain rate tensor. 

Principal creep strain rates. 

Axial creep strain rate. 

Shear creep strain rat~. 

Equivalent creep strain rate. 

von Mises and Tresca equivalent strain rates. 

Anisotropic equivalent strain rates. 

Axial stress increment • 

Shear stress increment. 

Creep flow 'rule parameter. 

Time function. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most creep testing is performed by the application of one 

stress and the measurement of a corresponding strain. Tests of this 

kind on both ferrous and non-ferrous high temperature materials have 

been used to accumulate the great volume of creep and rupture data 

'* that is so useful to the designer (1). Thus in recent years 

considerable advances have been made in the technology of components 

for high-temperature service; for example in gas tur~ines (2), 

chemical plant (3), supersonic aircraft (4) and space vehicles (5). 

Although simple creep data may often be applied directly to 

such engineering problems there are many instances, however, where the 

imposed loading is complex in nature. An efficient and econo~ical 

design must therefore account for multiaxial stress conditio~s. 

Consequently, over the past forty years the problem 0: creep due to 

combined loading has been the subject of investieation (6-17). 

Basically the nature of these investigations has been to confirm the 

use of theoretical equations that could be used with the conventional 

simple creep data to p"'edict the measured cr'.:ep rates of laboratory 

tests. The equations that have been verified in this way have then 

found great use in the design of components r~quired to operate under 

creep conditions for any system of stress (18-25). 

The multiaxial.creep theory assumes a material that has the 

same flow properties in all directions irrespective of the direction 

of straining (isotropy). Its use therefore lies in its application 

2 

to those ordinary polycrystalline metallic ma~eria1s where the imposed 

strains occur over a great many randomly orientated crystal grains and 

exhibit a 6ro~s behavio~r that is approximately isotropic. The 

assumption of isotropy does, however, present a serious limitation to 

the theory. It is well kno~~ that real materials exhibit a Bauschinger 

effect where, for example, a history of one directional straining is 

known to change the tensile and compressiv:e ,strength' of all other 

directions. A further restriction imposed on the theory is the 

ass\uuptions that the initial condition of the material is perfectly. 

homogenous and continuous. Thus both the crystal line structure and 

the initial condition of the crystal grains are ignored •. Since rolled 

or drawn stock form the large part of engiLeering structures the flow 

properties wo~ld then vary depending upon the relative orientation of 

the applied stress system and the rolled direction. Most real 

engineering ~terials are, therefore, truly anisotropic. 
c 

Jtt :r.a.iJ". text reference number 
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Anisotropic deformation is complex. To develop a theor,y which 

accounts for it in all possible stress systems would not seem an easy task. 

Nevertheless functions have been proposed for anisotropic yielding but 

their associated stress-plastic strain flow relations have not been 

verified experimentally. Stress-strain rate relations have been proposed 

for anisotropic creep deformation but their use has been restricted to 

instances where predictions based on isotropic theory have failed to agree 

with experimental observation. Nei ther the caus e nor the effect of the 

anisotropy has been fully understood. The objective of the present work 

was to establish experimentally the creep behaviour in material of known 

initial anisotropy and to compare the results with available theoretical 

predictions. As a comple~ent, the plastic flow generated by lo~ding to 

the creep test stresses was to be compared with stress-plastic strain 

predictions derived from various anisotropic yield functions. 

The experimental investigation entailed the measurement of~the 

pll3stic strain and creep produced. by a biaxial stres s syste:n in a 

commercial grade of pure aluminium (B.S. 1476 ElAM). In order to avoid 

the effects cf structural instaoility due to high-temperature grain growth 

and recrystallisation in this material all experiments were conducted at 

a. temperature of 2loC (T/Tm = 0.32). The effect of each of tl-18 follo',iing 

types of initial anisotropy has been studied: 

(1) That due to the preferred grain orientation existing in a 

bar of extruded aluminium. 

(2) That dce to a strain history in annealed aluminium. 

Various degrees of prior tension, compression, positive and 

negative torsion were chosen to provide a strain history. 

The basis for comparison in each typo wa3 the plastic 'flow and 

creep behaviour of annealed aluminium in the near isotropic condition. 

The biaxial str~ss system; that of combined tension-torsion, 

was applied to thin walled tubes of the test material in a rig designed 

specifically for this purpose. Loading was performed incrementally and 

in such a way that the ratio of shear to tensile stX'ess was maintained 

constant (,\. 'rez/t/iz. ::: constant). This has enabled the anisotropy of 

deformation to be examined in a plastio strain increment vector of 

lirdin~ (dr~;'~:J ) and in a strain rate vector of ensuing creep 

( ~/ eu ). A weasurement of the degree of anisotrl'py in deformation 

for each initial condition of aluminium has been made 'in a Ikl factor of 

loading (dZ:1.ld~~,) and creep ( in /l"~. 
'" )<.. 



An examination of the directions of the strain vectors has 

enabled comparisons with theoretical predictions to be made. Thd most 

satisfactory predictions on anisotropic creep ~eformation were fotUld from 

certain yield f~~ctions that had been adapted to the test conditions and 

then extended to creep. 

4 

The investigation on prestraL~edal~~inilli~ Was additionally 

designed to establish the effect of prestrain on tension-torsion creep 

resistance. The results were interpreted from the hardening or softening. 

effect that a prestrain had in the direction of an applied stress path. 

TIlis led tc UIlderstanding en the type of prestrain that would be most 

beneficial to creep resistance in any biaxial stress system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERA~~RE REVIE.1 

The first lal)oratory tC!sts on lilultiaxial stres:) creep ,,"ere designed 

to cbee!.r tllC validity of isotropic theory. In an attempt to ob-tain an 

initially isotropic test material a heat treatment was performC!d at a suitable 

stage in thc manufacture of test specimens. In certain test programmes an 

isotropy check was made by a tensile strcngth examination on ancillary spcci-

mens cut from orthogonal directions in tlie In..'lterial. The test spneimens 

were then subjected to a multiaxial stress creep condition. Comparisons ll1aue 

bei.,ecn tbe creep strain rates measured in these tests and those calculated 

from isotropic theory enabled the theory to be verified experimentally. Some 

eXpcrincntcrs (3-11) report on peor agreement bei"l';een measured straiil rates 

and isotropiC predictions. Tbe discrepancy lias been attri',mtcd (12) either 

to the failure in obtaining an initially isotropic material or to llni£otropie 

creep deformation. Otbcr e~~erimcnters (13-17) report on good agrcewent and 

so COnfirL'1ed tile theory. 

Tl-.~ isotropic creep theory has succ'?ssfully predicted the mcasured 

strain ra.tes of some structures in multiaxial stl'ess situations (18-23). 

Ho,,,ever, for other structures a better aGre~Ulent has been found with preclictions 

obtained from variations to the theory (2J:,25). In g,ener'll, the llroblem 

of initi<\l nnisotropy is. lllore apparent in a structural material than in a 

carefully prcp~red test material. Structures fabricated from rolled or 

drfL\~ll stock are likely to be anisotropic by viriue o.f -the preferred orientation 

of their grai.n structure or by an induced strain hi_story. An investiGation 

<:'11 tIle [tilll tiuxial stress creep in sucb initially anieo tropic rna cerial does 

not appear in tIll: Ii tcraturc. 

In searchillg for "improved creep resistance in (m~:incering materials 

many c:\.l'crimcntcrs have studied tha effect of plnstic prestruin on creep. 

Th'~ir pu1)lished work (30-48) describes the l\'ay ~;he basic creep curve of a 

material is modified by a prestrnining operation and, ~~ncrally, has been 

dhcded at finding the pl'estrain which yields maximum creep resistance. 

TIle creep em'ves and prestrains of this '\fork were those produced by either 

a tension or _n torsion stress system. The effect of pres b:ain 011 mul tiuxial 

stress creep redstance is not reported in the litera-tlll'e. 



In reviewing the published work of relevance to the present 

investigation two surveys a~e presented; the first surveys the 

applicability of theoretical predictions to problems on multiaxlal creep 

and the second surveys the effects of prior plastic strain on subsequent 

creep behaviour. 

1.1 llULTIAXIAL STRESS CREEP 

The theory describing strain rates ~n multiaxial stress creep 
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is based on the assumption that creep deformation obeys the well established 

laws of plasticity. The development of the theory is given in Appendix I 

and the equa.tions quoted here refe~ to this Appendix. Basically there 

are tHO sets of equationj the first set (e'~uations (36) - (41)) describe 

isotropic creep deformation, while the second set (equations (43), (1t8) 

. and (59)) describe anisotropic creep deformation. EXl-1eriments designed 

to test the validity of these equations have been of a biaxial stress 

1.1.1 Equations (.36) - (J+l) on Isotropy 

Equations of the form (36) 'Nere orlginally developed and used in 

engineering desitn by Soderberg (6) and iiarin (7) vd. th A. von Miscs 

defini tion of equivalent stress ( V = ~ ). For a principal triaxial 

stress system (0;-, trz ,~ ) the principal secondary creep rates Ci
l

, €u is ) 
are then, 

~, :: A ~~I1-1 ['OJ - t-'Z (tr: + ~'J 
# n-' r f ( .) €'z. = A f;, .. 0'% - ~ OJ + tj) (1.1) 

i~; A ~:., (tJ - ~ (Of + 0;) ] . 
where, . . ~2 

~M = 7z [(~_~)z + (tz-~)~ + (trj- t))2] 

and A and n a.re experimental constants. 

Tho valicli ty of the Marin-Soderberg equation (1.1) was first 

checked by Jarlleson (8) with cl~mbined tension-torsion creep tests on 

lead tubes. This was followed with simila.r tests on stesl tUbes' by 

EVCl'ett and Clark (9) and Tapseli and Johnson (10). l;orton (11) checked 

equation (1.1) with internal pressu~a creep tests on closed ended steel 

tUbes. In ge:ner~.l some agreement '\'las found betl'leen tho meas ured creep 

rates of these early tests and the l.!arin-SodGrcdrg isotropic predictions. 

Davis (12) later attributed th'e di.scrcpp.llcies either to a form of 

anisotropy which w""s initially present 1n th~ tubes or to a form of 

anisotropy which developed during the test. 



Further work on internally pres surised O.5~~ carbon-mo+ybdenum 

steel tubes at 900 and l050
0

F by Norton and Soderberg (13) confirmed 

equation (1.1) for the predj~tion of secondary circ~£erential creep 

a 

rates. Likewise Marin, Faupel and Hu (14) have successfully applied the 

Marin-Soderberg equations to the prediction of axial and shear secondary 

creep rates in their combined tension-torsion ambient creep tests on 

commercially pure aluminium tubes. In general Marin et al fotmd better 

agreement when the applied stresses were corrected for creep de~onnation. 

Kennedy, Harms and Douglas (IS) employed eqlation (36) for ~ 

written both as the von Mises and Tresca. (~: ?;"-O'i ) definitions in their 

coobjned internal pressure-axial load tests on Inconel pipe at 15oooF. 

It was found that the von Mises equivalent stress gave the better 

correIa tion of axial secondary creep rates although the use of the Tresca 

equivalent stress in this equation waS seen to be satisfactory in view of 

its Simplicity in applica.tion and conservancy in prediction. 

Stowell and Gregory (16) used a hyperbolio sir.b f1.lli.c tion . 

relationship between the von Mises equivalent stress and equival~rt strFjn 

r~te and thereby empl~yed equations of the form (37) to the combined 

tension-torsion creep of an aluminium alloy at ~DOoF. For this stress 

system ( o;z, 'ro: ) and a von llises definiticn of eqUivalent stress Stowell 

and Gregory used the following form of e quat ion (37) for the prediction 

of axial and shear creep rates, 
'. , 

~-'1 Sirtt, (0;; .. 3t'f~)~. 
% 

M ~;t'th(~z!+3t~)~ 
op 

where M and ~ are experimental constants. 

(1.2) 

The authors found that equation (1.2) could be satisfactorily 

used to describe their experimental secondary creep rates. J:'urthennore 

in their examine. tion of strain rate ratios in this work the authot,s 

indicated that equation (1.2) could probably be used, with the addition 

cf a time function, for the prediction of prima~ cTe~p rates. This 

indication was based on their observation that the ratio ( ~e% / e..... ) 
was ind.ependent of primary creep thle. 

Johnson (17), in an outstanding contribution·to this subject, 

demonstrated the general applicability of equation (41) to both prim~ry 

ana secondary creep. In his combined tension-torsion stlJdies o~ many 

engineering materials at typical working t(;lOpera tures Johnson shewed 
J 

through the geometrical similarity of oomponent creep CUl'Vesj the 
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dependence of creep rate on stress and time to be separable functlons during 

primary creep. . This would confirm the aforementioned indication of 

Stowell and Gregory. For all materials Johnson showed the time dependence 

to be a simple power function with an exponent in the r?~ge of 0.44 -
0.77 whilst the stress dependence took on two separa.te forms at each 

temperature. The first form, associated wi th isotropic beha'.~our, was . , ')' 
the simple power J~ function written in equation (41) as F(Jl ) = Jz 

where :t~': ~41 and p lay between 0 and 1 for all temperatures. . This meant 

tha t for this stress range the Marin-Soderberg equations applied since equation 

(36) is then identical to equation (41) for the constants or equation (42) 

and with the addition of a tillle function c;, (t). The second form, 

associated with an increase of anisotropy of deformation at higher stress 

levels, took on a complex power function. Over the whole renge of stress 
• I '( ') '(' )", I ( , ) PJ Johnson employed a funct10n of the type A ]i JZ = A, J~ + A~ J: :in 

equation (J-r1) which deteriorated to A Jl for lower stress lcveh.... In 

physical terms th9 anisotropy cf these tests took the form of I't. . , 
redistribution of second-ary (e1.) and rrd.nor (€5) principal creep rates 

• 
whilst the major principR.l creep rate (€, ) remained w-:affe'::lted by stroB8 

level. Anisotropy constants AI and B, were accordir~ly introcIDced into 

equation (41) to account for this. The I"3sultin~ equations, describing 

the principal creep rates at a primary· creep time of 150 hours, wore of the 

form, 

i,:~'f(J"';)l~,(~"C'"1.)- 5,(~ .. ~~) ,~(~, 

G = ,'f (J';) UQ"'t-Q";) - AI (Qi_cr.)] c;6 (t) 
1, 

i,~pf(:r;)[O,(~.cr,)- (o-Z-<TJ)J 9(~i 
01 

noting that, 1; .. ~,., / ~ 
and A I (OJ - (1"2, ) - 01 ( (t! -C';, : 

for ~M as defined in equa.tion (1.1) 

(trj - C-%.) -' (~$ - OJ) 

'1'he Marin-Soderberg equation (1.1) has, found by fa.r tho greatest· 

use in its application to structures. With it 'Johnson (18) developed the 

solutions to the creep of thick wallod tubes subjected to combina.tions of 

applied axial load, bending moment and torque. Other practically 

signif: cad structures that have been <".ppm ached by equation (1.1) are 

the secondary creep in rotnting discs (19), in loaded flat plates (20) 

and in shaft interference fits (21). More recer,tly Ohnami and Motoie (22) 

have implied 1.he use of this equation for secondary creep rate prediction in 

0.12 - 0.1576 carbon steel tllick walled cylindvl""; subjected to combined ax.i.lll 
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o 
load and internal pressure at 500 C. A satis factoIY correla.tion with 

separate tension tests was observed, provided t!le eqtivalent stress und 

strain rate for the cylinQp.r were defined at the inside or mean wall 

diaill;..ter. Clay (23) successfully applied the Marin-Soderberg equation to 

the secondary creep of circumferential ribbed stainless steel tubes at 785°C 

with both internal and external pressurisation. Corrections were made to 

the hoop stresses for the ~ffects of rib reinforcements ani wall thi.nning 

during stra.ining. These tests were designed to simUlate the environmental 

condi tions of fuel cladding in advene ed gas cooled reactors. 'rho res ults 

showed the usefulness of the equation when applied to an important practical 

problem of this kind. 

Not all experimenters have discovered satisfac~ory agreement 

between their measured creep rates and the predicted creep rates of the 

Marin-Soderberg equation however. Wahl (24), for eXaJlple, preferred the , 
Tresca criterion for us e in e c:.uation (36) when describ ing the nature of' 

I~reep in rotating discs and Venkatrame.n and Hodge (25) employed the Tresca 

cri terion wi t.h its associated flow rule (equa.tion .38) for their solution 

to creep in loaded plates. The Tresca flow rule with a von Mises 

equivalent stress (equation 39) has not appeared in the literature. 

Finnie (26), in en attempt to solve these inconSistencies, ccnd.~ted tansio."t, 

compression, torsion and internal pressure creep tests or. alurdniu.ll and 

lead tubes at a. homologous temperature ('IT fI1 ) of 0.56. The results of 

these tests showed that nor..e of the available multiaxial creep rata 

equations wera suitable for describing internal press\1J:'e creep when based 

on torsion creep data.. Finnie observed, in his survey of the published 

data, t!>_9.t n:ultiaxial creep test3 pE:rformed belo',\, a. horr,ologou3 

temperature of 0.5 correlated well on the basis of the Marin-Soc.erberB 

equation whilst tho.'I e conducted abcv e that temperatura, in c ammon with his, 

did not. He suegested that either the effect of hydrost.atic stress on 

creep was no longer negligible at tr.cse temperatures or that the develop

ment of a.nisotropy was excessive. 

In conclusion it Vlould appear th'lt equation (1.1) is suitable in 

its prediction of multiaxial creep 

range of stress a.nd temperature. 

equivalent stress definition of f 

rate components o'nly to a. lim! ted 

When this is so, the von Mises 

in this equation has been fOlmd more 

satisfactory than the Tresca definition. However, the latter definition 

has been occasio;nally employed with equation (1.1) for cel'tain stfuctures 

owing to its mathell'atical simplicity ot" applica.tion. At the higher str'3Sses 

and temperatures ,"here the equa.tion has not been found sa.tisfactory this ha.s 

been attributed to some form of anisotropy a.nd modification to the equation 

has then been made (equation 1.3). 



1.1.2 Equations. (43), (~_8) and (59) on Lnisotropy 

Bailey (27) proposGd equation (43) as a general thee ry for the 

multi axial creep in engineering components. For an isotropic 

the following principal secondary creep rates were proposed, 

A ~2M ~\·11'11 h-t"" 
~,:: . 2 ~ [( <T;' - Vi) + (~- v~) J 
, A V: 1"".. )h-Z.,.., t1-11tt] 
~z.: 'Z M llO"1. -V; ... LVi -Qj) 

i)= Ai"'2.,[LI).r,r~ (OJ.Ci)''·t..J 

where, 

and 

A, m and 11 are experimental co~stants. 

material 

Bs.iley confirmed equation (1.4) with cOl!:bincd intern,11 pressure 

-axial load ambient creep tests on ar.nealed lead pipe. As discusseo. In 

Section 3 of Appendix I the Bailey equation (1.4) was used by ,Johnson as 
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an alternative to his anisotropic equation containing the complex power 

fur-etion in J; . Equation (1.4) ?iould, therefore, appear to represent 

a.nisotropy in a general wa.y and indeed.it Co,ltllins the 1~rin-Soderberg 

isotropic theory as a specia~ case .(when n - 2m = 1). It is interesting 

to note that B3.iley proposed anisotropic ~qua~ion3 by introducing constants 

into his equation (1.4) in a similar manner to that of equation (1.3). 

The resulting equat ions, however, have not appeared elsewhere in the 

literature. 

Equation (48) was developed by Borman and Pal (28) in u theory 

ba.sed on a linear approximation to a general ;i'ield surface. Effeotive1y 

tho resulting creep rate equations are more general then the llarin-Soderbere; 

type by virtue of the flexibility afforded to the definition of equivalent 

stress (i). In correcting the errors between the ffi'3asured creep rates 

of Stowell and Gregory and their isotropio calcul~tions (equation 1.2) 

BerlLd.n and Pai used the following equations for the prinCipal sr:condary 

creep rates, 

, 
~CI'~ 

, 
e.,: .. 

~).,( ~- ~(Oi+ 'OJ)) 
~ 

~'~r)~[az- ~ (e;+ trj)J 
'TM · 

K~ )eV;" Yz (~i"~)) 
Cj'",. . 

(IS) 



where, 

5r, the Tresca. equivalent stress, = \T;-Uj, 

tfl'1 is the von l1ises equivalent stress of (Hl).lation (1.4) and K 

and n are expe rimentaJ. co"nstants. 

The 'l'resce. definition of equivalent stress in equation (1.5) gave 

a better correlation wi th uniaxial tensile results (on which the prediction 

of multiaxial creep rates was based) than the von Mises definition did. 

For a material exhibiting the type of anisotropy due to a preferred 

grain orientation equation (59) has been developed to describe this. 

The creep strain rates are shown in Sections 4 and 5 of Appendix I to be 

an extens ion to Hill's theory of anisotropic plas tic flo"" (29) with en 
- !. associated definition of equivalent stress (Viol) and strain rate (£.~ ). 

For principal .. , t'! _ c,_ 

(1.6) 

" " 

where V. 
v;. :: ~ [f ( ~ .. r 1.)2 + G (j~ -0"; ) 1. +. H ( 1'J - <r, ) ~ ] Z 

, ./. 

t ~ Ii r F(~i, .. ~~z)\ ~(GGI-F~j)% + G(~~z-Fi~YJ z 
~ (GI4+~~+Iol~) l · 

Equation (1.6) is sufficiently general to contai~ the Marin-Soderberg 

equation (1.1) as a special case (for'F = G ~ H ~ 1) but is probably more 

usefully applj3d to a material that retains its initial a.nisotropy during 

subsequent creep deformation since F, G and H are thd~ assumed to be fi~ed 

constants. No published \'lork exists, either to confirm or refub3 this 

assumption. Actually Johnson's equation (1.3) which is pa.rtly sLnilar in' 

form to equation (1.6) was used to describe the type of ani,qotropy that 

developed during test but then the 'constants' A. and B. of equation (1.3) 
were found to be complex functions of the applied stress system. 

In Cone lusion it would appear that the Bailey equation (1.4) is 

the most general type of equation to describe anisotropio creep behaviour. 

Its one fault, however, lies in its inconsistency with the laws of"plastio 

flew. As outJ.::'ned: in Section .3 of Appendix I the re(lafinition of an 

equivalent str&ss (equation (41+», necessary to correot this inconsistenoy, 

would unfortunately only add to the, difficulty in applying the equa.tion. 



1.2 CHEEP OF PRESTRAINl'::n MATERBL 

It is well known tha t the introduction of certain types of 

prest rain may ei the l' improve creep resistance or impair it. A prestrain 

m"y be deliberately applied or it m3.Y be induced dlle to sex'Vice loading. 

The latter being of: an uncontrollable nature is of COnCel'l1 in engineering 

components that experience severe temperature gradients. Gas turbine 

blades and steam piping a re examples of high-t erape rd. tura components that 

can set up residual compressive plastio strains as a result of rapid 

heating and constrained expansion. At their steady working temper.<.l.tures 
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the effect of the loading is likely to cause creep in tension. For a full 

understanding of the performance of such components it is, therefore, 

necessary to study the extent to which creep is u:.odified by prior plastio 

prestrain. 

On the other hand, experiments have. been carried out with a view to 

obtaining the nature of prestratn that would give the best creep resis tance. 

The variables in the prestraini..'1g operation have been isolated and exa:nined 

to this end. For a creep test of fixed stress und t~per'3.ture, they are; 

(1) amount of prestrain 

(2) temperature of the prestraining operation 

(3) direction of prestrain with respect to subsequent crc~p direction 

(~) prestrain rata 

(5) time in t:'le trea.tment of the metal or alloy at which prcstre.ln 

is introduced. 

The re':::'..llts of these investisations a.re revi.ewed in the paragraphs 

that follow. Except wr..ere otherwise s ta.ted the. prestrains Ilnd subsequent 

creep strains are both of a. simple tensile nature. 

1.2.1 Amount of Prestrain 

Tests of this kind i.nvolve the creep testing a.t fixed stress and 

temperature on ma.terial that has been prior strained by varying amounts. 

The simplest investigatllm is that for which the prestrnLn and creep 

tei:',peratures are the same. .An investigation 01' this kind was conduc tad 

by Hill. (30) under the author's dir(;)ction on specimens of ccm.:nercially 

pure aluminium that had been prior str9.ined by 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13J~. 1'he 

Subsequent room-tempera.ture creep curves (Jflg. 1.1) show tlL.'l. t creep. 

resistance is enhanced by. prior strain. The amount of primary creep and 

secondary creep rA.te are both reduced while the time to rupture is increaseu. 

The30 observations are in full agreement with those liUtde by Andra.de (31) in 

SimileI' tests on lead. 
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Naturally it is of interest to knoYi here if there is s,ome value 

of prestrain that would have the maximum beneficial effect on creep 

properties. Zs~hokke and Niehus (32) discovered such optimum values in 

carbon steel that decreased with inc reasing creep temperature. l!'urther 

evidence of this was found by Kozyrsky and Kononenko (33) in nickel alloys 

and Azhazha et al (34) in pure nickel. In these investibations the 

optimum prestrain was associated with a structure that exhibited its most 

resistant work hardened form. Prestrains in excess of the optimum val ue 

were then identified with either a nucleation of cracks at grain boundaries 

or softening from recrystallisation. 

1.2.2 Temperature of Prestr~in 

The effect of introducing presti':3.ins at te:npera.tures different 

from the creep test temperature have been studied in SOme d0tail but with 

apparently contradictory results. Similar beneficial effects to ~ho~'e 

described in paragraph 1.2.1 'i.ere observed by '1H1:r:s (35) on 99.995~ pure 

aluminium prestr~inad by varyi~ aU"lOunts at 20°C then tested for creep at 

2.50 and 3.50o C. These observations were in agreeltcnt v·ith those of 

Kennedy (36) who introduc ed prestrains at different te!!lperatures tn leA.d 

wire ard with those of Hazlett and Ransen (37) on prior rrcstraine~ 

annealed pure nickel and solid solution nickel alloys. 

Further investigations on the effect of' a low-temperature prestrain 

have, in general, shown it to be more effective in improving subsequent 

creep properties than one applied at room-temperature. For the same de~ree 

of prestI'9.in (3 .5~''') introduced in nickel at -26~ and 27°C Azhazha at 801 (38) 

showed the 10wel' temperature to be the :J:ore effective in impro'llng the 

subsequent 700°C creep resistance. This is suppor·ted by Da.vies et al (39) 

who prestrained a dilute nickel alloy by 15 and 25% at -196, 20 and 500°C 

and reported that the low-temperature trea.tment was equivalent in its 

benefici!ll effect on th'3 subsequent creep and fracture properties at 500°C 

to increasing the prestr!l.in value in their higher tempel'ature treatments. 

On the other hand Martincd et al (40) who prestrained an aluminiulQ 

alloy (eqUivalent to RR58) at 20°C and tested for crt~ep at 175°C observed 

increase::; in primary cr~ep' strain and secondary, ere..; p rate and generally 

a decrease in rupture life. The comparison, made with an unprestrair.ed 

specimen tested for crep.p at the same stress and temperature, showed 

prestrain to have a deleterious e!'fect on crer:lp resistance. Mention shOuld 

also be made of the \'Iork of Crant et al (41) Vlho in their investigation on 

creep rupture life for high pt1rity alumlnlum !l.nd aluminiUIll:'magnesiun a.llo,,' 

introduced prestrainll above and below the creep test temperature (260°C) to 

show no significant improvement in creep life. 
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An explanation of these contradictions may He in the .relative 

magnitudes of the creep test stress and the chosen prestrain values. In 

the programme of testing employed by Hill care was taken in choosing a 

creep test stress that lay in the mid rru1ge of stresses 

reRch the levels of prestrain. Thus in some instances 

test stress exceeded the prestress whilst in others (11 

used originally to 

(5 and 7'/0) the 

and 13%) tho 

prestress exceeded the test stress. The greatest benefit, attained for 

13% prestrain,meant that the prestress exceeded the test stress by the 

lllc'l.ximum amount. Had the creep test been at a. higher temperature than tho 

prestraining te:nperature then in view of the reduction in flow stress with 

increased temperature, this improvement.would possibly have been lessened. 

It is feasible therefore that for certain c ombinati.ons of stress and 

temperature no benefit in creep properties would be observed by a 

prestraining operation. Davies et al add support to this in concluding 

that an improvement in creep resist~nce and rupture life was only Dbtainea 

fer the condition "h0re the pr~strain exceeded the insta.ntaneous loading 

stra.in of annealed metal. The tests of Kozyrskiy and Kononenco add 

further support. Investigatin,s tne effect of prestrl.l.in at 200 C on the 

s~condary creep rate at 700°C in a 1.8% aluminiwn·nickel alloy these authors 

showed the nagnitude of the creep stress to have a significant effect on 

subsequent creep properties. At a stress of 2.5 kS/Ull!l2 a m3.xirou:n beneficj.al 

effect was soen for a prestrain approaching 5% but in raiSing the creep 

stress to 5 kdmm2, in otherwise ident ieal. test conditions, no improvement 

was observed over the whole range of prestrain. 

On the othe r hand Wilson (42), investigating the effect of a 

constant; 37~ prestrain 0:1 the creep properties of RR58 at 1500C for va!'iou$ 

stress levelS, agreed with ruartinod et al for .each of his chosen stress 

levels. It is likely, however, that.a prestrain results in the forrn:ltion 

of cavities at grain boun~~ries for this particular alloy. 

discussed in more detail in paragraphs 1.2.3 and 1.2.5. 

1.2.3 Direction of Prestrain 

This is 

The few experiments in which the directions of the prestrain and 

subsequent creep strain have been reversed are ~f f.I. torsional natur.e. 

hitial plastio compression followed by creep in tension does not appear 

in the literature probably because of the difficulties inherent in such' 

testa. 'l'he protlems of axiality of loading, prcven1;ion.of instability and 

changing cross sectional areas associated with tension and compress.ion are 

aVoided to some ex~ent in torsion tests. 

• 



Ylnatever the method of strain reversal, however, the reduction 

in the value of yield stress that accompanies it (Bauschinger effect) 

mi.ght be expected to impair the creep properties of that direction just 

as the increased yield stl't:ss of a prestra.ined direction has, in genera.l, 

been seen to improve the subsequent creep propertic s of the. t direction. 

The observations of Biscaya (4-3) on thin walled tubes of RR58 

were shown to be in ~ornplete contra.st to this expected trend. Applying 

a plastic shear strain of 1% at room-temperature (200 C) in both the same 

and opposite directions to the subsequent creep direction at 1500 C, 

Biscaya showed, for a creep shear stress of 29.7 N/mm
2

, pres traIn in the 

same direction to be detrimental and reversed straining to be beneficial. 

The comparison was made with a creep curve obtained from an unprestrained 

specimen tested at the same creep stress and temperatura. Huston (44-) 

in extending the work of BiscaY3 elimina. ted the ageing effects likely to 

occur in heating from prestrain to creep tempera.tures in this a.lloy by 

htroducing prestrain at the s!l.me temperature. For a CO!llI!lon temperature 
a • 

of 150 C Huston also showed a prestrain In the same d1rection as the 

subs equent creep direoti on to be detrimental. A revers~d prestrain, 

however, was only shown to be beneficial in lowering the secondary oreep 

rate. The effect of the ir.creased prElstrain tel!lperll.ture was shom to be 

equivalent in its effect on subsequentcl'eep to redu..:.ing the amount of 

prestrain at room-temperature. 
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Since these trends are consistent ·with those of rlilson and Uartinod 

et a1. for the sa:ne alloy Huston concluded that the detl'iroer.tA..l effect in 

this alloy was likely to be the formation of voids at grain boundaries due 

to the prestrain-th.:lt llTe enl3.rc;ed by the crel3p strain in the same directi~n. 

The effect 01' reversed straining on the creep of pure metals and 

solid solutions is not well understood although some experimental work 

(!~5, 46) on repeated s tress reversals indicr;."';e that the creep process is 

accelerated by reversed straining. 

1.2.4 Prestrain Rate 

There is SOlae pubJished evidence thnt the rate of strainjng 

employed 1'or the pl'estrain can markealy ttffect the subsequent creep 

properties. In general,prestraining at fast strain rates iffiprove~ oreep 

strength. Wilms and Rea (4-7) employed boo strain rates, 6 x 10-3 and 

6 x 10-4 in/min,in applying a 2% pr~strain at 106S0
Cto a chromium alloy. 

The faster strain rate Was seen to be the more beneficial in iJo1proving th~ 

:mbsequantcreep PJ~~perties at 106S
oc. Ft~r-+her support on thi.3 13 

provided by Hodgson (48) who showeJ. ,improvements in seoondary cr~ep l'ate 

resistance for fast prestraining in a ferrite-pearlite structure of an alloy 
steel. 
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1.2.5 Time at which Prestrain is Introduced 

In order to study the changes in disloca tion density and 

distribution of precipitates and their effect on subsequent creep properties 

Wilson and Martinod et al applied their tensile prestrllins before the 

ageing treatment in an RR58 alloy. The resulting detrimental effect that 

occuITed in creep of the same direotion was attributed to an increase in the 

number of dislocations availa.ble for slip. Biscaya and Hust on who both 

showed this detrimental ef'fect f'or a tors ional prestrai.n introduced after 

ageing concluded tha t void formation was the Ukely cause. The conclusion 

was based on the fact that rc:versed prestrain would introduCI3 the same 

dis location density as a forward prestrain of the serM' amount and, therefore, 

the same number of· f.vailable slip mechanisms. This jJuplies th3.t a prestrain 

of either direction in this alloy would mve the sa.:ne detrinental effect 

on s ubsequent c,~eep properties. Since a reversed prestrain y;as in fact 

shown to be beneficial to craep properties then void forrration was 

thou6 ht to be a pa.rticulA,r feaJ.;ure of this alloy. 

In pure Ir.etals and solid solutions it is kno?m (1 .. 9) trot in

homogenous deformation within individu.'il grains and across grain bOll..'1daries 

has the effect of fragmentjng individual grains into a large nurnber of closely 

spaced sub grain 0;: • In order to stabilise such a structure Hazlett and 

Hansen carried out a recovery anneal following their prestraining of nickel 

and nickel alloys. '£he effect of varying degrees of stable subgrain stru~ture 

on tr~ subsequent creep properties then fOl~ed the basis of this 

investigation. The resulting trend would app'~al' to be little dif'ferent frO!ll 

th.'l. t for a subgrain structure produced by prestrain alone (Fig. 1.1). The 

effect of a rec0v ery anneal is to I'elieve Iat tice distortion and perrec t 

the subgrains. Since Wilms identified these two effects with the first 

stage in the cre.;:p curve for prestrained pure aluminium then this might 

explain the similar behaviour. Furthermore, in either condition both 

WilIns and Hazlett and Hansen observed that the final stage in the 

subsequent creep curve appeared to be the attainment of a creep rate 

comparable to tm t of the annealed metal. This Wilms associated with a 

marked gro"f/th in tho initial SUbstructure that finally reached the 

equilibrium size of annealed metal. However, in contrast, Davies et 13.1 

in a moore detailed study on the effect of a recovery anneal concluded that 

OVer a wide stress range the subsequent creep and fracture resistllnca Viere 

more improved by a prestrain-recovery treatment than by a prestrain 

treatment alon3. 
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1.2 .6 Swnn18.ry 

In view of the considerable diversity in experimental procedures 

it is not pos:;ible to arriv~; at any specific conclus'ions from the published 

data. In some instances recove~ anneals were given after prestraining. 

The degrees of prestrain vary widely as do the straining and testing 

temperatures. Over.the v.u.ole range of tests no attempt seems to havo been 

made in standardising the levels of prestrain or :in choosing the 

straining and testing temperatures as fixed fractions of the melting point. 

Some, of the higher ta~perature studies may further have been complicated 

by rec~stallisation and grain grovVth occurrin6 during creep,or rocovery and. 

ageing effects occuaing during the heating from prestrain to creep 

tempera tures. However the followin6 trends were made evident by this 

Vlork: 

(1) Tne effect of prestrain on subsequent creep properties depends . 
upon the amount"direction and rate of the prestrain 8~d the 

te:nperature of application. It further depends upon the creep 

test stress and temperature, the structure and checical composition 

of the test mc.terial. 

(2) In general, for pure metals and solid solutions creep 

resistance is enhanced by a prior,plastic prest~ain. Tne maximum 

benefit is approached at some optimum prestrain level that is best 

introduced at lower temperatures. The effect of prestrain on 

alloys is less 'Nell defined and depends upon V'ihether the structure 

is resis ta.."'1t to void formation. In either case if bonefit is 

observed then it is because the creep stress and tempem ture do not 

upset the stability of the structure. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EiPERIMENTAL 

The test rig used in these tests was essentially a modified 

version of ~ machine originally designed by Mathur and Alexander (50) 

to subject tubuler specimens to combinations of tension, torsion and 

internal pressure at room or elevated temperatures. 

In this chapter all outline of these modifications is given along 

with subsequent machine calibrations. Further details are given on the 

choice of specimen sizes, the test material, heat treatoent and machining 

procedure. A de.scription of the instrumentation used jn the measurelnent 

of specimen displacements is also explained and lastly, the test -

procedure is outlined. 

2.1 THE TEST RI~ - UODIFICATIONS A1~ DESCRIPTION 

Originally the machine had been designed to have a load capacity 

of 110 kN in te~ion and 500 Nm in torsion. 

tests the following modifications were made: 

For the present series of 

(1) The loads were applied by weights thus eliminating the w~ter 

piping, reservoir and pump of the previous system. (Loads were 

applied here by controlling the water flow to tension and torsion 

buckets) • 

(2) The load capacity was reduced to 40 kN in tension and 150 Nm 

in torsion. The selection of these figures WaS based on two 

factors, 

(a) :pure aluminium has approxims,tely one twelfth the yield 

stress of the previous test material (RR58); 

(b) it was favourable to select figures that did n"t j.nvolve 

a radical rede~ign of the machine. 

(3) The existing Duralumin tension load cells were replaced by ones 

of reduced cross-sectional area. Thus the smallest tmsile load 

that could be accurately recorded was 5 N. The existing torsion 

load cells were found to be satisfactorY in recording loads of the 

same order. 

(4) A boB.lll wa.s added that made pos~ible the application of combinedr 
tension and torsion loads of any desired ratio. 
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The resulting modified machine is that shown photographed in 
~ 

Fig. 2.1. A detailed description of the more important component 

parts is new given. 

2.1.1 Tension Loading System (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4) 

, 22 

Tension was produced by applying Weights~to a five-to-one 

lever(;). This then acted at a connecting rod carrier and was 

trens~d to the test specimen0throUgh a Cross member~ 
containing the two tension load cells~, and a torsion ce~. 
The transmission was made, in the first instance, by in-line running 

pUlleysQ)then ~oImect!ng rod links and knife edges0and0and 

finally through eight bolt flanges ~ screwed to the specimen ends. 

Further crossed knife ~dges (Fig. 2~in the tensile linkage rested on 

hardened steel plates and provided axiality of loading. All knife edges 

had 900 included angles in contact with 120
0 

plates which therefore 

permitted a ;t ISO rotation from the vertical fOsition. Alignmen~ of the 

torque cells and speciI!l"ln was ensured by the machined dowels (Fig. 2.4) 
linking them. -' the torque was transmitted by s quare and registers 

between these components and the flange block. 

In the original design of the machine a facility existed to 

maintain a conztant tension lever ratio automatically throughout the 

straining process (Fig. 2X This amounted to a microswitch control 

on the height or fulcrum \:::J that would comp~msate for a 7.5 men 

extension on the specime~ and linkages. To achieve this the fulcrum 

was rigidly fixed to a cross beam ~ and this whole assembly was 

supported by two moveable hardened~el wedges ~. The wedges were 

driven inwards by a slow speed (0.5 rev/min) elect:dc motor @ through 

a compound_gear train 0 and a screwed shaft @ to give a lift rate 

of 65 x 10 3 mrn/min for the cross beam. On the basis of SOme preliminat"'J 

testing the automatio wedge control was seen to be tantamount to 

increasin~ the load on the specimen during test. This facility was 

therefore not used in the programme of testing reported here. All the 

creep tests of this thesis are th.a. t of a "constant load" type but with 

some error due to a changing lever ratio. Actually the tests 

approximate to that of the "constant stress" type since the reduction in 

load due to a decreasing magnification ratio is matched by a reduction in 
cross-sectior~l area. 

To measure the tensile load two Duralumin load CellS~(Fig. 2.4) 

were connected in parallel and as close to the test specimen as was . . 

possible. 

of 100 mID. 

The 32 men shank diameter was machined to 12.7 mID over a 1e1"lQ'i;h 2 . .~ 

The 252 rom a.rea over this length was calculated to give a 
'* All figures are given at the end of this Chapter. 



maximum load measuring capacity of 37.5 kN at a limiting elastic stress of 

150 N/mm2• This easily accommodated an ultimate tensile load of 8 ~~ on 
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a tubular test specimen of area 127 mm2• Four electrical resistance strain 

gauges were attached to each cell, tliO longitudinally and tlvo laterally. The 

four gauges of each cell (abed) formed a separate Whcatstone's bridge circuit 

(Fig. 2.4) that compensated for bending effects by measuring only axial loads. 

The two circuits wcre each energised from a common 6V stabilized power supply. 

Loads were then calculated from the out of balance voltage of each bridge 

measured from a d.c. potentiometer by switching in each circuit separately. 

The load-out of balance voltage characteristic for each cell had previously 

been obtained from a calibration on a Denison tension machille (see Appendix II). 

2.1.2. Torsion Loading System (Figs. 2.2, 2.4, 2.5) 

A torque was produced by applying weights to load hanger ~ which 

was transmitted to the test specimen by a cross bcam ~ , cables and 

pulleys 0 A central load applied to the lmnger of tbis cross beam was 

supported and split four w'ays by the lOlier tliO outer pulleys (Fig. 2.2). Each 

load component lias then directed through four further pulleys so that the "Tbole 

arrangement served to apply equal and opposite tangential loads at diametrically 

opposite points on in-line horizontal pulleys e . Each pulley "Tas 251 IIllll 

in diameter with 900 peripheral cable grooves. 'file n,To inner pulleys l,'ere 

attached to the macl1i.ne by rigid fork arm uprights G clamped to an 

adjustable table @ . Wben locked this table formed a rigid anchorage for 

one end of the specimen assembly. The two outer pulleys were mounted on 

horizontal fork arms G and clamped to adjustable cross bars e Eoth 

tbe table and the cross bars were bol ted to the main coltunns of the llJ.:'lchine 

by half shell Tufnol bearings 0 . Experiment show'cd that "their resistance 

to sliding was of the order 0.16 ~L.~ per column "bicb therefore eliminated any 

possibility of slip during test. 

To record the specimen torque t\vO solid Durnl1unin cells, 29.2 rum 

diameter 0 were connected in series 1dtb the test specimen and on either 

side of it. Each cell lvas capable of meaSILring a maximum torque , 

of 425 Nm at a limiting elastic shear stress of b.j N/mm.
2 

- which easily' 

accommodated an ultimate specimen torque of 65 Nm. Each cell liaS bonded 

with two-paired element torque stl'ain gauges. The four gauges of each 

cell were arranged in the bridge circuit of Fig. 2.4 in sucb a way as to 

record torsion only. Thus for a superimposed tensile load the bridge 

circuit produced a net cancellation in"the axial component of strain in 

each gauge. Like the tension circuit the gauges of eacb torsion cell 
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formed a separate circuit (efgh) and were energised from the sarna 6 y 

stabilised supply. The outputs from the two torsion circuits were 

measured separately by switching in each circuit to the common d.c. 

potentiometer. The torque-out of balance voltage cha.racteristic for 

ea.ch cell had previously 'geen obtained fzum a calibration on an Avery 

reversed torsion machine (see Appendix II). 

2.1.3 Combined Loading (Fig. 2.5) 

Tension and torsion combined loading could be produced in one of 

two ways: 

(1) By applying weights to the loading ends0a~d 0 of the 

tensior. and torsion levers respectivelY; 

(2) By applying wei3hts at some intermediate beam position ~ • 
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The latter method was ~~e more useful since it allowed co~bir.ed 
loading to be applied in any desired proportion. This was ac~ieved s~ply 

by applying wei6hts at the a~priate position on the bei'lm 0 toot 

connected the tension lever~and torsion cross be'l:n 0 (Fig. 2.2). 

Moreover this proportion was maintained when loadblg incremantally - a 

feature important in certain plastiCity studies, known as radial loading. 

This meant toot the ratio of shear to tensile stress was mai.."'ltained at a 

oonstant positive value when loading in this manner. A negative ratio 

was also possible by applying the combined load to a cantilever extension 

at either end of the beam. In this way one of the loads would be 

increased whilst the other decreased proportionataly. Obviously for 

such a negative ratio a. load would have to be in existence at either the 

tension or torsion support in t~e first instance. 

The beam, made from an aluminium alloy, was .50 mIn deep, 18 mIn wide 

and 1525 rom long. It was symmetrically su;-ported on a length of .545 mm 

by.two close fitting spindles @ that passed through the beam and weie;ht 

haneer brackets @. The weight hangers were therefore free to rotate 

about the spindles and a i'urth'Jr spindle G on the tension bracket 

allowed for the attachment of the tension cabl~eThe torsional weitl"ht 

haneer 0 was centr~lised on its cross beam 18 by two locknuts @ 
and weights applied at the intermediate position 26 were transmit~to 
the beam by a 900 ~ife edge. To reduce its vleight the beam was drilled 

at intervals alon,g the length and tapered fo~ 430 mr ... beyond the "supports". 

Beam cro3s-sectional dime~sions were chosen to accom~odate a maximum 

bending stress of ~O N/rcJunder co:nblned loading. 
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In the original design of the machine combined loading was 

achieved by a method slwilar to (1). In the present design method (2) 

was used exclusively for combined loading. Calibrations made at eighth 

and third positions betWeen the supports of the beam are given in Appendix 

II. This involved finding an experimental stress ratio )t. = "re"it'%s 
for each position and then comparing it with the theoretical value 

calculated from beam equilibrium. Fig. 5 of Appendix II s~owed good 

agreement between each experimental and theoretical " value. 

Theoretical considerations on the change in .\ d"uring plastic deformation 

showed it to increase by ~ for each l~ of plastic axial strain. For an 

expected total axial strain of order 5% (plastic strain + creep strain) 

in the present tests a 2t,% increase in ~ was not of serious concern. 

2.1.4. Internal Pressure 

In thin walled cylinder testing the introduction of an internal 

bore I-ressure in addition to axial tension and/or torsion wc':ld provide 

alterne~ive loading syste~s. For the purpose of future work (Section 7.6 
paragraph (7» the internal pressure arrange;r;ent of Fig. 2.6 is suggested 

for use with this rig. 

A nitrogen bottle with regulator valve and prel;lsure gauge would 

serve to supply nitrogen at the required test p~essure throueh the "top 

flange block and aligr~ent dowel. Provided leakage was not excessive the 

test pressure should be maintained for the duration of the creep test by 

the reservoir of nitrogen in the bottle. To reduce and to seal tha volume 

enclosed by the specimen bore each alignment dowel could be made with a 

core-bar extension and O-ring recesses as sr~~. A flexiblo inlet pipe 

and sprung loaded extensometer probes (Fig. 2.14) would allow the specimen 

to deform without restriction during test. 

2.2 TiST l!~TERIAL 

The main test progra;&ne entailed the experimental investigation 

of flow behaviour in a structural~ anisotropic mater~"el and in a prestrained 

material. For simplicity it was decided to manufacture test specimens 

from the following three forms of a common material. 

(1) In solid extruded bar form. The material was expected 

to be highly anisotropic due to a preferred grain structure. 

(2) In prcstrained form. Known prestrains were to be applied 

to material in a near isotroFic condition. 



(3) In near isotropio form.· This was to provide a basis in 

the investigation. 

Consistency in (1) de~aP~ed that the entire stock be from the 

same ~elt wnile (2) and (3) required that the extruded structure should 

be heat treatable into an approximately isotropic condition. To meet 

these requirements a pure metal was chosen as the test oaterial. 

In a review of published data made by Graham (5l) it was 

concluded that the behaviour of pure metals in engineering environments 

followed the same creep laws as ccrnplex alloy steels and dispersion 

hardened alloys. It would therefore not seeill to matter whether a pure 

metal or an alloy was chos en in which to investigate an.! sotropy. However 

the test temperature Can render a material with an anisotropy in deformation 

which is peCuliar to the test conditions (see Section 7.5). In a pure 

metal this is typified by high te~perature grain growth and recr~stallisation. 

To avoid this in the present work a test temp(;rature well belo\'l the 

recrystallisation temperature was chosen (21°C). 
. 

Copper and al~ir.ium of commercial purity we~ each considered 

as a test material. Ultimately the choice .... as limited by cost and 

consequent~ aluminium was chosen. A 9.10 m length of bar was purchased 

from High Duty Alloys Ltd to the following specification: 

itA semi-continuous casting of one 220 Ib Hiduminiu~ lA melt, 

analysed-machined and extruded: under produotion oonditions to l~ in_ 

diameter bar". 

Hidumir:ium lA, as extruded, is made approximately to the same 

composition as D.S. 1476-ElAM (Table 2.11. 

2.3 TEST SPECTItENS 

Test sp~cimens were machined for the following three 

investigations: 

(1) Combined stress studies in the main test programme. 

Tubular specimens were chosen for the reasons outlined in 

paragraph 2.3.1. 

(2) A study on the plastic flo~ and creep produced by 

incremental tensile loading. 

(3) 'Hounsfield' studies on the tensile isotropy of the 

annealed aluminium. 

~ Allowing for a small degree of anisotropy. 

t All Tables are. giv&n at the end of this Chapter. 
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2.3.1 Tubular Specimens 

A biaxial stress system is mCti t closely represented by stressing 

a tube in one of the following three ways: 

(1) combined tension-torsion. 

(2) combined torsion-internal pressure. 

(3) combined tension-internal pressure. 

A tubular specimen is suitable for this provided the wall thickness is 

of such a thickness that, , 

(1) the variation in shear stress across the wall, due to an 

applied torque, is negligible. 

(2) the radial stress through the wall, due to an internal 

pressure, is small enough to be neglected and tmt the 

circumferential stress is kept to a minimum. 

(3) buckling does not occur. 

The effect of these on the choice CJf specimen sizes may 

convenient~ be investigated in terms of a mean diameter thickness ratio 

(~t). To meet the first stipulation (1) the wall thickne3s (t) should 

be made as small as possible, thus (~t) should be high. This is also 

the requirement for stipulation (2). The buckling oondition (3) however 

requires tInt (d/t) be made smIl from the following considerations. 

Pla.stio buckling inv olving torsion is likely , .. hen one principal 

stress is negative, as in the ca.'3e of pure torsion ( 0; = ~) tr,. :: -~ OJ. 0 ). 

Here Finnie (52) has shown that for a tube of gauge length l satisfying 

dimensionally, 

(2.1) 
that the maximum shear strain which can be attained before buckling is 

given by, 

Thus to accommodate large shear strains (d/t) should. be kept to a minimum. 

This is more olearly seen if d is written as, 

d = l{ + t 

where k, the tube ins~de diamete~ is a fixed constant here. Hence 

equntion (2.2) can then be written a.s,. . 

'6 =",67 (T) lEI (k/t + 1f (2.3) 

which demand.3 tha. t t be kept to a maximum if large shear strains are 

required. 
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A (~t) ratio of 18 was chosen as a final compromise. This would 

mean an elastic circumferential stress variation for a pressurised 

cylinder (5.3) of :!: 6% on the mean value, and from equation (2.2), a 10% 
It 

shear strain before the ons~t of buckling. 

Two further factors were considered in the selection of this 

ratio. Firstly, the accuracy of strain measurement increases as the 

specimen sizes increase and secondly, the difficulty in manufacturing tubes 

with the necessa~ uniformity in wall thickness increases with decreasing 

thickness. 

The specimens were manufactured to the sizes shown in Fig. 2.7. 

A wall thickness of 1.5 mm was chosen on a 25.4 mm bore with a gauge 

length of 50 mm. The choice of this gauge length is discussed in Appendix 

II. To suit existing machine parts the ends were scre;'i'ed l-i" x 20 t.p.i. 

and 1" alignment dowels governed the bore size. Two 0.8 mm ridges at the 

gauge length extremities allowed an extensometer to be mounted. ~Matbu~ 

Rr.d Alexander sho1ied a ridge of this size not to affect significantly the 

gauge length stress distribution in combined tension-torsion. 

2.3.2 Tension· Creep Specimens (Fig. 2.9) 

These were machined to B.S.3500 1969, Part 3. The ends were 

machined with 3/16" diameter reamed holes to suit thc pull rods of 

existing creep machines. A pair of 0.9 IIlJU rili6es defined the gauge 

length and allowed an extensometer to be mounted. These speoimens were 

used to examine incremental loading strains (APpendix III). 

2.3.3 Isotropy, Hardness and Metallographic Examination 

A sel'ies of Hounsfield tensile . speCimens .. , (t'ig. 2.10 (a)) Viere 

manufactured from longitudinal, transverse and oblique directions. The 

specimens were used to assess the isotropy ~f the test material. This 

investigation was supplemented by metallographic observations on discs of 

test material taken from the bar at positions immediately adjacent to the 

Hounsfield positions. 

A further series of tensile specimens WO$.. :nanufacturedto B.S. 

18, 1962 (Fig. 2.10(b)). Their ends were threaded to 5/16 11 B.S.F. to 

suit the jaws of an Instron machine. These speoimens were used +'0 

establish tensile data for the test material. 

.. . 
.II The co.1Sideration £iven to circumferential and radial 
stress variation Aas been made in anticipation of future 

. work 'Clat involves internal pressure (see paragraph 2.1.4). 
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2.3.4 Cutting Plan (Fig. 2.11) 

The specimens described in paragraphs 2.3.1 - 2.3.3 were cut from 

the bar in the fo llowing way: 

The 9.10 m of bar was supplied in four lengths A, B,e and D. 

The numbers and letters in the cutting pl~~ refer to, 

o - 5 tension creep specimens 

X hardness and metallography discs 

Y - 3 transverse Hounsfield specimens 

Z 8 longitudinal lfuunsfield specimens 

S 6 longitudinal tension specimens 

E - used for experimental machining 

and every number (1 -.47) represented one tubular specimen. Numbers made 

to identify position in the length are shown above each bar. 

A longitudinal scribed line served to identify the oross-~ectional 

positions of specimens taken from pieces 0, Y and Z. With the exception 

of specimens whose axes coincided with the bar axis all other longitudinal 

specimens were machined from these pieces so that their axes coincided 

with the mid-wall dia:neter of a tubular sp3cimen (26.9 um). Tho trurl3verse 

specimens of piece Y were machined with their axes lying tangential to 

this diameter. 

Fig. 2.12(a) shows the angular positions of the Hounsfield . 

longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) specimens with respect to the scribed 

lin~ (0°). Fig.' 2.l2(b) shows the positions of some oblique Hounsfiald 

speoimens machined in tandem with oblique creep speoimens •. 

The 66 rom overall length of a tension oreep specimen made it 

impossible to m~hin~ it in the transverse direction. Va.rious oblique 

directions were therefore chosen and. 'specimen;; were mq,chined in such a . 

way that thei~' central portions contained wh:l.t would have been the wall of 

a tubular specimen had it been machined there. Of'~ he f iva spe oimens 

machined from each bar piece (0) in Fig. 2.l2(b), two were oblique (0) and 

thrae were longitudinal (L). The longitudinal specimens were suitablY 

identified in th3 cross-section in terms of an angle mde ,to the scribed 

.. line (00
) and Fig. 2.l3(a.) shows a composite picture of all longitudinal 

oreep specimen directions. 

To identify the cross-sectional positions of oblique specimens a 

rectangular coordinate system was used tha. t identified 'I' with the ' 

longitudinal direction. Thus the oblique specimen shown in Fig. 2.13(a) 

could be completely defined by a plane (1-2) and an angle (180°). Fig. 

2.l3(b) shows the composite picture made by thP axes of all such oblique 
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specimens and the angles ~ and "6 between them. The angle between each 

oblique axis and the longitudinal direction (0( ) was 21.80
• 

All angular positions in the cross-sectivn were measured in a 

clockwise direction from the scribed line as a datum when viewed in the 

cutting plan from right to left. 

2.3.5 N~terial Preparation and Specimen Manufacture 

Two types of anisotropy are likely in a machined specimen. The 

first, associated with the extrusion process, is a preferred grain 

orie~tation and the second, associated with machining, is a strain hardening 

effect. In order to study the effect of anisotropy due only to a prestrain 

history it was necessary to perform the prestraining operation on initially 

isotropic material. An anneal was therefore necessary to recrystallise 

and stress relieve the grain structure. To avoid possible distortion in 

the finished specimen sizes the anneal was carried out at a blank stage 

(Figs. 2.8 and 2.9(a» prior to finished m~chining. The machining of tha

specimen to final dimensions was then completed by taking successive cuts 

each not greater than 0.25 mm. 

The best combination of time and temperatura to be used in the 

anneal was found in the following way: 

A disc of bar material, 8 mm thick, was split into segments each 

identified by a letter (A - 0). Five temperatures, 300, 350, 400, 450 and 

5000 C, were chosen and three times, i, l~ and 2i hours, so that each segcenc 

was annealed at one of the fifteen time-temperature combinations for a rapid 

rate of heating. Having cooled in the furnac'3, a Vickers pyramid hardness 

test was carried out on each segment a.nd all those which shovred a (V.P.N.)5 

of less than 19 were prepared for metallo~graphic examination. Segments 

were mounted, polished ~~d etched in the usual way. From the microscopio 

exa.mination the best combination of time and temperature was thought to be: 

2t hours at 4500 C. The judgement was based on that segment which exhibited 

a uniform rec~stal1ised structure of equiaxed fine grains. The average 

grain size of this structure measured by the intercept method, was found 

to be 0.22 mm, which would give seven grains across the wall of a tubular 

specimen. Table 2.2 gives the hardness figures for eaoh segment along 

with a Viokers photomicrograph of the chosen structure. 

The tests on 'as extruded' material were performed on tubes that 

had been given a light stress relieve anneal ( 150°C for 2 hours ) 

at the blank stage (Fig. 2.8) of manufacture. 



The gauge length profile of each specimen in Figs. 2.7 - 2.10 wa~ 

produced from a r~speotive tE::lBl'late used in conjunction with D. l~imik copy 

attachment, a Harrison 12" swing oentre lathe and a single point. cutting 

tool. 
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Table 2.3 shows the operation sequence eoployed in the manufacture 

of a tubula.r specimen (Fig. 2.7). This was designed to ensure concentricity 

of tube diameters, squ~re end registers ~na threaded ends. In order to 

avoid residual surface stresses in the gauge length no polishing, grinding 

or reaming ope~tions were permitted after annealing. Light finish 

machining was performed by the sequence of fcur operations in 'B'. The 

wall thic}~ess and bore diameter of each finished tube were measured on 

90° diameters for each of five gauge length positions. A Solex air gauee 
-+''''3-recorded a maximum variation of _. % nun on an averace bore diameter of 

+.oo!J 25.402 rom and a micrometer recorded a ll'l1lximum variation of --001 mm on 

an average wall thicl:ne:ss of 1.503 LlilI. A Socie~e Gcnevoisc measurement 

of. gauge leneth showed this to be repento.hle at 50 mm. In Appendix II 

the va~iations in tube geometry are shown to be less significant than 

load eccentricity in their effects on applied .stress. 

Micro~eter measurements on the diameter of each finished tension 

( ) h d 1m • t f + • t>0<t. creep specimen Fig. 2.9 s owe a max .um varlC ion 0 _. ce8 n:n o!! 

an average dia.:::eter of 5.644 m.:n. A repeatable gauge length of 28.233 nun 

lias to be used in subsequent strain calculation as the 'originalleneth'. 

Ideally, combined tension-torsion deformation in a thiI. walled 

cylinder would be studied from simultaneous measurements of current 

extenSion, diameter, ttickness and twist. However, the arrangement of 

transducers necessary to record these from the gauge length would be 

complicated and might well restrict the deformation. The comparisons 

between experimental creep rates and isotropic calculations in Section 

1.1 have been made pos~ible simply from measurements made ot extension 

and twist. In the present work anisotropic theories were to be applied 

to experimental results in a d.~Jz,/~!-:':. ratio of radia.l lo~ding and in a. 
~ /" ~61' I. " e~/e,z ratio of ensuing creep. A "de~~ of loeding was also to 

be measured. For t~~s purpose an extensometer was designed that was 

capable or."continuct:sly measuring ~xtensiOl:, t',7ist and diarneter of a . 

deforming tube. A description cf this follows. 



2.4.1 Extension and Twist Measurement 

These dis placements were measu red from two linear variable 

differential transformer (l.v.d.t) transd.ucers mounted in the extensometer 

of Fig. 2.14. The extensometer consisted of two steel cla.mping rir.gs 
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that each matched three portions of the specimen gauge length ridges. The 

location was made only by inverted ridges in the rings. To accommodate 

changes in diameter of the specimen during test one portion of each ring 

was made as a sprung loaded insert. 'Dura.lumin' brackets were made to house 

both transducers' and were attached to the rings in such a way that the one 

measuring ex~ensions lay vertically at 75 mm from the specimen centro line 

whilst the torsional displa.cements were measured by a transducer lying 

hcrizontally at ,50 mm radius. A brass disc served as a datum for each 

transd.ucer and for setting purposes these were made adjustable. Various 

sizes of transducer could be mounted in this extenso~eter by exchanging 

sleeves in each bracket. Generally, a :' 2.5 rom high preCision type was 

employed in the ~easurement of these displacements. Both tr~nsducel~ were 

calibrated in a universal measuring machine (see paragraph 2.4.5). 

In the measurement of extensions f'or the tension creep s}ecimens 

of Fig. 2.9 two inducta.nce transducers were attached in parallel with and on 

each :' side of the specimen. The attachment was made by two sprung loaded 

rings in the extensometer of Fig. 2.15. A do,::;leg between each ring and 

transducer bracket allowed each transducer to be sited well clear of a 

f'urnace bottom. 

The extensooet~ used in the application of prestrain was basicnL\y 

the same as that described above for extension and twist mo'a.surelIlents. ' 

Here, however, the extensometer rings were attached to the "blank" specimen 

by three pointed screws (Fig. 2 .16A). The wh ole arre,ngement was then 

adapted to fit eitr..er the alignment spigots of a 250 kN 'mstron' machine or 

the end regist~rs of a 15000 kg cm'Ave~/reversed tcrsion machine (Fig. 

2.16B). The sizes of a prestrain blank are shown iL Fig. 2.16A. 

2.4.2 Diameter 1~asurement 

Diametrical changes were measured by three sprul1g steel cantilevers 

which made 1200 contact with the gauge length centre. The cantilevers 

were made for attachment to tbe lower machine flange and to pass through 

clearance holes in the lower clamping ring. Figs. 2.17A and B 'then shows 

the set up for the measurement of ext ens ion, twist and diarre trical changes. 

Each cantilever had two 5 rom strain gauges stuck ,on ' its 'tens 11e and 

cor.lpressive faces and near the fixed end where the bending moment was a 



maximum • All six gauges were connected in series and fanned. the active 

. arm of a Wheatstone bridge measuring circuit. The diameter gauge was 

calibrate~ on a stepped shaft (see paragraph 2.4.5). 

2.4.3 Signal Conditioning and RecOrding 
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The trxee displacoents were measured by means of the three channel 
M 

transducer system shown diagramatically in Fig. 2.18 • .., 
The systeo including the two l.v.d.t transducers was supplied by 

Sangamo Controls Ltd.,Brighton. The l.v.d.t transducer consists of a 

single primary winding, two secondary windings and a moveable ferromagnetio 
I 

core. The movement of this core increases the voltage in cne seconda~ 

winding and decreases it in the otr.er. to produce a proportional voltage 

output. A four arm inductive bridge circuit was used here to measure 

this output. Thus the primary windi~s were energis ed by a cor.:rnon 5 kHz 

carrier oscillator supply and the voltage output for each transducer was 

c,)l1ditioned at its respec~ive module by a range, gain and sensitivity 

setting. Thereafter the signal was amplified, demodulated, filtered and 

then read. on an indicator. In a similar way the resistive output from 

the strain gauged ce.ntilevers, proportional_ to changes in specimen diameter, 

was measured in the half bridge circuit of Fig. 2.18. 

For a continuous recording of transducer displacerrents an output 

jack served to by-pass the inrncator unit for display on a potentiometrio 

recorder. A three pen I Rikadenki' chart recorder was employed for this 

purpose. Various combinations of module range settings and recorder 

voltage settings allowed the chart to be calibrated for a range of 

displacements from 0.05 - 5 mm. 

For the measurement of tensile creep displacements the extensometer 

of Fig. 2.15 was used with two matched inductive transducers. The output 

signals here were electrically averaged,condltioned in a'C.N.S'transducer 

meter, and recorded by one channel of a. two channel'T.O.A' polyrecorder. 

Combinations of the six meter sen~itivities and record.er voltage settings 

allo\ved the cmrt to be calibrateC!. for a range of displacements from 

0.01 - 2.5 rom. 

2.4.4 Strain Gauges 

A number of tests were performed using strain gauges affixed to 

the outer diameters of tubula.r specimens. Two arrangements were used: 

(a) measurement of axial or circumferential strain using 
I I TUL, YLIO gauges; 
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(b) measurement of axial, circumferential and 45
0 

strains 

using'T1~~ YRS5 rosettes. 

o 
In both coases three gauges were placed 120 apart around the tube-

each gauge connected in series with the other two of the same direction. 

Direct strain readings were obtained from each direction by using a'Tinsloy' 

strain measuring bridge and selector switch. Vfuere a continuous recording 

was required the resistive output was conditioned and amplified and 

recorded in an identinl manner to the diameter gauge of paragraph 2.4 • .3. 0 

The gauges were either of a post yield type that measured up to 10% strain 

or the small strain ( < 2%) elastic type. 

2.4.5 Calibrations 

Both l.v.d.t transducers of the extensometer desoribed in 

paragraph 2.4.1 were calibrated in terms of chart widths for the available 

reeter range settings. To do this a displacement was applied dire~tly 

to the trans ducer probes firstly in a 'Societe Genevoise' Ur.iversal 

Measuring machine for a master calibration and, secondly, in a bench 

micrometer to provide checks at the start and finish of a test. The 

tor sional transdoo er was further calibrated in a 'Watts' 10" circular 

division tester. For this the extensometer rines of Fig. 2.14 were 

attached to a split mandrel in the same way as they would have been to a 

tubular test specimen. Two two halves of the mandrel could be moved apart 

or rotated at the centre of its 50 mm gauge length to simUlate an axial 

displaceJrent or ananguJ..a.r rotation. Through the latter the rotary table 

yielded a calibration figure of l.n6°/mtl over all ranges including the 

maximum displacement (5 1IlDl). Displacements ~reater than this were 

calibrated for a ± 12.5 rom transducer. It was found that the sama 

calibration figure held provided the displaoem3nt did not exceed 9 IIlI:l 

either side of the horizontal centre line A-A of Fig. 2.14. Thereafter 

tho change in the radius of rotation was seen as a departure from linearity 

in the calibration. Operating within this range allowed rotations of up 

to 16° to be measured without adjustment to the torsional micrometer. 

Since this corresponds to a shear strain of 7.5% the extensometer was 

considered suitable for the measurement of all tubul •. r shear strain p:d.or 

to buckling (see paragraph 2.3.1). 

In order to avoid spurious signals from a non fIa. t tensile platform 

or a non vertical tors lonal rest the 'Dure.luiniil l 
0 .ld.:>unting brackets Were 

adjusted for the extensometer in position on the split mandrel so that, 



(1) no "te:lsile displacement" was recorded for a twist. 

(2) no "torsional displacement" was recorded for an extension. 

The diameter gauge described in paragraph 2.4.2 was calibrated 

with a stepped shaft of diameters 28.5, 26.5, 24.5, 22.5 and 21.5 mm. 

This was lowered vertically into the gauge to allow the cantilevers to 

make contact with each diameter in turn. Thus the cmrt width was then 

understood in terms of specimen diametrical changes. 
, 

A furtr~r check on the angle of twist (g)O for small torsional 

displacements ( S rom) was made from the tangent of this angle and the 

radius of rotation ( ~ llL."'l) of the transducer probe. Thus 

which for 1 rnm displacement yields 

2.4.6 Accuracy 

From the master calibrations the overall accuracy of displacement 

measurement was assessed as ± 1.0% on fUll scale chart deflection. 

Included in thi:: are the individual perforuarJOes of each component of the 

system. These were stated by the manufacturers as follows: 

transducers! 0.1% linearity, ! 0.0002% repeatability, 

meter 

recorder 

! 0.1% linearity, ! 0.5% 100 hour stability, 

! 0.15% linearity, ! 0.07% resolution. 

The calibration further showed tha. t the sm<lllest displacement 

measurable with this system without interference from noise was of the 

. order of 0.0005 mm. The sys tern therefore was suitable for measuring the 

small displacements associated with elastio loading, larger elastic plus 

plastic displa.cements ana. long-time creep displacements. 
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2.5 'tEST PROCEDURE 

The investigation may conveniently be divided into four separate 

studies. These are described in the following paragraphs and run in the 

order in ""hich each study 'was executed. 

2.5.1 Creep and Plastic Flow During 'Incremental Loading 

Since loading in the rig was incremental in nature an initial 

study was made of the naturc of strain associated with short-time incremental' 

loading. This study lias made for simple tensile loading on annealed 

material. 

Tbe specimcns of Fig. 2.9 were mounted in the extcnsometer of 

Fig. 2.15 and placed in an tE}ffiC' creep machine with a three zone furnace 

" and temperature controller. An examination was made of the effect of load 

increment value and test temperature on the strains that occurred between 

successive increments of load. A morc detailed description of this 

procedure is given in Section 5 of Appendix III. 

2.5.2. Tension-Torsion Tests on Annealed Haterial 

By radial loading in the tcst rig eight cylinders of Fig. 2.7 were 

each tested for a constant ratio ( ~) of sbear to tensile ~tress. All 

cylinders were loaded in 50 N incremcnts to a load level for which the von 

}1ises equivalent stress (see equation (3.1) ) lias approximately constant at 

37.5 N/mm
2

• Thereafter the cylinders wcre left to creep for 100 hOlus and 

for the duration of the creep test continuous measurements of the shear and 

axial strains ",'ere made. For each 50 N load increment the associated 

instantaneous shear, axial and diametl"ical strahls were recorded. Fifteen 

minutcs 'iere then allolied to record the transiCl1 t creep strains before the 

next 50 N increment was applied. During this interval the load cell outputs 

were measured.. These outputswerc useu in equation (12) of Appendix II to 

calcula.~e stress ratios of 0, 0.12, 0.53, O.8U, 1.81 and c:o for these 

tests. Two tests (0 and 0.53) l .... ere repeated. 

2.5.3 Tension-Torsion Tests on R~trudcd ~k~terial 

Six cylinders were tC::ited in a pro,cedure identical to that described 

in paragraph 2.5.2 for aunealed material but with creep tests of 300-400 

hours duration. 

2.5.1 Tension-Torsion Tests on Prestraincil ,Ha"terial 

The cylinJers of Fig. 2.7 were creep tested for a constant stress 

ratio ( /\ = ~ez / ~~ ) of 0.n5 but with a varying prestrain history. Each 
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cylinder was loaded in the test rig to SOO N in 50 N increments and then 

left to creep for a period of 300-400 hours. A 800 N load applied at a 

stress ratio of 0.95 corresponded to a tensile stress ( V%% ) of 16 N/mm2 

(equation (13) Appendix II) and a shear stress (~ez) of 15.2 N/mm2 • 

The prestrain history of each specimen is given in Tabla 2.4. 

Tensile and compressive prestrains were applied in a 250 kN Instron 

machine at a displacement rate of 0.5 ~min. Forward and reversed shear 

prestrains were applied in a 15000 k6 om Avery reversed torsion machine 

at a twist rate of 3~ o/min. On a 50 mID gauge length these corresponded 
. , ~ 1 

to an axial strain rate of e.n = 1.67 x 10 s - and a shear strain rate 
v -4 -1 

of IJ 8Z = 2.75 x 10 s • 

For the larger tensila and torsional prestraL'18 of Table 2.4 the 

extruded bar was machined to the blanks of Fig. 2.8 annealed and then 

prestrained in the adaptors of Fig. 2.lGB before light machining to the 

test cylinder dimensions. Smaller prestrains were applied directly to 

finished cylinders. The s~e torsional adaptors of Fig. 2.l6B were used 

to apply shear prestrains to specimens of fi.T,ished dimensions but screwed 

flanges were used with the tension adaptors in applying tensile prestrain. 

All compressive prestrains were applied to annealed cylinders (of 

dimensions: i.d.: 24 rom, o.d. = 44.4 rom ar.d length: 165 mm) in the flat 

plattens of the Instron machine with 'Molyslip' as a lubricant. They were' 

then light machined into the test cylinders o~ Fig. 2.7. 

- P 
The tensile and compressive prestrain values ( ~zz ) of Table 2.4 

were calculated from the measured displacements (z) of two circu~erentially 

scribed lines originally 50 mID apart (~) in the set up of Fig. 2.l6A. 

Then, 
L!" _ ~" I"" ~ ~ZZ - .t 

p 
The shear prestrain values (~ez ) of Table 2.4 were oaloulated 

from the measured angular rotation (e rads) of an original longitudinal 

line over the 50 mm length (~) in a set up similar to Fig. 2.l6A. Then, 

~f' _ r!:!l..G" '''''~ (2.6) 
. C%.· .(. 

where rm is the ~ean wall cylinder radius. 

The shear prestrain values were chosen to give the same von Mises 
. .p . 

equivalent strain ("rot) as for tension and compression. Then from 
. -f' P 

equation (3.9), for te?Jsion or compression €oM = tz,% and for 
. _, f / 

torsion e,., = ~ez J3. 
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On completion of all the creep tests of paragraphs 2.5.1 - 2.5.4 

the cylinders were unloaded and tested for recovery by allowing 15 minutes 

of recording time between successive load decrements. When completely 

unloaded the cylinders were further tested for recover,y over a period of 

approximately 20 hours using a sensitive chart range. Such a period. was 

always found to be adequate for measuring total strain recovery in the 

three condi tions of me terial. 
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Fig. 2.1 Complex Stress Machine 
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. -

Fig. 2.2. Complex Stress Machine 
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Fig.2.17A. Extension, Twist & Diameter Measurement 
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fig.2.178 Extension, Twist ~ Diameter Measurement 
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Fig.2.18. Three Channel Transducer System 
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TABLE 2.1 % Composition 
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Element Mg eu S· Fe lL-l Zn Ni Ti ¥-l J. 

' Hid :LA I < 0.005 <: 0.005 ~ 0.04- 0.04- ~0.01 0.02 " 0.015 < 0.015 001 I 
BS 14-76-EIAM - 0.02 0.15 0 . 15 - - - - 99 . 0 

.- y?2:!.J 

TABJ~ 2.2 V. P.N. Figures (5 y~ load, 2/3 obj ective l ens ) 

~ .350 .300 
Time (hr 

4-00 4-50 500 

A . B . G D E 
1 

21 18 17.4- 15 .7 14-.9 2' 

, F G H I J 
It 20 17.9 1604- 15.6 14.8 

K L M N 9 
2.1.. 2 18.9 17 . 5 16 • .3 15.7 14-. 7 

N . B. Each f'igure is the a.verage of three impressions made per segment . 

Segment N -2 ~ hr at 450°C 

( x 50 ) 

L I 
Etchant : HF - 4-2%, HGl - 16~o, ~o - 4-2% 

(percentages by volume) 

j 



TABLE 2.3 Tubular Specimens - Operation Sequence 

Op Uachine Procedure 

& Blank (Fig. 2.8) 

1 Mark off bar in billet lengths and number both ends of 

each billet on lateral identification line. 

2 Power-saw billets to length (6.625") 

3 Faoe ends and oentre-drill, keeping length .010" over-size. 

Transfer numbers to ends of billet and in line with 
identification line. 

4- Between centres, turn ojD to 1.748" to suit cradle and face 

both ends to length, without removing numbers. Length 

should now be 165 mm. Turn 41 mm dia. x 8.5 nun each end. 

5 In 3 jaw chuck bore .875" dia roughing hole. 

6 Using .87S"mandrel in dividing head, mill 33.3 nun A/l x 

8.5 mID long. Flats at each end to be in line. 

Identification numbers must not be maohined out • 

• 7 Still using .875 mandrel, set up roughing pattern for Mimik 

uni t and machine waist OlD to 31 nun. 

8 Set up cradle on oross slide concentrio v.i th lathe spindle, 

using hollow 1.748" ojD test bar and 12" x 1" dia. arm to 

carTY clock gauge. Bore:rID to 24 rom. 

9 Anneal at 4-500
C for 2i hours. Cool in furnace. 

~ ~inish (Fig. 2.1) 

1 Bore to 25.4 nun + .0051_ .000 in radial cuts of .175,.175, 

.125, .125, .05, .05 nun. Check with air plug gauge. 

2 Set up finishing pattern for Mimik unit and, using 25.4 mm 

mandrel between c~ntres, turn waist diameter to ~9 mm in 

4 radial cuts of .25 rom. 

3 Screw-cut (Whitworth Form) lilt x 20 T.P.I. using sulphur 

and cutting oil and at not more than 156 r.p.m. 

4 Finalise 28.4 mm + .005/- .000 diameter using Yimik unit. 
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. TABLE 2.4 }'restrain History (%) 

mmION AND FORWARD .AND REVERSE:::> 

CO:mITSSION TORSION 

( , . ., -') e = 1. 67xlO s U· 
( i -.... , eZ. II 2.75 x 10 s) 

Nom. Act. (Equiv) Nom. Act. Equiv. 

~~z " -p ~l: ~lt -p t';.; E:.~ ~ t.M £,..,~ ~ f3 
-4 -4.28 -6.93 -7.00 -4.04 

-3 -3.23 -5.20 . -5.25 -3.03 
I 

-2 -1.81 -3.46 -3.45 -1.99 

0 0 0 0 0 

2 1.98 3.46 3.52 2.03 

3 2.96 5.20 5.18 2.99 

4 3.92 

Two add.! tiona! prestraiDS were examined, one in 

tension at 6.7:' and one in reversed torsion at an equivalent 

s tra i.n of -2.7;(. 

All specimeos were tested for creep at e. stress ratio 

( ~%) of 0.95. Tha t ~s a tensile stress (tTiz) of 16 N/mrn 2 
~, . z 

and a shear stress (th) of 15.2 N/IIJ!ll. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORZTICAL }JILL YSIS 

In this Chapter the relevant equations and methods of analysis 

for annealed, extruded and prestrained aluminium are outlj~ed. The 

theories of Appendix I are applied to a combined tension-torsion stress 

systelJl by replacing suffices I, 2 and .3 by z, e and r respectively. 

For prest rained alu:ninium the derivation of a. plastic strain increment , 
ratio ( d) 14~f' ) from three anisotropic yield function~ is given in 

Sect ion .3.5 • 

.3 .1 J..XIGALED l':.ATERIAL (Cnapter 4) 

For constant stress ratio tests perform~d on annealed ~~torial 

the analysis may conveniently be divided into paragraphs on laading, creep 

and anisotropy • 

.3.1.1 Incremen~al Loading 

The foi1oVling equstions were used in the calculation of stress 

and strain of radial loading; 

A von Mises equivalent stress for an a;,plied ( ~% , t'D,t ) 

stress level is given from eqw.tion (15)'" as, 

(.3.1) 

and the Tresca equivalent stress is given from equation (16) as, 

~ . 
where it should be noted that the principal stresses ( tr;' , ot. ~ ) 
in equations (15) and (16) are, 

t'j' t1Z:/Z .. ~ j v;.; ." 4 ~~:t = Z 

.~ 
~ 

I: tjJ/z - ~ j~: +4~ (.3 • .3) 
0;:0 

The maximum shear stress in co~bined tension torsion is given as, 

t :: Yz (e; - ~) 
which, from equation (3.3), may be written as, 

oW Sin,gle equation numbers refer to Appendix I. 



The total strain (elastic + plastic) components associated with 

an increment of co:nbined load are given by, 
c\t 

d€n= 

(3.5) 

where a1, dr and de are the length, radial and twist changes 

respectively on an original length.t (::: 50 nun) and a mean radius r 

(::: 13.45 nun). 

If dOlt and d"t:t: are the axial and shear stress increments 

associated wit.'-l the increment of combined load then the plastic strain 

components are, 

j f' ,{( _ &~, 
oq", = e i. 

.J:? _ ~ _ ~ "~J 
"\""99 - t" 1, 

J'Y P _ rde _ ~~e. 
~4i~~ - t q " 

where E G and ~ are elastic constants. 

(3.6) 

The total plastic strain components associated with an applied 

,....,. stress level are then, 
v.;sl "e:. 

(3.7) 

The equivalent plastic strain increment based on the von Mises 

yield criterion may be written from equation (19) as, .. 

(3.8) 
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for anyone incremo:nt, and 

as the total equivalent Mises plastic strain, provided 

from e"qu.ation (7). " 
= 

For this system the Tresc~ equivalent p1astio st~ain is normally 

written (see (54)f from the work hardening hypothesis ~, " 

(3.10) 

for anyone increment, and 

as the total equivalent Tresca plastic strain. 

La"~tly the ma.x:imtnl plastic shear strain is given by .. 

~ r = J ~O P = J ( d.e" - d 61 ) . 
which, for principal strain increments of, 

& ' f t, _ d.§n... .L (2 Mf)Z (~f'x' r )~ 
At-I'" 4 - z, z U + vel, 

may be written as, 

The stress plastic strain in~rement relationships for a tension

torsion sY3tem are given from the Levy-llises flow rule (equa.tion (9» 
as, 

&el~ = ~>..~~:: fA (~I- ~ t;s) IS i·J";\·~z 

d ~~= 2.~~ • z.s).~~ 

.. !Jain text reference 



Hence the ratio of shear to axial plastic strain components is, 
p 

'r: " ~e-:. :, t'" - .. (3.13) ~'" , .. 
~n. ~, 

which, for radial loading 
( " :: "(Uz./ ~Z ), may be written as, 

r = 3A 

A computer programme was written to evaluate the qU3J1ti ties 

in e'quations(3.1) -(.~.12). The total strains of equation(3 .5) were based 

on chart displacements which occurred 30 s after the application of a 

load inorement. That is, 

dt= (30 s chart displacement for tension trans due er:x scale) mm 

dr = (30 s chart displacement for diamter gauge x scale) mru • 

66 

~/ 11 d9 = (30 s chart displacement for torsion transdwer x scale) rom '" 1.1IC1 I ... ,\-" 
".:~ 1t 

The tensile stress increment ~~" of ecpation(3.6), corresponding to an 

incre:':)~nt (de) of oombimd load,was evalunted from c'luation(13)of 

Appendix II. That is: 

d~ - ~ [1I'7Z(~)'" 11,0& (~)J 
%% ' 12",7" c ~ 

The corresponding shear stress incre!!lent in equation (,3 .6) was evaluated 

f'rom, 

where the stres s ratio " of this equation and equation (3 .14) was 

evaluated from eqU'ltion (J2) of Appendix II. That is, 

11.72 + 12.05 ("/t.) 
~= 

18.88 x (2./,,) 

~le transient creep strains which occurred between increments 

of combined load were analysed in an identical manner to that of uniaxial 

loading. This procedure is outlined in Section 4 of Appendix III. Then 

in finite difference form the tensile and.shear creep rates for the ith 

point are given by, 

" G:1 , S 
~ 

e" 
'J" "' .. 
ti+1 
, 

~,:, 
4.1 

~, .. , 

, 
~n, 

4.-' - i.~_, 

~' 
(3.15) 

(1:. I 
-\. 

- -t, , 
... -
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.J .1.2 Creep 

The longitudinal creep strain is given by, 

€- :: 1~' t<J .. ; k(tl ) 
%J {,.(. . l" 

where t, and t" are the current and original gau.<:,e lengths respectively 

of creep deformation. For an extension Z on an original length t# 
this equation may be v~itten aS t 

which, for small extensions, approximates to, 

The shear creep strain is given by, 

where e is the angle of twist (in degrees) on a mean radius r. and 

over a length !.,. For small angles of twist equation (3.17) 
approximates to, 

wi th 0 in radians. 
• • 

For any time ti ·on the creep curves the strain rates ~:;~ and Oez 
were 

Thus 

eva luat ed by the 3, 5 and 7 point central difference formulae (55)';\0. 

for 8..l'1 equally divided creep curve of time interval /" these are I 

3 point • 1.( -t J G. ... , :: Z, ~ss. "Z-z.: I .0-" +t .... , ... -

5 point ;. _ J, f-G.. ...1~ - St + £ ] cz,' ·11", ,,,, J~, 13. zz, 
~ ~ ... ~ 4.' 4-' 4+1 

7 point E. • 0 • (,-;~ r Es~ - %J: + 4%.J. .. 4Gezz ... 'tJJ, - t.n • ] '1:. L , • .J ,.£ '-+1 i.1 '.2 4" 

for axial strain rates with a similar set of equa.tions for shear strain 

rates. 

~ 11dn text reference 



The stress-creep rate relationShips are given from the Levy

Mises flow rule of equations(9) and (31) as, 

and assuming that 4S(t) is the same function for both creep strain 

components we then have an isotropic ratio of shear to axial creep 

rates of, 

= 

This equation was the basis for studies on creep anisotropy. 

3.1.3 Analysis of Anisotropy 

If a constant k is introduced into equation (3.20) such 

that 
I I 

(3.19) 

k Z'B% I CZ~ = •• --- (3.21) 

then an experimentally observed k value of 3 would confirm the fiow 

rule of e~uation (3.20) for annealed material. An examination of the 

k values in'creep was made in a computer programme that evaluated the 

strain rates of equation (3.18) at time intervals throughout the creep 

period. In this programme the extension (z), angle of twist (e) and 

stress ratio (,\) of equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.21) respectivel:v 

were calculated from chart and load cell readings in.an identioal 

manner to that described in paragraph 3.1.1 for incremental loadin~. 

A k value (= ~/~ ) may be similarly defined from equation 

(3.14) for the plastic strain increment components of loading. Here k 

was simply obtained from the slope of the total plastio.strain plot of 

loading, i.e. f a~~ ~ J at.~" of equation (3.7). 

. Values of k in loading ani in creep that do not equal 3 may be 

explained in teTms of the anisotropic theory of Hill (29). Equation (54) 

of Appendix I is then applied by identifying the anisotropic axes 1, 2 and 

3 of this theory with the z, e and r directions respectively. For 

combined tension-torsion ( Oi, t ~es) the theoretical plastic strain 

increment ratios are then, 
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f' -F dc..9& (3.22) I/: 

d£,:~ F+f.4 

~£+,. - - H 
(3.23) - -at!. j:+H , . zd€':~ (:~H ) 't'~t ~ ~c: -= :: 
(3.24) --p 

~ £.~,& ~:I ~f.#1. 

The constants F, Hand L ce.n then be obtained from the solutions 

to these equations in using the corresponding plastic strain increment 

ratios of the experimental tests. 

Hill's theory may be applied to creep simply by writing the 

plastic strain increments to',S creep strain rates (see Section 2 of Appendix 

I). Then equations (3.22) - (3.24) become, 

--
-- -H 

F+ H 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

In its simplest fona the theory would assume the saJ:le constar.lts l!" H and L 

in both plastic fll)w and creep and a theoretical k value 'Which is 

independent of stress ratio ( ". -rlZ/O'is ). That is, from equations 

(3.24) and (3.27), 

k = 6L 
(1 + H) 

Thus if the same k value is observed throughout plastic flow and creep 

in tests of different ~ values then this would confirm the simplest 

application of Hill's the(lry. 

3 .2 EXTRUDED MATERIAL ( Chap ter 5) 

For constant stress ratio tests performed on extruded material 

the loading strains, creep strains and stress ratios were evaluated in an 

identi~al manner to that described for annealed material in paragraphs 

3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 

The experir.lental k values of plastic flow and creep were found 

69 

by the previously described methods (paragraph 3.1.3). These were comp~red 

with the theoretical prediction of Hill (equation (3.28» and the predictions 

froIn the anisotropic theories of Sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
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For example, the theory of Bailey (27) has been applied to combined 

tension-torsion ( ~% ,~9% ) in Section 3.4. Then for a constant stress 

ratio type test ( ,,= t'~z /00; .. ) equation (3.36) would predict a k value 

in creep of, 

k = 

where nand m are constants which could be made to account for an 

experimentally observed k value. 

If the experimental flow behaviour indicates an extruded material 

possessing a residual strain history then a theoretical k value for this 

situation may be obtained. from the general. anisotropy theories of Section 

3.5. Assuming that the residu!1l strain is compressive (-~,f) the theory 

of Edeljllan aLd Drucker (58) would then predict, from equation (3.46), a 

k value in loading of, 
3M e-,f) A (I 5 )\ + ~ . ... 

k :: .. 
C (I + '511'1 i:.r) + A (3.30) -
~ '2 Ci, 

* where 0;, is the tensile stress of loading, A, B, C are experimental 

constants of anisotropy and m is a Eauschinger parameter. 

3.3 P?..ESTRAIN2D l.~ATERIAL (Chapter 6). 

The axial and shear prestrains of Table 2.4 were evaluated from 

equations (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. 

For a constant stress ratio test ( )\ = 0.95) performed on pre

strained material the loading strain and creep strain components flere 

evaluated from equatio!ls (3.,), (3.16) and (3.17). 

To assist in th:3 understanding of, the creep of prior strainr.d 

material the strain history of all specimens prior to creep Toill De 

presented in the form of ccrr:posite stress-strain curves. All Cl.-xia,l 

and shear prostrainswiU bQ shown on the C'ne plot together with the like 

strain component of combLned loadi~e. 

The subsequent creep curves will P4 plotted together in a 

similar \'lay. Thus for all prior axial strain the like component 

~ In tensor notation ~s· tr;. 
e.[7. c £,r 
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creep curves (€~'Z. V5 't and ~et"'oJ t ) of each subsequent creep test 

( A ;: 0.95) will ba. presented together in the or..e strain-time plot. To 

aid cOl1lp3.risor.. the results for ar!l1ealed material at this stress ratio will 

~I,!oo -be . shown. A similar presentatior, will b4 !!Rde for the chosen for.vard 

and reverse shear prestrains. 

An analysi~ of the k values of equation (3.2l) was again made 

for each test by employing the previously described method (paragraph 

3.1.3). CO:llparisons with the predictions of Sections 3.4 and 3.5 were made. 

3.4 APPLICATION OF 0TP'3R Tlrr;ORlliS 

In applying ot..~e:- the.:lries to the combined t~.sion-torsion studies 

of these tests then this is most CC'!1V enien tly ilone by CO!I:P'lriq; -!;he 

predicted and experimentally measured ratioso!, shear to axial strain 
• • 

rs. te ("60:,' ezz ). • 

• • 
The ratio (~et. / ttz) is best obtained from this theory by using 

* the appropriate equivalent stress definition ( ~ ) as a plastic potential 

in equa.tion (11-5). Thus for a general strrJ3s system in polar coordinates 

equation (44) takes the form, 

tr'. =( i r"'t(VZz- ~~)\ (~~- ~r )1-... (tIf,- ~:fJ.'f' g[('tci ... tz~) 
J'" "') (.,. '" )JJ~1-"r\ ~~r ... "'YO + 't%." + 't',.z, 

where q = n - 2m + 1 

which, for combined tension-torsion, reduces to, 

~ 5 '" \~ (1- ~ )]Y4 tr':: l o;:~ 4- (- O'ir.) 2+ 3 ~ez'" ~Z~ 

• 
It follows that if e,~ is to have p. velue then q - 1 must be even. 

Then, 

~ 1bin text reference 



So that, 

Then dividing equation (3.34) by (3.33) we have, 

t = 5(~J4-~ 5 (~)~-z~ 
For radial loading where ~ = t's:/ Oi% ::: constant, 

.y n- ZtyJ, 
"ez :: :S(A) 
• 
tz'Z 

Equation (3.36) VI~uld therdfore be suitable to describe that 

type of b ehav iour where COl. / -it:, takes on a different value for each 

stress ratio ()to. ) such tIn t a • parabolic j:elati~nship exists between 

them. 

3.4.2 Berman and Pai (28) 

. '-
Equation (49) may be used to find the ~n / bZ1. ratio. 

is written as the equivalent stress fcrr combined tension-torsion 

(equation 3.1). Then, 

• ., '" (tr:: 1. z..", to )Vz 
6 .. 

l
.,: ~ ( ~) _0 zz'" w Iooez. . 

.. Dtr;, . 

and, = k(~l~· 
, " ') ( .... ' .. t')~ ~ - k ( t1:) - vn +,:, ez 
O~ - T ""'OJ 

= K(r)3~n 
tr'M 

-
If .~ 
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so that. , 
~ez 

which is the same as tlnt predicted by tr..a Levy-Mises f'low rule (see 

equation (3.20». 

75 

• • 
Equa tion (S1) may be used to predict a ~ez. /6z:. ratio where the 

Tresca equivalent stress ( t1f ) is used 90S a plastic potential. For 

combined tension-torsion this js given by equation (3.2) and, 

., (t 'I Vz Eu = K(~M) ] \'i% + 4tez) 
CVZ% 

= k(~") ~t 
• - 1\ 0 (tr:' 4t~)"Z (j - K. (~) - U -to 6% 
ez - M "t'6~ 

"k(r)4tez 

so that. 

:: 

which is the same as tha.t predi cted by the Tresca flow rule. 

The theory of Berman and Pai is therefore only made different 

f'rom the established flo\v rules of Levy-11i5es and Tresca by virtue of the 

flexibility given to the definition of' ff in the corrcIation of multi

axial and uniexial data. 

3.4.3 Eu ( 56) 

Hu extended lIill' s theozy for anisotropio plastio flo\v to 

account for a rotation of the princ,ipal axes of ani[-lIJtropy. In this 

theory it is assumed that the principal axes (1, 2) of anisotropy and 

the cylindrical coordimtes (1'; 9) are initially coincident. Then for a 

thin walled tube with an imposed tension-torsion loading system the 

resulting axial extension and angle of twist (8) are assumed to caus'e a 

rotation (~ ) of the axes of anisotropy (~ig. 3.1). 
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%, t f 

ex 

e,z 

:F1.g. 3. 1 ,Axes of anisotropy 

By transforming the ~%., t'ez stress components along the rota.ted 

axes of anisotropy the plastic strain increment components may then be 

found from e1U3tion (54). These components may in turn ba transformed 

to the Z J 9 loading axes to give J fo r the terminology used here J a 

ratio of plastic shear strain to axial strain incre)Lcnt of J 

where, 

~z + A ~1 
~I + APt 

~I = (F"'H)Cct"+(F+G)$;.,,4~·- ZF !>i~t"~S1c< .. ~ ~1Z«' 
. 1 

~t = (F+I4)ecs'c\ ~H2~-(ZF+~'si+.%C< ~ 2" + f ccl,( ~2~- ~1.. Cc$Z~ ~2e< 

~~ = (4F + H+G) ~:2'" + G,L·",.ZZc( 

Thus as Hu points out the ratio of the strain increments as 

given by equa"tion (3.39) will not ranain constant if the angle of rct.a1;ion 

of the axes of anisotropy cJ. changes with the angle of twist e of the 

tube during plastic deformation. The nature of the change may only be 

defined if the relationship between eX and 9 is specified. 

For creep deformation e and hence c( are ~unctions of time. 

The same ratio of eqU3tion (3.39) applies for strain rates because, 

cl~1' de( 
• _6:" f' 
(Sez de( clt db'et (3~~) - = - d~ • d~ d~:: €u -~ " 

do( c4t 



The dependeooe of the angle of twis t on time is known in creep 

since this is proportional to the shape of the shear creep curve 

( ~et V$ t ) when l"e: ~ 1"e/.t but in order to evaluate the strain 

rate ratio the rela tionship between ~ and e has to be specified 

as before. 

Note that for isotropy all the constants are unity and equation 

.(3.39) reduces to equation (3.13). 

3.5 GENERAL TIIEORIIS OF AlITSOTROPY 

75 

A general theory is one that accounts for initial material anisotropy', 

a prior ples tic s train and a Bauschinger effec t. In allowing for these the 

.following theories are essentially modifies. tions to the Von ,,!ises yield 
. , Z 

criterion 5(~j'=i(tr.q), A brief review of their form is given by 

Shahabi and Shelton (57). 

3.5.1 Edelman and Drucker (58) 

Proposed the yield criterion, 

r(\7i.)- 'C"Lt (~~ _n1~r.Vt7:"- t\1€r ) = k:1 
T "J - 'i "')1{. A1 "'J-t ~l ~l 
where~ 

G.ljkL · is an anisotropy parameter 

t'Vl is a Bauschinger paremeter 

b!" are the prior an-sins. 
"'J 

The s tress-a train relations and more particularly here, the ;;e" 
ratio for plastic defor.nation may :then be obtained .from equation (8) 

in the following way, 

end .for j ~ 1,2,3 

r. I /.' ry, I , J. ,,' tv I , \ .lC ,(,,' " , 
J =lCul4tlvt; .. t\1tll \..~kL-I\1~CL).j. iC2,J,«.~~,"I\1£;,\t""k.(.- Mek{J ~ 2 31k! \.~,.l\1G~1 X~IU .. Jt1l kt) 

o6o! '111« (<r,: -~~~)(~ -t.t£ie) + ~C,'ZId(~· .. f~r~~-~t~) +~1G((~~ M~'(t;';,"flit:.e) 
~t~;ulvl;- "'6,~Xrr~ .. ~t~)·!c.~((VZJI\1~I)ttr~ ... ~~'+ ~c,)Id(C);" M6~X~~-Me~) 
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and for k = 1,2,3, 

~ .1 C (' P\t' ').1 C /' I "X' ').lC ' ,,' , ) 1=2 '"l. rr:.-M€.;.A~t-Mt.'L + 2 ~lItL~-W1~ ~f-m6,t ... 2 ~lIl(tr-31-t\1e~J..t)r""G:'t 

+ ~C''Zlt (y,;- P\~~trt -"'e,~)+ 1C.tZ'f(~~-M(;~X&j;-ft\6~) "'¥31lt(t7'~-~,:;O~'-..,e~) 
~ ~C.'~IL ( ~; - Me,~XO'j';-...,6I~) + ~Cz)..t (t12;-"'G~Xv.~-"'e.:'t) + ~C.~Jll('r'~-~t:;:{~t'_Me.t) 
... ~CII'l.(. ('li,' -~X ~~-,..~+ ~C;'lL (~-m£;'1. ~~-~ +~C312L (~: _~e~'itr,~ -*'~~) 
+1C,z2.( (rr,~ - ~X~-,.,~+ iCmL (~;_M~~,x~-~:J +'iCmt (~-~~-~t) 

+ ~C'~2t (~~- "'Gr~'(fT'~-rwC'~ ... ~Czm("2~-~G~y.~- ~)+~3zt.(~;-~~3X~-m~z't) 
-4- ~CII't (tr;.' - ",,€,a~~-M6~"'i~~ (rr;'- ""~~X~~- .... ~~+~CJ'3{(~.' -m~Xo;;-mS1t) . 

+ ~C'l~t(~~ -~£~ ~~-~t)+~C'nL(~~-~~Xtr'~-~e~)+~c.!:Z31(~-""~:2X~-...e~) 
+ ~C.'3~ ('lj~-~t.~3X~-mG;()+lC2~~("i;~",,~rr~-,..t~). ~~s3t(~;-M€~;X~~-~~) 

(1) Prior Tension and Compression 

Identifying 1,2,3 wi th the axial, circumferential and radial 

directions respectively, then for prior tensile or compressive strain 

(€.~, e:", ert) with subsequent combined tension-torsion deviatoric stress 

( ~, ~;, tI"~ J t1'j; t v~ ). we have the following function from the 

expansion (l=l,2,3) of equation (3.42). 

equation (3.43) as the plastic potential in equation (8), 

de P _ d}. Ex _ 51:/r _ C."l; _ C"n _ CU.ll -' e nlt + Sua + Cun +~u +~) 
" - 'Dt>':: - 11)""'1111 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 b)'. 

II +.L(~ ... e _C22.,_CU,Z-ClfU-C,2?'$)t7: +.L
3

',.. +C _C"21, 
~\.~Z" IIIZ -2- -r -2- 2 '2 \.~III "21 a-

-C3UI -CU'2-C2ISJ)~. _ Z""'[Cc _ CIIU _ C"'~_C22,,_Cnll)~' 
-2- 2 2 2t 3 II.. 4 4 4 -.r- c::;.11 

t (Cllf2 ... C~~" -Cnu .Czu, - C5!o22)ef2 + (Olin + ~ -CU~l 
2224 2 2 Z 

- ~ - C?~u )€~~1} S>... . 



a~~::: 0; . $).. 

~~ 

Now, 
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~!(c C C UI2 -CUI2 -CIU2 -CI2~3)_ lIe ". )tr:: = t! 1,,, + 1112 - ~ -2- --2-· 2 vII + 2 \: 122,+'-'2112 21 

+~12 ~2 - ';[(CI2I t CIIIZ'Pr. +(C:22.12+C1222)6~ +-(C5312 ... C,;r3~~n dA . 

P('C c c.. - C3"ZI - CZ10!2 - C21~3).... l.le +,._) ..... ::: 13 2111 + 1121 - inl T ~ --:z- VIJ + 2\. 1221 -2112 v'Z 

+C2r21 ~24 - "; [(CZII\+Gw12l)~r,+(Ct2'1I+C2IU)4Z".(~~21+<::'2r~~)G.~] J $>.. 

.-

c:fl5' d€.~ + a€.~ ~ 

= 
(3.4~ :> d€.' ae.r, , 

Putting tr,;,= ~, and. e'-c. P ._e,," 
h- ~~- "2 we have from equations (3.44) and (3.45), 

A(t'j, -

where, 
3m G.I~) + Atr.: 

2 12 

A-';(c +c ... c +C -C2212-C2221-C.3!12-~3tl-CIUZ-CI2!3-CZIU·C2r33) 
- ;1 '''2 112, 1211 2111 ~ ~ z ~ :2 -r -a '2 

B = C'ZI2 .j. C lt21 ... C 211Z + C ZIZI 

C -~(~ -C"22 _CII!o;.-C~1.II·CU" +c.ztn +C'H1 ... C3~2Z +C~33~) 
- , III Z- 2 -"2 2"- ~ 4 ~-.r 

(2) Prior Forward and Reversed Torsipn 

For prior shear strain (£'1: ,e.!) with subsequent combined tension-torsion 

deviatoric strESS ( tr.1· .1>2~, ~.~ , ~~ ,tr"'~ ) we have the following function from 

the expansion (t= 1,2,3) of equation (3.42), 

C J.C .!.I l.C ...... (. ~') J.... ....·l...,· ~') J.c ~. Ir.'" J.C ...... • ) = 2 1111 VII + 2 %"1 VII 172,-"'-a + 2~121' VII v1a - -12 + 2 12.11 23 I, .. 2 UII vS3 ~, 

+~CIIZl~'(Ya:-""~)+iC2121(~:_n.e.~)2+!CIl1l(O'J;-~r2.xYz:-m6:,)+~ClUt~~(Ir'~-.,..,e:,) 
l.C ',,' ').J..... '( I ') Loo ,. 'V' ') J.,. (. P)~ + 2 33Zltj~\.t'i',-",~ "'Z'-'IIIZ~ ~Z-Mel2 +Z"'2UZL~-~)..l)jZ.-""'e..2 +2"'1'1 ~2_M~Z 

+~Czzlr ~(~;·""'~I~).~~3Iztlj;(t7j;~~.j.~C"UVj',·~~ +~C)eZ21J2;(~-... e~) 
oLe • • ') oJ. ·'ole ··ole~".J. I (. , ) 

... 2 122Z ~2(~2-""~'2 +2C33U ~1" 2 .unt))~a + 2 lin II Dil + 2CZI33 ~3 l7J,-""'e21 

... J.c ',1 ')ole "ole ~% 
2 123?o lr'u ~ ~2 -"'£12 ... 2 tUl tljz ~n + 2 3133 JJ 

Then from equation (8) the plastic strain increments are, 

d~:{~ (C.2U+ C"'Z-C%;'2 .C3~12 -CI~t·CIZl~)!)oJ. + ~(C.221+~'2Y~I-M£:.) ... c.",(~-"'€'~1 J'A. 

cI£~= ~(C2",+e"ZI-CI:7J -C5iz'·C;~' .CZlJS)tIj',+ i(~14"'~-"'~=)+C".,(tr;,-M€~~ $).... 

,. e.." 
~ For tensile s treining on annealed rna terial Fig. 4. 3 confirms £09 = -~ 

(or e! .. -€or.). Then E". -Sj from constancy of volume (61~+£'~&+~s= 0 ). 
-30 i"' l3 2 



and from equation (3.45), 

dl = 
0.6" 

3.5.2 Yoshimura (59) 

p 

A "'I + B(~2'" ~)' 
C. fTj, + A(tr.% - WI 'if:) 

2 
end. the constants A,B,C of equation (3.46). 
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Rationalized the Edelman and DrUcker theory with the ~e1d criterion, 
.1' '. ,p I 5' = 2 C.lJ~t ~j. ~t - WI ~,i,i t';;J 

where, I 

C,,;~t is an enisotropy parameter, 

01' is a Bauschinger coefficient, 

Cf. ere the prior straiIlS. 
"'I 

(1) Prior Tension and Compression 

The function corresponding to equation (3.43) in this theory is, 

Then .from equations (6) end (3~49), 

o.e.P = 51/,.. _ e"" • C ll3)-C;OZII -C"311 + c:r:l n. +CU $)+C$!22 +C$~~~)~ + 1. Ie +c, .. l~\.""'1tI ~ OJ: c: "il 4 4 ~ " 5~ 1211 liZ 

(3.48) 

_C2%.z _c!l'Z -C,U? .c,2 !o!o) ",.,+-1.(r +r _Cn:l l -~..iJ-C2'~i.c.'il'V\lr._3ro.:/2£P_e:"_jI!P\~ t\ 
z ~ z .... "" -r'21 , "il c: 2 I 21 \: II n '~J a". 

de;~={!(C'211+£;IIZ_C2;'2' -C5~12-C1~,-c'~3~)t7,", +~(CI2~1+C;1I2)~' "'C.:Z12~ ~ FA. 

aeP = f~ (c +C1l21 -C2 ?%1 - C!~21 -c~m:z-C:;'~3) til. ... ~ ('1 +C ) tl'j'., +1" ~ ~ J). 
. 21 l 2111 --z ~ .-;z- ~ 22\ 2112 • """Z121 '21 J . 

and. from equation (;.45), 

dor 

d€" 

tt The 'en.gineering' shear strain is twice the 'tensor' shear strain. 

.. 
(3-50) 



, (2) Prior Forward and Reversed Torsion 

The plastic strain increments ae, 

, , 'v P 
A ~ + B~~ - 9 h1 00 

cleP 

for tr;~'" ~f , 't:=(£,~"C::) 
c'or, of- At'j2 

end the constants A' ,B' ,e' or equation (3.50). 

3.5.3 Williams and Svensson (60,61) 

where, 

Extended the Yoshimura theory with the yield criterion, 

f = (I AJ~.t ... Ao ~~ t.!t'X ~i + ~"JX~t + ~t) = k 
2 

I~i-td :: J~ $j~ - 3 d.iJ $~t 
o(.tj = eli l p~1"S tr"P"'-- t'1-s - 1'\1) 

A D is an anisotropy params ter , 

m is a BauschiIJt;er erfect parameter, 

Lp",.,..s is a dis tortion parameter, 
,. 

€"'i are the prior strains. 
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(3.~1 ) 

For prior tension (6::) and subsequent combined tension-torsion (l7j" t1j2) 

these authors quote (60), 

~~ + b[f + 3A;t:::)J[t1i', + ~L~~3~tr.2 + 2Lz,Z3 ~2_~ (ZS:L2J2S ~) 
2 ~ + 6Ao~G.:YJ[trjj+ ~L)3~!>~12+2L2$n~\l-~]Q"'3<L33~~~) 

(3.53) 

For prior torsion (~:) and subsequent combined tension-torsion (~'~2) 

these au thora quote (61), 

P .2[. AoC'lf:)21[_ 't!(L 2 . _t )l( ~ ) 
d'b' ~ + --z vl'l+ '2 5353!)j', + 2Lz323 VIZ -m ~ 2+4~oL2Jnt"1j'Z. 

de! = 2 t'j", + ~ [I + AD;~:)j[t>;'Z. + ¥(L?1!"~3~,2+ 2L'Z.!Z3 tr.z'2 -m)](~:~3333 ~,) 
a'lS" 

A comparison of the d.El ratio of each theory end the measured 

. ratio or prior strained material is made in ChS.pters 5 and 6. Theil' 

extension as anisotropic theories for creep is also discussed. 

.. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

RESULTS FOR AN1'EALED ALUMINIDM 

In this chapter the results are covered in three sections. 

Firstly, an isotropy study is presented, secondly the nature of strain 

associated with incremental loading is summarised and finally the 

combined tests are analysed. 

4..1 ISOTROPY 

The results for the longitudinal (L), transverse (T) and 
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oblique (0) 'Hounsfield' tensile tests on the specimens of Fig. 2.l0(a) 

are given in Fig. 4..1·. Basically this figure shows that the material 

exhibited tensile isotropy to the order of an engireering nominal strain 

(e) of 15%. The average curve of each (L), (T) and (0) set shown in 

this figure would indicate a slightly greater strength in the (L) 

direction but this dii'ference a.ppears to be no more than the inter

specimen variability for anyone set. 

The combined stress study of Section 4..3 however showed 

anisotropy to be a real effect which was attributed to the greater strength 

of the extruded direction. The material wa3, therefore, left slightly 

anisotropic atter" annealing. 

The results of three 'Instron' tensile tests on the longitudinally· 

cut specimens of Fig. 2.l0(b) are given in Fig. 4..2. These tests were 

performed at a nominal strain rate of ~ = 3.33 x 10-3 s-l and when 

plotted logarithmica.lly here show a true str~ss-plastic strain law of the 

form, 
0"" = ill ( €I )0.27 

or €-f' = 'iJ'3.7 / 37.61 x 106 . 

Further tests (not shown) at strain rates in the range of 

3.33 x 10-1 - 3.33 x 10-5 s-l showed no marked strain rate effect and the 

law of equation (4..1) was therefore seen to be valid for strain rates in 

this range. 

'" Figures are given at the end of this Chapter. 
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4.2 CREEP .AM]) PLASTIC FLOW IXlRING- UNIAXIAL INCREMENTAL LOADING-

The results ?f these tests, performed on the specimens of Fig. 2.9, 

are presented in Appendix III. In summa~, these tests showed that the 

forward strain which occurred between increments of load comprised of two 

components, 

(1) Instantaneous strain (E.~) 

(2) Creep strain (6") 

Over a wide range of stress and temperature (0.3 , 'r/Tm .( 0.6) 

the creep strain component was shown to be describable by a simple 
, m 

parabOlic law, ~ = at such that the total strain, 

In general the time exponent m in this equation increased with 

increasing test temperature and decreasing load increment. The parameter 

a in equation (4.2) was shown to be dependent upon applied stress level 

(e-"), temperature (T) and stress increment (AV-) in the form, 

a = s exp (~Q") exp (q,IT) t"'~. (4.3) 

where s, q and t were constants such that, 

~e = 177.8 x 10-8 m exp(6.~) exp C~) Q"6.2 t m- l 

The instantaneous strain component (t~) comprised a plastio 

component ( e,f) and a. ve~ much smaller recoverable elastic componOI!t 

(l' = ~ ) such that, 

eel = e4 
+ 61' (4.5) 

and the growth of ins tan taneous strain. ( ~ E..) was found to depend upon 

stress level and temperature in the way that is understood for tensile 

behaviour. That is, the stress dependence was typically described in 

fonn by equation (4-.1) to account for work hardening, whilst the effect of 

an increasing temperature was to lower the stress to reach a specified 

strain. 

The almost complete absence of a recoverable component of creep 

strain (anelastio strain) in these tests was attributed to grain boundary 

sliding being the predominant mechanism in the deformation. Tensile 
creep isotropy was observed from specimens cut with their axes in 

longitudinal and oblique directions (Fig. 2.13). 



4.3 CREEP AND PLASTIC FLOW DURING- COMBINED LOADING-

This is analysed in three paragraphs. The first relates to the 

nature of the 30 s plastic loading strain components ( d€:" I clo~~ ) 
in terms of the applied stresses (ti:., ~e.) from plasticity theory. The 

second paragraph deals with the short-time (30 s - 15 min) creep strain 

components that occurred between successive increments of load and the 

third paraRraph contains an analysis of the long-time creep strains at 

the chosen stress ratios. 

4.3.1 30 s Loading Strains 

These were analysed in the manner outlined in Chapter 3. For 

the three tests where diametral .. changes were measured the plastic strain 

components were computed from equation (3.6) to show from Fig. 4.3 that, 

dt' 1 
~ .- ( ) . c:l.e' If 2 4.6 

If. 
r 

which, from the oonstancy of volume condition ( a~.«. 0 ), is in 

accordance with classical plasticity theory. Thus, apparentlY,equations 

are justified in Formulating equivalent strains. 
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(3.9) and (3.13.) 
'III 

Programme 4.1 

(3.8) and (3.10) 

was written for this purpose where equations (3.5),' (3.6), 
were firstly evaluated for each load increment and then 

were successively summed to form the total strain~ of equations (3.7), 
(3.9) and (3.11) at each equivalent stre5s level (equations (3.1) and 

(3.2». The elastic constants E, G- and <toJ were rather difficult to obtain 

fro~ this ~eries of tests since the stress-strain loading plots showed 

little or no linear portion. The unloading curves for the prestrain test 

series (see Chapter·6) were always linear however and the slopes of these 

were used to determine 

2 E = 68,300 N/mm , 

Programme 4.1. 

2 
G- = 24,200 N/mm ,and ~ = 0.32 for use in 

Fig. 4.4 was constructed from the third and fourth output columns 

of this programme and shows the relat ionship between shear strain (~I' ) 
. p U 

and longitudinal strain (€ZL ) plastic components for each stress ratio, 

( ~ = ~eL /'i,z. ). Wi th the exception of one test ( ~ = 0.12), which 

was associated with a changing stress ratio, the ~t~ V$ €z~ plots 

were all linear. The slopes. of each plot, taken as r from equation 

(3.14), and the constant k, taken as r/~ are shown in the table of 

this figure. The Levy-Mises equation (3.14) predicts k as 3. For this 

material an average k is . nearer 2.6 than 3 and we therefore have, 

(4.7) 

* Programmes are iven at the e!ld. of th..i.s Chapter. 
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The absolute magnitude of the strain components may be derived 

in terms of the applied stresses provided s orne equivalent stress-strain 

correlation exists for all tests. The last four columns of Programme 

4-.1 output gives tre Mises and Tresca values as defined by equations 

(3.1), (3.9), (3.2) and (3.11) respective~. These are shown plotted 

logarithmically in Fig. 4-.5 together with a further correlation as made 

on the basis of maximum shear stress va ~aximum shear strain (equations 

(3.4-) and (3.12». The law of equation (4.1) is also shown in the Mises 

and Tresca correlations. Comparison of the three plots shows the Tresca 

. equivalent stress definition (~) and its associated equivalent strain 

(Ja~) to give the best correlation. Assuming linearity on this plot we 

therefore have an equivalent stress-strain law of the form, 

J -p (- )"" 
~t,T = A v;. 

or, from equations (3.2) and (3.11), that, 

"'A J [0~:st ... (p.~::)/4] Vz = A [VZ;'" 4t',~ J Z 

Obviously A and n can be calculated from the Tresca correlation so that 

equation (4.10) accurately fits the experimental data. It is more usual 

however to base the correlations of Fig. 4.5 on a simple tension test. 

Thus taking A and n from equation (4.1) as 1/(37.61 x 106) and 3.7 
respectively for use in equation (4.10) its predictions for the ,\ = 0.86 

test are given in Fig. 4.6. This shO'NS the. t the equivalent stress-strain 

law of equation (4.8) is approximate only in describing real behaviour 

when based on a separate tension test. A f\.n-ther prediction is shown in 

Fig. 4.6 for the Levy-Vd.ses law of equation (3.13) and equation (4.1) 

with Mises definitions of equivalent stress and strain. That is, 
11-1 

f 4'i, = tr;: A (1+.3.\2)-r· 
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Clearly this is seen to be unsatisfactory for this purpose. 

Programme 4.1 also allows for the construction of yield loci. 

Since stress-strain linearity was not a feature of loading the loci of 

Figs. 4.7A and 4.8A were constructed for constant values of equivalent 

strain (f c:(g~ ). The loci then show the combined stress condition for 

equivalent strains of 0.002, 0.005, 0.010, 0.015 and 0.020. Thus in 

Fig. 4.7A the Mises equivalent strain (Jat~) loci were constructed from 

plots typical of Fig. 4.7B for ~ = 0.86. A superimposed Mises locus 

shows the stress values to be underestimated on the tensile axis. A 

similar construction for the Tresca equivale~t strain (f~2.~ ) in Fig. 

4.8A shows the Tresca locus to represent more closely the combined stress 

f J~' -state for a specified ~r value which further confirms the O"r vs 
-p - . J &e." correIa tion of Fig. 4.5. The loci were constructed from the 

plotted points and the strain increment vectors of Fig. 4.4 shown on each 

stress path. The loci were then drawn to pass through each point on the 

stress path and in a direction normal to the strain incre~ent vector at 
: ~, 1 

that pOint. This normality rule implies that for an ellipse V;:+" "'9%~Y 
joining the experimental points and whose norm~l direc tion is k ~fz / OJ, 
then k from equation (4.7) is 2.6. Actually a locus of this k value 

would underestimate the increased strength of the extruded direction pnd 

to include this a locus of k = 4 represents more closely the overall 
." 

behaviour. The fact that the strain increment ratio vector remained 

const9.nt in direction for any radial stress path further implies that the 

locus retains its initial shape as plastic flow progresses. The net 

result as seen in Fig. 4.7A and ~.8A is a series of inflated loci. 

4.3.2 Short-Time Creep Strain 

The transient creep strain that occurred between increments of 

combined load were analysed by computing the axial and shear strain rates 

for intervals of time up to the application of the.next increment. Thus 

at-the points marked by the bracketed symbois in Fig. 4.4 the ensuing creep 

rates as computed from equation (3.15) are shown plotted below in Fig. 4.4A. 

'" A locus of k= 4 would not predict the correct plastic strain 
increment directions of each stress path •. The difficulty lies in 
knOwing the correct equivalent proof strain to define yield for tho 
ma. terial. The loci of Figs 4~ 7 A and 4. SA indicate that nei ther the 
von ltrises nor the Tresca equivalent proof strain is the correct 
defini tion. The problem can be overcome by employing a. be.ckward 
ext:.:apolation method. to define yield but for the present material the 
well rounded f:fVJf/ characteristic left the method open to error. 

For annealed Eu 25 steel a. correc t equi valen t s train has been 
found by an empirical method(54) which includes the angle be~veen tbe 
stress and plastic strain increment vectol'$O! each radial loading pa.th. 
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1500 

This figure shows tha t for all times in the creep interval the 

ratio of shear to axial creep rate is the same as the instantaneous strain 

increment ratio (r in Fig. 4.4) for each stress path. Equation (4.7) ~y 
therefore be extended to short-time creep strain. That is, 

, " l'h 

The strain rate computations are shown plotted against time for 

X = 0, 0.53 and <:t? in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 for the stress levels indica.ten. 

Linearity on these logarithmic plots means that the creep strain components 

in this interval are describable by the parabolic time laws 

€:. = atm
, 

m, and mz are used here since for anyone test (defined by " ) the time 

exponents of the strain components were nQt strictly equal. Thus m, for 

A = 0.53 in Fig. 4.9 is 0.266 while m % for the same test. in Fig. 4.10 is 

0.308. Cons idering only the longitudinal strain components the tima 

exponent m, in Fig. 4.9 is seen to be independent of applied stress level 

for anyone test but from test to test m, did vary.' The variation is 

seen to be consistent with the observations made on the uniaxial tests o~ 

Seotion 4.2 where. m increased with decreasing load increment. Thus for· 

the tension test ( ~ = 0) of Fig. 4.9 m I = 0.215 with !it tr;, :: 1.94 N/mm2 



while the test for ~ = 0.53" shows m f = 0.266 with 6 OZ, = 1.2 N/mm2 • 

A similar observation is made for m, wi th t~'! shear strain components 

in the table of Fig. 4.10. Table 4.1 below shows that these trends are 

consistent through all the tests. 

Table 4.1 Variation in m with " and. stress increment 

".~. A~2 
A"t,~ 

m
t m% 

~, 
N/mm N/mm 

0 ~.938 - 0.215 -
0.12 1.808 0.217 0.226 0.325 

0.53 1.215 0.644 0.266 0.308 

0.86 I 0.998 0.858 0.309 0.283 

1.81 0.661 1.196 0.326 0.249 

- 1.800 - 0.188 

It is of interest to compare the m, = 0.215 value here with 
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that for a test in Appendix III (Table 2) where for approximate~ the same 
. 2 

stress inc rement (0. ':" = 2 N/mm ) m = 0.345. This difference may be 

attributed to specimen size effect where the cylinder of this test has 

five times the number of grains in the cross-section. 

In Appendix III the stress dependence of a in the equation 

i' = matm- 1 was f'ound to be of the f'orm a = Str""r such that, 

e,1;. = W\ 6 ,:"t t ", .. , 

It was found that a similar stress dependence also existed f'or tlw strain 

components here. That is, 

::." _ a. _r, L '",-I 
~z. ... ~'~I 'i ~ 

~ c. ~ t; 0--'" 1.. 1'i".1 
!Jet - "'"So ~ \I" 

Ch1y if m I = mZ and p. = . Ps. is it possible to formulate the multi-

axial counterpart of equation (4.14). If.this were the case then, 

guided by the incremental plastic strain correlation of equation (4.9) 

and the strain increment ratio of equation (4.7) it is likely that for 

strain rates, 

where 

and 
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to give component creep strain predictions similar to that for the plastic 

strains of equation (4.10). ~hat is I 
F'~ 

€:,:; z s ~J (I + 4":): t ." 
[4;-(%.",\)%J ~ 

;.2 S't:;. (I + 4,\' )'/2 t ~ 
O~~: .. I [ /' ) 4J ~ .. ... X'· 4+~.">' - ., 

Although equation (4.18) is not strictly applicable to these tests it is 

possible that for certain materials and radial loading they would apply_ 

4.3.3 LonG-Time Creep Strain 

The l~ng-time axial and shear creep strains 'and strain rates were 

evaluated by equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) in Programme 4.2 for time 

intervals up to 100 hoors. The longitudinal and shear creep strain rates 

are shown pl~tted against time in the logarithmic axes of Figs. 4.llA and 

4.llBrespectively. These figures show that for long-time constant stress 

primary creep the time exponent m that describes it is the same for both 

longitudinal and shear creep strain components and independent of stress 

ratio. Thus for (.11 tests, 

" - a't"':1 t.zs -
'l(" L' ~ ",z, (4.19) 
IJ~: = ~ ~ 

Tbe final two columns of frogramme 4.2 output examines the k 

value of equation (3.21) for the selected tiID3 intervals. It is seen 

that in almost all tests and for most times k approximates to the value 

of 3 as predicted from the Levy-Mises flow rule of equation (3.20). The 

effect of a stress ratio that changes with the development of plastic 
I 

strain is contained in the last column of k values. Then from equation 

(21) Appendix II 

so that 
k' = 

which means that k varies by i% for each 1% of nominal 10ngitudiTlal 

strain. Since {Zzs was never greater tmn 3% in the combined tests then 

this variation is seen not to be an import~t effect here. The variation 

in k is attributed to the difficulties of accurately measuring strain 



rates with the three point formula of equation (3.18). The same order 

of variation was apparent when the strain rate computation was based 

on the five and seven point formulae of equation (3.18). The k 

values in creep are more cleRrly seen in Fig. 4.12 where the shear creep 

strain ( ~'I) and the longitudinal creep str'ain ( ez,,) of Programme 

4.2 are plotted for the times indicated. For each of the chosen stress 

ratios (,\) Fig. 4.12 shows that ~ez plots linearly with e.~~ 
throughout the time of creep. The slope of each plot has then been 

used to calculate the k values in the table of Fig. 4.12. Since 

these compare with the k values of Fig. 4.4 this implies that the 

plastic strain increments ratio ( ~ tC,MG,,,) of loading remains fixed 

in direction, but grows in magnitude, throughout creep. This, of course, 

is consistent with the observations made on the short-time creep strain 

in paragraph 4.3.2. Equation (4.12) therefore applies to both short 

and long-time creep strains for constant stress ratio tests on this 

material. 

Combining equations (4.12) ,and (4.19) we have, for the first 

100 hours of prima~ creep, 

-- l?' -- -a' 

~ho sudden change in the k value for the ~ = 1.81 test at 

25 hOU1'S (Fig. 4.12) was identified with the or-set of buckling in this 

specimen (see Fig. 4.13). Since the corresponding shear strain was 

4.57~ then Finnie's prediction of a 10% creep buckling strain (equa.tion 

2.2) is rather conservative here. Over the whole of the 150 hour creep 

period, ho~ever, no other specimens were observed to buckle and for the 

pure torsion test ( ..\= a:;, ) a shear strain of 5.3% was achieved. 

The k values of the .\ = 0.122 test in: Programme 4.2 are 

incorrect since this was not the stress ratio at the start of creep. A 

value of ?27 was calculated from the strain increment vector of Fig. 

4.4 ( .::U'h/ de~s = 0.7) as being a more realistic figure. The k 

value based on this " value is seen to be consistent with the other 

tests in the table of Fig. 4.12'. 

It is probable that equation (4.21) would have also applied to 

seconda~ creep had the test been conducted for longer times. Indeed the 

work on extrud~d material in the following chapter shows a linear ~e~V~%, 
plot for up to 500 hours of creep. The slope of' such a plot is thus only 
likely to change its direction in annealed material if' instability sets in. 
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A Marin-Soderberg (6) isotropic prediction on the absolute 

magnitudes of the creep rate components may be obtained from equation 

(3.19) with ~ written as :,i/zf" (equation (32) ~ppendix I). 

For all creep times ai., fi' correlation of the form g. AV-" is assumed 

so that, . 
· e tr.: A./ ) - ,,-. E"I" ~ %% .,....",t = A tr' 0;: cP(.t) 

Z_ :: g. ~e%""t' =:;A ~"., ~h 4'C-t) 
~~ 6" 

where ¢(t) = t-o·79 for primary creep (Fig. 4.11) and ¢(t) = 1 for 

secondary creep. 

tests. 

A and n are constants obtained from uniaxial creep 

. 
It is obvious from'a considera~ion of the~~~z~ratio of equation 

(4.22) that the isotrcpic prediction ( h~ =.5 t%) would not be in 
~: wa,. 

. agreement with experimental observation (equation ,4.21». 

4.4 -THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF ANISOTRCPY 

The plastic flow and creep produced by radial loading on 

annealed a1umiLium may be described by Hill's theory (see paragraph 

3.1.3). Comparing equations (3.22) and (3.2h) with equations (4.6) 

and (4.7) respectively we have for plastic flow, 

.. ~ 
(F'+H) 

-. -2 

~ L.. t",% = Z I " "r 6'1 

, F ... H) ~t t1iz 
The constants are independent of stress ratio. Thus if F = H = 1 

(4.23) 

then L = 5.2/6.0. FurtherlXlre a comparison of equation (3.27) with 

equations (4.12) and (4.21) shows that the same constants apply to creep 

rates during both short and long-time creep deformation. Hill's theory 

is therefore suitable to describe an initial anisotropy which is 

preserved throughout subsequent deformation. The anisotropy is not 

severe since for an isotropic von Mises material F = H = L = 1. 
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4.5 RECOVERY 

Unloading from the test stresses, following 100 hours of creep, 

recovered strain components that were mostly elastic in nature. An 

extremely small time dependent recovered strain (anelastic strain) was 

evident in each specimen at loner stresses but this was only a small 

fraction of the overall recovered strain. The same observation was made j 

·for the uniaxial tests in Appendix III. The nature of the instantaneous 

'delayed elastic strain' is discussed in Chapter 7 (Section 7.3). 
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Programme 4·1 

** K.INGSTON POLYTEC~NIC 4120 ** 

&JOB; MAPE/R008/DR; LOADING STRAINS; 

&OPTIONS;MOTHY; 

&FORTRAN; 0; 
0* C 
1* C 
2* DIMENSION DELS(50),DELT(SO),DELC(50) 

3* 
4* 
5* 
6* 
7* 
6* 
9* 

10* 
11* 
12* 

·13* 
14* 
15* 
16* 
17* 
18* 
19-
20* 
21* 
22* 
23* 
2411 

READ(3,50) GL 
READ(3,50) RAOf-1 
READ(3,50) RAON 
READ(3,50) E 
READ(3,50) G 
REAOe3,51) M 
K=O 

1 READ(3,50) CON 
READ(3,50) XLAt1 
READ(3,51) N 
WRITE(2,100) XL AM 
5lZ=0.0 
$SZ=O.O 
OESZT=O.O 
OEZZT=O.O 
DEBPM=O.O 
DEBPT=O.O 
READ(3,52) (OELC(I),OELT(I),DELS(I), I=l,N) 
00 2 J=l,N 
IF(XLAM.NE.9.0) GO TO 4 
OELSZ=CON*DELC(I) 
DELTZ=O.O 
GO TO 3 

4 OELTZ=CON*DELC(I) 
OELSZ=XLAM*DELTZ 

3 DEZZ=DELT(I)/GL 
DEZZP=OEZZ-DELTZ/E 
THETA=OELSeJ)*1.116*22.0/1260.0 
GAMMA=(RADN*THETA)/GL 
DESZp=eGAMMA-DELSZ/G)/2.0 

·DEBPV=SORT«DEZZP*OEZZp)+e4.0*DESZP*DESZP)/3.0) 
DEBPR=SORT«OEZZP*OEZZP)+(DESZP*OESZP» 
SZZ=SZZ+OELTZ 
SSZ=SSZ+DELSZ 
SIGBM=SORT«SZZ*SZZ)+(3.0*SSZ*SSZ» 
SIGBT=SQRT«SZl*SZZ)+(4.0*SSZ*SSZ» 
DEZZT=OEZZT+DEZZP 
DESZT=DESZT+(2.0*DESZP) 
DE8PM=OEBPM+OEBPV 
DE8PT=OEBPT+DEBPR 
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25* 
26* 
27-
28-
29-
30* 
31* 
32* 
33* 
34* 
35* 
36* 
37* 
38* 
39* 
40* 
41* 
42* 
43* 
47* 
48* 
49~ 
50-
51* 
52* 
53-
54* 

WRITE(2,10!) SZZ,SSZ,DEZZT,OESZT,SIGBH,DEBPM,SIGRT,DEBpi 
STOP 

50 FORHAT(6X,FO.O) 
51 FORMAT(IO) 
52 FORMAT(2X,FO.O,FO.O,FO.O) 

100 FORMAT(lHl.25X,37HMISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS FOR, 
122H RADIAL LOADING = ,F5.3111) 

101 FORMAT(5X,8E13.5) 
END 



MISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS FO~ RAOIAL LOADING ~ = 0.000 

~~1 f&€%z' Jde;: 6:, Jaf~ j ~p 0;% \!i A~T 
O.19375E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO -O.15967E-04 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.19375E+Ol 0.15967E-04 O.19375E"'01 O.15967E-(;4 
O.38750E"'Ol O.OOOOOf+OO -O.37350E-05 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.38750E+01 0.28200E-04 O.38750E+01 0.28200E-04 
O.58125E+Ol O.OOOOOt+OO 0.11698E-04 O.OQOOOE+OO 0.581?51;:.01 0.43633E-04 O.58125E ... Ol O.43633E-04 
0.7750QE+Gl O.OOOOOE+80 0.39930t=-04 O.OOOOOE"'OO 0.77500E"'01 n.71865E-04 0.77500E+Ol 0.7186':51::-04 
O.96875E"'Ol O.OCOOOE+OO 0.77763E-04 O.OOOOOE"'OO 0.96875E"'01 0.10970E-03 0.96875E+Ol O.10970c-03 
O.11625t+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.13120E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.11625E+02 0.16313E-03 a .11625E ... 02 o .16313E-03 
0.13562E+02 O.OOOOOE+OQ 0.18923E-03 0.00000(+00 0.13562F: ... 02 0.22116E-03 O.13562E ... 02 O.2211fE-G3 
0.15500E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO C.28146E-Q3 O.OOOOO1: ... GO O.15500E+02 0.31340E-03 0.15500E"'02 0.31340E-03 
0.17437E+02 O.OOO(JOE+OO 0.416695·03 O.OOCI)OE ... Ou 0.17437E+C2 O.44863E-03 O.17437E+02 O.44R63i;;-03 
O.19375E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.62573E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.19375{;+02 0.65766E-03 O.19375E+02 O.f..576AE-03 
O.21312E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.98736E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.21312E+02 0.10193E-02 0.21312E+02 O.10:l9~E-02 
0.23250E+02 c.r.OOOOE+OO 0.16010E-02 O.£1I)OOOE ... OO 0.23250E+02 0~16329E-02 ·0.23250E ... 02 0.16329E-02 
0.25187E+02 O.~JOOCE"'O() O.25826F-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.?5187F~+02 0.26146E-02 0.25187E+02 0.261401::-02 
0.27125E+02 O.OOOOOE"'OO 0.417431:-02 n • 0 0 0 0 0 E+ 0 0 0.2712SE+G2 0.42062E-C2 o ;;27125E+02 O.4206?E-02 
0.29062F:+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.64419£=-02 O.OOOOOE+OO· 0.29062E ... 02 0.64738E-02 0.29062(+02 o .6473F,E-02 
0.31000£:+02 O.OOOOOF+OO 0.892551:-02 ·O.OOOOOE+OO 0.31000E+02 O.89575E-02 0.31000E+02 0.8957':iE-02 
0.32937E+02 O.OOOOOE"'OO 0.11607f-Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 0.32937E+02 o .11639E-01 0.32937E+02 o .11639E-O 1 
0.34875E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.14915E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.3"875[+02 O.14947E-01 0.34875E+02 0.14947f:-Ol 
0.36812F.+02 O.OOOOOF:+OO 0.18466'=-01· O.OOOOOE·OO 0.36812E+02. 0.18498E-Ol 0.36812E+02 O.184<jRE-Ol 
0.38750E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.22096r-01 O.OOOO::lE+OO O.38750E ... 02 0.22130E-Ol 0.38750E+020.22130c-Ol 
0.40687E+02 0.00000£:+00 0.26670E-01 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.40687E+02 0.267Q2E-01 0.40687E"'02 O.26702E-Ol 

MISES ANDTRESCA STRESS - STRAINS FOR RADIAL LOADING X = 0.122 

JclG~ . J' J r - f r , QZ~ . '"'C62. t!.6:z ~O&2 ~,., • ~H . ~T 
O.36150E+Ol O.44103E+OO O.13707E .. n3 o • 14 318 E - U 5 0.3691131=+01 O.13707E-03 O.37211E+Ol O.13707l:-03 0.72300E"'Ol 0.88206E"'00 0.19414E-03 O.12089E-04 0.73897E+Ol O.19448E-03 0.74421E+01 0.19439(-03 0.10845E+02 0.13231E+01 0.27822E-(':; O.24057E-04 O!110B4E+02 O.27883E-03 o .11163E+02 0.2786f!.:-03 0.14460E+02 0.17641E+01 O.39529E-n3 O.38593E-04 O.14779E+02 O.39620E-03 0.148841:"'02 0.39598E-03 O.18075E+02 O.22052E+01 ·0.65836E-03 O.72156E-lJ4 0~lfl474E ... 02 O.65999E-03 0.18605F. ... 02 o .t)59'[~t:-03 O.21690J:+02 0.26462E+01 O.14754f-02 O.21118E-03 0.22169E+02. O.14310E-02 D.22326E+02 0.147961:-02 0.23498E+02 o .2b667E ... 01 0.20930£=-02 0.32787 c-03 O.24()16E+02 O.21022E-O~ 0.24187E+02 0.20999l::-02 O.25305E ... 02 0.30872E+01 o • 31785 E- 02 0.54153£:-03 0.25u64t= ... 02 0.31947E-02 0.26047E+02 0.319071::-02 0.27113E+02 O.33077E+01 0.45880E-02 0.77615E-03 .O.27711E+02 0.46107E-02 0.27908E+02 0.46051E-02 0.28920E+02 0.35282E+01 0~60736E-02 0.1050 lE-02 O.29!),)9E"'02 O.61047E-02 0.297681:"'02 O.60969E:-02 0.30728E+02 O.37488E+Ol 0.75591E-02 o .14661E-02 O.314D6E+02 O.76095E-02 O.31629E+02 0.75969E-02 0.32535E+02 O.39693E+01 O.916C6E-02 0.24770E-n O.33253E+02 o • 9 31 4 1 E -.0 2 O.33490E"'02 O. n76~f-02 ·O.S4343E+02 O.41898E+01 O.11404E-Ol O.37102E-02 ·O.35101E+02 O.11f168E-01 0.35350E+02 o .11603E-Ol O.36150E+02 0.44103E+01 O.13992E-(l1 0.56824E-02 0.369481:+02 0.14495E-01 0.37211E"'02 0.14372[:-01 0.3795BE+02 O.4630BE+Ol O.16681E-1l1 O.76625E-02 O.38796E ... 02 O.17417E-Ol 0.39071E+02 0.172.38E-Cl .... 

0 0.38861£+02 0.47411£+01 o .17936E-01 0.85338£·02 O. J9719£+02 0,18769E-01 0,40001E+02 O,18565E-Dl \.n 



MISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS rOR RADIAL LOADING A = 0.532 
-

t';z. ~n JA~I: J~ok \iM fA6~ \Tr 
J -p A€r 

0.24300E+01 0.12928E+01 0.56422E-04 -O.13702E-05 0.33043E+01 0.S6427E-04 0.35482E+01 O.56426E-04 
o • 4 8 6 0 0 E + 01" 0.2585'5E+01 O.10284E-03 O.11517E-04 0.66087E+01 0.10344E-03 0.70964E+Ol O.10329E-03 
0.72900E+01 O.38783E+Ol 0.21327r::-03 O.29646E-04 0.99130E+Ol 0.21436E-03 0.10645E+02 O.21409E-03. 
0.97200E+01 0.51710E+Ol 0.38769E-03 O.71729E-04 O.13217E+02 0.39046E-03 0.14193E+02 O. 38977E-O 3 
0.12150E+02 0.64638E+Ol O.82011E-03 0.19705E-03 0.16522E+02 0.82890E-03 O.17741E+02 O.82671E-03 
0.1458QE+02 0.77566E+Ol O.19545E-02 O.54986E-03 0.19826E+02 0.19815E-02 O.21289E+02 O.19748E-02 
0.157951:+02 0.84029E+01 0.27627~-O2 O.91156E-03 0.21478E+02 O.28162E-0? 0.23063E+02 O.28030E-O? 
0.17010E+02 0.90493E+01 0.38590E-02 O.1555f3E-02 0.23130E+02 O.39738E-02 O.24837E+02 O.39455E-02 
O.18225E+02 O.96957E+01 0.49332E-02 O.28762E-02 0.24782E+02 0.52910E-02 0.26612E+02 O.52064E-02 
0.19440E+02 0.10342E+02 0.62034E-02 0.49854E-02 ·0.26435E+02 O.70507E-02 0.28386E+02 0.68574E-02 
O.20655E+02 0.10988E+02 0.75896E-02 O.74564E-02 0.28087E+02 0.9U399E-02 0.30160E+02 0.87142E-02 
0.21870E+02 O.11635E+02 0.93718F.-02 0.10480E-01 O.29739E+02 O.11535E-01 0.31934E+02 0.11051E-01 
0.23085E+02 o .122R1E+02 0.11504'=-01 0.13630E-01 0.31391E+02 o • 1 4 3 3,7 E - 0 1 0.33708E+02 0.13702E-Ol 
0.24300E+02 O.12928E+02 O.14036E-Ol O.17577E-Ol 0.33043E+02 0.17743E-Ol 0.35482E+02 o .16912E-Ol 
0.25515E+02 0.13574e+02 0.16838E-01 0.22231E"01 0.34695E+02 O.21626E-01 O.37256E+02 0.20555E-Ol 
0.26730E+02 0.14220E+02 0.19981E-01 O.26271E-Ol O.36348E+02 0.25539E-Ol O.39030E+02 O.24291E-01 
0.27277E+02 0.14511E+02 0.2133315-01 0.27806E-01 0.37.091E+02 0.27156E-01 0.39829E+02 0.25845E-01 

MISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS FOR RADIAL LOADING . ~ = 0.863 

J~;1 Jt{~:t - jA6: fA£~ \1;% ~~ V,." \rT 
0.19950E+Ol 0.17217E+01 -0.92094~-05 0.32875E-05 0.35878E+Ol O.94029E-05 0.39796E+01 0.93549E-05 
O.39900E+01 0.34434E+01 0.15581'=-04 0.12865E-04 0.71757E+01 0.34803E-04 0.79591E+01 0.34604E-04 
0.59850E+Ol 0.51651E+01 0.113771.:-03 0.46554E-04 0.10764E+02 0.13490E-03 0.11939E+02 O.13423E-03 
0.79800E+Ol O.68867E+Ol 0.24136E-03 0.14838E-03 O.14351E+02 0.27539E-03 0.15918E+02 0.2716 OE-O 3 
O.99750E+Ol 0.860R4E+01 0.69215E-03 ·0.50968E-03 0.17939E+02 0.7721OE-03 0.19898E+02 0.75724E-03 
0.11970E+02 0.10330E+02 0.21829E-C2 O.16179E-02 0.21527E+02 O.23944E-02 o .23877E+02 0.23477E-02 
O.12967E+02 0.11191E+Q2 0.34083E-02 O.30883E-02 0.23321E+02 0.38851E-02 0.25867E+02 O.37767E-02 
o .13965E+02, O.12052E+02 0.50397E-02 0.61 4 53£:-02 0.25115E+02 O.62886E-02 0.27857E+02 0.60123E-02 
0.14962E+02 0.12913E+02 o.70491~-02 O.98627E-02 0.26909E+02 0.92287E-02 O.29847E+02 O.87495E-02 
O.15960E+02 O.13773E+02 0.93565E-02 O.13664E~01 0.2F1703E+02 0.12413E-Ol O.31836E+02 D.11739E-Ol 
0.16957E+02 O.14634E+02 O.11832E-Ol O.17806E-01 0.30497E+02 O.15855E-Ol O.33826E+02 O.14966E-G1 
O.17955E+02 O.15495E+02 O.13921E-01 0.21948E-01 0.32291E+02 0.19031E-01 0.35816E+02 O.17908E-Ol 
0.18952E+02 O.16356E-t:0 2 0.165931:-01 O.26976E-01 0.34085E+02 0.22976E-01 O.37806E+02 0.215771:-01 .... 0.1 995,0 E + 02 0.17217£+02 a .18378E-Ol O.J0541E-Ol O.35878E+02 O,25700E-Ol O.39796E+02 O.24100E-Ol 0 

0\ O.20947t+02 O.18078E+02 a.21004E-01 O.J4940E .. ot O. J7672E+02 0, 29J53E-01 O,41785E+02 O.27525E-01 



MISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS tOR RADIAL LOADING " = 1.807 
\ 

J~~t J~O~ . - J -p - J~ ~ ~ez, ~ ~M \TT 
O.13210E+Ol O.23870E+Ol 0.32659E-04 -O.95301E-05 O.43404E+Ol O.33119E-04 0.49535E+01 O.33005E-04 
0.26420E+Ol ·O.47741E+01 0.63318E-04 -0.19030E-06 0.86808E+01 0.64249E-04 0.99070E+Ol O.64017E-04 
0.39630E+Ol 0.71611E+01 0.14698E-03 0.52655E-04 0.13021E+02 0.15330E-03 0.14860E+02 0.15175E-03 
0.52840E+Ol 0.95482E+01 0.32284E-03 0.21086E-03 0.17362E+02 0.35146E-03 0.19814E+02 0.34458E-03 
0.66050E+01 0.11935t=+02 0.10135E-02 0.10452E-02 0.21702E+02 0.11935E-02 0.24767E+02 o .11515E-02 0.72655E+01 0.13129E+02 0.19458E-02 0.24531E-02 0.23872E+02 0.24304E-02 0.27244E+02 0.23197E-02 
O.792flOE+Ol 0 .. 14322E+02 O. 35362~-02 O. 5732?E-02. 0.26042E+02 0.49030E-02 O. 29721E+ 02 0.46038E-02 
0.85865E+01 0.15516E+02 0.49565E-02 0.10343E-01 O.28213E+02 0.79201E-02 0.32198E+02 O. 73115E-0 2 0.92470E+01 0.16709E+02 0.63908£:-02 0.16573E-01 0.30383E+02 0.11792E-01 0.34674E+02 0.10741E-01 0.990751::+01 0.17903E+02 0.78731E-02 0.23537E-01 0.32553E+02 0.16078E-01 0.37151E+02 O.14525E:-Ol 
0.10568E+02 0.19096E+02 0.93675E-02 0.31953E-Ol 0.34723E+02 0.21161E-Ol 0.39628E+02 0.18991E-01 O.11228E+02 0.20290E+02 0.11034E-Ol O.41234E-Ol 0.36893E+02 0.26773E-Ol ·0.42105E+02 0.23921E-01 

MISES AND TRESCA STRESS - STRAINS FOR RADIAL LOADING A = O.? 

~h JM~: J~O~ ~tw1 f~M - -P 0:"% v,. J~Ej 
0.000001:+00 0.18000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO -0.41420E-05 0.31177E+Ol 0.23914E-Q5 0.36000E+01 0.20710E-05 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.36000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO -0.61873E-05 0.62354E+01 0.35722E-05 0.72000E+Ol O.30936E-05 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.36000E+Ol 0.000001:+00 0.84284E-04 0.62354E+Ol 0.55806E-04 0.72000E+01 0.48329E-04 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.54000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 0.12941E-03 Q.93531E+Ol 0.81861E-04 0.10800E+02 0.70894E-04 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.72000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 0.29929E-03 0.12471E+02 0.17994E-03 0.14400E+02 0.15583E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.90000E+Ol O.OOOOOE+OO O.87750E-03 O.15588E+02 O.51377E-03 0.j,8000E+02 0.44494E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.10800E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.25355E-02 0.18706E+02 0.14710E-02 0.21600E+02 0.12739E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.12600E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.68955E-02 O.21824E+02 0.39883E-02 0.25200E+02 0.34540E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.14400E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.13441E-01 0.24942E+02 0.77675E-02 0.28800E+02 0.672691::-02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.16200E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.21 4 39E-Ol 0.28059E+02 0.12385E-01 0.32400E+02 0.10726E-Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 0.18000E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.31691E-01 0.31177E+02 0.18304E-Ol 0.36000E+n O.15852E-O! O.OOOOOE+OO O.19800E+02 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.'l2152E-Ol O.34295E+02 0.24344E-Ol fr.39600E+02 O.21082E-01 

END 

f-' 

S 



Programme 4.2 
** KINGSTON POLYTECHNIC 4120 *it 

&JOB: MAPE/ROD8/DR: STRAIN RATES: 

&OPTIONS;MOTHY; 

• 
&FORTRAN; D; 

0* C 
1* C 

lOB 

2* DIMENSION T(100), DEZZ(lDO), DGAMMA(100), EZZ(100), GAMMA(100) 

3. 
4_ 
5. 
6-
7-
8-
9* 

10* 
11-
12* 
13-
14-
15* 
16-
17* 
18-
19-
;20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25-
26. 
27* 
28. 
29. 
30* 
31· 
32. 
33* 
34* 
35. 
36* 
37* 
38. 
39. 
40_ 
41* 
42. 
43* 
44* 
45* 
46_ 
47* 
48* 
49. 
50. 

READ(3,50) GL 
READ(3,50) RADN 
READ(3,51> M 
K=O 

1 READ(3,50) SZZ 
REAO(3,50) XLAM 
READ(3,50) Cl 
READ(3,SO) C2 
READC3.51) N 
IF(XLAM.NE.9.0) GO TO 6 
SSZ=SZZ 
5ZZ=0.0 
GO TO 7 

6 SSZ=XLAM*SZZ 
7 WRITEC2,100) XLAM,SZZ,SSZ 

READ(3,52) (T(I),DEZZ(I),DGAMMACI), I=l,N) 
DO 2 I = 1, N 
Z=ChDEZZ( I) 
gR=1.0+Z/GL 
EZzeI)=ALOGC8R) 
X=C2*DGA~lMA( I) 
PHI=CRADN.l.116*X*3.14159)/(180.0*GL) 
GAMMA(I)=SINCPHI)/COS(PHI) 
L=I-l 
IFCL.LT.2) GO TO 2 
REZZ=CEzzeL+l)-EZZ(L-l»/(TCL+1)-TCL-1» 
RGA~MA=CGAMMACL+1)-GAMMACL-l»/CT(L+l)-T(L-l» 
IF(XLAM.NE.9.0.AND.XLAM.NE.0.0) GO TO 4 
A=O.O 
8=0.0 
GO TO 5 

4 A=RGAMMA/CREZZ*XLAM)· 
XLAMC=XLAM*SQRTCBR) 
e=RGAMMA/(REZZ*XLAMC) 

5 WRITE(2,101) T(L),EZZ(L),GAMMA(L),REZZ,RGAMMA,A.8 
2 CONTINUE 

K=K+l 
Ir(K.LT.H) GO TO 1 
STOP 

50 FORMAT(6X,FO.O) 
51 FORr~AT<IO) 
52 FORMAT(2X.FO.O,FO.0,FO.0) 

100 FORMATC1Hl,30X,30HCREEP STR~lNS AND STRAIN RATES, 
126H FOR RADIAL LOADING = ,F5.3// 
240X,12HWHERE = ,F6.2,lX,15HN/MM AND = ,F6.2. 
31X,4HN/MM///) 

101 FORMAT(19X,F5.1,6E13.5) 
END 



CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES F"OR RADIAL" LOADING " = 0.000 

\7iJ = 
, 

t~~ = Z WHERE 40.70 N/MM AND 0.00 N/MM 

• , 
k' t €%.% ¥,z, €tz. ~~ k 

2.0 O.11712E-Ol O.OOOOOE+OO O.37024E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE"'OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
3.0 0.14865E-Ol O.OOOOOE+OO O.28044E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
4.0 O.17321E-Ol 0.000001:+00 0.22818E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
5.0 0.19429E-Ol O.OOOOOE+OO 0.1400flE-Q2 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOQE+OO 

10.0 O.25725F.-Ol O.OOOOOF.+OO O.10181E-02 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
15.0 0.29609E-Ol O.onOOOE"'OO 0.66916E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000001:+00 
20.0 O.32416E-Ol 0.000001:"'00 O.54614E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
25.0 0.35071E-Ol 0.000001:=+00 0.48211E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
30.0 O.37237E-Ol O.OOOOOF"'OO 0.42326E-03 0.000001:+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOF+OO 
35.0 0.39303E-Ol o.onOoOF"'OO O.36007E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE"'OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
40.0 0.40838E-Ol 0.000001:=+00 O.30670E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000001:+00 
45.0 0.42370E-Ol o.OnOOOE+CO 0.39697E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO o.!'IOOonE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 
50.0 0.44808E-01 O.OOOOOF+OO O.4630flE-03 O.OOOOOE+OO n.nOOcoE+OO o.OOOnOE+OO 
55.0 O.47001E-Ol o.ononOF+OO O.38589E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000001==+00 
60.0 O.48666E-Ol 0.000001=+00 0.32~3C;E-03 0.000001=+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOF.+OO 
65.0 0.50234E-0: 0.000001=+00 0.28014E-03 O.OOOOOE+no n.oonOOE+OO O.OOOOOF.+OO 
70.0 0.51468E-Ol O.OOOOOF: ... OO 0.23709E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOF+OO 
75.0 o.52605E-Ol o.ononOE+OO. 0.21787E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO o.OonOOE+OO .O.OOOOOE+OO 
80.0 0.53647E-Ol o.onoool:+OO 0.19400E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO o.OOnOOE+OO O,OOOOOE+OO 
85.0 0.54545E-Ol O.OOOOOF+OO O.17963E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO D.OOOOOF+OO 
90.0 0.55443E-Ol 0.000001:=+00 o .16531E-03 O.OOOOOE+OO o.nooool:+OO o.ooonOe+OO J 

95.0 O.56198E-Gl O.OOOOOF+OO O.161)45E-Q3 o.OOOaOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000001=:+00 

~ 
0 
\D 



t 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
RO.O 
85.0 
90.0 
95~0 

CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES FOR RADIAL LOADING ~ = 0.122 

e:.:' 
O.67568E-02 

.O.85012E-Q2 
o.97453E-02 
O.10739E-01 
0.14459E-Ol 
0.17079E-01 
0.19052E-Ol 
0.20529[=-01 
O.21856E-01 
0.22838E-Ol 
O.23820E-Ol 
O.24653E-Ol 
O.?5290E-01 
0.?6073E-Ol 
O.2675AE-01. 
O.27344E-Ol 
O.28028E-Ol 
O.28516E-Ol 
O.29102E-Ol 
O.29687E-01 
O.30174E-01 
O.30564E-Ol 

WHERE Vu = 38. 85 N/MM~ AND t~ = 

¥t%. 
O.40539E-02 
o .53511E-02 
0.63241E-02 
0.70B08E-02 
0.94052E-02 
0.1121.6E-Ol 
0.12649F-01 
o .13568F.-01 
0.14325F-01 
0.150001=-01 
O.15676E-Ol 
0.16217E-01 
0.16757E-01 
0.17217F-Ol 
0.17650E-01 
O.18082E-Ol 
o .18379E-01 
O.18731F-01 
O.19136F-01 
0.19515E-Ol 
0.198931:-0l 
O.20218F.-Ol 

• eu 
O.19958E-02 
0.14942E-02 
O.11191E-02 
0.78558E-03 
O.63394E-03 
0.45929E--03 
0.34499E-03 
O.2804flE-03 
O.23097E-03 
0.19634E-Q3 
0.18145E-0~ 
0.14701E-03 
0.14199E-03 
0.14679E-03 
0.12713E-03 
0.12704E-03 
0.11721E-03 
0.10737E-03 
O.11707E-03 
0.10726E-03 
0.87713E-Q4 
O.73064E-04 

, 
cn. 

0.14594E-02 
0.11351E-02 
0.86485E-03 
0.51352E-03 
0.41353f:-03 
0.32435E-03 
0.23516£:-03 
O.ifi759F.-03 
0.143261:-03 
0.13516F-03 
0.1?164E-03 
0.108131:=-03 
O.10002E-03 
0.89211E-04 
O.86509E-04 
O.72993E-04 
O.641383E-04 
0.75698E-04 
0.78403E-04 
0.75700E-04 
O.70294E-04 
O.64888E-()4 

Z 4.74 NIMH 

~ 
0.59938E+01 
0.f>2268E+01 
0.63343E+Ol 
0.53580E+01 
O.53469E+Ol 
0.57885E+01 
O.?587?E+Ol 
0.48980E+u1 
0.50842E"'Ol 
O.56424E+Ol 
0.54Q50E+01 
0.60291E+01 
0.57740[+01 
0.491\15E+Ol 
0.55776E+01 
O.47094E+01 
O.45375E+Ol 
o .57787E+01 
0.54894E+01 
0.57851E+01 
0.65689E+01 
O.72795E+01 

k,' 
0.59684E+01 
0.61965E+Ol 
0.63004E+01 
0.53194E+01 
0.53014E+01 
0.57336E+01 
0.55301E ... 01 
0.4844]E+Ol 
0.50265E+01 
0.55756F+01 
0.54277E+01 
O.595~4F.+01 

Q. 56992E+ 01 
O. 49153E+ 01 _ 
0.55019E+01 
0.46439E+Ol 
0.44732E+01 
O.56952F+Ol 
0.54085F+01 
0.56985E+Ol 
0.64693F+Ol 
0.71678F.+01 

I-' 
I-' o 



CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES FOR RADIAL LOADING A = 0.532 

WHERE V:z: = 27.30 N/Mt-f AND t&1, = 14.52 N/MMt 

• • k' t En )',z €':z De: k 
2.0 0.59487E-02 0.57389E-02 O.20273E-02 O.19768E .. 02 0.18328E+Ol O.18259E+Ol 
3.0 O.75290E-02 0.76520E-02 O.14806E-02 0.16580E-02 0.21fJ50E+Ol O.20956E+Ol 
4.0 O.89098E-02 O.90549F-02 0.12568E-02 o .13711E-02 O.20506E+Ol O.20404E+Ol 
5.0 O.1004:5E-01 O.10394E-Ol O.10R88E-0? 0.12330E-02 0.?1287E+Ol O.21123E+Ol 

10.0 O.15443E-Ol O.16453E-Ol O.83~31E-03 ·0.98860E-03 O.223QOE+Ol O.22096E+Ol 
15.0 0.18376E-Ol O.20280E-Ol O.55170E-03 0.73998E-03 0.25212E+Ol 0.24949E+Ol 
20.0 O.20960E-01 0.23853E-Ol O.49667E-03 0.68906E-03 O.26078E+Ol O.25775E+Ol 
25.0 O.23342E-Ot O.27171E-Ol O.45663E-03 O.65727E-03 0.?7056E+01 O.26713F+Ol 
30.0 0.25526E-Ol O.30425F-Ol O.38783E-03 O.57441E-03 O.27840E+Ol O.27463E+01 
35.0 ,0.27221E-01 0.32915£:-01 0.29038E-03 0.40214(:-03 0.26032E+01 O.25664E+01 
40.0 0.?8430E-01 0.34447E-Ol O.21?67E-03 0.30644E-03 0.27085E+Ol O.26690E+Ol 
45.0 0.29347E-Ol 0.35979E-01 O.20759E-03 0.363941:-03 0.32955E+01 O.32456E+01 
50.0 0.30505E-01 0.3B086F-01 O.2700tE-03 0.41507E-03 O.?8895E+01 O.28436E-+Ol 
55.0 0.32048E-Ol 0.40130E-Ol O.28413E-03 0.37682E-03 0.24929E+Ol O.24517E-+Ol 
60.0 0.33347E-01 O.41854E-Ol O.23567E-03 0.33216E-03 0.264931:+01 O.26041E+Ol 
65.0 0.34404E-01 0.43451[-01 O.21137E-03 O.31304E-03 O.27838E+01 O.27349E+01 
70.0 O.35460E-Ol 0.449B5E-Ol O.?2553E-03 0.31308E-03 O.26095E+Ol o .25621E+Ol 
75.0 O.36659E-Ol 0.465R2E-01 O.20613E-03 0.29395E-03 0.26805E+Ol O.26307E+Ol 
80.0 0.37522E-01 0.47924E-Ol 0.13890E-03 0.23008E-03 O.31136E+01 O.30549F.+Ol 
85.0 O.38048E-01 0.48883E-Ol 0.10052E-03 0.15979E-03 O.29882E+Ol 0.29312E+01 
90.0 O.38527E-Ol 0.49522l=:-Ol O.90900E-04 O.10867E-03 O.22471E+Ol O.22037E+01 
95.0 0.38957E-Ol 0.49970F.-01 O.76516E-04 0.89494E-04 0.21985E+Ol O'.215'58E+01· 

I-' 
I-' .... 



~ 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.q 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

f 

• 

CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES rOR RADIAL LOADING A = 0.565 

WHERE t';t = 25.50 NIMH: AND t'ez = 14.41 N/MM! 

€-%I 
O.29835E-02 
0.39761E-0:? 
0.48190E-02 
0.54631E-02 
·0.77388E-02 
0.94668E-02 
0.10946E-01 
0.12176E-Ol 
0.13258E-01 
0.14044E-01 
O.14731E-01 
o .15320E-0l 
0.15859E-01 
O.16300E-01 
O.16790E-01 
0.17280E-01 
0.17769E-01 
o .18258E- 01 
0.18649E-01 
O. t"9089E-Ol 
0.19578E-Ol 
0.20017E-01 

Oe: 
0.374B9E-02 
0.52344F-02 
0.67906F.-02· 
0.778091:-02 
o .11742E-Ol· 
o .14714F.-01 
0.17190E-01 
0.19667E-01 
0.214361:-01 
O.23276F.-01 
O.24833E-01 
O.26107E-01 
0.2716813-01 
o .28160E-01 
0.28938E-Ol 
0.29929E-01 
O.30779F-Ol 
C.31841E-01 
0.32691E-01 
0.33328F-01 
o .34107E- fl1 
0.34673E-01 

, 
€n' 

O.11422E-02 
O.91771E-03 
O.74348E-03 
0.48663E-03 
O.40038E-03 
0.32069E-03 
O.27095E-03 
O.23124E-03 
0.18678E-03 
O.14732E-03 
0.12759E-03 
0.11280E-03 
O.98038E-04 
O.93088E-04 
0.97942E-04 
O.97A94E-04 
0.97R46E-04 
O.88022E-04 
0.83094E-04 
0.92829E-04 
o .92788E-04 
O.78105E-04 

• 
C~% 

O.16976E-02 
0.15208E-02 
O.12733E-02 
O.82530E-03 
0.69328E-03· 
O.54477E-03 
0.49528E-03 
0.42456E-03 
O.36091E-03 
0.33970E-03 
O.28311E-03 
O.23358E-03 
0.20528E-03 
O.17697E-03 
0.17698E-03 
0.184071:-03 
0.19116E-03 
O.19117E-03 
O.14870E-03 
O.14163E .. 03 
0.13455F-03 
O.11331E-03 

k 
0.26307E+Ol 
O.29331E+Ol 
O. ~0311E+Ol 
O.30017E+01 
0.30647E+01 
O.30066E+01 
0.:'l2353E+Ol 
0.32495E+01 
O.34200E+01 
O.40811E+01 
0.39271E+Ol 
O.36650E+01 
O.37060E+Ol 
0.~3649E+Ol 

0.3198~E+01 

O.33280E+Ol 
0.3457?E+Ol 
0.38440E+01 
O. :l1673E+01 
O.27003E+Ol. 
O.?5665E+Ol 
O.25677E+Ol 

~' 
O.26255E+Ol 
O.2926QE+01 
0.30228E+01 
O.29901E+01 
0.30502E+01 
O.29902E+Ol 
0.32157E+01 
O. 32281E+ 01 
0.33961E+01 
O.40512E+01 
0.38972E+01 
0.363"OE+01 
0.36759E+01 
0.33367E+Ol 
O.31708E+01 
0.32986E+Ol 
O.34265E+01 
0.38083E+01 
0.31372E+01 
0.267401:+01 
0.25410F+01 
0.25417[+01 
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6:: 
0.47885E-02 
0.57832E-02 
0.64790E-02 
0.72735E-02 
0.11039E-01 
0.13015E-Ol 
0.16562E-Ol 
0.17840E-Ol 
0.18233E-Ol 
0.20293E-01 
0.220551::-01 
O.22642E-Ol 
O.23033E-Ol 
0.23717E-01 
0.24107E-01 
O.24693E-01 

, ~ :' 
WHERE ~ = 20.95 N/MM AND t&Z= 18.08 NIMH 

D~ 
0.139D5E-Ol 
0.15459E-Ol 
0.170l3E-01 
o .1841H-Ol 
0.25250E-01 
0.317f1QF.-01 
0.37691E-01 
o .415IHF.-Ol 
0.451fl1F-Ol 
0.47652E-01 
0.50143E-01 
Q.5248QE-01 
O.54037E-01 
O.55907F.-Ol 
O.57933F-Ol 
0.59882E-01 

• 
"Z% 

0.74623E-03 
0.84522E-03 
D.74512E-03 
O.75998E-03 
0.57415E-03 
O.55232E-03 
0.48250E-03 
0.16707E-03 
0.24528E-03 
O.38222E-03 
O.23490E-03 
O. 97771E-O 4 
O.10748E-03 
O.10744E-03 
O.97fl09E-04 
O.10732E-03 

• 
~eZ 

0.24861E-02 
0.15539E-02 
0.14763E-02 
0.137291:-02 
0.13369E-02 
0.12441F-02 
0.98005E-03 
0.74697E-03 
0.60708F-03 
0.49826E-03 
0.48280E-03 
0.38944E-03 
0.342781:-03 
O.38960E-03 
O.39748E-03 
O.37418E-03 

Ie. 
O.38604E+Ol 
O.21303E+Ol 
O.22958E+01 
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O.261QOE+Ol 
O.23536E+Ol 
O.51809E+Ol 
O.?8680E+Ol 
O.15105E+Ol 
O.23816E+Ol 
O.46155E+Ol 
O.36955E+01 
O.42019E+Ol 
O.4i186E+01 
O.40400E+Ol 

k' 
O.38492E+Ol 
O.21234E+Ol 
O.22874E+Ol 
O.20818F.+Ol 
O.26806E+Ol 
O.25885E+Ol 
0.23327E+Ol 
O.51338E+Ol 
0.28390E+Ol 
O.14940E+Ol 
O.23548E+Ol 
O.45626E+Ol 
O.36520F.+Ol 
O.41516E+Ol 
0.46607E+01 
O.39894E+Ol 
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0.10821E .. 02 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS FOR EXTRUDED ALUNnHLP..l 

In 1 his Chapter the creep and plastic f'low behaViour of' as-

extruded material is ~~alysed. 

the analysis. 

5.1 ANISOTROPY 

A study of material anisotropy precedes 
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Metallographic studies on sections of extruded bar revealed the 

extruded material to possess a preferred grain orientation that was neither 

uniform in cross-section nor in length. Fig. 5.1' shows the grain size 

variation in three mutually perpendicular directions for a disc of 

extruded bar. The longitudinal 'macro' studies in Fig. 5.1 display the 

grain texture as produced by the extrusion process. These studies also 

show the variation in grain size from the outside to the centre of the 

bar resulting from the obviously severe temperature gradient of this 

extrusion. The conc~e!ltration of' heat at the bar centre has caused partial 

recrystallisation and the grains there are larger arid more equiaxed than 

those at the bar edge. The transverse 'micro' study in Fig. 5.1 shows the 

large order of Variation in grain size between edge and centre. 

The results of longitudinal (L), transverse (T) and oblique (0) 
'Hounsfie1d' tensile tests on specimens of Fig. 2.10(a) are shown in Fig. 

5.2. The f'igure shows the wide variation in tensile strengths fo~ the 

(L), (T) and (0) directions and the similarly wide Variation in tensile 

strength betVieen specimens fro", anyone direction. The variation is 

particularly noticeable in specimens cut longitudinally from the bar and 

since these were cut on a cross-sectional diameter that would correspond 

to the mean ·wall diameter of a tubular specimen it is thus known that 

tubular specimens cut from extruded material are composed of anisotropio 

material. 

The variation of hardness for three mutually perpendicular 

direotions is shown in Fig. 5.3. Along a diameter the transverse 00 and 

900 (V.P.N.) figures are seen to vary between 22 and 24.5 about an average 

figure of 23. Along a diametrical distance in the length the longitudinal 

(V.P.N.) figures varied between 20.3 and 21.5 about an average figure of 

20.7. In view of the inconsistency in tel~$i1e strengths it is not possible 

Figures are given at the end of this Chapter. 



to arrive at a correlation between strength and hardness in Figs. 5.2 
and 5 • .3. However, hardness tests perfonned on the Hounsfield specimens 

prior to testing showed greatest tensile strength to be associated with 

greatest hardness in this material. 

5.2 CREEP AIm PLASTIC FLO','1 DURING COMBINED LOADllJG 
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From the preceding study it was recognised that each cylinder was 

composed of anisotropic material. Furthermore from the grain size and 

strength variation this was not an anisotropy that could be said to be the 

same in each cylinder. Thus in performing constant stress ratio loading tests 

on cylinders of extruded material no attempt was made to construct a yield 

locus or to correlate the loading stresses wi~l plastic strains in the 

map~er of annealed material analysis (Chapter 4). The plastic anisotropy 

of extruded material was studied simply from a component str~in plot. 

5.2.1 Inst~taneous and Transient Creep Strains 

For each of the chosen stress ratios the loading strains are 

shown in the total strain ~,: v £:.% and ~,.~ v £%'Z plots of Fig. 5.4. 
The region between successive symbols in this figure represent the total 

strains associated wi th an increment of combined loading. This is shown 

as consisting of two component5, an instantaneous strain (30 s) and a 

transient creep strain (30 s - 10 min) •. In common with equation (4.12)' 

for annealed material both components are seen to follow the same 

direction in Fig. 5.4. Thus for extruded mgterial we have for any 

increment of combined loading, 
, , I-

dtee • €ee 
~e:s £:, 

(5.1) 

, . , 
d ~eJ r: ~9: 

, 'T"6 
, ~ t~s £it 

where ~'.6j:: ~i4j - &(~~ and the elastic components (d£t ) are sub-

tracted from the instantaneous strains (al~j ) in equation (3.6). 

One difference between the loading st~in plots on extruded 

material (Fig. 5.4) and those of anne,lied material (Fig. 4.4) is the 

rotation in the ,d~/t;;(c. vector of extruded material. Thus while the 

linearity in 3k, V ~i'l in Fig. 4.4 indicates a tJ~:: lat[-s ' 
vector that is independent of stress leveltbe rotation of the vector in 

Fig. 5.5 indicates a dependence on stress level. 

material in Chapter 6 show that a rotation in the 

The tests on prestrained 

~e% "" £~: . plot is 
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typic~l of a material vdth a prior plastic strain history, and fUrthermore 

a rotation of the Fig. 5.~ type is typical of prior compressive strain. 

It is likely therefore that the extrusion left the material with a residual 

compressive strain history and that the stress relieving treatment given 

to each cylinder duri,ng machining did not remove it. 

With increasing stress the ~'S/,:U~ vector of Fig. 5.~ approaches 

a constant direction as the accumulating plastic strain nullifies the 

effect of the residual strain. For the last combined stress increment the 

corresponding vector has been used to calculate the indicated k value 

(= dY/t' ) in Fig. 5.~. A k value tha.t is independent of stress ratio 

( J\ ) would imply a msterial that ei ther behaves isotropically (k = 3) 
or one that behaves in a simple anisotropic manner (e.g. k~ 2.6 for 

annealed material). The fact that k is not independent of stress ratio 

in Fig. 5.~ woula therefore indicate a material which is anisotropically 

cocplex. A cylinder made from such material therefore possesses an 

anisotropy which is peculiar to the grain texture and strength variation 

existing in its gauge len&~h. 

The behaviour of extruded material is further different from the 

behaviour of all..Tlcaled na terial in the €,e \' E,zz plot of Fig. 5 .~. 

For a~~ealed material equation (4.6) applied for all stress ratios but 

clearly ~e.:'/....t f ::F - '/Z in Fig. 5.~. 
""t.~7 

One interesting observation made during purely torsional loading 

was a noticeable extension in a tube manufactured from 

extruded material. This Vlould violate any thp.oretical assumption made 

on zero length changes in torsion. Fig. 5.~ shows the lSe:. V t.u plot 

for ,,= ~ ~'nd again equation (5.1) is seen to apply. 

A theoretical solution to these observations is discussed in 

Section 5.,. 

5.2.2 Transient Creep Time Exponents 

A study of the eu , oe: transient loading creep is made in the 

derivative plots of Fig. 5.5 for " = 0.92. For any particular time . , . " 
in the 10 min creep period the respective en., Ze% creep rates 

occurred simultaneously. For simplicity the component c'reep rates are 

shown on a displaced time axis. 

Linearity on this plot implies parabolic creep of the form, . 

'" "'t"", En = "" 
.;" bL ""s 
"9z. .= '" (5.2) 
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and parallelism i~plies that m. and m, are independent of tensile and 

shear stress respectively. In common with the behaviour of a.nnealed 

material the time exponents m. and m~ of extruded material Vlere not 

strictly equal for the two strain components and Fig. 5.5 sh~{s that 

m I = 0.175, mz = 0.237 for ,,= 0.92. The same observations were 

mac_e for all other stress paths on extruded ID.'1terial and the overall 

variation in the m values was of a similar order to that of annealed 

material. (see Table 4.1). 

5.3 CREEP 

'* For each of the chosen stress ratios Programme 5.1 shows the k 

value of equation (3.21) at initially I then 5 and finally 10 hourly 

intervals for 300-4D0 hours of creep. In common with the long-time creep 

strains of ~rulealed material (pRragraph 4.3.3) there is again evidence of 

a constant k value in the creep of extruded material. Tnis is more 

clearly seen in the total strain ~ ~ v en plot of Fig. 5.6 where the 

loading strains of Fig. 5.4 are shown up to the point 'X, with the 

creep strains of Programme 5.1 thereafter added for the hourly times 

indicated. 

Fig. 5.6 shows that for each stress ratio the d7f/ c(~ veotor 

of the 'X' stress level remains fixed in direotion and grows in magnitude 

as the creep strain accumulates. Thus equation (5.1) would also apply 

to long-time creep strain throughout both its primary and seoondary 

stages. (In all tests the primary creep stage was oomplete by a time of 

200 hours). 

The '6,:, v £%~ plot for pure torsion in Fig. 5.6 (~sa;, ) 

indicates that the oylinder lengthens during torsional loading and continu",s 

to lengthen during creep. There is no evidence of a rotation in the ,,~/~, 
veotor and a constant dl/c:(t. value of 4.54 applied throughout the whole 

of flow for this test. 

Given at the end of this Chapter. 



5.4 GE!3RA.L COI.mENTS ON FLOW IN EXTRUDED r~.ATERIAL 

The point to be made regarding these tests is the danger in 

applying theories of plastic flow and creep in designs involving material 

of extruded stock. For example, if the Marin-Soderberg type e~uation 

(k = 3) ivere applied in this wor}. for a predic tion of secondary creep 

rates it slould be appreciated, from the k values of Fig. 5.6, that this 

would only approximate to the real behaviour. The theoretical study in 

the following section shows that only if the initial anisotropy is 

understood and only if the prestrain history is known would it then be 

possible to arrive at a more accurate prediction. 

5.5 TnEORETICAL PRl!.""DICTIONS OF JJHSOTROFY 

The observed beha-dour in Fig. 5.6 may be theoreUc811y described 

from the general anisotropy theories of Section 3.5 in Chapter 3. The 

length changes in torsion are also considered in terms of these theories 

and Hu's theory (paragraph 3.4.3.) 

In applying theory it is assumed that a residual compressive 

strain exists in the material following the extrusion. The resulting d2SY&ie' , . 
ratios of loading and the Z/e.· ratios of creep are ~ualitative only. 

5.5.1 Loading Strain 

For a compressive prestrain history the theories of Edelman and 

Drucker, Yoshimura and Williams and Svennson predict d~~~t' ratios as 

given by e~uations (3.46), (3.50) and (3.53) respectively. The latter 

theory is rejected here on the groundS that it describes only the anisotropy 

of a prestrain ca an initially von It-ises material since for €! = 0 , 

GC~~~, = 3.\ in e~uation (3.5}). The anisotropy of a grain texture 

cannot therefore be described by the Williams and Svennson theo~ (see .p.147) •. 

For radial loading ('\: tr;2-/~, - constant) the Edelman and. 

theory of equation (3.46) can be written for a c~mpressive prestrain 

) 
Druker 

(- £/ 
~£.r,) 

ACt ... ~ + t;" 

C (I + ~e.r,) + A>' 
. Z~f 

and. the Yoshimura theory of equation (3.50) can be written as, 

d~' A' + 6
/
.\ 

& 

~f' c' + A'>" ... 



where the constants A, B, e,m, .A', B', C' and m' in equations (5.3) 
and (5.4) describe the anisotropy. of a grain texture and a. prior plastic 

strain. r . 
Both e qua. tions would predict a. rotation in thea ~ ~"" ve.ctor 

~ . .. 
of loading (defined by ~ ) that would approach a constant value Vii th 

increasing t7j', This js consistent with experimental observation in 

Fig. 5.4. Furthermore with A,B,C etc. a~ positive constants in equations 

(5.3) and (5.4) then both theories predict the rotations of the oorrect 

type (increasing (.'('b' ~""f' with increasing Of, ). 

5.5.2 Creep 

Writing the plastio strain increment ratios of equations (5.3) 
and (5.4) as creep strain rate ratios (~/,,) for creep (see Section 2 
Appendix r) implies tra t the direction of the c;(~/~c. loading vector 

remains fixee. in direction during creep s:i.ilce ~ is then a constant. 

This is clearly con-sistent with Fig. 5.6 for the observG.tions· I;ilO.de on 

transient creepal".d long-time creep. The theories of Edelman and Dru.cker 

and Yoshimura are therefore suitable to qualitatively describe the overall 

plastic· flovl and creep behaviour in extruded rw.terial. Since the 

anisotropy of the grain texture wa.s different \dt~ each. test cylinder t~:ln 

the constants A, DJ C etc. in equations (5.3) and (5.4) would need to be 

separately defined in describing the k values (= ~/e ) of creep in ,... 
Fig. 5.6. 

creep 

Pdll's theory of equation (3.28) could be made to account for the 

k values of Fig. 5.6 in the constants F, H and L. That is, 
, . 
~/e 

k = - : 
~ r 

This theor-j would not however pred.ict the rotation in the d~/~t' 
of loading for the same constants in equation (3.24). 

veo·cor 

Bailey's theory of equation (3.36) co~ld also describe the creep 

k values of Fig. 5.6 in the constants nand m. Then from equation 

• • 
~ Ie :L (\.)"- ZM-' 

k=-= ;;I" 
~ 
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~/.. ~~~ 
The theory Vias only proposed for creep but if e.. were 'Yritten as / p{~p 

in equation (3.36) it is clear that for the S3~e constants the theory 

would not predict a rotation in the db'/&e. vector of loading. 

,.. In tens or no ta ti on 0;% = c;; 
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Obviously the theory of Berman and Pai would be unsuitable to 

describe the creep of extruded material since these predict k values of 

3 a~d 4 respectively from equations (3.37) and (3.38). 

Huls theory of equation (3.39) would account for a rotation in 

the ~l'/&:(~ vector "f load.ing when the axis of anisotropy'" (Fig. 3.1) 

changes with the angle of twist e. However in applying equation 

(3.39) to creep by equation (3.40) it is difficult to see how the constant 

k value s of Fig. 5.6 could be accounted fo r in this theory. 

5.5.3 Axial Strain in Tor~ion 

5.4 and 5.6 
the d1~ "'6." 

The presence of axial strain for ~ =~ in Figs. 

can again be qualitatively studied from a consideration of 

vector of loading and the i/ i ratio of creep. Then assuming an aniso

tropic material with residual compressive strain (eo C.,r ) we have from 

equation (3.46) with OJ, = 0 i~ torsion an Edelman and Drucker prediction 

of, 3Arvt C.,r 
d~' £; .... -- --
t:J.~' A+ 

(5.7) 

and from equation (3.50) a Yoshimura prediction of, 

s' 
A , + <:] "",'e: , ___ II (5.8) 

C\, 
With A, B, C etc as fixed positive corstants in equations (5.7) and (5.8) 
both theories predict a rotating ~~~~l' vector of increasing magnitude 

'* for increasing she~r stress (~1). Since this was not the observed 

behaviour in Fig. 5.4 it is probable that no resiaual strain was present 

in the gauge length of the cylinder used for this test. Then for e;'. 0 
the right-hand sides of equations (5.7) and (5.8) become ~/A and B'lK 
respectively. Both theories can then be made to satisfactorily describe 

the constant ratio of 4.54 throughout loading and throughout creep in 

Fig. 5.6 since, 

d~' _ 
, 

£) ~' (5.9) 0 4·6+ - -- - - - - - - :: 
~ef' 

, 
A A' E. 

tIr In tensor notation "t',:, o;~ 
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Huts theory of equation (3.39) would be written for torsion as, 

--
(5.10) 

This problem has also been considered by Hill (see reference (1) 

Appendix I) who shews that /3j: Y"t:'%. Hence equation (5.10) 

becomes 

-~t' - (5.11) 

Hill makes the assuwption t:~t the axes of,anisotropy (1 and 2 in Fig. 3.1) 

always coincide wjth the axes of major and minor principal strain. 

Then the angle ~ in Fig. 3.1 would vary between 450 
and 90

0 
during 

torsion. With F, G, H and L as consta.nts describing plastic anisotropy 

equation (5.n) would p:-edic t a rotating d~~~' vector of torsional 
. • # 

loading and from equation (3.40) a rotating ~/6 vector of creep. 

The theory is therefore not consistent 'I',ith the experimentally observed 

constant value of 4.54 in creep. 
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Progranlme 5.1 

•• KINGSTON POLYTECHNIC ~120 .-

4JOBJ MAPE/R008/PRi STRAIN RA!~S; 

&OPTIONS;MOTHY; 

&,ORTRAN; OJ 
0- C 
1- C 
2- DIHENSION TelOO), DEZZ(100), DGAHMA(10Q), EZZelOO), GAM~A(100:; 

3- READ(3,50) GL 
4* READC3,50) RADN 
5* READ(3,51) M 
6* K=O 
7* 1 READ(3,50) SZZ 
8* READ(3,50) XLAM 
9. READ(3,5Q) Cl 

10. READ(3,50) C2 
11* READ(3,51~ N 
12. It(XLAM.N~.9.0) GO TO 6 
13* SSZ=SZZ 
14* SZZ=O.O 
15* GO TO 7 
16. 6 SSZ=XLAM*SZZ 
17* 7 wRITE(2,100) XLAM,SZZ,SSZ 
18* READ(3,52) (T(I),UEZZ(l),DGbMMA(I), I=l,N) 
19* 00.2 I:: 1,N 
20* Z=Cl.0EZZ(I) 
21* EZZ(I);Z/GL' 
22* X=C2*OGAMMA(I) 
23. PHl=CRADN*1.116*X*3.14159)/{180.0*GL) 
24* GAMMACI)::SIN(PHI)/COS(PHl) 
25* L=I-l 
26. IF(L.LT.2) GO TO 2 
27* . REZZ:(EZZ(L+l)-EZZ(L-l»/CT(L+l)·T(L-l» 
28* RGAMMA::(GAMMA(L+l)-GAMMACL-l»/CT(L·1)-TCL p l» 
29* IFCXLAM.NE.9.0.AND.XLAM.NE.~.O) GO TO 4 
30. A=O.O 
Jl* GO TO 5 
J2* 4 A=RGAMHA/CREZZ*XLAM) 
33* 5 WRITE(2,101) TCL),EZZCL',GAMMACL),REZZ,RGAMMA,A 
34- 2 CONTINUE 
35* K=K+l 
36* IFCK.LT.M) GO TO 1 
37* STOP 
38* 50 F~RMATC6X,FO.O) 
39* 51 FORMAT(IO) 
40* 52 rORMAT(2X,rO.O.FO.O,'O.O) 
41* 100 rORMAT(lHl.3QX,30HCREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES, 
42* 126H FOR RADIAL LOADING = ,F5.3/1 
43* 240X,12HWHERE = ,r6.2,lX,15HN/MM AND = ,F6.2, 
44. 31X,4HN/MHIII) . 
45* 101 fORMAT(25X,F5.1,5E13.5) 
46* END 
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2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35. O· 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

100.0 
105.0 
110.0 
115.0 
120.0 
125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
160.0 
170.0 
l~O.O 
190.0 
200.0 
210.0 

.220.0 
230.0 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
270.0 
280.0 
290.0 
300.0 
310.0 
320.0 
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CREEP STRAINS A~D STRAIN RATES rO~ RADIAL LOADING A = O.OO~ 
WHERE ~ = 36, 90 N/H~ AND "t"ez. = 0.00 N/MM· 

€u 
0.49153E-02 
O.60098E-O::? 
O.68456E-02 
0.748i41::-02 
O.80396E-02 
0.85'570E-02 
O.90147E-02 
O.94724E-02 
O.98505E-02 
O.11323E-Ol 
O.1227BE-Ol 
0.13174E-Ol 
O.14209E-Ol 
0.15124E-01 
0.15920E-Ol 
0.16597E-01 
0.17253E-Ol 
0.17711E-Ol 
0.18169E-Ol 
O.18547E-01 
0.18865E-Ol 

. 0.191241:-01 
O.19363E-Ol 
0.195S2E-01 
0.19781E-01 
O.19980E-Ol 
O.201.79E-(;1 
0.20338E-01 
O.20497E-Ol 
0.20656E-01 
O.20895E-Ol 
0.21094E-Ol 
0.21412E-Ol 
O.21691E-Ol 
O.21910E-Ol 
O.221?9E-01 
O.22387E-01 
O.22945E-Ol 
O.23363E:-01 
O.23920E-01· 
O.24378E-Ol 
O.24~35E-01 
O.25412E-01 
O.25850E-01 
O.26387E-01 
O.26825E-01 
O.27?03E-01 
O.27621E-01 
0.27940E-01 
O.28238E-Ol 
O.26537E-01 
O.26815E-Ol 
O.29134E-01 
O.29333E-01 

~e% 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O,OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+oa 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOQE+OD 
O,OOOOOE+OO 

. O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+oa 
O.OOOOOE+OQ 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OtlOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE.OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oeOOOE.OO 
O.OCOOOE+OO 
o.oooooe ... oo 
o.OOQnOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OOQOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
O,OOOOOE+OO 
O.Or.lOOQE+OO 
O.IlOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.O~OOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
o.onOOOE+OO 
o.ooonoe40CO 
o.OOOOQE4000 
O.OOODOE+OO 
o.oooooe4000 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.ODOOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o • 0 0 0 0 O.E + 0 0 
O.OOQooe.oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OOOOOE·OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.OCOOOE+OO 

• 
~ 

O.12836E-02 
n.<J6515E-03 
O.73630E-03 
O.S9700E-Q3 
O.537;SOE .. 03 
O.48755E·03 
O.45770E-03 
O.41790E-03 
O.30845E-03 
O.2427AE"03 
O,18S07E-03 
O.19303E-03 
O.19502E-03 
O.17114E"03 
O.14726€-03 
O.13333E-03 
O.11144E-03 
O.91540E-04 
O.83S80E-04 
O.69650E-04 
O.57710E-04 
O.49750E-04 
O.45770E-04 
0.41790E-04 
O.39800E-04 
O.39800E-04 
O.3582flE-04 
O.31840E-04 
O.31~40E-04 
O.39800E-04 
O.43780E-04 
O.51740E-04 
O.59700e,,04 
O.49750e,,04 
O.43780E-04 
O.47760E-04 
O.54393E-04 
O.48755E-04 
O.48755E-04 
O.50745E·04 
O.4577~E-04 
O,51740E-04 
O.50745E-04 
O.48755E-04 
O.48755E-04 
o.4Q795E-04 
O.39800E-04 
O.36815E-04 
n.30845E-04 
O.29850E-04 
O.28A55E-04 
O.29850E-04 
O.25870E-04 
O.22885E-04 

,fer. 
0,.00000 E + n 0 
o.oooooe+oo 
O.OOOOOE"'OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE.OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooe+oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooe: ... OO 
o.OnOOOE+t'O 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+no 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O,OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.oooooe:+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOQOOE+flO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOUOOE.OO 
O.OOOOOE.OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE.no 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OtlOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oouooe ... oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
o.oooooe ... "o 
O.OOOOOE+no 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE4000 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+"O 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE.OO 
O,OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOQOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+no 
O.OOOOOE+OO· 
o.onOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE4000 
O.OOOOOE+OO 

k 
O. OOOOOE+O 0 
o.OOOOOE+Oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+Oo 
o.ooaOOE+Oo 
O,OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE ... OO 
o.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+oo 
1'1, OOOOOE+O 0 
O.OOOOOE ... Oo 
O.OOOOOE+oo 
O. OOOOOE+o 0 
O,OOOOOE+Oo 
O.OOOOOE+Oo 
O.OOOOOE+Oo 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+oo 
o.oooooe·oo 
O.OOOOOE·Oo 
O.OOOOOE·oO 
O,OOOOOE+Oo 
~. OOOOOE+o 0 
O.OUOOOE+Oo 
O.OOOOOE ... oo 
O.OOOOOE"'OQ' 
O. OOOOOE .. 0 0 
O,oooooe ... oo· 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+oo 
o,OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+od 
O.OOOOOE ... oo 
o.oooooe+OO 
C.OOOOOE"'OQ 
O.OOOOOE"'OQ 
O.OOOOOE"'OQ' 
O.OOOOOE ... oo 
O.SOOOOE+oo 
o.nOOOOE+oo 
O.OOOOOE ... oo 
O.OOOOOE ... oo 
O.OOOOOE ... oo· 
O.OOOOOE ... oo: 
O,OOOOOE ... oo: 
o.nOOOOE ... oo: 
O.OOOOOE ... oo: 
o.OOOOOE ... oo: 
O.OOOOOE ... oo~ 
O.OOOOOE ... oo·, 
O.OOOOOE ... oo: 
O.OOOOOE ... oo· 
o,oooooe ... oo, 

; 



CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES rOR RADIAL LOADING A = 0.388 .. 
WHERE ~& = 25. 65 N/HM~ AND "t'b ,= 9.95 N/t1M~ 

t Czz ~Q% I £,& 
2.0 
3.0 

O.50745E-02 O.41055E-02 O.12835E-02' 
0.60894E-02 O.50519E-02 0.89550E-03 

. 4.0 
5.0 

. 6 • 0 
7.0 
8.0 

_ 9.0 
'10.0 
15.0 

'O.68655E-02 O.56251E-02 O.68655E-03 
O.74625E-02 O~62116E-02 O.59700E-03 
O.80595E-02 O.67048E-02 O.54725E-03 
0.85570E-02 O.70647E-02 O.44775E-03 
O.89550E-02 O.74246E-02 O.37810E-03 
O.93132E-02 O.77312E-02 O.3~830E-03 
0.96316E-02, O.80378E-02 0.28192E-03 
O.11005E-Ol O.91442E-02 O.23482E-03 
O.11980E-Ol O.99307E-02 O.17910E-03 
o .12796E-Ol 0.1 ~597E-Ol' O.16517E-03 
O.13631E-Ol O.11330E-01 O.1~522E-03 

. 20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 • 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 

, 80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

100.0 
1115.0 
110.0 
115.0 
1~0.0 

. 125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
160.0 
170.0 
180.0 
190.0 
200.0 
210.0 
220.0 
230.0 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
270.0 
280.0 
290.0 
300.0 
310.0 
320.0 
330.0 
340.0 
350.0 
360.0 
370.0 
380.0 
390.0 
400.0 
420.0 

O.14348E-~1 O.11997E-01 O.12935E-03 
O.14925E-Ol O.12504E-Ol O.10746E-03 
O.15422E-Ol O.12890E-Ol O.1034BE-03 
O.15960E-Ol O.13304E-Ol O.10945E-03 
O.16517E-Ol O.13730E-Ol O.10149E-03 
O.16975E-Ol O.14077E-01 O.81590E-04 
O.17333E-Ol 0.14397E-Ol O.73630E-04 
0.17711E-Ol O.14557E-01 O.79600E-04 
O.18129E-01 O.14850E-Ol O.67660E-04 
O.18388~-al O.15157E-Ol O.53730E-04 
0.18666E-Ol O.15370E-01 O.51740E-04 
O.189Q5E-Ol Q.15597E-Ol Q.4975QE-04 
0.19164E-Ol O.1?810E-Ol O.55720E-04 
O.19462E-Ol O.16023E-Ol O.~1740E-04 
O.19nblE-Ol O.16197E-Ol O.41790E-04 
0.19880E-01 0.16330E-Ol O.37810E-04 
0.20059E-Ol O.16463E-01 O.29850E-04 
O.20179E-Ol O.165~7E-Ol O.21890E-04 
O.20218E-Ol O.16637E-Ol O.17910E-04 
0.20358E-01 O.16717E-Ol O.17910E-04 
O.20457E-Ot O.16757E-Cl O.15Q2QE-04 
O.20517E-Ol 0.16850E-Ol O.15920E-04 
O.20616E-Ol O.16917E-Ol O.15920E-04 
O.20676E-Ol O.16970E-Ol O.17247E-04 
O.20875E-01 O.11103E-Ol O.17910E-04 
O.21034E-Ol 0.17250E-Ol O.24B75E-04 
0.21373E-Ol 0.17490E-Ol O.30845E-04 
O.21651E-Ol 0.17623E-01 O.28855E-04 
0.21950E-01 O.11690E-Ol O.25870E-04 
0.22169E-ul o.17e90E-Ol O.21890E-04 
O.22387E-Ol O.18023E-01 O.22385E-04 
0.22626E-Ol 0.18197E.Ol 0.23880E-04 
O.22865E-Ol O.18317E-Ol O.16915E-04 
0.22965E-Ol O.1S343E-Ol O.14925E-04 
O.23164E-Ol O.18450E-01 0.19900E~04 
O.23363E-01 O.1861UE-Ol O.22885E-04 
0.23621E-Ol 0.18823E-Ol O.19900E-04 
0.23761E-Ol 0.19023E-Ol 0.13930E-04 
O.23900E-Ol 0.19143E-01 O.13 Q30E-04 
O.24039E-Ol 0.19237E-Ol 0.99500E-05 
0.24099E-01 .O.19303E-Ol 0.59700E-05 
O.24159E-Ol O.193?7E-01 0.79600E-05 
O.24258E-Ol 0.19397E-Ol O.99500E-O~ 
O.24358E-Ol 0.19423E-Ol O.99500E-05 
0.24457E~01 Q.19517E-Ol O.89550E-05 
O.24537E-Ol O.19623E-Ol O.99500E-05 
O.24656E-Ol 0.19757E-Ol O.99500E-05 
O.24736t-01 0.19823=~01 0.89550E-05 
O.24835E-01 O.19890E-Ol 0.86233E-05 

_0...:.... -=-2 _4 9_9=--4-.:E=----..:O:-=1~_"_0~. ~1 9 ~ .3 0 E - 0 1- 0 • 7960 0 E - 0 5 

• 
lS'ez • 

O.10597E-02 
0.75979E-03 
O.57985E-03 
O.53986E-03 
0.421l56E-03 
O.35991E-03 
0.33325E-03 
0.30659E-0.3 
O.23~~OE-O.s 
O.18929E-03 
0.14\530E-03 
0.13997E-03 
0.13998E-03 
0.11732E-03 
O.89321E-04 
0.79990E-04 
0.83990E-04 
o .17325E-04 
O.66660E-04 
0.47996E-04 

'0.45330E-04\ 
O.59996E-04 
0.51997E-04 
0.43997E-04 
0.43998E-04 
O.42665E-04 
0.38665E-04 
0.3r'l666E-fJ4 
0.26666E-04 
0.22666E-04 
O.ll333E-04 
0.16000E-04 
0.12000E-04 
O.13333E-n4 
0.16000E-fJ4 
O.12000F--i)4 
O.12444E-04 
0.14000E-04\ 
O.19333E-04 
O.18667E-04 
O.10000E-04 
o .13334E-O'4 
O.16667E-n4 
O.15334E-04 
0.14667E-04\ 
O.73336E-O~ 
0.66670E-05 
O.13334\E-04\ 
0.18668E-04 
0.20668E-04 
O.16001E-04 
'0 • 1 0 6 6 7 E - 1) 4 
O.80006E-1l5 
O.60005E-05 
0.46670E-t)5 
0.33336E-05 
O.60005E-05 
O.10Q01E-04 
O.12001E-04 
0.10001E-04 
O.66673E-05 
O.35559E-05 
0.266691::-05 

k 
O.21289E+Ol 
O.21879E+Ol 
0.21779(,:+01 
O.2.3318E+Ol 
O.20100E+01 
O.20728E+Ol 
O.22728E+Ol 
O.23370E+Ol 
O.21541E+Ol 
0.20787E+Ol 
O.20921E+Ol 
O.21853E+Ol 
0.23254E+Ol 
O.23387E+Ol 
0.21434E+Ol 
O.19933E+01 
O.1978BE+01 
O.19647E+Ol 
O~21068E+Ol 
O,16809E+Ol 
o • 14685 E.+ 0 1 
O.22865E+Ol 
O.24955E~Ol 
O.21928E+0'1 
o.22805E+ol 
o .19745E+o~ 
tJ.19270E+Ol 
f'.ld922E+C~ 
O.lb186E+C:;
Q.19'381E+ui 
O.20418E+c· 
O.2JOJ6i;+C: 
0.172771:+01: 
1'l.21596E+0'1 
0.2,9161:+01 
O.19437E+O~ 
0.18606E+Ol 
O.20157E+Q1 
O.2U042E+o:; 
O.1.~606E+O~ 
o.e7367E+o Q 
O.13291E+Q1 
O.19634E+o1: 
O.17278E+O:t ' 
o .1'838E+ a 1. 
O.11180E+O., 
O,11519E+O:;-
0.17278E+o:;
O. 21034E+ ai' 
0.26782E+O., 
O.29620E+O~ 
IJ .19747E ... 0 i 
o. 20734E+ 0:t 
o. 25918E ... 0 l. 
o .15119E ... a., 
0.86394E+O O 
(I .15551E ... 0-
O. 28798E ... U ~ 
O.J1102E ... 0 
o. 2;919E+ a :t.. 
O.19199E: ... O l. 
O.10633E ... O~ 
o • 86:3 9 6 E... -, ""-



t 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

, 5.0 
- 6.0 

7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
15.0 
20.0 

, 25.0 • 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 

.60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

100.0 
105.0 
110.0 
115.0 
120.0 
125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
160.0 
170.0 
180.0 
190.0 
200.0 
210.0 
220.0 
230.U 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
270.0 
280.0 
290.0 
300.0 
310.0 
3?O.0 

CREEP STRAINS AND STRAIN RATES rOR RADIAL LOADING A = 0.922 

WHERE o;z: 16.70 'N/~Mt AND 't'ez,': ',15.4b N'IMM2. 

€3Z 

Oi35798E-02 
O.42759E-02 
0.47731£-02 
0.52206E-02 
0.56184E-02 
O.60658E-02 
O.62647E-02 
0.65630E-02 
O.68116E-02 
0.?8558E-02 
0.86016E-02 
0.91485E-02 
O.97451E-02 
0.10093E-Ol 
0.10590E-Ol 
O.10938E-Ol 
0.11336E-01 
0.11634E-01 
0.11983E-Ol 
O.12231E-Ol 
O.12529E-Ol 
0.12679E-01 
O.12927E-01 
0.13027E-Ol 
0.13126E-Ol 
0.13275E-Ol 
0.13424E-01 
O.13474E-01 
0.13:'174£-01 
0.136?3E-01 
0.13822E-Ol 
0.14071E-Ol 
0.14319£-01 
0.14419E-Ol 
O.14518E-Ol 

'O.14618E-01 
0.14717£-01 
O.14916E-01 
0.15065E-01 
O.15214E-Ol 
O.15363E-Ol 
O.15562E-01 
a.iS8UE-01 
O.16010E-Ol 
O.16109E-Ol 
O.16308E-01 
O.16408E-Ol 
O.16507f-01 
O.166C6E-Ol 
O.16706E-Ol 
O.16905E-Ol 
O.170Q4E-01 
O.17153E-Ol 
O.17303E-Ol 

~ez 
O;a~191E-02 
O.99573E-02 
0.11280E-Ol 
0.12224E"Ol 
O.13169E .. Ol 
O.14032E-Ol 
O.14626E-Ol 
O.15247E-Ol 
O.15787E"Ol 
O.18081E-OJ. 
O.19728E-Ol 
O.21131E-Ol 
O.22400E .. Ol 
O.23399E .. Ol 
O.24182E-Ol 
O.24965E-Ol 
O.25667E-Ol 
O.26531E-Ol 
O.27206E-Ol 
O.27f:S81c"Ol 
0.28394E-Ol 
O.28773E-Cl 
0.29205E-Ol 
0.29529E .. Ol 
O.29826E-Ol 
0.JC069E-C1 
O.3C285E-Ol 
O.30474E-01 
O.J0825E-Ol 
O.31068E-Ol 
O.31311E-Ol 
O.31662E"Ol 
0.32Q41E-Ol 
a.32473E-'Ol 
O.32689E-Ol 
O.32959E-Ol 
O.33229E-Ol 
O.337i5E"Ol 
O.34121E-Ol 
O.34661E-Ol 
o.35012E-Ol 
O.35525E .. Ol 
O.35958E-Ol 
O.36336E-Ol 
O.3676BE-Ol 
O.37038E-Ol 
o.37282E-Ol 
o.37498E-Cl 
o.37660E-Ol 
o .37795E-Ol 

·O.3803BE .. Ol 
o.38390E-Ol 
O.38768E-Ol 
o.39335E-Ol 

• en 
O.89496E-03 
O.59664E-03 
O.47234E-03 
O.42262E-03 
O.4l262£-03 
O.32318E-03 
O.24860E-03 
O.27346E-03 
O.21S45E-03 
O.17~99E-03 
o •. 12927E-03 
Q.11436E-03 
O.94468E-04 
O.84524E-04 
O.84524E-04 
O.74580E-04 
O.69608E-04 
O.64636E-04 
O.59664E-04 
O.S4692E-04 
O.4474~E-04 
O. J9776E-04 
1J.34804E-04 
O.19888E-04 
O.24860E-04 
Q.29832E-04 
Q.19888E-04 
O.14916E-04 
O.19888E-04 
O.24860E-04 
O.3H76E-t)4 
O.49720E-04 
O.34804E-04 
O.19888E-04 
O.198S8E-04 
O.19888E-04 
O.19888E .. 04 
O.17402E-04 
O.14916E-04 
o .14916E"04 
O.17402E-04 
O.22374E-04 
O.22374C-04 
Q.14916E-04 
O.14916E-04 
O.14916E-04 
O.9944CE-05 
O.99440E-OS 
Q.99440E-05 
O.14916E-04 
O.14916E-04 
O.12430E-04 
O.14916E-04 
O.19888E-04 

• 
~e, 

O.20374E-02 
O.14303E-02 
O.11335E-02 
O.94457E-03 
O.90411E-03 
O.72870E-03 
O.60726E-f).j 
O.58028E-03 
O.47235E-03 
O.39409E-03 
O.30503E-03 
O.26726E-03 
O.22678E-03 
O.17819E-03 
O.1~660E-03 
O.14850E-03 
O.15661E-03 
O.15391E-03 
O.13S02E-03 
0.11882E-03 
O.89118E-04 
O.81018E-04 
O.75(;)18E-04 
O.62116E-04 
O.54015E-04 
0.45914E-n4 
O.40513E-04 
Q.54018E-04 
Q.59420E-04 
Q.48617E-04 
O. 59422E- r)4 
O.72929E-04 
O.81034E-'H 
O.64829E-04 
O.48623E-04 
O.54026E-04 
O.50425E-04 
0.44574:-04 
O.47277E-04 
O.44576E-04 
O.43227E-04 
O.47281E-04 
O.40528E-04 
O.40529E-04 
O.35126E-04 
0.25670E-04 
O.22968E-04 
O.18915E-04 

'O.14862E-04 
O.18916E-04 
O.29725E-04 
O.364132E-04 
O.47293E-04 
O.56753E-04 
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~ = 1.772 

t 

2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 

. 8.0 
9.0 

. 10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 . 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

100.0 
lQ5.0 
110.0 
115.0 
120.0 
125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
160.0 
'170'~0 
180.0 
190.0 

.200.0 
210.0 
220.0 
230.0 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
270.0 
280.0 
290.0 
300.0 
310.0 

. 320.0 

WHERE tt = zz 

€zz 

0.34566E-02 
0.42717E-02 
O.48314E-02 
0.53028E-02 
0.57152E-02 
O.60589E-02 
O.63830E-02 
0.66678E-02 
0.69329E-02 
0.78953E-02 
O.85434E-02 
0.90344E-02 
O.94468E s 02 
0.97807E-02 
0.10066E-Ol 
0.10301E-Ol 
O.10517E-Ol 
0.10704E-Ol 
0.10959E-01 
0.11l85E-Ol 
O.11362E-Ol 
0.11676E-Ol 
O.11971E-Ol 
O.12265E-Ol 
0.12511E-Ol 
O.12707E-Ol 
0.12943E-Ol 
0.13188E-Ol 
0.13~85E-Ol 
O.13552E-Ol 
0.13689E-01 
O.13866E-Ol 
O.14033E-01 
O.14180E-Ol 
0.14308E-Ol 
0.14406E-Ol 
0.14524E-Ol 
0.14759E-Ol 
O.14Q76E-Ol 
O.1521iE-Ol 
O.15408E-Ol 
O.15584E-Ol 
0.15712E-Ol 
0.lS800E-Ol 
0.15918E-Ol 
0.16007E-Ol 
0.16183E-Ol 
O.16331E-Ol 
0.16488E-Ol 
O.16694E-Ol 
0.16890E-Oi 
0.17017E-Ol 
O.17273E-01 
O.11391E-Ol 

~9% . 

O.93096E-02 
O.li550E-Ol 
0.12953E-01 
O.14167E-Ol 
O.15193E-Ol 
0.16219E-Ol 
0.17163E-Ol 
O.18027E-Ol 
0.ld8i0E-Ol 
0.21509E-Ol 
O.23480E-Ol 
O.24965E-Ol 
O.26153E-Ol 
O.27179E-Ol 
o.27962E-Ol 
0.28664E-Ol 
0.29178E-Ol 
O.29853E-Ol 
O.30636E-Ol 
O.31311E-Ol 
O.31878E-Ol 
0.3?561E-Ol 
O.33310E-Ol 
O.34148E-Ol 
O.34769E-Ol 
O.35390E-01 
0.36066E-Ol 
O.3674H-Ol 
0.372'32E-Ol. 
O.37768E-Ol 
0.38282E-Ol 
O.38795E-Ol 
O.39335E-0l 
O.39714E-Ol 
O.040065E-Ol 
O.40411E-Ol 
O.40795E-Ol 
O.41552E-Ol 
O.42146E-Ol 
0.42849E-Ol 
O.43390E-Ol 
O.43768E-Ol 
O.44120E-Ol 
O.44417E-01 
O.44688E-01 
O.45066E-Ol 
O.45607E-Ol 
O.46121E-Ol 
O.46580E-01 
O.47175E-01 

.O.47716E-Ol 
O.48365E-Ol 
O.48852E-Ol 
O.49312E-Ol 

• 
C.a 

O.93290E-03 
O.68740E-03 
O.51555E-03 
O.44190E-03 
O.3 .... 807E .. 03 
O.33388E-03 
O.30442E-O;) 
O.27496E-03 
O.20458E-03 
O.16105E-03 
O.11391E-03 
0.90344E-04 
0.74632E-04 
O.618b6E-04 
0.52n46E-04 
O.45172E-04 
0.40262E-04 
O.44190E-04 
O.48i18E-04 
0.40262E-04 
O.49100E-04 
0.60884E-04 
O.58920E-04 
O.54010E-04 
O.44i9QE-04 
O.43208E-04 
1J.43118E-04 
O.44i90E-04 
O.36334E-04 
O.30442E-04 
O.31424E-04 
O.34370E-04 
0.31424E-04 
O.27496E-04 
O.22586E-04 
O.21604E-04 
O.23568E-04 
O.225S6E-04 
O.22586E-04 
a.23604E-04 
0.18558E-04 
O.1522iE-04 
O.10.902E-04 
O.10311E-04 
O.1031iE-04 
O.13251E-04 
O.16203E-04 
0.15221E-04 
O.i8ib7E-04 
0.20i3iE-04 
O.19i49E-04 
O.19149E-04 
O.15712E-04 
O.14239E-04 

"(e1.:= ~ 16.21 NiMH' 

it, 
O.26116E-02 
0.18216E-02 
0.13089E-02 
0.11200E-02 
0.10256E-02 
0.98516E-03 
0.90422E-03 
0.82327E-03 
O.58038E-03 
O.46703E-03 
0.34558E-03 
0.26730E-03 
O.22142E-03 
0.18Q92E-03 
O.14853E-03 
O.12153E-03 
O.11883E-03 
0.1 4584E-03 
0.1 4585E-03 
0.12425E-03 
0.12695E-03 
O.14311e-03 
0.15668E-n3 
O.14588E-03 
0.12427E-OJ 
O.12968E-03 
O.13509E-03 
0.12159E-03 
0.10268'=-03 
0.99982E-04 
O.10269E-03 
O.10539E-03 
0.91886E-04 
O.72971E-04 
0.1567bE-04 
0.72975E-1'l4 
0.72077E-04 
O.67575E-04 
o • 6 4 8 7 6 E - O· 4 
O.62176E-r:J4 
0.459:>8E-04 
0.36498E-04 
0.32443E-1)4 
O.28389E-04 
O.32445E-04 
0.45966E-04 
0.52128E-04 
O.48674E-04 
'O.52733E-04 
0.56792E-04 
0.59500E-04 
O.S6798E-04 
0.47334E-r')4 
O.41336E-04 

k 
O.1616iE+O:l.. 
O.14955E+o~ 
o .14328E+ 0 ~ 
0.14304E+o~ 
O.15309E+o:t. 
O.166S1E+Q :t. 
n,16762E+o :t. 
O.16897E+Q :t. 
O.16009E+o :t. 
O.16365Eo4oOJ.. 
O.1/120E+0:t. 
o .16697Eo4o 0 :t. 
O.16743Eo4oO l... 
O.16504 E+0:t. 
O.16105Eo4oO :t. 
O.15182E+oJ.... 
O.16656Eo400l... 
o .18625E+ 0:t. 
O.17i05Eo4oO, 
O.11415E+O ::;
O.14591E~O ;;-
1l.13270E+O :; 
O.15007E ... o ~ 
O.15243E+O ~ 
O.1~81iEo4oO~ 
O.lbQ38E+Q ... ~ 
O.15844E+Q ~ 
O.1552 8e+o ;-
1J.15948E+Q J 
O.18535E+O . 
0.18441E·o ~ 
O.17305E ... O::
t).16501E+O :;
O.14977E+o ........ 
o .18908E+ 0 :t.. 
0.190621::.0 :t.. 
O.17259E ... 0 ::t. 
O.i5884Eo4oO ::t. 
O.16210E.o :t. 
O.16241E+O::t.. 
O.1.HOIEo4oQ ~ 
o .1~532E + 0 :t. 
O.1~950Eo4oO~ 
O.15537E ... 

O 
""-. 

O.17758E. O ::t. O.19567E ... O~ 
O.16364E ... O :l.. n.18046E ... o :t.. U.16381E· o :::t... 
O.15920Eo4o o::t.. 
O.17535 E• O :::t.. 
o .16739E. (J ~ 
O.17001E:. o ::t. O.18761E ... O ::t. :::t.. 



1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

to.o 
15.0 
?O.O 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

100.0 
105.0 
110.0 

.115.0 
l~O.O 
125.0 
130.0 
135.0 
140.0 
145.0 
150.0 
160.0 
170.0 
180.0 
190.0 
200.0 

,210.0 
220.0 
230.0 
240.0 
250.0 
260.0 
270,0 
280.0 
290.0 
300,0 

CREEP STRAI~S AND STRAIN PATES ~OR RADIAL LOADING 

£u 

O.21408E-02 
O.30049E-02 
o .·36825E-0~ 
O.41539E-02 
0.458~9E-02 
O.49296E-02 
O.52537E-02 
O.55~87E-02 
0,57?45E-02 
O.59607E-02 
O.68740E-02 
O.74141E-02 
O.78S60E-02 
O.82193E-02 
0.87496E-02 
0.90344E-02 
0.92~97E-02 
O.94S61E-02 
0.96629E-02 
O.98?OOE-02 
O.99575E-02 
O.10C95E-01 
O.10213E-Ol 
O.10311.E-Ot 
0.10409E-Ol 
0.105C7E-Ol 
0.10606E-Ol 
O.10733E-Ol 
0.lQ822E-01 
0.10939E-Ol 
o .11057t::-Ol 
O.11156E-Ol 
0.11244E-Ol 
O.11352E-Ol 
O.11470E-01 
O.11548E-Ol 
0.11666£:-01 
O.11764E-Ol 
O.11653E-Ol 
O.11961E-Ol 
O.12C159E-Ol 
0.12147E-Ol 
O.12275E-Ol 
O.12373E-01 
O.12452E-01 
O.12540E-Ol 
O.12619E-01 
O.12697t:-01 
0.1<786£:-01 
O.12S74E-Ol 
O.12992E-Ol 
O.13080E-Ol 
O.13178E-01 

1Sez 
O.877e8E-02 
0.12943E-Ol 
O.15758E-Ol 
O.17925E-Ol 
0.19698E-Ol 
O.21246E-Ol 
o.22766E-Ol 
0.24005E-Ol 
O.24005E-Ol 
o.2fl173E-Ol 
o.3C425E-Ol 
O.33213E-Ol 
O.35495E-Ol, 
o.37382E-Ol 
O.39158E-Ol 
O.40454E-Ol 
O.41581E-Ol 
O.42596E-Ol 
0.43413E-Ol 
Q.44231E-Ol 
O.4<4964E-Ol 
O.45556E-Ol 
O.46143E-Ol 
O.46684E-Ol 
O.47248E-(ll 
O.47756E-Ol 
O.48263E-Ol 
O.4S827E-Ol 
O.49419E-Ol 
O.5C040E-Ol 
O.50576E-Ol 
O.51027E-Ol 
O.51591E-Ol 
O. S'Z156E-Ol 
0.S2664E-Ol 
O.53115E-Ol 
O.53566E-Ol 
O.53990e-Ol 
O.54639E-Ol 
Q.55260E-Cll 
O.55824E-Ol 
0.5t-360E-Ol 
0.56868E-Ol 
o.57377E-Ol 
o.57856E-Ol 
O.58336E-Ol 
O.58760E-Ol 
O.59183,E-Ol 
O.59635E-Ol 
O.60200E-Cl 
O.6Q621E-Ol 
0.61301E-01 
O.6'.866E-Ol 

~ ib 
O.10540E-02 Q.54402E-02 
O.77087E-03 O'34894E-02 
O,57447c-03 O.24907E-02 
n.45172E-03' O,19702E-02 
O.38789E-03 'O.16607E-02 
O.33388E-03 O.153 41E-02 
O.29951E-03 O,13794E-02 
0.25041E-03 O.61934E-03 
O.21604E-03· .O.10839E-02 
O,18658E-03 O,10700E-02 

,O.14534E-03 O,70403E-03 
O.982QOE-04 O.50701E-03 
O.80524E-04 O.41694E-03 
O.89362E-04 O.36628E-03 
O.R1506E-04 0.30715E-03 
O.54010E-04 O.24237E-03 
O.45172E-04 O.21421E-03 
O.37316E-04 O.18322E-n3 
Q.33368E-04 O.16350E-03 
O,~9460E-04 O.15505E-03 
O.27496E-04 O.13251E-03 
O.25532E-04 0.11842E-03 
0.21604E-04 O.11278E-03 
O.19640E-04 O.10997E-03 
O.19640E-04 O.10716E-03 
O.19640E-04 O.10152E-03 
O.22S86E-04 O.10717E-03 
O.21604E-04 O.11563E-03 
O.2062~E-04 O.12128E-03 
O.23568E-04 O.11565E-03 
O.21604E-04 O.98729E-04 
O.186S8E-04 O.10156E-03 
0.19640E-04 O.11284E-03 
O.22586E-04 O.10721E-OJ 
O.19640E-04 O.95929E-04 
O.19640E-04 O.90290E.04 
O.21604E-04 O.87473E-04 
O.12439E-04 O.11487E-04 
O.98200E-05 O.63496E-04 
O.10311E-04 O.59267E-04 
O.93290E-05 O.55037E-04 
O.10802E-04 O.52216E-04 
O.11293E-04 O.50809E-04 
O.88380E-05 O.49401E-04 
O.83470E-05 O.47992E-04 
O.83470E-05 O.45171E-04 
O.78560E-05 O.42350E-04 
O.83470E-05 O.4J7~4E-04 
O.8838QE-05 O.S0826E-n4 
O.10311E-04 O.59301E-04 

,O.10311E-04 O.55068E-04 
O.93290E~05 O.52246E-04 
O.a8380E-05 O.48014E-04 
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CHAPTER 6 

lUSULTS FOR pRi.:S'rRAll;ED ALUMINITJM 

In this Chapter the biaxial creep behaviour of prior strained 

material is presented. The effect of prestrain on the subsequent 

loading strains of the chosen stress path ( A = 0.95) complement the 

study. 

6.1 STRl.IN HISTORY PRIOR TO CREEP 

The str::lss-strl:l.in paths for the chosen prestrains of Table 
. . ~ 

2.4 are shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. The figures also include the sub-
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se~uent loading strains for tie X = 0.95 stress path. Thus for the 

tension (OCA) and compression (aDA) stress paths of Fig. 6.1(a) the 

corresponding stress-strain path plus the tensile stress - 10 min strain 

component of incremental reloading (AE) are shown in Fig. 6.l(b). 

The latter components are shown in two composite figures to an enlarged 

scale, one for prior compression and one for prior tension. The 

associated shear stress - 10 min strain components for the path AB are 

shown in Fig. 6.1(c). 

The forward (OCA) and reversed (aDA) torsion stress paths of 

Fig. 6.2(a) are similarly presented in the shear stress-strain paths 

of Fig. 6.2(b). In this case the shear stress - 10 min strain components 

of subsequent incremental loading (stress path AB) are added to Fig. 6.2(b) 

and the associated tensile stress - 10 min. strain oomponents are shown 

s.eparately in Fig. 6.2(c). 

The most obvio~s effect in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 is the reduction 

in tensile and shear yield stress as caused by the application of a 

combined stress system. For example, following a 2% tensile prestraln 

(Fig. 6.l(b» the yield stress in tension is 33 N/mm2 • The applioation 

of the combined stresses of path AB reduces this to below 16 N/mrl. 
This, of course, is consistent with the conoept of a yield locus as indeed 

are the observed cross-effects in these figures where, for example, 

increasing a~ounts of prior tension (OCA in Fig. 6.1(a» are seen in 

Fig. 6.1(c) to increase the shear yield stress as well as the tensile 

yield stress for the stress path AB. A similar cross-effect is seen 

in Fig. 6.2(c) where increasing amounts of prior pcsitive torsion 

~ Figures are given at the end of this Chapter. 



(OCA in Fig. 6.2(a» increase the subsequent tensile yield stress ~s 

well as the shear yield stress of :r.a th AB. The effect was such that 

high 'forward' prestrain resulted in subsequent deformation of the same 

direction that was mostly elastic. Here elastic moduli figures were 

obtained. A check on these fitures was further made from the unloading 

paths from the prestrains. The differences were attributable to the 

hysteresis effect between loading and unloading in this material (see 

Fig. 6.2). The moduli were taken as, 

A similar cross-effect was observed in the torsion of path AB 

following prior compression (Fig. 6.1(c» and in the tensior. of path AB 

following prior negative torsion (Fig. 6.2(c». However the other 

stress-strain component of path An wes then in a direction opposite to 

that of. the prestrain and a marked Bsuschinger effect was evident. The 

subsequent deformation then exhibited little or no elastic behaviour 

and it was thus not possible to obtain elastic moduli • This was 

particularly noticeable on material of low compressive prestrain during 

the subsequent tension of AB (Fig. 6.l(b» and on material of low 

negative shear strain during the subsequent po'sitive torsion of AB 

(Fig. 6.2(b». 

Fig. 6.l(c) shows tInt the shear modulus remains unaffected by 

prior tension and compression. Similarly Fig. 6.2(c) shows that the 

tensile modulus remains unaffected by prior positive and negative 

torsion. 

6.2 CREEP 

The tensile (en) and shear ( ~~Z ) creep curves of the 

stresses ~z: = 16 xr/mm2 and ~,~ = 15.2 N/mm2 and for the, prior 

strain histories of Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 are sho~n plotted in Figs. 6.3 • and 6.4 from the first three columns of Programme 6.1. 

6.2.1 Prior Tension and Compression 

Figs. 6.3A and 6.3B show similar trends on the effect of prior 

plastic strain on creep strength as was its effect on the yield strength 

of Fig. 6.1. For a creep time of 250 hOUl'S (Fig. 6.3A) the tensile 

creep resistar.oe is increasingly improved by increaSing amounts of . 

tensile and compressive prestrain. For a fixed prestrain value, however, 

Proprammes are given at the end 0t_!~~11 Chapte!'. 



the material exhibited more tensile creep after compressive prestraining 

than after tensile prestraining. The Bauschinger effect is therefore 

evident in creep and in Fig. 6.3B, for a creep time of 250 hours the 

cross-effect is also evident. That is, the shear creep resistance is 

increasinglY improved by incraa3ing amounts of tensile and compressive 

prestrain. For a fixed prestrain value ho,':ever the material exhibited 

more shear creep after compressive prestraining than after tensile 

prestraining. 
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In comparing the creep curves of annealed and prestrained material 

in Figs. 6.3A and 6.}B a low prestrain is seen to have little or no 

effect in improving creep resistance. Indeed a small compressive pre

strain yields more €u and -r" primary creep drain than for the 

annealed metal. The secondary creep rates are however little different 

for the two ~aterials. 

wnere an improvement in creep resistance is observed (i.e. for 

prestra.ins ) ± 2%) both the amunt of primary creep strain and the 

secondary creep rate are reduced. For prestrains > ± 4% little or no 

p~imary creep is evident with secondary creep formL~g the larger part 

of the subsequent deformation. 

6.2.2 Prior Positive and r!egative Torsion 

The ~e: I -t.:z creep curves following !)restrains of this type 

are shown in Figs. 6.4A and 6.4B respectively and the trends are similar 

to those for prior tension and compression. 

The Bauschinger effect is again evident in Fig. 6.4A where a 

prio~ plastic shear strain of opposite direction to the subsequent creep 

shear strain is less effective in reducing the amount of ~tt creep strain 

t~an is a prior plastic strain of the same direction. Fig. 6.4B shows 

the effect of prior plastic shear stra~ on the axial €ZI creep 

component. Typically after 250 hours of creep a cross-effect is evident 

where increasing amounts of forward and reversed shear prestrain are. 

seen to increasingly improve the tensile. creep resistance. For a fixed 

prestrain value a forward prestrain is more effectiv) in this respect. 

In comparing the creep curves of prior strained material with those 

for annealed material little, if any, reduction in both the amount of 

primary creep strain and secondary creep rate is seen for prior equivalent 

strains of ± 2% in Fig. 6.4A and for - 2% in Fig. 6.4B. Pre strains 

greater than these amounts are seen to reduce both the amount of primary 

creep strain and the secondary creep·rate. 
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6.2.3 General COI!l:Ilents on the Creep of Prior Strained Material 

The creep beh~viour of Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 can be simply understood 

from the prior strain histories of Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. In 

general, if a prestrain serves to eliminate both the tensile and shear 

plastic strain com;onents of s~bsequent combined loading then correspond

ingly there will be little ensuing creep strain. In tests of this type 

the prestrain that is most effective in providing biaxial creep resistance 

is the one that avoids a Bauschinger effect and fully exploits a bene

ficial cross-effect. A positive prestrain (either tension or positive 

torsion) does this when the creep stress system is combined tension and 

positive torsion. 

6.3 S~Cm:DARY eRE;:;p RATE3 

Fig. 6.5 correlates the secondary creep rates of prior strained 

material 'with the amount of prior strain. In Fig. 6.5(a) the secondary 
• 

shear creep rates ( ~,~ ) of Figs. 6.3B and 6.4A are plotted logarith-

mically to a base of prior equivalent plastic strain (for tension and 

co::pz;.ession r ~fl~ = f ~€:, and for forYi'ard and reversed torsion 

f al,.., = fit:, / Ij ,. Fig~ 6.5(b) is a similar plot for the secondary 

axial creep rates ( €ZI ) of Figs. 6.3A and 6.4B. The ordinates of 

Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) are combined in Fig. 6.5(c) with an equivalent 

secondary creep rate defined from equation (3.9) as 

(6.1) 

This provides a satisfactory correlation for the seco':ldary oreep rates 

of material p::ior strained in tension, com.pression, positive and negative 

torsion. The usefulness of Fig. 6.5(c) would lie in its ability to 

correlate the secondary creep rates of material with a complex prior 

strain history. 

The horizontal lines attached to the symbolE. :tn Fig. 6.5(0) 

indicate the extent of the shift in each point when the prior equivalent 

plastio strain contains both the amount of prestrain and the subsequent 

loading strain. It is interesting to note that the curve is then • 
approximately symmetrical about the eM axis. A test performed for 'a 

tensile prestrain of 6.7% indicates the shape of the curve for higher 

prior strains. 

It should be noted firstly that a correlation of this tyPe 
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assumes a von hlises material and secondly that the tensile and shear 

prestrains were performed at slightly different strain rates (Table 2.4). 

6.4 mGRE;.~I:TAL LOADING CREEP 

In corumon with loading on annealed and extruded material loading 

to the creep test stresses (ttL= 15.2, ~%~ = 16 N/mm2) on prestrained 

material was again performed incrementally with a time of 10 min allowed 

between successive increments. The question of whether cre.ep oocurred 

during this period follows directly from the observations made in 

Section 6.1 regarding the modes of deformation following a prestrain. 

Then, whenever tie instdntaneous strain contained a plastio strain 

component creep deforwation immediately followed. If on the other hand 

the instantaneous strain was p~tirely elastic then no creep was evident. 

Vmere it occurred the following observations were made regarding 

the nature of this creep strain. The basis of the observation is the 

fact that annealed material displayed parabolio eZ" and ~" creep 

throughout combined loading (Chapter 4). 

6.4.1 Prior Tension and Compression 

For a low tensile prestrain (256) both eu and ~h creep 

components were eliminated at the initial stages of loading. With 

increased load a sudden change from instantaneous strain to creep strain 

was evident in both eu and.. Z'tz and this change became more gradual 

(as for annealed material) as the loading reached completion. With 

increasing tensile prestrain (3- 6.7%) no subsequent el.I cre~p was 

evident and only for shear stresses greater than 11 N/mm2 was any ~~Z 
creep noticeable. This again showed the sudden change between strain 

components and a linear dependence of ~ez. oreep with time (~, ~,+ (,t ). 

For a low comprA~sive prestrain (-2%) the subsequent €:z creep 

was always evident in parabolic form. The Z'ez creep was first 
. ~ ·2 

observei in linear form, for I-e:' 7 N/mm. Wi th increaSing 

compressive prestrain (-3, -4%) the ~:% oreep was initially linear 

and for t7;% ') 10 N/mm
2 

it became parabolio and ~e% first became 

evident in l1r..ear form. With inoreased stress the 1" creep also 

became parabolic. 



6.4.2 Prior Positive and Negative Torsion 
-f' _ 

Low positive shear prestrained material (f &l,., = 250) showed a 

subsequent incremental creop behaviour similar to that ~or a material 

of low tensile prestrain. Ini tiaUy both en and ~ h creep 
2 components were eliminated. Then ~or 6 < tU( 12 N/mm the creep 

components displayed a linear dependence on time and thereafter a 
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pl'trabolic dependence. For higher positive shear 

no subsequent r" creep was evident and only for 
f 

-, 
pres train (at M 

~z: , 13 11/mm
2 

= 3, 4%) 
did a 

linear €:z component appear. 

Low negative shear prestrains (fa1~ ~ ~ 2.7%) displayed 

subsequent £z., I rez parabolic creep throughout loading. With increasing 

negative shear prestrain, (JatM =-3, -4%) C~Z creep was initially 

linear and finally parabolic during loading. t:n creep appeared. in 

the same way but none was evident for ~s' 11 N/mm2 • 

6.4.3 Creep Rates and Time Exponents 

A study of the parabolic type creep observed at higher stresses 
-

in material of lo\v initial prestrain is made in the derivative plots of 
--. 

Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. It should be noted that the shear (a-~ ) and -. ) longitudinal (€Z~ creep rates of like symbols in these figures occurred 

simultaneously throughout the creep period. 
, • c-

Fig. 6.6 shows the effect of prior strain on ~&% for a constant 

shear stress of 14.25 N/mm2• To aid comparison various degrees of 

prior tension and compression are shown together with the plot for 

annealed material. Similarly prior fo'rward and reversed torsion are 

shown together but on a displaced time axis. For any given time Fig. 

6.6·shows that increasing amounts of prior corupression,positive and 

negative torsion are 

annealed material. 

-", 

increasingly effective in reducing the ~'z. of 

However, in general for a given prior equivalent 

strain tension and posItive torsion are more effective than compression 

and negative torsion in this respect. , 
The effect of prior strain on the De: time exponent (m) is 

shown in the tables of Fig. 6.6. The most· obvious effect is the 

considerable lowering of the m value as caused. by prior torsion. 

Reversed torsion is seen to reduce m to a negative value. The m 

value for prior tension and compression is little different :from the 

m value of annealed material. 



'" Fig. 6.7 shows the effect of prior strain on e%~ for a 

constant tensile stress of 15 N/mm2 • For any given time the figure 

shows that increasing prior compression and positive torsion are . " increasingly effective in reducing e%~ However, for any given prior 

equivalent strain tension and positive torsion are more effective than 

compression arA negative torsion in this respect. All prior tenSion, 

compression and positive torsion reduce the e%~ of annealed material. 

The effect of prior strain on the e::. time exponent (m) is 

shown in the tab;I.es of Fig. 6.7. All prior strain is seen to reduce 
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the m value of annealed material. 

in reducing m to a negative value. 

Prior torsion is the more effective 

6.5 THE k FACTOR 

For each of the chosen prestrains the last colu~ of Progra~~e 

6.1 shows the k value of equation(3.2~at initially 1 then 5 and 

finally 10 hourly intervals for 300-400 hours of creep. In addition to 

the annealed material (J ~l~:") there is also evidence of a constant 

k value for the creep of lower prestrained material. This is more 

clearly seen in the total strain ~~ V~ E •• plots of Figs. 6.8 and 

6.9. In Fig. 6.8 the instantaneous loading ~trains and their associated 

transient creep strains are sho~n up to point 'X'. ~~ere the scale of 

this figure permits, the ensuing 'long time' creep strains of columns 1 

and 2 in Programme 6.1 are added to point 'X, for the times indicated. 

To allow the creep strains to be added in this way for all tests Fig. 6.9 
shows the same plot but to a condensed scale. 

6.5.1 Instantaneous and Transient Creep Strains 

In common with the tests on annealed material (Fig. 4.4 Chapter 

4) Fig. 6.8 displays a d~l'a,' vector whose d~rection is independent of 

stress level when f ~l~= o. For prestrained material however where 

significant plastic strain occurred upon reloading, there is a considerable 

departure from this direction. Furthermore the direction of the 

vector is seen to be stress dependent for a prestrained material and a 

common feature is that with increasing stress the vector rotates toward 

the vector direction of annealed material. For any particular stress 

increment, i.e. the region between successive symbols in Fig. 6.8, the 

associated instantaneous and transient creep strain components are,seen 
to follow the same direction. 
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For prior tension the ~t~l value is seen,to be initially higher 

than that for anne~led material (2.33). On the other hand prior 

, compressed material displays a lower value. This is undoubtedly due 

to the axial strengthening and weakening of the material as caused by 

prior tension and compression I'espectively. 

For prior positive and negative torsion the trends are not so 

clearly defined, with the ~~~t values being generally less than the 

"annealed" value. Such behaviour Can be explained in terms of a 

complex interaction between either weakening and strengthening in shear 

and an associated cross-effect in tension. Thus for a prior reversed 

torsion the subse~uent weakening in both positive torsion and tension 

(see Fig. 6.2(c) resulted in a low d~~t value. 

6.5.2 Creep 

Fig. 6.9 shows that the d~~ vector of the 'X' stress level 

need not renain fixed'in direction with accumulating creep strain. 

Only for annealed end highly prestrained oaterial did the vector re~ain 

fixed in direction. A rotation of this direction is seen to occur 

during creep in lo~er prestrained material. ~bere such a rotation 

appears Fig. 6.9 shows that it may occur relatively quickly, e.g. during 

the first 5 hours for 2% comp~ession or it may take longer, e.g. during 

the first 250 hours for 3% reversed torsion (Fig. 6.8). There thus 

appears to be no relationship between the time of such a rotation and 

the primary and secondary creep stages of Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. 

The question of whether or not a rotation occurs would seem to 

depend upon the relative maonitudes of the loading strain, the creep 

strain and the prestrain. For lower prestrains the subsequent loading 

strains of Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 are seen to be high and a rotation is 

evident in the ~~I.'~ vectors of Fig. 6.8. This is seen to continue 

during creep in Fig. 6.9. On the other hand for larger prestrains, where 

the subsequent loading strains are mostly elastic, no such rotation was 

evident. It is likely of course that insufficient time was allowed 

during the creep of highly prior strained material for enough creep strain 

to accumulate and so begin to nullify the prestrain effect. It is 

probab+y at this point that a rotationstsrts • 
• 

After the rotations in Fig. 6.9 the Y/l vector is then seen to 

settle at a constant value which approximates to that of the annealed 

material. In comparing the indicated k values there is some evidenoe 

that these depend upon the magnitude and nature of the prior strain. In 

this respect a prestrain has a lasting effect in oreep. 



6.6 TlIEORETICAL P:aEDICTIONS OF ANISOTROPY 

To describe theoretically the observations on prestrained 

material as outlined in this Chapter is r.o easy matter. Considering 
dl ' 

the strain ratio ( ~e Dr ~ ) on material where rotations occurred, a 

ti:eory is required that could, for a fixed stress ratio, predict the 

do/at rotation of Fig. 6.8, its continuation and final constant ~/l 
ratio during creep in Fig. 6.9. 

6.6.1 Creep , , 
~ 

I . d' tl- th t . 1 ~~ /, t" s ti 3 4 n consl. er~ng _.e eore ~Ca '/ e ra ~os l.n ec on • z, 
of Chapter 3 it is clear that none of these anisotropic theories in 

their existing form is readily amenable ~o this requirement for creep. 

Bailey's 

intended form. 

theory of equation (3.36) would not be suitable in its 

ft~ile the theory could account for any steady jell; 
, ' ~II 

ratio with nand m as fix:a constants, a f~%/~ rotation could 
~:.s 

only be described from this theory if n and ill were made functions of 

the prior strain history and subseq,uent creep strain. The theory 

would be best made to describe the steady k values of Fig. 6.9 with 

the n-2m constants of Table 6.1. 

TABLE 6.1 Constants in the Bailey Equation (3.36) 

Prior Strain fd~~,% n - 2m 

! Tension + 2 5.480 
- 2 0.172 

Annealed 0 2.680 

! Torsion - 2 -4.936 
- 2.7 3.435 
+ 2 -0.207 

Berman and Pai'~ theory of equations (3.37) and (3.38) predict 
" 

a k value of 3 and 4 respectively for all stress ratios. 

therefc re assumes either a von trises (k = 3) or Tresca (k = 
and while some of the k values in Fig. 6.9 approximate to 

The theory 

4) material 

k = 3 the 

theory cannot account for the overall creep behaviour of prestrained, 

material. 
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Huls theory of equation (3.39) has been applied to the test for 

2% prior compression in Programme 6.2. The constants F, G, Hand L have 

been taken as those for annealed material (see Section 4.~ Chap~er 4) and 

the 1 axis of anisotropy has been a:lsumed to rotate in phase with the 

angle of twist during creep (0(, =-4>= "1 ). A comparison of the 

experimentally measured k values with those predicted by Huls theory 

for the creep times shown clearly indicates that 

(1) neither the rotation or the steady k value of 

3.36 is predicted by the theory for the 0(, = 4> 
assumption. 

(2) little variation in the k value occurs with the 

chosen constants for large CO(, 

The theory is therefor-e clearly unsuitable r;hen applied in this way to a 

prestrained material. 

6.6.2 Loading Strain 
~~,z 

A theoretical solution to the ~ vector behaviour of Fig. 6.9 
" can be attempted from the general anisotropy theories of Section 3.5 in 

Chapter 3. For the prior strain histories of interest here the subsequent 

plastic flon vecLors d3'~." of combined loading may be theoretically . 
""'.z2 

predicted in the following l'Yay: 

(1) Edelman and Drucker 

For zero prestrain both equations (3.46) and (3.47) reduce to 

-
~" -

A~, ,f. &t';, 

G~I'" A OJ%, 
-- A+ S~ 

c ... A>. 
(6.2) 

This equation shculd describe the plastic flow in annealed 

material-thus co:nparing equations (6.2) and (4.7) it must follow that. 

A :: 0 and B/c = 2.6. Then for an annealed material with pl'ior tension 

or compression equation. 

&'It P , 
d," 

(3.46) becomes 

. Z,~" 

- 3M e,r 
zC tFi, 

and for prior positive or negative torsion equation (3.47) becomes 

(6.4). 



(2) Yoshimura 

Following the same reasoning as for the previous theory we have 

here that A' = 0, a.nd B' /e ( = 2.6. Then for prior tencion o,r 

compression equation (3.50) becomes 

and for prior positive or nagative torsion equation (3.51) becomes, 

(6.6) , 
COU 

(3) Williams and Svennson 
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A point to note in equations (;.53) and (3.54) is that for zero 

prestrain both e~u'3.tione reduce to ~~/~,. = 3~. The theory therefore 

describes the anisotropy of deformation due to a prior strain on an 

initially von Mises material. It r.ould seem a limitation of the theory 

that initial material anisotropy c~~ot be described and it thus remains 

uncertain how the con~tants A~ , ~323, L3333 and m are defined for a 

prior strain on a d'6~,::; 2.6" material. 

For the same type of prestrain both sets of equations (6.3), 

(6.5) and (6.4), (6.6) in the Edelman and Drucker and Yoshimura theories 

are seen to be of the same form. A comparieon between the theoretical 

predictio~of equations(6.3) and (6.5) and the experi~entally measured 

c:trte.' values cf Fig. 6.8 for 2% prior compression is made in Table 6.2 

for the stress levels indicated. Both theories have been made to fit 

the first experimental d~~tr value and therefore reduce to the same 

equation for the given A and €"r of this test. That is, 

~, , N/mm 2 

d'1" -(I.e,' , (Fig. 6.8) 

~)'" 
~, , Eqn (6.7) 

~~r 
~,. 

12.09 

0.198 

0.198 

= 2.262 

I + /12{;,$) 
\ CI, 

Comparison for 2% Prior Compression 

13.10 14.10 15.11 16.12 

0.252 0.305 0.513 0.588 

0.213 0.227 0.242 0.256.. I 



The Table shows that the theories, at least sive a qualitative 

representation of a rotating, ~~, vector for a prior compressed 

material. The ~'/~,f' beh&:riour of a material with 2% prior tension in 

Fig. 6.8 would ~e similarly described by equations (6.3) and (6.5). 
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TI1e theories would appear to fail for prior reversed torsion 

since neither equation·(6.4) nor (6.6) could describe the experimental 

&I.~/t\e" values in Fig. 6.8 for a prior -2% equivalent shear strain 

("to' = 3.457G). With m and m' as positive constants then ~~, , 
2.6A from ellch theory. The experimental trend, however, was such 

~'t~ that ~~t'" 2.6,\ for all stress levels. With m and m' 

as negative constants the observed behaviour would be satisfactorily 

described; but it is doubtful for either, theory and with m positive 

when describing prior cO!:lpression that, it should then be taken a.s negative 

in order to describe prior reversed torsion. It is an interesting 

point however that the Bauschinger term in each theory can be made to 

account for the observed cross-effects in this material merely by 

changing its sign. 

If for a fixed prestrain value it were assumed that ~C in the 

Edelman and Drucker theory equalled m' Ie' in the Yoshir::ura theory then 

for the prestrsins described by equations (6.3) - (6.6) the former 
"'~, theory would al~ays predict /~, values closest to the 2.6~ value 

for each stress level. The rotation is therefore less severe in the 

Edelman and Drucker theory. 

6.6.3 Anisotropic Theory for Creep 

Following Section (2) of Appendix I the anisotropic theories of 

time independent plastiC flow may be extended to creep simply by rewriting 

the plastic strain increments as creep strain rates. A suitable time 

function cP (t) should also be included. Then, for example, equation 

(3.46) would become,* 

~ = {A(Oj', - ~:) + &to;. J 4S(tJ 

~~ {C(~- ~€I~)+AOj:J~'~) 

or from 

Vlhere 

(6.8) 
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It is normally assumed. tln t tP (t) is the same function for each 

component creep curve of a multiaxial stress systelu. The creep rate 

ratios and the corresponding plastic strain increoent ratio would then 

be identical expressions. 

In this work with f&e~ =-2~~ prior torsion and compression 
• • 

a logarithmic plot of )' U \IS t and t,ZJ \'j t froD Programme 6.1 

showed 4' (t) = t-O•765 for prima!"".! creep ( ~ (t) = 1 for secondary 

cI'eep) • 

eJ.!.:1. - -til, - Z," - \ 
, - - - 1;:71\ 

~~~~ ~"J 
Since it has been shovm in Chapter 4- tr..at 

for annealed matel~al we can apply the reasonir-g of paragraph 6.6.2 to 

cr'eep and arrive at the fla.me expressions (6 • .3) - (6.6) for the ife%/e
ZJ 

ratio of prestrained material. For example equation (6.;) would become 

... "-;r-
~~i ~%a. 

-- -
2C. tri, I 

..,- . 1 th t· d . b tb t " "t'l' .1n1 e ese equa 10ns 9scr1 e .9 s eaa.y .~ 

(6.9) 

values of 

Fig. 6.9 (with m a negative constant) it is diffioult to see how the 

rotations are accounted for wi th ~s a constant in creep. If the 

stress ratio ~ and stress ~l were corrected for current creep 

deformation from equations (20) and (2l) of Appendix II then this Vlould 

explain SOme change in the t/~ ratio during oreep. 
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Programme 6.1 

** KINGSTO~ POLYTECHNIC 4120 ** 

&JOB; MAPE/ROOS/DR; STRAIN RATES; 

&OPTIONS;HOTHYi 

&FORTRAN; D: 
0* C 
1* C 

161 

2*. DIMENStn~ T<10G}, DEZZ(100), DGA~~A(100), E?Z(100), GAMMAClnO) 

3* REAO(3,50) GL 
4* REAO(3,50) RADN 
5* READ(3,51) M 
6* K=O 
7* 1 READ(3,50) DE8PM 
8* REAO(3,50) XLAM 
9* READ(3,50) Cl 

10* REAO(3,50} C2 
11* READ(3,51) ~ 
12~ w~rT~(?,lJG) JE~P~ 
13* REAO(3,52) (T(I),OEZZ(I},DGAMMA(I), l=l,N) 
14* 8=0.0 
15* DO 2 I = 1.N 
16* Z=Cl*DEZZ(I) 
17* 8R=1.0+Z/GL 
18* EZZ(I)=ALOG(8R) 
19* X=C2*DS~MMA(I) 
20* PHI=(RAD~*1.116*X*3.14159)/(180.0*GL) 
21* GAMMA(I)=SIN(P~I)/COS(PHI) 

22* L:I-l 
23* IF(L.LT.2) GO TO 2 
24* REZZ:(EZZ(L+l)-EZZ(L-1»/(T(L+1)-T(L-l» 
25* RGAMMA:(GAMMA(L+l)-GAMMA(L-l»/(T(L+l)-T(L-l}) 
26* A=RGA~MA/(REZZ*XLAM) 
27* R=B+A 
28* WRITE(2,101) TCL},EZZ(L),GAMMACL),REZZ,RGAMMA,A 
29* 2 CONTINUE 
30* AV=8/FLOAT(L-l) 
31* WRITE(2.102) AV 
32* K=K+l 
33* IF(K.LT.~) GO TO 1 
34* STOP 
35* 50 FORtlATC6X,rO.0) 
3 6 * 5 1 FOR 11 A T C I 0 ) 
37* 52 FORMATC2X,rO.O,FO.O,FO.O) 
38* 100 FORMAT(111116~.30H CREEp DATA FOR A pRIOR STRAIN, 
39* 115H HISTORY : ,F5.2,lX,17H% TENSION/TORSi0NIII)' 
40* 101 FORHAT(20X,F4.0,5E12.4) 
41 * 1 0 2 FOR 11 A T ( 154 X , 1 e l-l A V ERA G:: K v A i. U 17 : , E 12 • 4 ) 
42* END 



J 8 l~ 
CREEP DATA F"OR A PRIOR STRAIN HISTORY di,~ = 0.00 % -fOtJSIOfJ/i'JR7?I+}H-

t 
. 2. 

3.-
4. 

• 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 •. ' 

~10. 
·15. 
20. 

"25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 

.. 50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 

.300. 
310. 
320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
3(0. 

137 O. 

€zz 
0.1518E-02 
0.1934E-02 
0.2276E-02 
O:2545E-02 
0.2765E-02 
0.3009E-02 
0.3204E-02 
0.3400E-02 
0.3546E-02 
O.4156E-02 
0.4669E-02 
0.5181E-02 
O.5644E-02 
0.5985E-02 
O.6252E-02 
O.6472E-02 
0~6739E-02 
0~7056E-02 
0.7274E-02 
o.7493f-02 
0.7615E-02 
O.7834E-02 
0.8101E..,.02 
0.8295E-02 
o~8466E-02 
O.8611E-02 
O.'l781E-02 
o.8e54:;-02 
G.€951E-02 
O.9024E-C2 
0.9121E-02 
0.9216E-02 
0.9291E-02 
Q.9364E-02 
O.9 4 61c-02 
O.9510E-02 
0.9558E-02 
0.9704E-02 
0.9825E-02 
0.1029E-01. 

. a .1048E-01 
O.1084E-01 
O.1113E-01 
0.1135E-01 
0.1162E-01 
O.1179E-01 
0.1208E-01 
0.1232E-01 
0.1247E-01 
0.1259E-Ol 
0.1266E-01 
0.1273E-01 
0.1280E-01 
o • 129 0 E'- 0 1 
0.1305F.-01 
0.1314E-01 
o .1339E-01 . 
(1.13~5E-Ol 
O.1375E-Ol 

0.3330E-02 
0.4214E-02 
0.4943E-02 
0.5645E-02 
0.61·13E-02 
O.6608E-02 
0.7024E-02 
0.7388E-02 
0.7752E-02 
0.9261E-02 
0.1046E-01 
0.1155E-Ol 
O.1244~-Ol 
0.1311E-01 
O.1358E-Ol 
0.1410E-01 
0.1470E-01 
0.1535E-01 
0.1582E-01 
0.1621E-Ol 
O.1657E-Ol 
0.1707E-01 
0.17511:-01 
0.1785E~Ol 
0.1813E-Ol 
C.1834E-01 
0.1852E-01 
0.1876E-01 
O.18~7E-01 
0.1907E-01 
0.1923E-01 
0.1936E-01 
0.1949E-01 
O.1.964E-Ol 
O.1977E-01 
0.19931:-01 
0.2003~-01 
0.20?9E-Q1 
O.2076E-Ol 
O.2160E-01. 
O.2201E-01 
0.2277E-01 
0.23231:-01 
0.2368E-01 
O.2404E-01 
0.2435E-01 
O.2485E-01 
0.2527E-01, 
0.2547E .. 01 
0.2566E-01 
0.2576F. .. Cl 
0.2592E-01 
0.2610£:-01 
O.26?8E-01 
O.2654F.-Ol 
0.2e>75E-01 
O. ?774E-Ol· 
O.2e13F-Ol 
O.2844E-01 

ADD O.2805E-02 

• 
·e~~ 

O.3180E-Cl3 
O.379'o~-03 
0.3056E-03 
0.2444E-03 
0.2321F.-03 
0.2198E-03 
O.1954E-03 
O.1709E-03 
0.1261E-03 
0.1122E-03 
0.1024E-03 
0.9750E-04 
0.8040E-04 
0.6089E-04 
O.4870E-04 
0.4868E-04 
0.5840E-04 
0.5352E-04 
0.4378E-04 
O.3405F.-04 
O.3404E-Q4 

·0.4862£:-04 
O.4618E-04 
0.3645E-04 
0.3156E-04 
0.31581:-04 
0.2429E-04 
O.1700t:-04 
O.1700E-04 
O.1700E-04 
O.1942E-04 
0.1699E-n4 
0.1456E-04 
0.1699E-04 
O.1456E-04 
0.9707E-05 
0.1294E-04 
0.1335E-04 
O.2911E-04 
O.3274E-04 
O.2788E-04 
O.3272E-04 
O.2544E-04 
0.2422E-04 
O.2180E-04 
0.2300E-04 
0.2663E-04 
O.1936E-04 
O.1331E-04 
O~9678E-05 
O.7258E-05 
O.7257E-05 
o t8466!:.-O:? 
0.1209E"04 
0.1209E-04 
0.1692E-04 
0.2055E-1)4 
0.1813,=-Q4 
O.1812E-04 

, 
~ez . k 

O.7111E-03 0.2457E+01 
O.8065E~03 O.2338F+Ol 
0.7154E-03 0.2573F+Ol 
0.5853E-03 0.2632F+01 
O.4813E-03 0.2279~+01 
O.4553E-03 O.2276E+D1 
O.3902E-03 0.2195E+Ol 
O.3642E-03 O.2342E+Ol 
O.3122E-03 C.2720F+Ol 
O.2706E-03 O.2649E+Ol 
0.2290E-03 0.2456F+01 
0.1977E-03 0.2229£:+01 
O.1561F.-03 0.2134F+Ol 
0.1145E-03 O.2066E+01 
O.9887E-04 O.2231F+Ol 
O.1119E-03 O.2526E+01 
O.1249E-03 O.2350E+01 
O.1119E-03 0.2297E+01 
0.8587E-04 O.2155E+01 
O.7546E-04 O.2436F~01 
0.8587E-04 O.2772E+01 
O.9368E-04 O.2117E+Ol 
O.7807E-04 O.1858E+Ol 
0.6245E-04 O.1883E+01 
O.4944E-04 0.1720~+C1 
O.3903E-D4 O.1358E~Ol 
O.4164E-04 O.1894E+Ol 
O.4424E-04 O.2860~+Ol 
O.3123E-04 O.2019F:+~1 
0.2602E-04 O.1633~+Ol 
0.2863E-04 O.1620F+Ql 
O.2602F-04 O.1683F~Ol 
0.2863E-04 J.2160E+Ol 
0.2863F-04 O.1852~+Ol 
O.2863E-04 O.2160~+Ol 
0.2602F-04 O.2946E+Ol 

. 0.2429E-04 O.2062~+Cl 
O.3644E-04 O.3000~+Ol 
O.6506~-04 O.?456E.~1 
0.6246E-04 O.2096~+Ol 
O.5856E-04 O.2308E+Ol 
O.6116E-04 O.2054E+Ol 
O.4555E-04 O.1957E+Ol 
0.4034E-04 O.1830~+Ol 
O.3384E-04 O.1706E+Ol 
O.4035E-04 O.1928S+01 
0.4555E-04 O.le80E+01 
O.3124E-04 O.1773E+01 
0~1952E-04 O.1612E+Ol 
O.1432E-04 O.1626E+Ol 
0.1302E-04 O.1 97 1E+Ol 
O.1692E-04 O.2562E+01 
p.1 8a2E-04 .. O.2365G~Ol 
0.2213E-04 O.2011E~Ol 
D.2343E-04 O.2129~+Ol 
O.598SE-04 . O.3668~+Ol 
O~6899E-04 O.3689F.+Ol 
0.3515E-04 O.21 3 1F+Ol 
O.2864E-04 O.1736~+Ol 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 



eRE f: P 0 A. T A F Q RAp RIO R S T R A I N HIS TOR Y J dG: = 
",. ----163'-'·"--

4 • 0 0 % TEN S I 0 i'J / *" Q :, 3 i -G~ ,. 

t. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 

, 85. 
90. 

, 95. 
100. 
10? 
110. 
11? 
120. 
125. 
130. 
13::;. 
140. 
145. 
15Q. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
19(). 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
24U. 
250. 

,260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
30U. 
310. 
320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
360. 
37u. 
380. 
390. 
400. 
410. 

• • 
€z~ ()&Z ~ ~Ol k 

O.9EOOE-05 O.6563E-04 0.3920E-05 O.1050E-04 O.2823 c +01 
O.12/4E-04 O.73S0E-04 0'.2450E-05 0.918BE-05 D.3952E+Ol 
O.1470E-04 O.B400E-04 0.3430E-05 0.9188E-05 O.2823E+Ol 
0.1960E-04 '0.Q188E-04 O.4410E-05 0.9l88E-05 O.2195~+Ol 
O.23,:)2E-04 O.1024E-03 0.2450E-05 O.6563E-05 O.2823F~'Ol 
O.24~UE-04 O.105uE-03 0.4900~-06 O.1313E-05 O.2823F+Ol 
O~24~UE-04 O.1050E-03 O.147UE-05 O.2625E-05 O.1682~+Ol 
O.2744E-04G.l103E-03 O.2450E-05 O.5250E-05 O.2258E+Ol 
O.2940E-04 O.1155E-03 O.2123E-05 O.3938E-05 O.1954E+Ol 
O.4018E-04 O.1339E-03 O.ll76E-05 O.3150E-05 O.2823F.+Ol 
O.4116E-04 O.1470E-03 ·O.5880E-06 O.1838E-05',O.3293E+Ol 
O.3430E-04 O.1523E-03 -O.3920E-06 O.1050E-05 O.2823E+Ol 
Q.3724E-04 O.1575E-03 O.4900E-06 O.1575E-050.3387E+Ol 
O.3920E-04 O.1680E-03 O.6860E-06 O.2100E-05 O.3226E+Ol 
O.4410E-04 O.1785E-03 0.9800E-06 O.13l3E-05 Q.1411E+Ol 
O.4900E-04 O.18tlE-03 .. O.1960E-06 O.1313E-05 O.7057E+Ol 
O.4214E-04 O.1916E-03 O.3920E-06 O.1575E-05 O.4234E+Ol 
O.450SE-04 O.i969E-03 O.4900E-06 O.5250E-06 O.1129E+Ol 
O.4704E-04 O.1969E~03 O.5880E-06 O.7875E-06 O.1411E+Ol 
O.5096E-04 O.204aE-03 O.5880E-06 O.1313E~05 O.2352E+Ul 
O.529~E-04 G.2100E-03 O.1960E-06 O.7e75E-06 0.4234(-+01 
o • :; 2 y 2 E - 04 0 • ~ 12 6 E'- 0 3 0 • 1960 E - 0 6 0 • 5250 E - 0 6 0 • ~ e 2 3 ~ + 0 1 
O.5488E-04 O.2153E-03 O.4900E-06 O.5250E-06 O.1129E+Ol 
O.57tl2E-04 O.2179E-03 O.88l9E-06 O.7875E·06 O.9409E+OO 
O.6370E-04 O.2231E-03 O.7840E-06 0.1050E-05 O.1411E+Ol 
O.6566E-04 O.2284E-03 O.2940E-06 O.5250E-06 O.1682E+Ol 
o • 6 6 6 4 t - 0 4 '- O. 2 2 8 4 E - 0 3: ' 0 • 1 9 6 0 E .. 0 6 0 • 2 6 2 5 E - 0 6 a • 1411 E + 0 1 
O.6762~-04 O.?310E-03 O.1960E-06 O.2625E-06 O.1411E+Ol 
O.6860E-04 O.2310E~03 O.1960E-06 n.2625E-06 O.1411E+Ul 
O.69~eE-04 O.2336E-03 O.1960E-Oo O.5250E-06 O.2823E+Ol 
o.70~6E-04 Q.2363E-03 O.1960E-O~ O.2625E-060.14l1E+Ol 
3.7154f-04 O.2363~-03 O.294GE-06 0.2625E-06 O.9409~.OO 
O.73?UE-04 O.2399~-03 O.4900E-06 O.5250E-06 O.1129E+Ol 
O.7644E-04 O.2415E-03 O.392GE-06 O.7875E-06 O.2117~+Ol 
O.7742E-14 O.?468E-03 O.1960E-~6. O.7875~-06 O.4234E+Ol 
3;784Uf-Q4 O.2494E-03 O.294GE-06 O.1050E-05 O.3764E+Ol 
O.8C~6E-04 O.?'573~-03 O.2613E-06 O.5250E-06 O.2117~+Ol 
O.8232E-04 O.2:;73E-03 O.1960E-06 O.1313E-06 O.7057E+OQ 
O.842~E-04 O.25Q9E-03 O.196GE-06 O.2625E-06 O.1411E+Ol 
O.86~4E-04 O.2625E-03 O.1960E-06 O.3938E-06 O.2117F.+Ol 
O.8~20E-04 O.2D7bE-03 O.3430E-06 O.393dE-06' U.121UE+Ol 
Q.931UE-04 O.2704E-03 O.4900E-06 O.5250E-06 O.1129~+Ol 
O.96UUE-04 O.2783E-03 O.4410E-06 O.6563E-06 Q.1568E+Ol 
O.1019E-03 O.2835E-03 O.3430E-06 O.2625E-06 O.8065~+oo 
O.1049E-03 O.2835E-03 O.1960E-06 O.2625E-06 O.1411E+Ol 
O.10~eE-03 O.?aSBE-03 O.9799E-07 O.2625E-06 O.2823E+Ol 
O.106eE-03 O.2888E-03 O.9799E-07 O.1313E-06 O.1411~+Ol 
O.10/oE-03 0.2914E-03 O.9799E~07 O.1313E-06 O.1411~+Ol 
O.1088E-03 O.2914E-03 O.9799E-07 O.1313E-06 O.1411E+Ol 
O.109~E-03 O.2940E-03 O.9799E-07 O.2625E-06 O.2823E+Ol 
O.1107E-03 O.2966E-03 O.9?99E-07 O.6563E-06 O.7057E+Ol 
Q .1117 E - 0 3.', O. 3071 E -: 03' ,a"? 7 ,99 E - 0 7, . _ 0 ! (> ~6 3 E -: 0 ~ . ,0 ~ 7 0 57. E + fJ 1 
O.11lIE-03 O.3098E-03 O.9799E-07 0.1313E-06 O.1411E+oi 
O.11J/E-03 Q.3098E-03 O.9799E-07 O.2625E-06 O.2823E+Ol 
O.1147E-03 O.3l50E-03 O.9799E-07 O.3938E-06 O.4234E+Ol 
O.11?6E-C3 0.3176E-03 O.1470E-06 O.1313E-060.9410E+OU 
0.11/b~-03 O.3176E-03 O.1470E-06 O.1313E-06 O.9410~+OO 
1.11B6E-03 O.3203~-OJ O.1960E-06 O.2625E-06 O.1411F+Ol 
O.121~~-03 O.322~E-03 O.2450E-06 O.1313E-06 U.~64b~+UU 
Q.12j?E-03 'O.3~29E-03 O.196GE-06 O.1~13E-06 U.7057E+OU 
O.12~4E-03 e.3255E-03 O.2940E-06 O.2625E-06' O~94l0E.tio 
O.1294E-03 O.3281E-03 O.4899E-06 O.2625E-06 O.?646F+OO 
O.13~2E-u3 O.3308E-03 O.39l9E-06 O.2625E-06 O.7U57E+QU 

A V r- RAG E K V A L U F: = ~16 Ij 0 F + Q 1 



r ., 
tREEP DATA FGK A PRIOR STRAIN HISTCRYJ~~~ = 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15, 
20. 
25, 
3D. 
35, 
40, 
45, 
50, 
55. 
60, 
65. 
70, 
75. 
80. 
85, 
90. 
95~ 

100, 
105. 
11.0. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135, 
140. 
1~5, 

150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190, 
201), 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280, 
290. 
300. 
310, 
320. 
330. 
340, 
350, 
360. 
370. 
380. 
.390. 
4CO. 
410, 

€u ~eZ 
O,1230F~03 O,9127E-04 O.33f4E-04 
O.1531E-03 O.1158F.-03 O.2552E-04 
O.1740E-03 O.1390E-03 O.208e~-04 
Q.1949E-03 O.1517E~03 O.J856E-04 
O.2111E-03 O.16n1~-03 0.1856[-04 
O.~32UE-03 O.1650F.-03 O.1624E-04 
o.243bE-03 O.17S9~-03 O.1044E-04 
O.2528E-030.1839E-03 O.1044E-04 
O.2644E-03 O.1917~-03 O.1005E-04 
a.3132F.-03 O.?317E-03 O.8349F.-05 
0.3479E-03 0.2528E-03 O,6494E-05 
O,3781E-03 O.2822E-03 O,6030F-05 
O.408~E-03 O.3089E-03 Ot626lF.-05 
Q.4401E-03 O.3300F.-03 O,6029~-05 
O.46H5E-03 O.3475F-03 O.4638E-05 
O,4871F.-03 n,3581E w 03 O,4406E-r,S 
n.5126E-03 G.3777~-03 O,5333E-05 
O,5404E-03 O,4058E-OJ O,6261E-05 
O,57,2E-03 O.4269E-03 O,6029E-05 
O.6007F.-03 Q.4388E-03 O,4637E-05 
n,6216E-03 O.4451E-03 O,3246E-05 
O.6332E-03 O,4564E-03 O.2782E-05 
O,6494E-03 O,4690r:-03 O,4173E-05 
O.6749E-OJ O.4809E-03 O.4637E-05 
O.69,8E-03. O.49??E~O~._O,4173E-05 
~t7i6bE~C3 a.S07bE-03 O.394iE:05 
O,73,2E-03 0,5238E-03 O.3709E-05 
O,7~jlF.-03 O.5406~-~3 O.4636E-05 
a,781,E-G3 O.~568~-03 0.5332=-05 
n,8070~-C3 0.~7?2E-03 O,4866E-05 
O.8302E-G3 O,6038E-03 O.7418F.-05 
O.8812F-03 O.6565E-03 O.9735E-05 
J.927oE-03 O.t860E-03 0,88C~E-05 
O.9693E-03 C,7098E-03 O.6953E-05 
n,9971E-G3 O,7351E-03 O.5099E-05 
O,102CE-Q2 n.7604E-03 0.9270E-05 

lC ()O~ r.2 o,7a~4E-03 O,1174~-04 n. 7 r:-: 
Q.119bE-02 O.8355E-03 O,9269E-05 
O,1275E~~2 C.~811E-n3 0.1156E-04 
O.142bE-02 Q,Olt3E-03 O.1155E-04 
Q.1501E-Q2 C,940dE-03 O,6255E-a5 
O.15?JE-02 O,~808~-03 O.5791E-05 
O.162jE-02 O.1001E-02 O.~791E-05 
O.16b9E-02 O.1035E-02 O.~327E-05 
Q,1729E-02 O.1053E-02 O,5327E-05 
O.1776E-02 O.1071E-02 O.4053E-05 
O.1810E-02 O.1092~-02 O.3937E-05 
O.le~4E-02 O.1114E~n2 O,4168~~05 
O.1894E-02 0,1135(-02 O.4284E-05 
O,1940E-02 O,1154E-02 O.4515~-05 
O,1984E-02 O.1196F-02 O.5~41E-05 
O.2049t-02 O.1253E-02 O.6251F-05 
O,2109E-02 O,1274~-02 Q.6251E-05 
O.2174E-02 O,1323E-02 O.6019E-05 
O.2229F.-02 0.1356E-02 O,5671F-05 
n,22 K7E-82 O,13~OF-02 O,3588E-Q5 
O.2301F.-02 ~.14n3E-02 O.2893E-05 
n.234~E-r2 O,1415F·n2 O.3935~-05 
o,23~U~-02 O,~442E-n2 O.3472E-OS 
o,?41'E~02 O.1460E w 02 O,3587E-05 
O,2452E-02 0.15Q3E-02 0.405QE-05 
~.2496E-a2 O.1533F-02 O.3703E-05, 
Q.?526E-02 O.1544~-02 O.300aE-~5 

AVFR~GE 

- ----
164 

3.00 % TENSION/~. 

k 
O.22e2E-04 0.7248~+OO 
O.2387E-04 O.9995F.OO 
O.1790E-04 O.9162~.OO 
O.1053E-04 O,6063F+OQ 
n,6670E-05 O.3840~vCu 
O.8425E-05 Q,5544~+OO 
O,947~E-05 O,9702E+OQ 
O,7372E-05 D.7546E+OO 
O.7957E-05 O,8458E+OQ 
O,6108E-05 O,7816~+OO 
O.5055E-05 O,R317E+OO 
O.5617E-05 O.9952E+OU 
O.4774E-05 O,8146F+ou 
O.3862E-05 O.6842E+OO 
O,2808E-05 O.6469f+OQ 

. O,3019E-05 O,7321E+OQ 
O,4774E-05 O~9564~+OO 
O.4915E-05 O.8387F+OO 
O.3300E-05 O,5848F+QQ 
O.1825E-05 O,4206~+OO 
0.1755E-05 O.5777E+~O 
O,2387E-05 O.;167E+OO 
O.2457E-05 O.6291E+OO 
O.2387E-05 O,5500~+no 

_O,266BE-05 O. 6830F+OQ 
a , 3 0 8 9 E - 0 5 - . 0 , 8:3 i4 E ;.. !) 0 
O,3300E-05 0t9505E+UO 
O.3300E-05 O.7604~+OO 
O,3159E-05 0,6331;+00 
O.4704E-05 O.1032E+Ol 
O.8425E-05 O.1213~+Ol 
O,~215E-05 O.9015~+OQ 
O.533bE-05 O.6472E+DO 
O.4915E-05 n,7551E+OQ 
O,5055E-05 O,1059E+n1 
O.5125E-05 O.5907~.no 
O.5Q08E-05 O.4557~.OO 
O,4739E-05 O,5463~.OO 
O.3791E-05 O.3496~+OC 
O.2984E-05 O.2752E+CQ 
C,3475E-05 0.5936E+OO 
O,3019E-05 O.5570E+OU 
O.2703E-05 O,4987E+OO 
O,2598E-05 O.5210E+OQ 
O~1825E-Q5 O,3661E+OQ 
O,1966E-05 O.5182E+OO 
O.2106E-05· O.S716E+OQ 
O.2106E-OS O.5399E+OO 
O.2036E-05 O.5078~+no 
O,3089E-05 O.7310E+OQ 
O.4915E-05 O,96S0~+OO 
O,3862f:"05 O.6600E+OQ 
O,3511E-05 O.6000E+OQ 
O.4107E-05 O.7291E+OQ 
O,3370r-05 C.6349E+OQ 
0.2352E-05 O.7004F.+OO 
O.1264E-05 O,4667E+OU 
O.1966E-05 ~,533a~+oo 
O.2212E-05 O.6806F+OO 
O.3054E-05 O,9096E+OO 
O.3686E-05 O.9724E+CO 
O.2036E-05 O.5875E+OO 
O.1018E-05 O.3615~+OO 
K VALU~ = O,68~3E.Q~ 



CREEP DATA FOR A PRIOR STRAIN HISTORY Jdt::: 165 
2.00 % TENSION/~ncIQ~ 

t 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75 •. 
80. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
310. 
320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
360. 
370. 

e~:, 
O.17~2E~02 
0.2207E-02· 
0.2564E-02 
O.2858E-02 
O.3097E-02 

·0.3307E-02 
O.3497E-02 
n.3683E-02 
O.3849E-02 
O.4522E-02 
o.5nOOE-02 
0.5415E-02 
0.5775E~02 
O.6077E-02 
O.6355E-02 

'O.659dE-02 
0.6890E-02 
0.7357E-02 
O.7659E-02 
O.7877E-02 
O.8057E-02 
O.8291E-02 
O.8631E-02 
O.8927E-02 
O.9141E-()2 
o.9311E-02 
O.9563E-02 
0.9835E-02 
o .1009E··Ol 
O.lC28E-01 
0.10441::-01 
O.1072E-01 
n.1104E-Ol 
().112~E-81 
a.1151E-Ol 
o.1166~-Ol 
O.1194E-Ol 
O.1232E-Ol 
O.1253E-Ol 
0.1268E-Ol 
o.1281E-Ol 
O.1292E-Ol 
O.1302E-Ol 
0.1309E-Ol-
0.1329E-Ol 
0.1347E-01 
0.1373E-Ol 
0.1395E-Ol 
0.1411E-Ol 
0.1437E-Ol 
O.1452E-Ol 
O.1477E-Ol 
o.1496E-Ol 
O.1516E-Ol 
0.15 45£:-01 
o.1562E-Ol 
0.1575~-Ol 
o .1587E-01·' 
O.1596E-01 

~ez. 
0.1896E-02 
0.2717£=-02 
O.3381E-02 
O.3949E-02 
0.A449E-02 
O.4885E-02 
0.5276E-02 
0.5655E-02 
O.5990E-02 
0.7298E-02 
O.8152E-02 
O.9390E-02 
O.1022E-Ol 
0.1089E ... Ol 
0.1148E-Ol 
0.1201E':'01 
0.1266E-Ol 
O~1387E-Ol 
O.1457F.-Ol 
0.1507E-01 
0.15511:-01 
0.16081:-01 
O.1684E-Ol 
0.1747E-Ol 
0.1798E-Ol 
O.1842E-01 
O.1902E-01 
0.19861:-01 
O.2044E-01 
O.2091E-01 
0.?134E-Ol 
O.2207E-Ol 
O.2280E-Ol 
0.23 4 0£=-01 
O.2387E-01 
O.2441E-01 
O.2507E-01 
O.2594E-Ol 
O.2640E-rJ1 
O.2672F.-Ol 
O.2700F-01 
O. ?725E-Olr 
O.2746E-01 
O.?770E-Ol 
O.?814E-Ol 
0.2BS1E-01 
0.2915E-01 
O.2959E-01 
O.3011E-Ol 
O.3066E-01 
O.3104E-Ol 
0.3168E-Ol 
O.3212E-Ol 
0.3281E-01 
0.33451:-01 
O.:'i335E-Ol 
O.3417E-01' 
O.3443E-Ol 
O.3465E-01 

, 
bZ~ 

O.5283E-03 
0.3911E-03 
O.3250E-03 
o .'2663E-03 
0.2247E-03 
0.2002E-03 
O.1880E-03 
0.1758E-03 
O.1399E-03 
O.1151E-03 
O.8923E-04 
O.7749E-04 
O.6626E-04 
O.5796E-04 
O.5210E-04 
0.5354E-04 
0.7591E-04 
O.7686E-04 
0.5203E-04 
O.3987E-04 
O.4131E-04 
0.5734E-04 
O.6364E-04 
O.5099E-04 
O.3836E-04 
O.4223E-04 
O.5242E-04 
O.5240E-04 
O.4463E-04 
O.3492E-04 
0.4412E-04 
O.6060E-04 
O.5670E-04 
O •. 4700E-04 
O.3730E-04 
O.4262E-04 
0.4390E-04 
O.2977E-04 
0.179CE-04 
0.1379E-04 
o .lH!5E-04 
0.1040E-04 
O.8948E-05 
0.1378E-04 
0.1886E-04 
0.2200E-04 
0.2368E-04 
0.1860E-04 
O.2126E-04 
O.2053E-04 
O.2004E-04 
O.2221E-04 
0.1955E-04 
0.2437E-04 
O.2292E-04 
O.1520E-04 
O.1254E-04 
O.1037F.-04 
0.8921E-05 

, 
~&:. 

0.8720E-03 
. O. 7425E-03 

0.6161£::-03 
0.5340E-03 
O.4676F.-03 
O.4139E-03 
0.3855E-03 
O.3570E-03 
0.2738E-03 
O.2161E-03 
O.2092E-03 
O.2073E-03 
O.1498E-03 
0.1258E-03 
O.1119E-03 
0.1175E-03 
0.1864E-03 
0.1909E-03 
0.1201E-03 
0.9480E-04 
0.1011E-03 
O.1327E-03 
0.1391E-03 
O.1138E-03 
O.9481E-04 
O.1037E-03 
0.1435F.-03 
O.1429E-03 
0.1049E-03 
0.8977E-04 
0.1163E-03 
0.1454E-03 
O.1328!:-03 
O.1075E-03 
0.1012E-03 
0.1201E-03 
0.1024E-03· 
0.6639E-04 
0.3857E-04 
O.3004E-04 
O.2687E-04 
O.2276E-04 
O.2213E-04 
O.3415E-04 
0.4047E-04 
0.5059E-04 
0.5439E-04 
0.4807E-04 
0.5313E-04 
O.4617E-04 
O.5123E-04 
0.5440E-04 
0.5630E-04 
O.6642E-04 
0.5219E-04 
0.:'5606E-04 
O.2878E-04 
O.2404E-04 
O.2341E-04 

AVERAGE.K VALUE ~ 

k 
0.1714E+01 
O.1971E+Ol 
O.196eJ:+Ol 
0.2082!=+Ol 
O.2161F+Ol 
O.2146F+Ol 
O.2129F.+Ol 
0.2109F+Ol 
O.2033F.+Ol 
0.1949'=+01 
0.24341=+01 
0.27781::+01 
O.2347F+Ol 
0.2253F+Ol 
O.2230F+Ol 
O.2280E+Ol 
O.2550E+Ol 
O.2579F.+Ol 
O.2397C:+Ol 
O.2469F+Ol 
O.2542F:+Ol 
O.2404F+Ol 
O.2269E+Ol 
O.2317E+Ol 
O.2567F+Ol 
0.2549£:+01 
O.?843 c +01 
0.2831E+01 
0.24 4 2E=+Ol 
O.2669E+01 
0.2738E+01 
0.2492E+01 
O.2431r::+Ol 
O.23 75F. ... 01 
O.2816E+Ol 
O.2927~+Ol 
O.2423 c +01 ! 

O.2316E+Ol 
O.2237~+Ol 
O.2262 r +01 
O.2355E+Ol 
O.2273E+Ol 
O.2569E+01 
0.25731=:+01 
O.2229~+Ol 
O.2388t;+Ol 
0.23851;+01 
0.2683£:+01 
0.25 Q5E+01 
O.2335t:+Ol 
O.2655E+Ol 
0.25431:+01 
O.2990E+Ol 
0.28301==+01 
0.2365E+Ol 
O.2464F.:+Ol 
O.23R3F+Ol 
O.?4!17 r +Ol 
C.2725E+01 

O~?420'==+Ol 



166 

CREEP DATA FOi{ A PRIOR STRAIN 'HISTORY Jctt~= -2.00 X TENSION/T9IifI?~ 

2. 0.3720E-02 
3. 0.4477E-02 
4. O. 5014E-02 
~. O.53tiOE-02 
6. 0.5746E-02 
7. O.60~8E-02 
8.0.6282E-02 
9. 0.6526E-02 

-10. O.6745E-02 
1':). 0.7524E-02 
20. ·'··'O:'8035E-02 

'25 ..... :..Q .,8521E-02 
30. 0.8910E-02 
35. O.9299E-02 
40. 0.9615E-C2· 
45. 0.98B~E-a2 

·50. 0.1020E-Ol 
55. O.10blE-C1 
60. 0.10I}OE-01 
65. O.1117E-Ol 
70. 0.1143£-01 
75~ a.1170E-01 
80. O.1199E-01 
85. 0.1231E-01 
90. 0.1257E-01 
95. 0.1279E-01 

,lCO. O.1311F-Q1 
lC5. O.133:>E-01 
110. O.1369E-01 
115. 0.1412E-01 
12().. 1).1446E-01 

'125. C.147~E-Ol 
130. 1J.1 4 Y9E-Ol 
13? 0.15201::-01 
140. 0.154?E-C1 
145. 0 .1~62E-Ol 

"150. O.1593E-01 
160. O.1629E-01 

• 170. 0.1654E-Ol 
180. 0.1670E-01 
19(). 0.1680E-01 

,200. O.16tS1E-D1 
2l.0.0.1699E-Ol 
220. 0.1707E-01 
230. 0.1726E-01 
240. 0.1748E-01. 
250. 0.1769E-Gl 
260. 0.17B9E-01 
270. O.181.5E-01 
280. 0.18:54E-01 
290.0.18bbf: .. 01 
300. O.1897E-Ol 
310~ o.i919E-01 
320. O.1943E-Ol 
330. 0.1967E-01 
340. O.19~3E-Ol 
350. Q.1991E-Ol 
360. O.200jE-01· 
,no. o.2010E-Ol 

.380. 0.2015E-01 

"6"ez 
0.6466E-02 
0.7553E-02 
O.8775E-02 
0.9862E-02 
0.lOB1E-Ol 
0.1163E-Ol 
O.1242E-01 
O.1299E-01 
O.1356E-Ol 
0.1570E-Ol 
0.1728E-Ol 
0.1864E-Ol 
0.1978E-01 
O.2100E-Ol 
O.2198E-Ol 
O.2277E-Ol 
0.2369E-Ol 
O.2473E-Ol 
O.2584E";Ol 
0.2674E-Ol 
O.2747E-Ol 
O.2853E-Ol 
O.2938E-Ol 
O.3027E-Ol 
0.3095E-Ol 
O.3169E-Ol 
O.3237E-Ol 
0.3326E-Ol 
O.3443E-Ol 
Q.3532E-Ol 
O.3691E-01 
O.3773E-Ol 
0.3836E-Ol 
O.3914E-01 
0.3977E-01 
0.4045E-Ol 
O.4126E-01 
O.4251E-Ol-
1J.4314E-Ol 
0.4366E-01 
O.4396E-Ol 
0.4418E-Ol 
O.4437E-Ol 
O.4475E-Ol 
O.4540E-Ol 
0.4594E-Ol 
0.4663E-01 
0.4720E-01 
O.4790E-Ol 
C.4880E-01 
O.4984E-Ol 
0.S071E-Ol 
0.S128E-01 
0.5202E-Ol 
0.5259E-Ol 
0.5300E-Ol 
O.C)327r:-Ol 
O.5354E-Ol 
G.5379F.-Ol 
O. 5403E-01 • 

• • 
€z:. 0,:. 

O.8918E-0~ O.1807E-02 
0.6469E-03 0.1155E-02 
O.4514E-03 O.1155E-02 
O.3658E-03 O.1019E-02 
0.3291E-03 O.8R30E-03 
0.2681E-03 0.8015E-03 
0.2437E-03 0.6793E-03 
O.2314E-03 0.5706E-03 
0.1664E-03 0.4529E-03 
0.1290E-03 0.3723E-03 
O.9973E-04 0.2935E-03 
0.~753E-04 O.2500E-03 
0.7777E-04 0.2364E-03 
0.7045E-04 0.2201E-03 
0.5829E-04 0.1767E-03 
O.5827E-04 0.1712E-03 
O.7281E-04 O.1957E-03 
O.7036E-04 O.2148E-03 
0.5579E-04 O.2012E-03 
0.5334E-04 0.1631E-03 
0.5333E-04 0.1794E-03 
0.5574E-04 0.1903E-03 
0.6057E-04 0.1740E-03 
0.5813E-04 O.1577E-03 
0.4843E-04 0.1414E-03 
0.~326E-04 0.1414E-03 
0.5566~-34 O.1577E-03 
0.5806E-~4 0.2067E-03 
0.7739E-04 0.2557E-03 
O.7737E-04 O.2475E-03 
O.6284E-04 0.1904E-03 
0.5316E-04 0.1469E-03 
0.5073E-04 0.1415E-03 
0.4588E-34 0.1388E-03 
0.3622E-04 0.1306E-03 
O.4828E-04 0.1497E-03 
0.4505E-04 0.1379E-03 
O.3016E-04 O.9389E-04 
0.2050=-04 0.5716E-04 
0.1326E-04 0.4083E-04 
0.3439E-05 0.2586E-04 
O.9644E-05 0.2042E-04 
O.9643E-05 O.2858E-04 
0.1326E-04 O.5172E-04 
0.2049E-04 O.5989E-04 
O.2169E-04 0.6126E-D4 
O.2048E-04 O.6262E-04 
0.2168E-04 0.6399E-04 
0.22e8E-04 O.8033E-04 
0.2768E-04 O.Q667E-04 
O.3129F.-04 0.9532E-04 
0.2526E-04 0.7218E-04 
o • 2 2 8 5 E - h "4f'· 0 : 6 5 37 E - (j 4 -
0.2405F.-04 O.6538E-04 
0.2044E-04 O.4904E-04 
O.1202E-04 O.3405E-04 
0.9614F.-05 0.2724F-04 
O.9614E-05 0.2583E-04 
0.6008E-05 0.2452E-04 
0.4806E-05 0.2725E-04 

AV~nAGE K VALUE = 

k 
0.2329E+Ol. 
O.2051E+Ol. 
0.29 4 0E"'0l. 
O.3201E+Ol, 
0.3054E+0l. 
O.3436E+Ol. 
0.3204E+Ol. 
0.2834E+0l, 
0.3129E+0l. 
0.3317E+0l, 
O.3383f.+Ol, 
O.3283F. ... °10 
0.3495E+Ol. 
O.3592E+Ol, 
O.34841:+0l, 
O.3378E+Cl. 
0.3090[+0l, 
0.3508F.+01. 
0.41 45E+0l, 
0.3515~+Ol. 
O.3867E+Ol. 
0.3925E-t0l. 
0.3302F.+Ol, 
0.3119E+01 
0.3356E+0J, 
O.3052E+Ol 
0.32571:+01 
0.~092F.+01 
0.3797E"'0l. 
o .3678E ... 0l. 
0.3483F.+Ol 
O.3177E"'Ol, 
O.3206~+O" 

O.3476fi+oi 
0.4145E+01 
0.3563E+01 
O.3518E+Ol 
O.3579E+Ol, 
0.3205E+01 
O.3538F+Ol 
O.3522F.+Ol. 
0.2433E+0l. 
0.3407E+Ol, 
o .4484E+Ol, 
O.3360F+Ol. 
O.3247E+Ol. 
0.35151: ... 01. 
0.33931;+0l. 
O.4036E+01 
O.4014!:+Ol 
0.3502E+01 
o .328_4~+Ol 
O.3288E+Ol, 
O.3125F.+01. 
O.2758E+Ol. 
O.3256E+Ol. 
0.3~57F.+Ol, 
U.3095E+Ol. 
O.4691t:+Ol. 
O.6516E+ol. 

O.3449F+0 1 -
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CREE? DATA FOR A PRIOR STRAIN HlSTORYJJl.~ = -3.00 % TENSI()N/~+;~~ 

2. 
3.· 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
6u. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
8Q. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 

• 200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
310. 
320. 

.330. 

'z: 1St: 
O.5203E-03 O.2628E-03 
O.6381E-03 0.3877E-03 
o.7068E-G3 O.4731E-03 
0.7853E-03 0.5585E-03 
O.8442E-03 O.6242E-03 
0.9128E-03 O.6702E-03 
o.9619E-03 O.7227E-03 
O.1031E-02 0.7687E-03 
0.1080E-02 0.8147E-03 
O.1276E-02 O.1051E-02 
0.1433E-02 0.1196E-02 
O.1570E-02 O.1275E-02 
O.17j7E-02 0.1373E-02 
O.lB64E-n2 0.1445E-02 
O.1991E-02 O.1537E~02 
0.2099E-02 0.1616E-02 
o.2236E-02 0.1656E-02 
O.2354E-02 O.1721E-02 
0.24?2E-02 0.1774E-02 
O.25~OE-02 O.1840E-02 
O.264oE-02 O.1886E-02 
O.2726E-02 0.1905E-02 
O.279?E-02 0.1945E-02 
0.?863E-02 0.1976E-02 
~.2912E-02 O.2011E-02 
0.2961E-02 O.2043E-02 
0.3020E-02 O.2070E-02 
O.30?9E-02 O.2076E-02 
~.312eE-02 O.2116E-02 
Q.3167E-02 O.2129E-02 
Q.3275E-02 O.2168E-02 
O.3294E-C2 0.2175E-02 
O.3372E-02 O.2201E-02 
O.34?lE-02 O.2247E-02 
O.352YE-02 O.2273E-02 
O.3588E-02 O.2313E-02 
O.36/bE-Q2 O.2332E-02 
O.3793E-02 O.2424E-02 
O.3930E-02 0.2464E-02 
O.40~7E-02 O.2530E-02 
O.4214E-C2 O.26n8E-02 
O.438QE-02 . O.2635E-02 
O.4507E-02 O.?714E-02 
O.4624E-02 O.2760~-02 
O.48UOE-02 O.2838E-02 
Q.491eE-02 O.2891~-02 
O.49Y6E-02 O.2924E-02 
O.S074E-02 O.2990E-02 
Q.5113E-02 O.3022E-02 
O.5191E-02 O.3049E-02 
~.5269E-02 O.3121E-02 
O.5406E-02· O.3147E-02 
O.552JE-02 'O.3220E-02 
O.5689E-02 O.3272E-02 
O.57!7E-02· O.3325E-02· 

• en 
O.1227E-03 
O.9323E-04 
O.7360E-04 
O.6869E-()4 
0.6378E-04 
O.5887E-04 
O.5886E-04 
O.5886E-04 
O.4087E-04 
O.3531E-04 
O.2942F.-04 
O.3039E-04 
O.2941E-04 
O.2548E-04 
O.2352E-04 
O.2450E-04 
.0 • 2 5 4 8 E - 0 4 
O.2155E-04 
O.1959E-04 
O.1959E-Q4 
0.1763E-04 
O.1469E-04 
0.1371E-04 
0.1175E-04 
O.9791E-Q5 
0.1077E-04 
O.9790E-05 
O.1077E-04 
O.1077E-'J4 
'l.1468E-04 
O.1272E-Q4 
O.Q787E-05 
O.l566E-04 
0.15661:-04 
0.1370E-04 
O.1468E-t'4 
0.1370E-04 
0.1272E-04 
O.1467E-04 
O.1418E-04· 
O.1467E-04 

·O.1467E-04 
O.1222F.-1)4 
0.1466E-04 
O.1466E-04 
0.9772~-05 
0.7817E-05 
O.5862E-05 
0.5862£:-05 
0.7815E-OS 
O.1074E-04 
O.1270E-04 
o .1416~-04 
O.1269E-04 
O.9763E-OS 

• 
'On 

O.1117E-03 
O.lQ51E-03 
0.8542E-04 
0.7556E-04 
O.S585E-04 
O.4928F.-04 
O.4928E-04 
0.4599E-04 
O.4709E-04 
O.3811E-04 
O.2234E-04 
O.1774E-04 
O.1708E-04 
O.1643E-04 
O.1708E-04 
O.1183E-04 
0.1051E-04 
o .1183E-04 
O.1183E-04 
O.1117E-04 
O.6570E-05 
O.5913E-05 
0.7227E-OS 
0.6570E-05 
O.6570E-05 
O.5913E-05 
0.3285E-05 
O.4599E-05 
0.5256E-05 
O.5256E-05 
O.4599F.:-05 
O.3285E-05 
O.7227E-05 
O.7227E-05 
O.6570E-05 
O.5913E-05 
O.7446E-05 
0.6570E-05 
O.5256E-05 
0.7227E-05 
O.5256E-05 
O.5256E-05 
O.6242E-05 
O.6242E-05 
O.6570E-05 
O.4271E-05 
O.4928E-05 
O.4928E-OS 
0.2957E-05 
0.4928E-05 
0.49281:-05 
O.4928E-05 
O.6242E-05 
0.5256E-05 
O.6242E-05 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 

k 
0.1029E+Ol 
O.1275E+Ol 
O.1312E+Ol 
O.1244E+Ol 
0.9902E+OO 
O.9465E+QO 
O.9466F.+OO 
O.e835E+OQ 
O.1303E+Ol 
0.1220E+/)1 
O.8586E+OQ 
O.6600F+OQ 
O.6568E+OQ 
O.7288E+OO 
O.8212F+OQ 
O.5459E+OO 
0.46661:+00 
O.6204F.+OQ 
O.6826J:+OQ 
O.6447E+OO 
O.4214E+OO 
O.4552E+OO 
0.5961E+OO 
0.6323t:+OQ 
O.7587F+OQ 
O.62Q8F+OO 
O.3794E+OQ 
O.t!829E+OQ 
0.5519E+O(, 
O.4Q43E+:JQ 
O.4087E+OQ 
O.3795E+OQ 
O.5219E+OQ 
O.5219E+OQ 
O.5423E+OQ 
O.4556F. ... OO 
o • 6147 F. + i) a 
0.58 4 2E+Oo 
O.4051E ... OQ 
O.5763~+Oo 
O.1052E+OQ 
O.4053E+OO 
0.5776'=+00 
O.4814t+OO 
0.5068E+Oo 
C.49 4 2F:+!)O 
O.7128E+OO 
O.95D5E+Oc
O.5703E ... OO 
O.7130E+OO 
O.51136r::+OO 
0.43881:+00 
O.4984E+0f) 
O.4682E+OO 
O.7229E+OO 

O.6657E+Oa -
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t €:z% 
2. O.9348E-04 
3. O.1058E-03 
4." b:1255E-03 
5. O.1378E-03 
6. O.1427E-03 
7. 0.1476E ... 03 
8. O.1550E-03 
9. o.164eE-03 

10. O.1722E-03 
15. O.2017E~03 
20. 0.2115E-03 
25. o.214UE ... 03 
30. o.2263~-03 
35. 0.2484E-03 
40. o.2632E-C3 
45. o.2656E"'03 
50. 0.2706E-03 
55. O.2755E-03 
60. O.2878E-G3 
65. O.29!:>2E-03 
70. o.2976E-03 
75. o.3001E-03 
80. 0.3025E"'03 
85. o.3124E-03 
90. O.3173E-03 
95. O.3197E-03 

100. O. 3222E-03 
lC5. 0.3247E-03 
110. O.33 4,E"'03 
115. o.344JE-03 
120. O.34Y3E-03 
125. O.3566E-03 
130. O.3616E-03 
135 •. Q.3763E-03 
140. '0. 37e8E-03 
145. O.3861E-03 
150. o.3886E-'J3 
160. O. 3911E-03 
170. Q.3935E-03 
180. O.39J5E-03 
190. o.39 6 0E-03 
200. O.3960E-03~ 
210. 0.3984=-03 
220. 0.4009E-03 
230. O.4034E-C3 
240. O.4u58E-03 

. O. 40~8E-u3 250. 
200. O.40e3E-03-
270. O.4107E-03 
280. 0.4329E-03 
290. 0.45~OE-03 
300. O.4747E-03 
310.0.4796E-03 
320 •. O.484~E-03 
33 0 '. 0 • 4 8 JOE - 0·3 
340. O.4894E-03 
350. Q.4894E-03. 
360. O.4919E-03· 
370. 0.4943E-03 
3BO. 0.4968E-03 
390 • 0 • 49,6,8 E - 0 3 

0.1493E-03 0.2214E-04 
O.1624E-03 O.1599E-J4 
O.1703E-OJ O.1599E-04 
O.1808E-03 O.8609E-05 
O.18B6E-03 O.4919E-05 
O.1939E-03 O.6149E-05 
O.2043E-03 O.8609E-05 
0.2148E-03 O.8609E-05 
O.2253E-03 O.6149E-05 
O.2567E-OJ 0.3935E-05 
0.2672E-03 O.1230E-05 
0.2882E-03 O.1476E-05 
O.2960E-03 O.3443E-05 
O.3065E-03 O.3689E-05 
0.3196E-03 O.1722E-05 
O.3249E-03 O.7378E-06 
O.3327E-03 O.9837E-06 
O.3432E-03 ·0.1722E-05 
O.3484E-03 O.1967E-05 
O.3510E-03 O.9837E-06 
O.3615E-03 O.4919E-06 
O.3641E-03 O.49l9E-06 
O.3799E-03 0.1230E-05 
O.3825E-03 O.1476E-05 
O.3877E-03/0.7376E-06 
0.3930E-03 . O.4918E-06 
O.3956E-03 O.4918E-06 
0.3982E-03 O.1230E-05 
O.4061E-03 O.1967E-C5 
0.4139E-03 O.1475E-05 
O.4192E-03 O.1230E-05 
0.4218E-03 O.1230E-05 
O.4244E-03 O.1967E-05 
0.4270E-03 O.1721E-05 
0.4349E-03 O.9836E-06 
0.4401E-03 O.9836E-06 
u.4401E-03 O.3279E-06 
O. 4427E-03· O. 2459E-f)6 
0.4427E-03 O.1230E-06 
O.4506E-C3 O.1230E-06 
O.4558E-03 O.1230E-06 
O.4611E-03 O.1230E-06 
0.d768E-03 O.2459E-06 
O.4794E-03 O.2459E-J6 
0.4847E-03 O.2459E-Ob 
0.4899E ... 03 O.1230E-06 
0.492~E-03 O.1230E-06 
O.4951E-03 O.2459E-06 
O.4978E-03 0.1229E-O~ 
O.5056E-03 0.2213E-05 
0.5056E-Q3 O.2090E-05 
0.5109E-03 0.1229E-05 
0.5i61(-03 O.4918E-06 
O.5213E-03 O.3688E-06 
O.5240E-03 O.2459E-06 
0.5240E-03 0.1229=-Q6 
0.5266E-03· O.1229E-06 
0.5292E-C3 O.2459E-06 
O.5344~-03 O.2459E-06 
0.5397E-03 O.1229E-06 
O.5423E-03. 0.1229E-06 

• 
(S'",z. 

0.2489E-04 
0.1048E-04 
O.9169E-05 
0.9169E-05 
O.6549E-05 
O.7f59E-05 
0.1048E-04 
O.1048E-04 
0.6986E-05 
0.4192E-05 
0.3144E-05 
0.2882E-05 
0.1834E-05 
O.2358E-05 
O.1834E-05 
0.1310E-05 
0.1834E-05 
0.1572E-05 
0.7859E-06 
0.1310E-05 
0.1310E-05 
0.1834E-05 
O.1834E-05 
0.7859E-06 
0.1048E-05 
O.7859E-06 
0.5240E-06 
O.1048E-05 
O.1572E-05 
O.1310E-05 
O.7859E-06 
0.5240E-06 
O.5240E-06 
O.1048E-05 
0.1310E-05 
0.5240E-06 
0.1747E-06 
0.1310E-06 
0.3930E-06 
0.6549E-06 
O.5240E-06 
O.104dE-05 
O.9169E-06 
0.3930E-06 
O.S240E-06 
0.3930E-06 
0.2620E-06 
O.2620E-06 
O.5240E-06 
0.3930E-06 
0.2620E-06 
0.5240E-06 

'0~5240E:a06-
O.3930E-06 
0.1310E-06 
0.1310E-06 
O.2620E-06 
O.3930E-06 
O.5240E-06 
O.3930E-06 
O.2620E-06 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 

k 
O.1158E+01 

.O.6750f:+OO 
0.5906£:+00 
0.1097J:+01 
O.1371E+01 
0.1316E+Ol 
0.1254E+01 
0.1254E+01 
0.1170E+01 
O.1097E+Ol 
0.2633E+01 
0.2011E ... 01 
0.5485F+OO 
0.6582E+QO 
0.1097E+Ol 
0.1828r:+01 
O.1920E+Ol 
0.9403~+OO 
0.4114E+OO 
0.1371E+01 
0.2743E+01 
0.3840/:+01 
0.1536E+01 
0.5485E+OO 
0.1463E+01 
O.1646E+01 
0.1097E+01 
0.8777E+OO 
O.e22t3E+OO 
0.9143E+OO 
0.6583E+OO 
O.4389E+OO 
0.2743E+OO 
0.6269E+OO 
O.1371E+Ol 
0.5486E+OO 
O.5486E+00 
0.5486':+00 
0.3292E+Ol 
O.5486E+01 
O.~3a9E+Ol 
i).~778E+01 
0.38 4 01:+01 
J .1646E+Ol' 
O.2194E+Ol 
0.3292E+Ol 
O.2194~+Ol 
0.1097E+01 
0.43891:+00 
O.lS29E+OQ 
O.~291E+OQ 
O.4389E+OO 
O.1097E+Ol 
0.1097E+01 
0.5486'=+00 
0.1097E+Ol 
O.21 9 5E+01 
0.1646'=+01 . 
O.2195E+Ol 
0.3292E+Ol 
O.2195E+01 

O.1601F.+()1 



CREEP DATA FOR A PRIOR STRAIN HISTORY Jd'i~ = 3.00 % +[N~H':;...tTORSION 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
e5. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
H5. 
11 O. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
310. 
320. 
330. 
34tJ. 
350. 
360. 
370. 
380. 
390. 
400. 
410. 

€u 
O.3655E-03 
0.4396E-03 
0.5087E-03 
0.5581E-Q3 
o •. 6025E-03 
0.6420E-03 
0.6864E-03 
0.7210E-03 
0.7506E-03 
0.8937E-03 
0.1007E-02 
Q.1106F.-02 
0.1195E-02 
0.1284E-02 
0.1372E-02 
0.1446E-02 
0.1525E-02 
0.1639E-02 
0.1747E-02 
0.1841E-02 
0.1925E-02 
0.1994E-02 
0.2087E-02 
0.2171E-02 
0.2255E-02 
0.2294[-02 
0.2378E-02 
n.2457E-02 
0.2516E-02 
0.2580E-02 
0.2620E-02 
0.2694E-02 
O.2763E-02 
0.2836E-02 
0.2901E-02 
0.2950E-02 
0.2979E-02 
0.3083E-02 
0.3171E-02 
0.3255E-02 
0.3344E-02 
0.3427E-02 
o .350lE-02 
0.3555E-02 
0.3654E-02 
0.3747E-02 

. 0.3836E-02 
O.3920E-02 
0.3988E-02 
0.4072E-02 
0.4131E-02 
O.4205E-02 
O.4279E-02 
O.4'318E-02 
O.4377E-02 
0.4426E-02 
O.4475E-02 
O.4544E-02 
O.4603F.-02 
O.4692E-02 
0.4775E-02 
O.4918E-02 
O.5051E-02 

~ez 
O.1827E-03 
O.2114E-03 
0.'2401E-1l3 
0.2635E-03 
0.2844£.=-03 
0.3027E-03 
0.~183E-03 
0.3418E-03 
0.3549E-03 
0.4436E-03 
O.5036E-03 
0.5558E-03 
0.5949E-03 
0.6419E-03 
O.6836E-03 
O.6967E-03 
O.7306E-03 
ti.7724E-03 
O.7984F.-03 
0.8298E-03 
0.8689E-03 
O.P950E-03 
O.9054E-03 
0.9393E-03 
0.96281:-03 
0.9785E-03 
O.9915E-03 
0.1023E-02 
0.103SE-02 
0.1070E-02 
0.l1nlE-02 
0.1114E-02 
0.1114E-02 
O.1138E-02 
O.1159E-02 
0.1174E-02 
0.1187E-02 
0.1245E-02 
0.1292E-02 
0.1318E-02 
0.1359f-02 
0.1399E-02 
0.1435E-02 
O.1461E-02 
0.15DOE-02 
0.1545E-02 
O.1581E-02 
0.1610E-02 
O.1644E-02 
0.1675E-02 
0.1717E-02 
0.1743E-02 
0.1780E-02 
0.1821E-02 
0.1858E-02 
O. Hl92E-02 
0.1923E-02 
0.19S;2E-02 
0.1978'=--02 
0.203Sf=-02 
O.2Q74r: .. a2 
0.2145E-02 
0.2257E-02 

• 
E.%J. 

0.9136E-04 
0.7160E-04 
0.5925E-04 
0.4690E-04 
0.4196E-04 
0.4196E-04 
0.3949E-04 
0.3209E-04 
0.2879E-04 
0.2567E-04 
O.2122E-04 
0.1875E-04 
O.1776E-04 
O.1776E-04 
0.1628E-04 
0.1529E-04 
0.1924E-04 
0.2219E-04 
0.2022E-04 
0.1775E-04 
0.1528t:-04 
0.1627E-04 
0.1775[-04 
0.16761:-04 
0.1232E-04 
0.1232E-04 
O.1626E-04 
0.1380E-04 
O.1232r.:-04 
0.1035E-04 
O.1133E-04 
0.1429E-04 
0.1429E-04 
0.1379E-04 
o .1133E-04 
0.7881E-05 
0.8865E-05 
0.9603E-05 
0.8618E-05 
0.8617E-05 
0.86161:-05 
0.7877E-05 
0.6400E-05 
O.7630E-05 
0.95981:-05 
0.9105E-05 
O.8612E-05 
0.7627E-05 
0.7626E-05 
0.7134E-05 
0.6641E-05 
0.7379E-05 
O.5657E-05 
0.4919E-05 
0.5410E-05 
O.4918E-05 
O.5901E-05 
0.6393E-05 
0.7376E-05 
0.8605~-t)5 
0.1131E-04 
0.1376~-04 
0.1376E-04 

, 
~~ 

0.4566E=-04 
O.2870E-04 
O.2609E-04 
0.2218E-04 
0.1957f-04 
0.1696E-04 
0.1957E-04 
0.1827E-04 
O.1696E-04 
O.1487E-04 
0.1122E-04 
0.9133E-05 
O.8611E-05 
0.8872E-05 
0.5480E-05 
0.4697E-05 
O.7567E-05 
0.6784E-05 
0.5740E-05 
0.7045E-05 
0.6523E-05 
0.3653E-05 
0.4436E-05 
0.5740E-05 
0.3914E-05 
0.2870E-05 
0.4436E-05 
0.4697E-05 
0.4697E-05 
0.6262E-05 
O.4436E-05 
0.1305E-05 
0.2348E-05 
O.4436E-05 
0.36531::-05 
0.2870E-05 
0.4697E-05 
0.5219E-05 
0.36531::-05 
0.3392E-05 
0.4044F. ... 05 
0.3783E-05 
0.3131E-05 
0.3262E-05 
0.417SE-05 
0.4044E-05 
O.3262E"05 
0.3131E-05 
0.3262E-05 
0.3653E-05 
0.3392E-05 
0.3131E-05 
0.3914E-05 
O.3914E-05 
0.3523E-05 
0.3262E-05 
0.3001E"05 
O.2740E-05 
0.4175E"05 
O.4827E-05 
0.5480E-OS 
0.9133E-05 
0.1096E-04 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 

k 
O.S374E+OO 
O.4310 c +OO 
0.4735E+OO 
0.5085:::+00 
O.5014F+OO 
0.43461=+00 
0.5328F+Oo 
0.6121F+00 
0.63341=+00 
0.6231E+OO 
O.5685E+OO 
D.5237F+00 
0.5212E+OO 
O.5371F+00 
0.36191=+00 
0.3303E+OO 
0.4230E+Oo 
0.3287E+OO 
0.3053F.+00 
0.4267E+OO 
O.4589E=+OO 
0.2414F.+OO 
0.2688E+OO 
0.3683E+OO 
0.3415F+00 
0.25051=+00 
O. 2933E+0 0 
0.36601;+00 
0.4100F+OO. 
O.6508E+OO 
O.4209E+OO 
0.9819F- 0 1.. 

0.17671:+00 
0.3458E+OO 
O.3467E+Oo 
O.3916F+OO 

'0.56971=:+00 
0.58431:+00 
O.45t)8F+OO 
0.4233E+Oo 
0.5047F.+OO 
0.51651=+00 
0.5261F+OO 

. O.4597F.+OO 
O.4677E+00 
O.4776F+00 
O.4072E+00 
O.4414F+00 
O.4599E+OO 
0.5506E+Oo 
O.S492E+Oo 
0.4563E+OO 
O.7440E+OO 
0.8556E+OO 
O.7001F.+00 
O.7131t:+O O 
0.5467E+OO 
O.4608E+00 
0.6086E+Oo 
0.6032(:+00 
O.5211!:+00 
0.7134F. ... OO 
0.8563F.+00 

0.Sl.S4F+On 
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t 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20~ 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
310. 
320. 

t:" 
O.1224E-02 
0.1518E-02 
0:1762E-02 
O.1958E-02 
0.2129E-02 
0.2300E-02 
0.2447E-02 
0.2594[-02 
0.2691E-02 
O.3180E-02 
O.3546E-02 
0.3864E-02 
O.4205E-02 
O~4473E-02 
0.4669E-02 
Q.4839E-02 
O.5034E-02 
0.5205E-02 
o.5376E-02 
0.55221:-02 
0.5668E-02 
0.5790E-02 
0.5887E-C2 
0.6009E-02 
0.6106E-02 
0.6301E-02 
0.6398E-02 
CJ.6447 c -02 
0.6545E-02 
0.6593E-02 
o.6715E-02 
(J.6764E-02 
o.6837E-02 
0.6934E-02 
0.7056E-02 
0.7080E-02 
0.7129E-02 
o.7274E-02 
O.7396E-02 
0.7566E-02 
O.7688E-02 
0.7834E-02 
0.7955E-02 
0.8077E-02 
0.81~OE-02 
O.B223E-02 
0.8295E-02 
0.e368E-02 
0.8490E-02 

·0.8538E-02 
O.8684E-02 
0.8781E-02 
0.8854E-02 
0.8927E-02 

O.2992E ... 02 
0.3850E-02 
0.4553E-02 
0.5203E-02 
0.5723E-02 
O.6191E-02 
0.6582E-02 
O.6972E-02 
0.7336E-02 
0.8845E-02· 
0.9834E-02 
a.1085E-Ol 
O.1173E-01 
O.1249E-01 
0.1316e::-Ol 
0.1374E-01 
0.1426E-Ol 
O.1475E-Ol 
O.1514E-Ol 
O.1564E-01 
0.1603E-01 
O.1639E-Ol 
O.1673E-Ol 
O.1712E-01 
0.1735E-01 
0.1767E-01 
O.1806E-Ol 
0.1829E-01 
O.1863E-Ol 
0.1889E-01 

.O.1912E-Ol 
0.1931E-01 
O.1957E-01 
0.1983E-01 
0.20i'l3E-Ol 
0.2022E"01 
O.2053E-01 
0.2084F-Ol 
O.2123E-01 
0.?173E-Ol 
.D.2212E-Ol 
0.?253E-01 
0.22B7E-01 
0.2310E-Ol 
O.2342E-01 
0.2360E-Ol 
o •. 2376E"01 
0.2407f:-01 
0.2422E-Ol 
O.2446E"01 
0.2482E-01 
0.24QSr:-01 
0.2524E-Ol 
O.?'5~7E-O:' 

. ADD O.2113E-02 

• • 
6;_ ~~~ 

O.3426E-03 0.1041E-02 
O.2691E-03 0.7804E-03 
0.2201E-03 0.6764[-03 
0.1834E-03 0.5853E-03 
0.1711E-03 0.4943E-03 
0.1589E-03 0.4293E-03 
0.1466F-03 0.3902F-03 
0.1222E-03 0.3772E-03 
0.9772E-~4 0.3122E-03 
O.8548E-04 0.2498E-03 
O.6836E-040.2003E-03 
O.6589E-04 0.1899E-03 
O.6100E-04 O.1639E-03 
0.4634E-04 O.1431E-03 
O.3658E-04 0.1249E-03 
0.3657E-04 O.1093E-03 
0.3657E-04 O.1015E-03 
0.3412E-04 O.8847E~04 
0.3168E-04 0.8847E-04 
0.2924E-04 0.8847E-04 
0.2680E-04 0.7546E-04 
O.2192E-04 0.7026E-04 
O.2192E-04 0.7286E-04 
O.2192E~040.6245E-04 
O.2922E-04 0.5465E-04 
0.2922E-04 0.7026E-04 
a.1461~-04 O.6245E-04 
0.1461E-04 0.5725E-04 
0.1460E-D4 0.5985E-04 
0.1704E-04 0.4944E-04 
0.1704E-04 0.4164[-04 
0.1217E-04 0.4424E-04 
0.1703F.-04 O.5205E-04 
0.2190E-04 0.4684E-04 
O.1460E-04 O.3904E-04 
0.7298E-05 0.4945E"04 
0.1297E-04 0.4164E-04 
O.1338E-D4 0.3513E-04 
d.1459E-04 0.4424E-04 
0.1459E-04 0.4425E-04 
0.1337E-04 0.4034E-04 
0.1337E-04 0.3774E-04 
0.1215E-04 0.2B63E-04 
0.9721E-05 0.2733E-04 
O.7290F-05 0.2473~-04 
0.7290E-05 0.1692E-04 
OL7~89E-05.~.2343E-04 
0.9718E-05 O~2343F-O~ 

·0.8503E-05 0.1952E-04 
0.9716E-05 O.2993E-04 
0.1214E-04 O.2603E-04 
a.8500E-OS 0.20821:-04 
0.7285E-05 0.1952[-04 

. a.607lE-05 0.1952E-04 

k 
0.3236E+01 
0.30921=+01 
0.3276t:+01 
O.3403F+01 
0.30791.:+01 
O.2880F+Ol 
0.28371=+01 
(j .. 3291E+01 
0.34061=+01 
O.3115t=+Ol 
0.3124E+01 
0.3073E+01 
0.2865E+Ol 
O.3292E+Ol 
0.36 4 0E+01 
0.3186[-+01 
0.2959E+Ol 
O.2764F+01 
0.29771:+01 
O.3226E+01 
O.3002~+Ol 
0.3417E+Ol 
O.3544t=+Ol 
0.3Q38E+Ol 

·0.19941:'01 
O.2564F+Ol 
O.455e~+Ol 
O.4179F+~1 
O.4369F+Ol 
O.3094F+Ol 
0.2606t=+Ol 
0.3876F+Ol 
O.3258E+D1 
O.2281E+Ol 
0.2851'=+01 
O.7223F.+Ol 
0.3422F.+111 
O.2800F+tl1 
0.32331=+01 
a.3233E+Ol 
O.3216F+01 
O.3009F+Ol 
O.2512E+Ol 
O.2997F+Ol 
0.36161=+01 
O.2474E+Ol 
O!34?6F: ... Ol. 
O.2570F+Ol 
O.2448F+Ol 
0.3285r.'+Ol 

.O.22B5F+01 
O.2612F"+Ol 
0.2857t=+01 
O.3429E+Ol 

_A_V_E_R_A G_E_K_V_A_L_U_F._= __ 0...:, .~.18 5 E + 01-
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t 
2. 
3. 
4 • 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 

. 30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 

6%%. . l&1-
0.2236E-02 0.2371E-02 
0.2751E-02 0.3492E-02 
0.3242E-02 0.4065E-02 
0.3585E-02 0.4742E-02 
0.3855E-02 0.S263E-02 
O.4100E-02 O.5680E-02 
O.4320E-02 O.6071E-02 
O.4492E-02 0.6436E-02 
0.4663E-02 0.6827E-02 
o.5446E-02 0.~182E-02 
O.6033E-02 0.9302E-02 
0.6522E-02 0.1016E-01 
0.6889E-02 0.1094E-01 
0.7231E-02 0.1162E-Ol 
0.7597E~02 0.1219E-Ol 
0.7914E-02 0.1272E-01 
0.8232E-02 0.1342E-Ol 
G.8598E-02 0.1402[-01 
0.8939E-02 0.1459E-Ol 
0.9183E-02 O.1511E-01 
0.9426E-02 O.1558E-01 
0.9694E-02 0.1616E-Ol 
0.9987E-02 0.1673E-Ol 
0.1030E-01 0.1728E-01 
0.1052E-01 0.1767E-01 
0.1072E-01 0.1803E-Ol 
0.1091E-01 0.1845E-01 
0.1120E-01 0.1902E-01 
0.1142E-01 0.1936E-01 
0.1159E-01 0.1968E-01 
0.1174E-01 0.1994E-01 
0.1196E-01 0.?0?7E-01 
O.1218E p Ol 0.2069E p Ol 
0.1235E-Ol O.2095E-nl 
0.1252E-01 O.2111E-Ol 
O.1266E~Ol 0.2137E-01 
~:1276E-Ol 0.2163E p 01, 
0.1312E-01 0.2226E-Ol 
o .1332E-Ol' O. 2254E-01 
O.1351E-Ol 0.2296f-01 
0.1373E-01 O.232~E-Ol 
O.1390E-01 0.2351E-01 
0.1405E-01· O.2390E-Ol 
0.1417E-01 0.2426E-01 
O.1448E-01 O.2481E-Ol 
0.1475E-01 O.2512E-Ol 
0.1489E-01 O.2554E-Ol 
0.1514E-01 Q.2591E-01 

.0.1533E-01 0.2617E-01 
0.1555E-01 0.2664E-01 
0.1565E-01 O.2690E-Ol 
o .1589E-01 I O. 27~lE-_01 ~ 

.ADD o.1328E-02 

. , 
. c.:.:. 

0.6382E-03 
O.5029E-03 
O.4169E-03 
O.3064E-03 
O.2573E-03 
0.2327E-03 
0.1960E-03 
0.1714E-03 
O.1591E-03 
0.1370E-03 
0.1076E-03 
0.8555E-04 
0.7085E-04 
O.7083E-04 
0.6836E-04 
0.6346E-04 
0.6831E-04 
0.7073E-04 
O.S852E-04 
0.4875E-04 
0.5117E-04 
0.5603E-04 
O.6089F-04 
0.5357E-04 
0.4138E-04 
0.3894E-04 
0.4866E-04 
0.5109E-04 
0.3891E-04 
O.3161E-04 
O.3647E-04 
O.4375E-04 
0.3888E-04 
0.3402E-04 
O.315·8F.-04 
o !.2429E-04 
0.3076E-04 
O.2792E-04 
O.1942E-04 
0.2063E-04 
0.1941E-04 
0.1577E-04 
0.1334E-04 
0.2183E-04 
O.2910F.-04 
0.2061E-04 
0.1939E-04 
0.2181E-04 
0.2059E-04 
0.1574E-04 
0.16·95E-04 
0.2058E-04 

, 
~~ 

O~1120E-02 
O.8468E-03 
0.6254E-03 
O.5993E-03 
0.4690E-03 
0.4039E-03 
0.3778E-03 
0.3778E-03 
0.2910E-03 
0.2476E-03 
0.1980E-03 
0.1642E-03 
O.1459E-03 
0.1251E-03 
O.1095E-03 
0.1225E-03 
0.1303E-03 
0.1173E-03 
O.1095E-03 
O.9904E-04 
O.1043E-03 
0.1147E-03 
0.1121E-03 
0.9383E-04 
O.7559E-04 
0.7819E-04 
O.9905E-04 
O.9123E-04 
0.6517E-04 
O.5735E-04 
0.5995£:-04 
O.7559E-04 
0.6778E-04 
0.4171E-04 
0.4171£:-04 
n.52l4E_-04 
O.5909E-04 
O.4562E-04 
0.3519E-04 
0.3519E-04 
0.2737E-04 
O.3259E-04 
0.3780E-04 
0.4563E-04 
0.4302E-04 
O.3650E-04 
0.3911E-04 
O.31.29E-04 
0.3650E-04 
O.3650E-04 
0.3390E-04 
0.3520E-04 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 

k 
0.1935E+01 
O.1856E+01 
0.1654E+Ol 
O.2156F.+fi1 
O.20tOJ=:+Ol 
O.1913F+01 
O.2126F+01 
O.2430E+Ol 
O.2016F+01 
O.1992E+01 
0.2029E+01 
O.2116E+Ol 
0.2271E+Ol 
0.1947F.+01 
O.1765E+01 
O.2128F.+01 
O.2103E+01 
O.1826E ... Ol 
0.2062'=+01 
O.2240E+01 
O.22461=+r'l1 
Q.2256E+01 
O.2029F.+01 
O.1931E+01 
0.20141::+01 
0.2214F.+01 
O.2244E+Ol 
0.19691::+01 
O' .184 6E +0 1 
0.2000'=+01 
0.18131::+01 
0.1905~+01 
O.1922~+01 
0.1352E+Ol 
0.1456r:=+01 

_ O.2366E+01 
0.2118~+Ol 
o • 180.1 E ... 01 
0.1998~+01 
0.1881E+Ol 
0.1555E+01 
0.2278E+01 
0.3124E+01 
O.2305r:+01 
O.1630F,+Ol 
0.1953F+01 
O.2224E+Ol 
0.1582E+01 
0.1955E+01 
O.2556E+Ol 
0.2205F.+Ol 
O.1886E+Ol· 

O.2023 F+Ol - -



CREEP DATA FOR A PHIOR STRAIN HISTORY Jdt~= -2.70 % Tf,'4S fO.+ITORSION 

t 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
35. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
60. 
e,5. 
90. 
95. 

100. 
105. 
1j 0 • 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
180. 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
310. 
320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
360. 
370. 
380. 
390. 
400. 
410. 

€~%. 
O.2109E-02 
O.2467E-02 
O.2745E-02 
0.2944E-02 
O.3123E-02 
0.3222E-02 
0.3420E-02 
O.3579E--02 
O.3678E-02 
tJ.4155E-02 
O~4512E-02 
Q.4f309E-02 
O.5047E-02 
O.5265E-02 
O.5443E-02 
0.5602E-02 -
0.5820E-02 
0.5919E-02 
O.6018E-02 
O.6156E-02 
O.6255E-02 
0.6354E-02 
0.6 4 53E-02 
0.6532E-02 
0.6631E-02-
O.6730E-C2 
O.68C9E-02 
0.6908E-02 
0.6968E-02 
O.7047E-02 
O.7146E-02 
O.7205E-02 
n.7284E-02 
o.7324E-02 
O.7403E-O.2 
0.7482£=-02 
O.7541E-02 
0.76991:-02 
o.7877E-02 
O.7976E-02 
0.8134E-C2 
O.5272E-02 
O.S371E-02 
O.8529E-02 
O.8628E-02 
0.8727E-02 
O.A825E-02 
0.8924E-02 
O.89tj3E-02 
0.9082E-02 
0.9181E-02 
0.9279E-02 
0.9437E-02 
O.9 437E-02 
o.9516E-02 
0.9575E-02 
O.9635E-02 
O.9694E-02 
O.9773E-02 
o.9812E-C2 
O.9871E-02 
O.9911E-02 
O.9970E-02 

~e~ 
O.1041F-02 
0.1335E-02 
O.1575E-02 
0.17621:-02 

.0. :1975E-02 
O.2202E-02 
O.2309E-02 
O.2442E-02 
O.2562E-02 
Q.3176E-02 
O.~6?7E-02 
O.4110E-02 
O.4511E-02 
O.4844E-02 
O.5178E-02 
O.'5472E-02 
O.5725E-02 
O.5979E-02 
0.6232E-02 
O.6432E-02 
0.6633E-02 
0.t-806E-02 
O.6993E-02 
0.7180E-02 
0-.7340E-02 
O.7527E-f12 
O.7660E-02 
0.783417-02 
O.7991E-02 
0.8114E-02 
G.8247E-02 
O.8368~-02 
O.8541E-02 
O.8648E-02 
0.8795E-02 
0.,9941E .. 02 
0.9075'=-02 
0.9369E-02 
O.Q676E-02 
O.9969E-02 
O.1026E-Ol 
O.1057E-Ol 
O.1084E-Ol 
O.1109F.-Ol 
o.1137E-Ol 
O.l157E-01 
0.1178E-Ol 
O.1196E-Ol 
O.1213E-Ol 
O.1230E .. Ol 
O.t245E-01 
O.1261E-Ol 
0.1276E-Ol 
0.1293( .. 01 
0.1311E-01 
0.1327E-Ol 
O.1340E-Ol 
O.1355F-01 
O.1368E-01 
0.13801:-01 
O.1392E-Ol 
0.1405E-01 
O.1416F.-01 

• E.-zZ 
O.4572E-03 
O.3179E-03 
O.2384~-03 
O.1887E-03 
0.13901:-03 
O.1489E-03 
0.1787E-03 
O.1290E-03 
0.9591E-04 
0.8332E-04 
O.6544E-04 
O.5353E-04 
O.4559E-04 
0.39631:-04 
O.3368F-04 
0.3764E-04 
0.3169F.-04 
O.1980E-04 
0.2376E-04 
O.2376E-04 
O.1980!?-04 
O.1979E-04 
0.1781E-04 
O.1781E-04 
O.1979E-04 
0.1781E-04 
0.1781E-04 
0.15S3E-04 
0.1385E-04 
0.1780E-04 
O.1582E-04 
0.1384E-04 
O.1187E-04 
0.1186E-04 
0.1582E-04 
0.1384E-04 
0.1450E-04 
O.1680E-04 
0.1384E-04 
0.1284E-04 
0.1482E-04 
O.1185E-04 
0.1284E-04 
O.1284E-04 
O.9874E-05 
O.9873E-05 
O.9872E-OS 
O.7897E-05 
O.7897E-05 
O.9870E-05 
0.9869E-05 
O.1283E-04 
0.7894E-05 
0.3946E-05 
0.69061:-05 
0.5919E-05 
O.5919E-05 
O.6?05E-05 
0.5918E-05 
O.4931E-OS 
O.4931E-05 
O.4931E-05 
O.4931E-05 

f 

~eZ 
o • 3 3 3 6 E.- 0 3 
O.2669E-03 
0.2135E-03 
0.2002[-03 
O.2202E-03 
0.1668E-03 
O.1201E-03 
0.1268E-03 
O.1223E-03 
0.1094E-03 
O.9342E-04 
O.8541E-04 
0.7340E-04 
O.6673E-04 
O.6272E-04 
O.5472E-04 
0.5071E-04 
0.50711:-04 
O.4538E-04 
0.-1004E-04 
0.3737E-04 
0.3603E-04 
O.3737E-04 
O.3470E-04 
O.3470E-04 
O.3203E-04 
0.30701:-04 
0.32031:=-04 
0.2803E-04 
O.2669E-04 
O.2536E-04 
0.2936E-04 
0.2803E-04 
0.2536'=-04 
O.2936E-04 
O.2803E-04 
0.2847E-04 
O.3003E-04 
0.3003E-04 
0.2936E-04 
0.3003E-04 
n.2870!?-04 
O.2603E-04 
O.2669E-04 
O.2402E-04 
O.2069E-04 
O.1935E-04 
0.1735E"04 
0.1735E-04 
0.1602E-04 
0.1535E-04 
O.1535E-04 
0.1602E-04 

- O.1735E-04 
_ 0.1668E-04 

O.1.468E-04 
0.1401E-04 
O.1401E-04 
O.1268E-04 
O.1201E-04 
O.1268E-04 
O.1201E-04 
o • 1 0 0 _1 E - 0 4 

AVERAGE K VALUE = 

0.8125F+OO 
0.9348=+00 
O.9974~+OO 
0.1181[+01 
O.t764t:+01 
0.12471.::+01 
0.7486[+00 
0.10941:+01 
0.1420F+01 
0.1463E+Ol 
0.15901:+01 
0.17771;+01 
0.1793E+Ol 
0.lS75E+Ol 
O.2074r:+Ol 
0.16191:+01 
O.1782E+01 
0.2852F+Ol 
O.2127E+Ol 
0.1877E+Ol 
0.21021:+01 
O.2027E+01 
O.233bE+Ol 
0.2169E+Ol 
O.1953~+Ol 
0.20031;=+01 
O.1920E+Ol 
0.2254E+Ol 
O.2254E+01 
0.16701;+01 
0.17851:+01 
O.2362E+01 
0.26301.:+01 
0.2380'=+01 
O.2Q67E+Ol 
O.2255E+01 
0.2187E+01 
O.1990E+Ol 
O.2417E+01 
0.25461:+01 
0.2257F+Ol 
0.2696E+01 
0.2257E ... 01 
0.2315[+01 
0.2709E+01 
0.2333E+01 
-0.2183F ... 01 
0.24471: ... .01 
0.2447£:+01 
O.le07E+Ol 
0.1732E+Ol 
0.1332F.+01 
0.2260F. ... 01 
0.4896E+01 
0.2690F.+01 
O.2762E+01 
0.26371;;+01 
0.2260E+01 
O.2386~ ... 01 
O.2713~+Ol 
0.2864E+01 
O. ~~7131:+01 
o. ~~261F.+01 

0.2108'=+01 



CREEp DATA FOR A PRIOR STRAIN HISTORYfdl~ = -3.00 r. ~~/TORSION 

t ~ ~k ~~ 
2. O.6398E-03 O.3589E-03 0.1499E-03 
3. 0.7397E-03 0.4254E-03 0.1099E-03 
4. O.8596E-03 O.4652E-03 O.8993E-04 
5. 0.9196E-03 O.5051E-03 O.6993E-04 
6. O.9995E-03 0.5450E-03 0.8991E-04 
7. 0.109 QE-02 O.5849E-03 O.7991E-04 
8. O.1159E-02 0.C115E-03 O.6992E-04 
9. O.1239E-02 0.6646E-03 O.6991E-04 

10. O.1299E-02 0.6912E-03 O.5659E-04 
15. O.1579E-02 0.8241E-03 O.5392E-04 
20. O.183BE-02 0.9438E-03 O.4192E-04 
25. OJ1998E-02 0.1010E-02 O.3194E-04 
30. 0.2158E-02 0.1103E-02 0.3592E-04 
35. O.2357E-02 O.1156E-02 0.3392E-04 
40. O.2497E-02 0.1236E-02 0.2793E-04 
45. O.2637E-02 0.1303E-02 0.2793E-04 
50. O.2776E-02 0.1369E-02 0.3191[-04 
55. 0.2956E·02 0.1462E-02 O.3789E-04 
60. 0.3155E-02 O~1569E-02 O.3589E-04 
65. 0.3315E-02 0.1648E-02 O.2791E-04 
70. o.3434E-02 0.1781E-02 0.2392E-04 
75. O.3554E-02 O.1834E-02 O.2591E-04 
80. 0.3693E-02 O.1901E-02 0.2590E-04 
85. 0.38l3E-02 O.1994E-02 O.2391E-04 
90. 0.3932E-02 0.2100E-02 O.2191E-04 
95. O.4032E-02 0.2140E-n.2 0.1594E-04 

100. 0.4092E-02 0.2207E-02 O.lS93~-04 
lOS. O.4191~-02 O.2286E-C2" O.1792E-04 
110. O.4271E-02 0.2353E-02 0.1991E-Q4 
11S. O.4390E-C2 0.24l9E-02 O.1792E-04 
120. 0.4450E-02 0.?486E-02 O.1394E-04 
12S. O.4530E-02 0.2526E-02 0.1394E-04 
130. 0.4589E-02 O.2619E-02 0.1792E-04 
135. o.4709E-02 O.2712E-02 O.1991E-04 
140. O.4789E-02 O.?791E-02 O.1194E-04 
14S. a.4828E-02 0.2885E-02 O.1393E-04 
150.- O.4928E-02 O.29S1E-02' 0.2123~-04 
160. 0.S147E-02 O.3190E-02 0.1890E-04 
170. 0.5306E-02 O.~403E-02 0.1194[-04 
180. 0.5385E~02 0.3549E-02 0.1094E-04 
190. o.S52SE-02 0.369S~-02 0.1094E-04 
200. O. 5604E··02· O. 377SE-02 O. 8950E-05 
210. o.5704E-02 0.3908E-02 0.7955E-OS 
220. 0.5763E-02 O.4001E-02 O.6960E-05 
230. 0.5843E-02 0.4121E-02 0.7953E-05 
240. 0.5922E-02 0.4227(-02 O.6959E-05 
250. O.S982E-02 0.4333E-02 0.4970E-OS 
260. 0.6022E-02 0.44aOE-02 0.7952E-05 
270. 0.6141E-02 O.4599E-02 O.7951E-05 
280. O.6181E-02 O.4746E-02 0.6957E-05 
290. 0.6280E-02 0.4892E-02 O.9937E-05 
300. 0.6380E-02 0.50S1E-02 O.6956E-05 
310. o.6419E-02 0.5211E-02 0.7948E-OS 
~~O~ O.~539E~02 O.5344E-02--~:i94~E:O~ 
330. O.6578E-02 0.S477E-02 O.3974E-OS 
340. O.6618E-02 0.5636E-02 O.3974F.-05 
350. O. 6658E-02 • O. 5756E-02 0, 4967E-OS 
360. 0.6717E-02 O.~875E-02 0.4967E-05 
370. 0.6757E-02 O.~995E-02 0.1966E-OS 
380. O. 6817E-02 . O. 6115E-02 O."3973E-05 
390. O. 6837E-02 O. 6221E-02 ." O. 3973E-05 
400. 0.6896E-02 0.6354E-02 0.6952E-05 
410. 0.6976E-n2 D.6487E-02 O.6951E-05 

ADD O.03718E-02 f:..VERAG~ 

." ~e: 
0.6646E-04 
0.5317E-04 
0.3988E-04 
0.3988E-04 
0.3988E-04 
0.3323E-04 
0.3988E-04 
0.3988E-04 
0.2659E-04 
O.2526E-04 
0.1861E .. 04 
0.159SE-04 
0.1462E-04 
0.1329E-04 
0.1462E-04 
O.1329E-04 
O.lS95E-04 
0.1994E-04 
0.1861E-04 
0.2127E-04 
O.1861E-04 
O.1196E-04 
O.1595E-04 
0.1994E-04 
0.1462E-04 
0.1063E-04 
0.1462E"04 
O.1462E-04 
0.1329E-04 
0.1329E-04 
0.1063E-04 
O.1329E-04 
O.1861E-04 
0.1728E-04 
O.1728E-04 
0.1595E-04 
0.2038E-04 
0.2260E-04 
0.1795E-04 
0.1462E-04 
0.1130E-04 
0.1063E-04 
0.1130E-04 
0.1063E-04 
O.1130E-04 
0.1063E-04 
O.1263E-04 
0.1329E-04 
O.1329E-04 
O.1462E-04 
0.1529E-04 
O.1595E-04 
O.1462E':'04 
0.1329E":04 
O.1462E-04 
O.1396E-04 
0.1196E-04 
O.1196E-04 
0.1196E"04 
0.1130E-04 
0.1196E .. 04 
0.1329E-04 
O.1329E-04 

K VALUE = 

0.4757:=+(';0 
0.5190E+OO 
0.47581;+00 
0.6118;:+00 
0.4759(+00 
O.4462E+OO 
0.6120e ... oo 
0.6120E+00 
O.5041r:+OO 
0.5026F.+OO 
0.47631:+00 
0.5359E"'OO 
0.43681=;+00 
O.420SE+00 
0.5617(+00 
O.5107F.+OO 
0.5363r:+rJO 
0.5647E+OO 
O.5564f+OO 
0.81771:+00 
0.8348~+OO 
0.49551;=+00 
0.6607«:+00 
0.8948E+OO 
0.7159;::+00 
O.7160E+OO 
0.9846'=+00 
O.A753r::+OO 
0.7162E=+OO 
0.7958~+OO 
0.8187E+OC 
0.10231;+01 
0.1114E+Ol 
O.9314r::+no 
O.15S3r:+01 
0.1228E+01 
0.1030E+01 
O.1283'?+Ol 
0.1613r::+Ol 
0.1434E+Ol 
0.1108(+01 
O.1275F+Ol 
O.1524t:+Ol 
O.1639E+Ol 
O.1524t+Ol 
o .1640F:+Ol; 
0.2726E+Ol1 
O.1794r:: ... 01 
0.17941:+01 
0.22551:+01 
O.1651E+Ol 
0.2461~+01 

O~1974E+01 
0.1794F+01 
0.3948'::+01 
0.3769E+01 
O.258Sr::+Ol 
O.2585~+n1 
O.2585t:+Ol 
O.3052E+Ol 
O.3231r::+Ol 
O.2052t:+01 
O.2052F.+Ol 

O.1304r..OL 
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~ 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
3~. 
40. 
45. 
50. 
55. 
6 U • 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
e5. 
90. 
95. 

1C O. 
105. 
110. 
115. 
120. 
125. 
130. 
13:;. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
160. 
170. 
18 0 • 
190. 
200. 
210. 
220. 
230. 
240-. 
250. 
260. 
270. 
280. 
290. 
300. 
31U. 
320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
360. 
37Q. 

Cn '61)% f..zz. 
O.9102E-04 0.3425E-04 0.2091E-04 
O.10~8E-03 0.3952E-04 0.1722E-04 
O.12?5E-03 0.4676E-04 O.1476E-04 
o • 13?;3 E - 0 3_ O. 4742 E - 0 4 0 • 1107 E - 0 4 
0.1476E-03 0.4808E-04 0.7379E-05 
0.1500E-03 0.4940E-04 0.6149E-05 
0.159~E-03 0.5137E-04 Q.6149E-05 
0.162JE-03 0.5203E-04, 0.4919E-05 
O.1697E-03 0.5269E-04 0.4919E-05 
0.1919E~03 0.5927E-04 0.4427E-05 
0.2140E-03 0.6059E-04 0.2951E-05 
0.2214E-03 0.6454E-04 0.3197E-05 
0.2460E-03 0.6718E-04 0.3935E-05 
0.2607E-03 0.6981E-04 0.3689E-05 
0.2829E-03 0.7508E-04 0.3935E-05 
a.300tE-03 0.7640E-04 0.3689E-05 
0.3197E-03 0.7706C.-04 0.2951E-05 
0.3296E-03 0.7903E-04 0.1721E-05 
0.3370E-03 0.7837E-04 0.1967E-05 
O.349JE-03 0.7903~-04 0.2951E-05 
O.366?E-03 0.8035E-04 0.1967E-05 
n.3689E-03 0.8035E-04 O.4918E-06 
O.3714E-03 C.8101E-04 0.1475E-05 
O.3837E-C3 0.8233E-04 0.2213E-05 
O.39j5E-03 0.8298E-04 0.1230E-05 
O.3960E-03 0.8364E-04 0.2459E-06 
Q.3960E-03 0.8430=-04 0.2459E-06 
O.3ge4~-03 O.8496E-04 0.1721E-05 
O.4132E-03 O.~562E-04 O.2705E-05 
O.42~?E-G3 c.e628E-04 Q.1475E-05 
O.427~E-C3 C.e694E-04 C.7377E-06 
O~4329~-03 O.e6?4E-D4 O.1475E-05 
O.44l7E-C3 O.8760E-04 O.2459E-05 
O.45/~E-03 0.8760E-04 0.2213E-05 
O.464bE-03 O.382?E-04 0.9835E-06 
O.4673E-Q3 O.P825E-04 O.1475E-05 
O.47<;bE-G3. O. 28'1H-04 • O. 2623E-05 
a.5066E-03 C. o 221E-04 0.2D90E-05 
Q.521 4 E-03 O.9221E-04 O.2D90E-Q5 
O.?404E-03 O.9~52~-04 O.2213E-O~ 
O.5656E-03 0.941bE-04 O.1844f-05 
0.58?~E-C~ 0.9484F.-04 0.1844E-05 
a.tOd'E-n3 0.9682E-04 O.1721~-05 
n.61Y1E-03 O.9747E-04 0.159cE-05 
O.6345E-J3 O.9747E-04 0.1475E-05 
O.649~~-03 O.o813E-04 0.8604E-06 
O.6517E-03 0.9813E-04 0.6146E-06 
0.661~E-03 O.9579E-04 0.6146E-06 
Q.664UE-C3 O.9945E-04 O.7375E-06 
O.676~E-03 O.9S45E-04 O.6146E-06 
n.6763E-J3 O.1001E-03 0.7375E-06 
0.6910E-03 0.1001E-03 0.1352E-05 
0.7033E-03 D.l014E-03 0.11G6E-OS 
o • 71 j 1 E - 0,3 0 • t 0 14 E - 0 3 0 • 14 75 E - 0 5 
~.73deE-03 0.1021c-03 O.9833E-06 
0.732c~-G3 O.1027E-03 O.e604E-06 
O.7500~-03· O.1034E-03- 0.1229E-05 
0.7574E-03 O.1041E-03 O.1229E-05 
O.7746E-03 0.1047E-03 O.1598~~O? 

(x10 ) 
AVERAGE 

. 
09Z k 

O.7574E-05 O.3813E+OO 
0.6257F.-05 O.3825~+OO 
O.3952E-05 O.2819r;+OO 
O.6586E-06 O.6263f-Ol 
O.9879E-06 O.1409E+OQ 
0.1647E-05 O.2819F.+OU 
O.1317E-o~ O.2255F+UO 
O.6?86E-06 0.1409F.+OO 
0.1207E-05 0.2584E+UU 
0.7903E-06 O.1879E+OO 
O.5269E-06 O.1879F-+OO 
O.6586E-06 O.2168F+0U 
O.5269E-06 O.1409F+au 
O.7903E-06 O.2255F+OQ 
0.n586E-06 O.1762F.+OO 
ti.1976E-06 0.5638E-Ol 
0.2634E-06 O.9397E-Ol 
0.1317E-06 O.8055E-Ol 
O.OOnOE+OO O.OOOOE+OO 
0.1976E-06 O.7048~-Ol 
O.1317E-06 0.7048E- Ol 
O.6586E-07 0.1410E+OO 
0.1976E-06 O.1410E+OO 
O.1976E-06 O.939bE-Ol 
O.1317E-06 O.1128E+UO 
O.1317E-06 O.?63ge+uO 
O.1317E-06 O.~639~+Ou 
O.1317E-06 O.8055E·Ol 
O.1317E-06 O.5126c-Ol 
0.1317E-06 O.9398~-Ol 
O.6586E-07 O.9398~-Cl 
O.6536E-07 O.46Q~~-Ol 
O.6586E-07 U.2~19~-Ol 
0.6536E-07 O.3133~-Ol 
O.6586E-07 O.7049E- Ol 
O.6586E-07 O.46?9~-Ol 
O.2634F-06 0.1057=+00 
O.1647E-06 O.~213E-Ol 
O.6566E-07 U.3317f- U l 
0.9879E-07 O.470UE- Ol 
O.6585E-07 O.3~60~-Ol 
O.lJ17E-06 O.752U~-Ol 
O.1317~-06 O.BQ57 c -01 
0.3293E-07 J.?169C-Ol 
O.3293E-07 O.235JE- Ol 
O.3293E-07 O.4D29~-Ol 
0.3293~-07 O.S640F-- Ol 
0.6586E-07 G.112bt+oU 
0.3293E-07 U.4700E- Ol 
O.3293E-07 O.5640E-Ol 
O.3293F-07 0.47~OE-Dl 

·0.6586E-07 O.?128F-Ol 
O.6586E-07 O.t267F- Ol 
O.3293E-07 0.2350£-01 
O.6586E-07 O.70?1F:- 0 1 
0.6586E-07 O.~058~-Ol 
0.65aoE-07 O.5641E-Ol 
0.6586E-07 " O.?641E-0 1 
o '(i,80)- 0 7 I) • (~,30)- 0 l. 

K VALUE = O.1209c+OO 
----------------------~~---
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** KINGSTON POLYTECHNIC 4120 ** 

&JOBJ MAPE/R008/DK; STRAI~ RATESJ 

&OPTIONS;HOTHY; 

&FORTRANJ OJ 
0* C 
h C 
2* 
3* 
4* 
5. 
6. 
7* 
8* 
9* 

10. 
11* 
12-
13* 
14-
15_ 
16_ 
17. 
18-
;1.9* 
20. 
21* 
22-
23* 
24* 
25. 
26-
27. 
28-
29* 
30. 
31. 
32* . 
33. 
34* 
35* 
36* 
37. 
38_ 
39*, 
40* 
41* 
42_ 
43* 
44* 
45-
46* 
47* 
48* 
49* 
50_ 
51* 
52* 

DIMENSION T(100), DEZZ(100), DGAHMA(100), EZZ(lDO), GAMMA(10G 
READ(3,49) F,~,H,EL 
R~AD(3,50) GL 
REA D ( 3, 5 (l) R A D~: 
READ(3,5U ~ 

K=O 
1 READ(3,50) DE8P~ 

READ(3,50) XL AM 
READ(3,~O) Cl 
READ(3,50) C2 
READ(3,5U N 
WRITE(2,100) DE8PM 
READ(3,52) (T(l),DtZZCI),DGAHMA(I), I=l,N) 
DO 2 I =l,N 
Z=Cl*DEZZ(I) 
BR=l. D+VGL 
EZZ( I )=ALOG(BR) 
X=C2*DCAf-'MA (I) 
AA=(RADN*1.116*X*3.141~9)/(180.0*GL) 
GAMMA(I)=SlN(AA)/COS(AA) 
L=I-l 
IF C L • L To 2) ,G 0 TO 2 
REZZ:(EZZ(L+l)-EZZ(L-l»/(T(L+1)-TCL-l» 
'RGAM~A=(GAMMA(L+l)-GAHMA(L·l»/CTCL+l)-T(L-l» 
A=RGAMMA/(REZZ*XL~M) 
U=COS(AA)**4 
V = S HH A A ) * * 4 
W=SINC2.Q*AA)**2 
XX=COSCAA)*COS(AA>*SIN(2.0*AA) 
Y=SIN(AA)*SIN(AA)*5IN(2.0~AA) 
ZZ=SINC4.0*AA), . . 
8ET1=(F+H)*U+(F+G)*V-F*W/2.0+Cl.5*W*EL) 
BET2=(2.0*F+H)*XX-(2.0*F+H)*Y-(1.5*EL*ZZ) 
BET3=C4.0*F+H+G-6.0*EL)*W+(6.0*EL) 
RGTZ=BET2+(XLAM*BET3) 
REZ=BET1+(XLAM*BET2) 
AT=RGTZ/(REZ*XLAM) 
WRITE(2,101) TCL),A,AT 

2 CONTINUE 
K=K+l 
IF(K.LT.H) GO TO 1 
STOP 

49 FORMAT(2X.4FO.O)' 
50 FORHAT(6X,FO.O) 
51 FORMAT<IO) 
5~ FORHAT(2X,JFO.0) 

100 FOR~AT(111117X,46HCOMPARISON O~ I( X ) VALUES FOR A p 
117X,21HSTRAIN HISIORY = ,F5.2,lX,17H% TENSION/TORSIONII R1 
217X,41HTIME (YRS) EXPERIMENTAL HU'S VALUE/I) / 

101 FORMAT(20X,F4.Q,2~18.6) 
END" . 



-

c 0 ~1 PAR 1 SON 0 F' aDz I (e x ~) V A L U E S F 0 r-< APR I O!~ 176 , z: 
S T R A I N HIS TOR '( J J.~f>1:; - 2 • 0 0 ~~ T E ~ ~ S I 0 ~,/,;;; C R S ! 0 '+-

TIi1E (HRS) E X PER I ~~ E N TAL 

2. O.232864E+Ol 
3. O.205148E+rl 
4. U.294031E+Ql 
5, O.320126E+Ol 
6. O.308377E+Cl 
7. O.343639E+Ol 
8, O.320432E+n1 
9. U.283400~+a1 

10. O.312867E+Ol 
15. O.331711E+Ol 
20. U.333263~+Ol 

25. O.328335E+Ol 
30. U.349472E+Ol 
35. O.359171E+nl 
40. O.3~8400E+Ol 

45. 
50. 
55. 
60. 
65. 
70. 
75. 
80. 
85. 
90. 
95. 

lCO. 
10~. 

110. 
It?. 
120 .. 
125. 
130. 
135. 
140. 
145. 
150. 
16U. 
170, 
180. 
190. 
200. 
21U. 
220. 
230.-

0.3375f'lE+Ol 
O.30896~E+Ol 

n U.350816E+1')1 
o U.414498E+Dl 

O.351471E+Ol 
:J O.386742E+Ol 
V\ 0.392474E+(\1 
- U.330241E+Ol 
OJ 0.3116::2= ... 01 
:J 0,335610::+01 
- O.305207E+nl 

0.3257141:+01 
< U.4C9173E+r)1 
OJ O.37972GE+Ol 
- U.367755E+01 
C O.348324E+Ol 
f1) O.317676E+(')1 

U • .320585E+Ol 
..-. O.347610E+Ol 
~ O.414519E+Ol 

O.356338E+Ol 
II O.351632E+Ol 
~ U.357878E+Cl 
~ ,O.320460E+Ol 

o. ;~53829E+nl 
-- O.352198E+Ol 
:J U.2433:?6E+Ol 
-rj U.340690E+Ol 

O.448441E+Ol 
UJ U.336046E+nl 

- 240. ,. ' ,0.32 4 6775+('1 
'!> O. 351505E+(l1 
to O.339~93E+Ol 
__ O.403615E+Ol 

250. 
260, 
270. ' 
2t30. 
290. 
300., 
310. 

,320. 
330. 
340. 
350. 
360. 
370. 
.ssa. 

U.4013b6E+Ol 
U.350190E+Ol 
O.32839GE+Ol 
U.328830E+Ol 
U.3124791;+01 
O.275789E+Ol 
U.325650E+Ol 
0.325709::+01 
O.309454E+Ol 
U.46?119E+Ol 
0.651613[+01 

HU'S VALUE 

0,2597791:+01 
0.2597301:+1)1 
U.2;9687E+01 
O.259650F+Ol 
O.259618E+01 
0.2595801:+01 
C.259567E+Ol 

'V.2:i9545E+Ol 
rr. 2~9466E+Ol 
O.259410E+Ol 
O.259362E+01 
C,259323E+Ol 
u.2592e'lE+Ol 
O.259249r::+Ol 
O.?59223E+01 
C.2:i9193E+Ol 
O.2~9160E+Ol 
O.2:5?125E+01 
0.2590971:+01 
0.259075£:+01 
O.2;:;9043E+('I1 
C.239019E+Ol 
O.25r3993E+Ol 
C'.25e~73r:+01 
(J,25cy53E+D1 
C.258934E+Ol 
G.25e9C9'=+Ol 
O.25SE78E+01 
C.253S41r::+Ol 
Ct.258e13E+Ol 
0,2557931:+01 
0,258777E+01 
O.2:;e758E+Ol 
O.i?58743E+Ol 
0.258727E+01 
0.25b708':+01 
O. 2:5;~680E+Ol 
O.25C666E+Ol 
O.259654E+01 
G.258648E+Ol 
O.25~643E+01 
O.258639E+r)1 
U.258631E+01 
O.258617E+01 
O.259606E+01 
O\25R592E+01·, 
O.25eS80E+Ol 
U.2:;8566E+nl 
O.25aS49E+01 
O.25e529E+01 
C!.256513E+Ol 
C.258503E+Ol 
O.25 R49'OE+01 
(1.258480F.+01 
0.258473E+01 
O.25~468E+01 
O,258 4 64E+91 
O.25 P460F.+Ol 
fJ,253456E+Ol 
n.258451E+f11 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION ..AIID RECOI.1MENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Ir.~ this Chapter the overall f10VT behaviour of annealed, extruded 

and prestrained a1~inium is discussed. Particular comments are made 

regarding the test conditions and finally, suggestions for future work 

are outlined. 

7.1 PLASTIC FLOW 

Radial loading on annealed aluminium (Chapter 4) produced 

plastic strain increJllent vectors fo%" each stress path that remained fixed 

in direction. In applying the normality rule to the directions of the~e 

vectors it was shown that the locus describing initial yielding in this 

material inflated uniforrely as strain hardening proceeded. In general, 

when uniform hardeLing is evident, the locus ?ould be a von Mises or 

Tresca type or some other locus TIhich is descriptive of initial anisotropy 

in the material. Cn the deviatoric plane a succession of concentric 

circles and hexagons would describe uniform hardening in von lrises and 

Tresca materials respectively (see Section 4.2*). The present work 

confirms the use of lull's theory (29) for describing uniform hardening 

in an inithlly anisotropic material. Mehan (20)* has similarly used 

the theory in accour.ting for the plastic flow produced by radial loading 

on anisotropic zirconium-tin alloy. In general Hill's theory is 

suitable to describe an initial anisotropy which is preserved throughout 

radial loading. The i~itial anisotropy referred to here is a structural 

property. It can exist in non severe form in an annealed structure or 

in severe form in a textured structul~. 

Radial loading on extruded (Chapter 5) and prestrained aluminium 

(Chapter 6) produced rotations in the plastic strain increment vectors for 

each stress path. The normality rule would then indicate a changing 

shape of locus within the vicinity of the stress path. A similar 

behaviour was observed by Rogan and Shelton (54) and Shahabi and Shelton 

(57) in a yield loci study of radial loading on prestrained En24 and En 25 
steel. Thus for a material possessing a strain history, due to a change 

in direction of the stress path or in the presence of residual strain, 

the assumption of uniform strain harder.inG during radial loading Vlould be 

invalid. Furthermore, where the direction 'of the stress path is reversed " . (paragraph 4.3.1), the uniform hardening theory would fail to display a 

'~ A endu I. 
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positive Bauschinger effect. Clearly any other hardening concept which 

ignores the Bauschinger effect, e.g. the minimum surface model 

(paragraph 4.3.2 .... ); is also invalid. A Bauschinger effect is evident 

in the kinematic hardening model (paragraph 4.3.34) where the yield locus 

is carried by the stress path. A further requirement of an anisotropic 

hardening model is that it should describe the observed cross-effects 

associated with subsequent stress paths. Depending upon the relativ~ 

directions of the prestrain path and the subsequent stress path a cross

effect may be evident by either softening or hardening of the material 

(see Figs. 6.1 and 6.2). The kinematic model in displaying no cross

effects is therefore not wholly descriptive of anisotropic hardening. 

However a model vmich combines uniform and kine~~tic hardening (paragraph ,. 
4.3.4 ) displays both Bauschinger and cross-effects and thereby describes 

anisotropic hardening more closely. The theories of Edelman and Drucker 

(58) and Yoshimura (59) are consistent with the combined model in allowing 

for a Bauschinger effect, a cross-effect and initial material an~ropy. 

In the present work plastio strain increment directions derived from the 

yield function of each theory were descriptive of the observed rotations 

in the plastic strain increment vectors. The theory of Williams and 

Svenr~on (60, 61) is also consistent ~~th the combined hardening model and 

further alloTIs for distortion in subsequent yield loci. However it has 

been shown in Chapters 5 end 6 that in assuming a virgin material of the 

von llises t;ype this theory does not allo';'/' for initial anisotropy. The 

former theories allow for this in a yield function which reduces to the 

Hill type ( YZCi;k.t ~j~.(. ) for zero strain history ( e.~:;;. 0 ). 

Thus of all the yield criteria written as some function of the second 

invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor (J; ) only those ccntaining a 

coefficient C-ij"" of J; ( = ~ ~j ~~ ) will describe plastic flow in 

an initially anisotropio msterial. 

7.2 G.UEP 

At a test temperature of T/Tm = 0.32 the mechanics of plastic 

deformation in aluminium (f.c.c.) involves the pro QUC tion, movement, inter

action and multiplication of dislocations by the processes of cross slip 

and climb. In general for the same 'Lest conditions creep arises through 

the operation of the same processes together with a possible contribution 

. due to viscclls grain boundary deformation (62). The latter component 

.J/r Appendix I. 
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predominates with increasing tanperature (Appendix III). In the present 

work where creep has been shown to be time dependent plasticity the modes 

of time independent and time dependent deformation are then equivalent. 

Macroscopically this creep has been described in replacing plastic stra.in 

increments by strain rates of creep. It follows from Section 7.1 that 

the initial condition of the material must govern the correct choice of 

plasticity t.heory for creep. The Levy-l.lises flow rule ( de~ t: r,A ~j ) 
( " ' I ) when so applied to creep e~j t: ~~j assumes isotropic creep strain 

hardening and can therefore only describe the creep rates .of radial 

loading in an isotropic material. In Chapter 4 it was shown that creep 

rate ratios derived from the yield function of Hill were consistent with 

the observed colinearity in the plastic strain increment vectors and 

creep rate vectors for all stress paths on annealed aluminium. This 

indicates the general use of Hill's theory to describe creep produced by 

radial loading on ini.tlally anisotropic material. However creep 

produced by radial loading on material possessing a strain history can 

only be described by a theory that accounts for a Bauschinger effect, a 

cross-effect and initial material anisotropy. Thus for al~inium in 

the extruded and prestrained conditions it was shown in Chapters 5 and 6 
that the theories of Edelman and Drucker and Yoshimura could be made 

consistent with pla~tic strain increment vectors which rotated with 

increasing stress of radial loading and which grew in a constant direction 

during short-time creep (10 min). The theories were also consistent 

with a linear growth in the plastic strain increment vector for lo~g-time 

creep ( ~ 300 hr) in extruded material (Chapter 5). They could not 

however be made to acco~t for strain rate vectors which rotated in the 

long-time creep of prestrained material (Chapter 6). 

By prestraining annealed aluminium with either tensile or 

positive shear strain then its resistance to combined tension-torsion 

creep was improved (Chapter 6). Prestrains .of this type hardened the 

material in the direction of the combined stress path (~ = 0.95). 

Low ~ompressive and negative shear prestrains softened the material in 

the ,,= 0.95 stress direction and were thereby detrimental to creep .... 

resistance. The implication of the overall behaviour is that the biaxial 

stress creep resistance of a material can be improved by a prestraining 

operation that hardens the material in those directions where creep 

stresses are to be applied. "It is possible however that a prestrain 

which hardens the material On one stress path softens it to another 

(57) • To establish where a prestrain can be used to advantage it is 

therefore necessary to know the creep behaviot~ of a prestrained material 

for all combined stress paths (see paragraph (3) Section 7.6). 
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7.3 DELAYED ELASTICITY 

Following the creep period, for the three ~onditior.s of aluminium, 

there was an instantaneous recovery of elastic strain associated with 

unloading from the stressed state. Further measurement of time dependent 

recovery showed this component never to exceed 5% of the total recovered 

strain. The elastic strain was thus the dominant component in the 

recovery of aluminium at the chosen test conditions. Gittus (62) 

attributes this "delayed elastic strain" to a return of displaced atoms 

to their equilibrium positions following the removal of external perturbing 

stresses. 
, , _1' He further defines delayed elastic moduli E, G and ~ in 

relating stress to delayed strain. In the present work measurements of 

the moduii E' and G' from specimens thut were not too severely deformed 

showed that these were no different from E and G of elasticity in 

Chapter 6. Thus for a decrement of unloading t~c measured delayed 

elastic straL~ increment components can be expressed as, 

e d~$ cl€U -- E' (7.1) 
t d't'ez dZeZ -.-

~' 

The total elastic strain recovered from the creep stresses 

triz ,'te: coc;prises 
C 

E.z: = 
c, 

Lee: 

the following components, 

In general the delayed elastic strains may be written as the 

sum of a deviatoric and a dilatational component (if ~'~ ~Z ). 
That is, 

(7.3) 

which yields stress-delayed. strain equa.tions similar to tl10se of 

conventional elasticity. That is, 

etc. 



7.4 NET STRAm 

H 
In general the net strain (€ij ) in the fully unload.ed 

cylinders of these tests is given by, 

prestrain + loading + 
strain 

creep 
strain 

_. delayed 
elastic strain 

A theoretical prediction of the net strain is possible provided 

that the strain history is known and noting from Section 7.3 that, 

delayed elastic strain = elastic loading strain 

Tben equatien (7.S) becomes, 

N 

'" = I4<J 
prestraln 

( £1/' 
+ plastic loading strain + 

(lde.~,' 
t "J 

creep strain 

'1 £4~t , 
t. 

(7.7) 

For a yield function If' that defines the anisotropy in the cylinder 

equation (7.7) ~8y r.e written as, 

(7.8) 

Before the integration of equation (7.8) can be perfor.ned $" , for 

loadir.g, should contain a correlation between the equivalent stress and 

equivalent plastic strain increment (see paragraph (2) Section 7.6). , 
Similarly)\ ,for creep, should contain a correlation between the 

equivalent stress and equivalent strain rate. The fUnction ~(t) should 

define the creep rate-time dependence e.g. for annealed aluminium in the 

p~ima~ range ~(t) = t-o·79 (Chapter 4). 

7.5 GENERAL COMMENT S 

182 

It must be emphasised that the observations made throughout the 

present work apply to cylinders' of commercially pure anisotropic aluminium 

tested in combined t~nsion-torsion at 2loC. (T/Tm = 0.32). It is 

probable that combined tension-torsion tests performed on other anisotropic 

pure metals would reveal similar trends on plastic flow and creep at test 

temperatures where the mechanics of deformation are the same. However 



it would be necessary to conduct further experiments to establish flow 

behaviour for any departure from these test co~ditions. For example 

the problem of the~l instability has arisen in the tensile creep of 

pure metals ~ld solid solutions when hiGher test temperatures assist grain 

growth and rec~stallisation (39). A further factor to be considered at 

higher test temperatures is the contribution made to oreep deformation in 

viscous grain boundary sliding (62). In tensile creep tests on alloys fm 

increased test temperature has caused recovery and ageing effects (42) 

while the introduction of prestrain has resulted in the formation of 

undedrable cavities at grain boundaries (~). It is for these reasons 

that discrepancies have arisen in published uniaxial creep data (see 

paragraph l.2.6·Chapt~r 1). For the same reasons discrepancies are 

likely to arise in biaxial oreep data. For example the particular type 

of strain induced anisotropy observed by Johnson (17) in his combined 

tension-torsion tests on engineering alloys was not evident in the 

present tests on a ductile pure metal. 

Furt~er:nore the observations of the present Vlork are particular 

char~cteristics of radial loading paths. By maintainin~ a constant ratio 

between the stresses this provides the simplest possible method for 

experimental Verification of the theory of plastiCity. For example the 

Levy-~ses flow rule for isotropic material predicts a constant ratio 

bet«een plastic strain inorements. Anisotropic theories for prestrained 

material pre~ct a rotation in the plastic strain increment vector. 

Such predictions have been readily checked in the present experimental 

work. The theories have then been extended to predict the creep 

defor~tion associated with radial loading. Before the flow behaviour 

can be predicted for any other stress path, e.g. a stepped or zig-zag 

type, it would be necessary to consider the loading strain history of 

that path. 

7.6 RSC01~JENDATIONS FOR FUTURE lXlRK , 

The following suggestions would usefully extend studies on 

creep and plastic flow in anisotropic material • 

• z /' (1) The rotations in the f% en vector of creep in Fig. 6.9 

occurre~ ;7i thin the creep period ( ~ 400 hours) only for 

cylinders prestrained by relatively small amounts. It would 

be important to establish if a rotation occurs for a creep 

period > 400 hours in cylinders prestre.ined by larger amounts. 
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There is also a need to develop' a theory which can accoUnt 

for such a rotation. 

(2) In the present work plastic strair. incr~ment directions 

derived from the yield functions of Edel~ and Drucker and 

.Yoshimura were descriptive of rotations in the plastio strain 

increment vectors produced by radial loading on prior strained 

material. In order to establish which theory is the more 

accurate in its prediction on the plastic strain increment 

magnitudes it would be necessary to conduct further experiments. 

The mea5ured plastic strain increment magnitudes from radial 

loading tests performed on specimens prestrained by the same amount 

would make for the simplest comparison with theoretical 

prediction. Theoretical magnitudes of the plastic strain increment 

components ( d £~ ) would be given from (:f€~ = "r/~j $" with 

f written as the anisotropic yield fu.'1c tion and ~" replaced by 

an equivalent stress and an equivalent plastic strain increment 

of the respective theory. (In Appendix I this method Was used 

to obtain the plastic strain in~rements of equation (56) from 

Hill t s theory. Here S~, the equivalent stress and equivalent 

plastic stra.in increment were defined by equations (55), (57) and 

(58) respectively). Before the theoretical plastic strain inorement 

cooponents could be calc ulated it wou.:'.d. be neces S!l.ry to find the 

correlation between equivalent stress and equivalent plastic strain 

increme,.t for all radial loading paths on prestrained material. 

(3) In Chapter 6 an improvement in the creep resistance of annealed 

aluminium was observed for prestrains that raised the yield stresses 

in this material (hardening). Since a yield locus relates the 

yield stresses of all combined stress paths it should be possible to 

predict overall creep behaviour from a yield loci comparison of the 

annealed and prestrained materials. Then for all stress paths 

applied in the region where the prestrain hardens the material an 

improvement in creep resistance should be expected. For all stress 

paths applied in the region where the prestrain softens the material 

then no improvement in creep resistance should be expected. The 

validity of this postulation should be checked experimentally. 
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(4) The prestrain-secondarJ creep rate correlations of Fig. 6.5 
were constructed from a combined stress creep test ( ~ = 0.95) 

performed on specimens with either an axial or a shear prestrain 

histo~. It would be a useful exercise to check the correlations 

with the creep rates from specimens of known complex prestrain 

history. In the present test rig this could be most simply 

achieved by prestraining along any " stress path prior to the 

~ = 0.95 creep test. 

(5) In'the one test v/here torsional creep buckling occurred 

(Fig .• 1~.12) Finnie's prediction of equation (2.2) considerably 

overestimated the critical shear strain at buckling. One 

possible reason is that a purely torsional theory has been 

applied to a combined tension-torsion test. It would therefore 

seem necessary to modify the theory for combined stress systems 

involving torsion. An empirical type modification should be 

possible from a test programme which serves to correlate creep 

buckling strains with stress ratio and stress level. 

(6) For an anisutropy of tr~ Hill type (paragraph 3.1.3) it 

would be interesting to know how the constants F, G, H, etc. 

relate to the initial structure. Fo~ example it is not known 

what effect graL~ size and degree of crystallographic ori~ntation 

}-lA.V~ or. the constants. 

(7) An examination of anisotropic flow in biaxial stress systems 

other than combined tension-torsion would complercent the present 

work. For example in thin walled cylinder testing this could be 

achieved by combining tension with internal pressure (paragraph 

2.1.4). Then for a stress ratio ~ = ~D/t'i: an examination 

of the dC:~~/~~~ of loading and the e.'Olin of creep 

would reveal trends in anisotropic flow beha'viour. 
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CllAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

These conclusions apply to room temperature (2loC) combined 

tension-torsion deformation in each of the following thref, conditions of 

anisotropic ElA aluminium. 

8.1 ANNEALED ALUhllliITTM 

(1) Incremental loading generated axial (en) and shear strains 

( ~e~) which c onsis ted of instantaneous and shart-time (15 min.) 
m creep components. The latter component was of the t form 

throughout loading. For each stress path the time exponent m 

was independent of stress level and for all stress paths m lay 

in the parabolic range 0 4 m ~ t. A power function in time 

for primary creep (up to 100 hr) was followed by these strains. 

(2) Radial type loadir~ Froduced instantaneous plastic strain 

~crement vector3 (Gre%;.'~) and short-time creep rate vectors 

('15,:/£ )f0r each stress -oath tl-.:a.t were colinear. In the Z%· • 

absence of torsional buckling the strain rate vectors of ensuing 

long-time creep were also colinear. Such behaviour was 

indicative of an initially anisotropic material which hardened 

uniformly throughout subsequent deforrration. 

-(3) Plastic strain increment ratios derived from the yield function 

• 1 C -' , of Hill f = 2' "jlr.C VAj tr""k.( were descriptive of the observed 

plastic anisotropy. The theory could be made to describe creep 

anisotropy in replacing the derived plastic strain increments 

with strain rates (e.g. £%1 = ~£:~Mt). It is concluded that 

Hill's theory'is suitable to describe an initial structural , 
anisotropy which is preserved during defonnation by radial loading. 

(4) Isotropic theory of plastic flow (Levy-~.ases) and creep 

(Marin-Soderberg) were valid only to a first approximation in 

their predictions on the experimental observations. 
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8.2 EXTRUDED J,l,lmmJ1JM 

(1) In common with annealed aluminium a short time t m creep 

component was evident in both the measured axial and shear strains 

throughout incremental loading. For each stress path m was 

independent of stress level and for all stress paths m lay in the 

range O~ m < YZ • 

(2) Radial type loading produced instantaneous plast5.c strain 

increment vectors and short-tilne creep rate vectorsfol" each combined 

stress path which were not wholly colinear. The plastic strain 

increment ~ctor~ of initial loading rotated with incI'easing stress 

and grew in constant direction during short-time creep. 

vectors of final loading and ensuing long-time creep ( .
"'" 

The 

400 hr) 

were colinear for each stress path. A torsion test produced 

significant axial strain (Z 2% total) and colinearity in the 

vectors of plastic flow and creep throughout deformation. 

The overall flow behaviour was indicative of an anisotropy 

which was a particular function of the non uniform grain structure 

and residual compressive strain history that existed in the gauge 

lcngth of each test cylinder. 

(3) Pla~tic strain increment ratios derived from the yield functions 

of Edelman and Drucker f = t C~i".( ( ~; - tn€iJ Xtr' ~ - M t"-) and 

1 C' -' ,." " , Yoshimura f ="2 .ljk" v-lj Vkt - ttl t"i tI1j closely described th" 
observed anisotropic plastic flow behaviour ill each test cylinder. 

Anisotropic creep deformation was described by extending these 

theories as Hill's theory was extended for annealed aluminium. 

Quanti tative predictions to the flow in cylinders of extruded 

aluminium were seen to be possible vnly i.f the anisotropic na.ture 

of their grain texture and resid.ual strain history were known. 

·(4) The anisotropic theories of Hill, Bailey and Hu, whilo accounting 

for initial structural anisotropy in plastiC flow and creep, did not 

allow for the effect of the residual strain history (i.e. a cross-

effcct and Bauschinger effect). The theories of Williams and 

Svennson and Berman and Pai are based on the assumption of initial 

material isotropy and therefore d.id not allow for the anisotropy in 

the non uniform grain structure. 
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8.3 PRESTRATI:ED ALU1mrnn.r 

(1) Plastically prestraining annealed aluminium with forward strains 

(in tension or positive torsion) or with large reversed strains 

()2% in compression or negative torsion) was beneficial to creep 

resistance by hardening the aluminium in the direction of the stress 

path ( )\ = 0.95). The effect was to eliminate the short-time 

oreep component of radial loading and to reduce the primary creep 

strains and secondary creep rates of ensuing long-ti~e creep. 

For forward and reversed prestrains ~ 3% a short-time 

oreep oomponent was first observed during loading in linear form 

( m 7 1). With continued loading the creep component reverted to 

parabolic form (tID). 

Increasing forward prestrains were more beneficial than 

increasing refersed prestrains in successively reducing the 

prima~ creep strains and secondary creep rates of long-time creep. 

( ~ 400hr). 

(2) Plastically prestraining annea.led aluminium with snall re:v:ersed 

strain ( ~ 2%) was detri~ental to creep resistance by softening 

the aluminium in the direction of the stress path (Bauschinger 

effect). The effect was to increase the parabolic creep component 

of loading (m was smail or negative) and to increase' the prima~ 

creep strains and secondary creep rates of ensuing long-time creep. 

(3) Subsequent flow behaviour depended upon the relative magnitudes 

of the prestrain and the total accumulated str~in. Prestrains 

~ ± 35~ destroyed colinearity in the instantaneous plastic strain 

increment vectors and creep rate vectors of radial loading. In 

common ~ith extruded aluminium the plastic strain increment vectors 

rotated with increasing stress and grew in constant direction 

during short-time creep. The rotation further continued in the 

long-time strain rate vectors of primary and seconda~ creep and 

finally ceased when the total accumulated strain nullified the 

prestrain effect. Colinear vector behaviour, approximating to the 

direction of the as-annealed vector, was evident thereafter. 

Prestrains ~ 4% resulted in only elastic strain during radial 

loading ",1. th no rotation in the sLrain rate vector for up to 400 

hours of ensuing creep. 

The overall flow behaviour was indicative of an anisotropy 

which was a ~unction of both the annealed structure and the prestrain 
history. 
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(4) Plastic strain increment ratios and creep rate ratios derived 

from the yield fUl'ctions of .Edelman and Drucker and Yoshimura 

~losely described the observed anisotropio plastic flow and short

time oreep behaviour for radial loading. These theories could not 

be made to describe tne rotation in the strain rate vector for 

190 

. • d£r long-time creep when extended by the usual method (i.e. tfJ.· = ~j Ie:«.. ). 
. ., . ."'J . 

(5) For the reasons outlined in raragraph (4) of Section 8.2 the 

a.nisotropio theories of Bailey, B~n:nan andPai, Hu a.nd Williams 

and Svennson were inadequate in their predictions on the 

experimental observations. 
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APPENDIX I 

t.'ULTIAXIAL CREEP .AND PLASTIC FLOW 

Basic ally the equations describing mul tiaxi.al creep rates have 

been developed by introducing a time derivative to the hws of time 

independent plastic flow. In following such a development this 

appendix outlines the importa.nt equations of time independent p1astio 

flow and their application to the creep of isotropic and anisotropic 

material. 

1. ISOTROPIC PLASTIC FLOW 

Where app1ica.b1e nine component cartesian tensor notation is 

used throughout for brevity. Thus a general stress and corresponding 
p 

plastic strain increment tensor is represented by~, and ~€.i.j 
respectively where i = j = 1, 2, 3. The stress ten~or is symmetrical 

since ~ = ~i which means that each shear stress has a complement 

(~1·o;ll V:~= 0:;:, o;!P=~' ). Thusboththestressand 
plastic strain increment tensors have six independent components only. 

That is, 

~J = Q;'.,~:, OJ.; I t'jZ J C7%, J tr;'J 
~~ = ~I~ I J£:ZI Ae~JA~~ ,~~, A6: 

Where a repeated suffix appears in a tensor or in any tensor 

expression a summation convention is implied. Thus, 

~ ~,'" o-;~ + QjJ 

= '7.. ~r. -+- tr.: ~I: .. V-~ ~~ 
+ Q'.:: J..e 4' ... v: u" f"I" 1,. r 

21 ~I' z: ~:z ., vZ1 ~:j 

+ ~I ~t~ .. 'Vi; .{e,k'" Q'jJ ~~ 
An additional suffix k = 1, 2, 3' is introduced to oertain tensor 

expressions to c~rrectly represent a11,the components·of a partioular ,. 
quantity. ,Thus, 
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0iJ ~k V;i:l q'j ~k ~, ... \7!j~" vk1. ... ~j CJk VkJ (for i :; 1, 2;,3) , 

• 
: ~ t'j~ Vk.1 +- t1;'L til' Ok, + ~J ~k Ok • 

... ~ Qf~ ~%. ... ~: t'j" ~: .. or, t'j" ~J 
1- OJ, tTj'" ~~ + ~ O';j(. DkJ ... ~J ~ t)J (fori. j .1, 2, 3) 

. The 27 terms then obtained from the eA~ansion of this expression for 

k = 1, 2, 3 yield an expression for one of the three independent invariants 

of the stress tensor (01.; ). 
Lastly it is necessary to introduce the Y.ronecker delta ($,} ) 

when dealing with dcviatoric stress components. The latter is tho 

component of stress remaining after the hydrostatic stress state (~M ) 
has been removed from the stress tensor ( ~j ). Since this 'applies 

only to normal and not shear components of applied stress the Kronecker 

delta ( S~j ) is introduced to form the deviatoric stress tensor ( ~! ) 
thus 

where 

and 

, 
~, :: ~, - J" \r 

"J 'J '''J'''' 
f ,.,., .. -~, 

V ft1 .. 3 " ... 

S' . = 1 fo r i = j and 0 fo r i I- j . 
~J 

1.1 Yield Criteria 

.Any yield criterion for an isotropic material with an ireposec. 

plastic stre~s tensor ( ~j ) is formulated from the invariants of that 

tensor. Furthermore sir-ce it is a basic assumption in plasticity theory 

that a hydrostatic tension or compression ( ~~ ) is ineffective in 

yielding it follows tha t plastic defonnation depends only upon the 
~, 'I' deviatoric stress tensor ( \1",1' ) and its invariants (:1"" J"1 and Jj ). 

Since the invariant is independent of transformation of the chosen 

coordir~te system then obviously so are the principal deviatoric stresses 
, , , "-r' ( 0; J 02 J OJ ). It follows that :r., Jl and. .,IJ are the coefficients 

1/1 
in the principal d.eviatoric stress cubic (1) • That is, 

where 

'$ "l " I 0"" + J", 0" -:rZ ~ - 'Jj , , . 
~ - ,..", .. 0 ", _ . v", .. _ 

I J. ' , .,. _ tY:, t":', 
J 2 - 2 14) "J 

, , ' I , '3 : J Clj OJ,, Vk~ 

= 0 

Thus a yield. criterion may be red.uced to a function (f) of the , .,..' 
two non-zero symmetrical invariants :J; and. ""3 as 

References are given at: the end of this Appendix. 



Symmetry here implies that all the principal stresses play the same role 

in yielding. A further restriction may be impose~. for an ideal plastic 

body to make the yield stresses in tension and compression the sa~e. 

4 

t , , , 

Now since J3 changes sign when the stresses are reversed (-~, .. Oj",-~~ ) 
in equation (2) it follows then tmt 'f' must be an even fUl.ction (g) of 1.'. 

J 
Lastly during subsequent plastio flow the ideal plastio body assumes 

isotropio hardening. This implies that the flIDction 's' remains unchanged 

whilst the 0' term in.equation(3) accounts for it. We therefore have, 

The most oOI!llIlonly used yield criterion, that attributed to von lUses, 

is obtained by teking the simplest form of this equation. That is, 

.,..' : 
oJ. = k 
2 

where k may be identified as the· yield stress in shear. 

This 

Anofuer yield criterion in COl!Ullon use is that due to Tresca. 

may be obtained from equation(3) by wri ting it as 

I j I Z k1', ~ IJ'" k'l 
4 J~ - ~7 ~ - ~(p J'":: + ;'" ~ 0": = G4 (6) 

but this form of equation is complicated and not very useful. It does 

show however tha t the Tresoa yield c ri terion oonteins only those 

assumptiollS which were mnde in the development of equationr.:~. 

A physical me.9.ning of the von l:i.,es criterion is toot yielding 

depends upon the ::lhear stra.in energy or the octrahedral shear stress 

reaching a critical value whilst the Tresca oriterion depends upon the 

maximum shear stress (k) reaching a critical value. 

1.2 Flow Rules' 

that 

The assumptions made in the derivation of a flow rule are 

(1) the volume of material remains constant during plastic flow. 

This may be written as an equation, in the proeression of 

plastio deformation, where the swn of the instantaneous plpstic 

strain inorements a5soc:iated with a stress change is zero. That 

is, 
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(2) the principal axes of stress and plastio strain increcent . 
remain coincident throughout plastic deformation. , 

The increments of deformation &~~ that occur during plastio 

flow are best obtained from a yield criterion feVij) = 0 in applying the 

concept of a plastic potential (1). That is 

~Er = )[f(V',lj)) S" (8) 
J 1rr .. 

"J 
where S).., a constant for a point in the deformation, is described in 

more detail in paragraph 1.4. 

If we take f( %) as the von Mises criterion we have from eql'=l. tions 
,... I J. '2 . 

(2) and(5) that f( v..y ) = Ji = z 'r.j • Then equat ion (8) becomes 

~~~. _ .! ~(~j) SA _ ~j '"b~/ ;A 
"J. 2 QQj. - .;-,.,.., 

4.J II v{J 
which, from equation (1) can be written as 

a~!. = v-{ 1 (~I- S4J't""",) $A 
"J "J ~Vj. J 

Since ~ is ineffective in ;telding then ~Q"", / ~ t":'.' 
4) 

= 0 and this 

equat ion then becomes 

which is known as the Levy-Mises flow rule. 

A flow rule associated with the Tresca yield criterion is most 

simply ohtained by applying equation(e} to the yield criterion f( ~j) = c 

for f( ~; ) as the maximum shear stress k in this case. Then for a 

prinoipal stress system (tr;, tr;, \Pj) and ~ ,g; 'OJ we have that 

f(~J):: k: t(Vj-~) (10) 

and principal strain increments, from equation(S)as 

f J. ~(t,'-o;) SA $>-
Joel = Z 'QVj - 2 -
A' .L D (Q;- G'j ) r~ = 0 (11) e;' 2 .. '}V; 
~E':; .1 ~ ( tr; - OJ' SA .- 5~ -J 2. 19': 2 

J 
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Unlike the Le,vy-Mises equation(9)it is seen that these equations 

are inc orrect when applied to the simple tension system (0":, 0 0 ) 
~ , , f ' 1 

whe re, from e qua ti on (7l, a~::. ~ t J = -4, / Z • The flo\v rule as 

derived from the Tresca yield criterion is therefore rarely used for the 

prediction of multiaxial strain in~rerrents and the Levy-Mises flow rule 

is nON almost universally useQ for this purpose. 

1.3 Equivalent Stress and Strain 

It is often desirable to write the stresses end. plastic strain 

increments of a multiaxial system in terms of a stress ( f) and a strain 

increment ( A~') equivalent to that of a uniaxial system. Ii' tor the 

latter system the yield s tress is Y then the yield cdteria of paragraph 

1.1 may be employed for this purpose. 

Then for the von !Hses criterion, equation(SL k = JJ ' so that, 

rj ( , ')~ y : l~ ~j Oij (12) 

and. for the Tresca cri .... erion, equation (lq, 

principal stress system, 

¥ 
k = -Z which gives for a 

Both equa. tions (~ and (1.3) then have right-hand sides which reduce to 0; 
for simple tension. 

For a multiaxial system it is m~e usual to write the right-hand 

side in these equations as a function (j that increases with progressive 

plastic deform tion and so accounts for work :18.rdening. Then the von 

Mises equivalent stress is 
I/-

~ = \!J, (rr..j Vj~) 1 (l4) 

which, for a principal multiaxial stress system ( v" Oi, OJ ), appears 

in its more usual form as 

(15) 

and the Tresca equivalent stress for the system 1s 

(16) 
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If either equation(I5) or(l~ successfully correlate tile stress 

strain behaviour of a multiaxial test with that of a uniaxial test then 

for any specified equivalent strain ~ = Y r.nd the use of equation (l~ or 

(13) is justified. Obviously both equations must give ~= OJ' for 

simple tension or compression ( 'r. 10, t:1 ). 

The equivalent plastic strain increment is best derived from 

the vlOrk hypothesis (2). The increment of plastic work (J Wf) associated 

with an equivalent stress (~ ) and its correspondine plastic strain 

increment (~er) is written· as 

~wr=fJ.i~· (17) 

or, in terms of tensors ~J and as, 

t<Wr~ V"!. AE!, 
"J 'J 

Equation (17) is more conveniently written in terms of the deviatoric 

stress tensor ~i here. Thus from equation CJ) 

~vl = (~j + O~j~) a'iJ 
I , ( , 

= ~jJ.e~j'" "'lj 0"'J\f ~e;; . 

= v:;J .tl~ 't VM~~ since S~j = 1 for i = j and 0 for i t j 

and ftt>m e quat ion (7) we then have, 

f' ' , 
.I W - V"'., ~~ .. 
~ - -iJ ~J 

which must be so because, for an ideal plastic solid, no deformation work 

is done by the hydrostatio component ( \i'1t't) of the stress tensor ~'. 

Equating equations (17) and (le) we have, 

- - f' ' , (' , )'-: (' I' )'1 0"''' e = V",;i ti~,q = V{j ~t"j . ~j dC,4j 
Then substituting from equation (9} ~ . ~ 

~ di~ (~~. SA ~J)'1 ( r:j • A6t·) z 

(
3 ,,11: ( , P)V2 

= ~ ~j v..j ) Z-J Ae-ij ~~';J 

which, from equation(lL), can be simplified to, 

~ ~,'= ~ l~~S ~6~)~ 
so that, 

(19) 



For a principal multiaxial system with st.rain increments 

and J...e/ elua.tion(19)appears in its more usu'al form as 

dl p ~ ~ 1 (",,'-"1J1..(~1-.t.p t+ (,l6! -4t)IP 

and since equation(7) would appear here as At.t .... &e.l .... 1.6/ ~ 0 

an a1 ternai ive form of this equation is, 

a 

(20) 

Tho Tresca equivalent s train is fonnulated from two s tBnd points: 

(1) To correspond to the absence of intermedi.:.te stress 0; in 

the yield criterion of equation (ill' the intermediate plastic strain de: 
is not included. 

(2) The expres.;;ion in MP 
is made to aeree with the major 

princ ipal pbs tic 5 train (&'t,') of a simple ten sion test where 

~/ lJ J.~/ r. .. I..e,~ / z 
We therefore have, 

J.~p = ~ (d.~.' - ~J) (22) 

- -p ~ Although the Tresca V", d6 expressions of equations(lbJand 

(22) agree with von Mises expressions of equations(15' and (20) for the case 

of simple tension this is not so for othP r stress systems. For example. 

in the case of pure sheer (7" -~,c ) and (J..~.',-J.t~,o ) substitution in 

these equations would show a ratio between the ven Mises and Tresca 

equivalent stresses and plastic strains of /$/Z. A consideration of the 

corresponding plastic work increments from equa.tion (17) would show only 

the von Mises definitions to yield t he correct result ( Z Vi ~~,'). In 

general, exrerimental work perfonned on ductile metals has shown the 

definitions associated with the von Mises criterion to be the more 

correct. In view of its mathematical simplicity however the Tresca 

criterion and its associated definitions are occasionally employed. 

1.4 The $~ Term 

The $>. term in the von Mi ses and Tresca flow rules of equations 

. (9) end (u) may be regarded as a. constant for any given increment of plastic 

deformation but varying with successive increments as deformation ~~occeds. 

Sinoe both the equiva.lent stress ~ and the equivalent stra.in increment 

~,f' also vary in this way then SA is E.hoYffi to relate them in the 

foll~ving treatmcnt~ 



Upon substituting equation (9) into eque.tion(9) we ha.vefor the 

von Yises definitions, 
'I. (t, 

~€"= fI ("UIJ, db,; f= ~ FA (01; V1j) Z Ji \3· 
and identif'ying the right-hand side of this equation wi+:h equation(14) 

leads to 

. froN which, 

-47V _ ~ fA f' 
~ - 3· 

&., 
('\o. ? 19 
p" - 2. 0"" 

Substituting equation{2.3) into equation (9) we have the most 

frequently used form of the Levy-Mises flow rule. That is, 

u P (~£tr) Pf""..' 
RV:--~J : ~Z ~ r.tJ 

This equation allows the path of plastic deformation to be traced 

through ~~ f and V' - which in t urn are referred to a simple uniaxial 

system. 
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The Tresca definitions of equivalent stress and strain, equations 

(16)and(22l would be equated to SA in the same way as equation (23) if 

they are related through the Levy-llises flow ru1.e in this way. 

substituting equation(9hnto equation(22)we have 

~6': j (Aet - ~,!):: j SA (\r; '- V"J') 

== :. $>. (V; - (7".;) .= E S>. 0: 
J 5 

which is in a.greement with equation (2.3). 

Thus in 

Equation(24) is then used with either the Von Mises or Tresca 

definitions of equivalent stress and strain. It should be noted 

hmvever that only the former definitions are strictly in accordance with 

plasticity theory. This may be seen 'through the plastic potential ·~f' of 

equation(8)when it is written in terms of equivalent stress and. strain. 

Thus for the von Mises yield criterion we have from equa.tions (2) and (14) 

that 

Then upon substituting equations (23) and (25) in equation(a)we have 

~~ r. _ J. ~ ( ~ ~ ) A1' 
iJo. Z utr... V 

~J 

= (15 ) ~€r 
Q~, 

"J 

(26) 



Equation (26) can be shown" to agree with equation (24) only "for the case 

where ~ and ~lf' are vo~ Mises definitions. The plastic potential 

form of equation(e), in strict accordance with plasticity theory, only 

gives plastic strain increment relations for a yield criterion with its 

derived flow rule, equivalent stress and strain. 

The S>. term in the· Tresca "flow rule of equation (11) should 

therefore only strictly be identified with its associated equivalent 

stress and strain. Then substituting equation{:LJ)into equation(22)we 

have, 

from which 

and substituting equation (27) into equation (n) we have the following 

principal plastic strain increments for the Tresca flow rule, 

" _~..I"2. P J.6/ =. 4 ~ 

AE': c 
Z -r 

A~;. -~ ~t 

Lastly if the von Mises equivalent strain is· related through 

10 

the Tresce flow rule in a similar way the resultine $~ expression does 

not agree with ec;uation (27). Th~lS on substituting equatior..(ll) into 

equa tion (2]) we beve. 

Jot': Df(J.G:):+~iJ:+(AG: '1":: ffl (~)~" + t~ yt 
from which, 

~ If the se equa tions· are to agree then, 

5h ~;''/ - = '"b i'L = g f f,. I Z C'" /}~, ?tr .. 
"J .... J 

then, , "'" ' _ '"" _ 
';/Z ~; P~j : V" # V" 

which upon integration gives, 
~ , : - Z 

and., 
.;;14 V'.ij: t"" 

0' = II (~/)'1 
which of course is the von Mises equivalent stress definition of 

equation (14). 
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Then on substituting equation (29) into ecpationUl,the Tresca flow rule 

with a von lases equivalent strain yields th,e following principal plastic 

strain increments, 

..I~' .. 1 ttl f' "'C." 2 

A~! : " (30) 

&(,f ~ -1 ~p 
J Z 

It will be noted Un t although equa. tions (28) and (0) do not contain 

any equivalent stress definition the current state of stress is required 

however in order to determine ~€F for a multiaxial system. 

Of the' three flow. rule equations (2~, (28) and (30) derived here, 

equation~4) with either von Mises or Tresca definitions of equivalent 

stress and strain, has found the most common use. 

2. MULTIAXIAL CREEP FOR AN ISOTROPIC MATERIAL 

The prediction of creep rates for the multiaxial stress case 

have simply been developed by writing the plastio strain increments of 

the foregOing section as time derivatives. Thus the time independent 

plastic strain increment tensor J.( 1. is repla.ced by a creep strain rate . ~ 
tensor e" fran the equation, 

4.j p . ~, .. 
~" - _~J (31) 
.J" At 

The Levy-Mises flow rule of eqca tion(24) would then appear as, 
, 

V":' •• '('J 

The assumptions made in the derivation of equation (24) (see paragraph 1.2) 

for time independent plasticity have also had satisfacto~ experimental 
. , 

support by Johnson (3) for secondary creep ,<constant '4j ) and to a 

lesser extent, primary creep (decreasing '"j ) . 
• 

2.1 Relationships between ~ and € 
Many multiexial creep tests have been dmlc in order to establish 

the functional relationship that might exist between the equivalent stress 

and the equivalent strain rate. The latter has been both primary and 

secondary creep based. Such experiments have shO.Wll that for most 



engineering materials· a unique relationship exists between them for all 

stress systems that operate at identical temperatures. 

This has cons iderably simplified the mul tiaxial creep problem 

since it means that the creep rates for a ~l tiaxial system may be ... ..... 
predicted from equation (32) alo~.g with the e} t'" functional relationship· 

as obtained from a simpler laboratory test, e.g. tension or torsion. 

In general, 

,i:f(f') 

and the most commonly used functions for secondary creep in engineering 

are power, exponential and hyperbolic types, 
, 
6.= A f t't 

• 5e\pl~/C) G : (34) 
• D Sl"~ (~/£) -e -. 

where A, B, C, D, E and n are experimentally determined constants. 

The choice of i'unction depends upon the best fit to experimental 

data but usually each function is more applicable to a specific stress 

range (see Appendix IH). Thus if a power law is chosen for use in the 

Levy-l,uses flow rule of ec;.uation (32) we have 

A-a. , ... J :z. _., 2 _.... , 
, • ., v~., ;I A~ ~ t., s:: -' -= ~J = - v -ij 

4J Z ~ Z 

which, for a principal multiaxial stress system ( V, I ~ IOj 
secondary creep rates as, , ~. : i A ~ ~.I (t; - ~ ( Vi -t 0;, + trj) J 
similarly 

and 

= A.i-~.' [0;- ~ (0:." OJ)J 

61.: A~t1 .. • [<T: - ~ (0", ... OJ)) 

6
3 
~ AV"·' [~- 'Iz (Ol-+"i~ 

(35) 

), predicts 

where f has been wrl tten either as the von Mises o:&" Tresca equivalent 

stresses of equations (IS) and 0.6) respectively. 

If alternatively a hyperbolic sinh law is preferred in the Levy-
IUses now rule we have, , 

~. 
"'J 



Lastly if the power laW. is chosen for us e in the Tresca flow 

rule we have from the time derivatives of equa.tion (28) principal secondary 

creep rates of the form~ 
, 3':' 
S, ~ _ 6 -

4 -
5 A-'" - ~ 
4 

for a Tresca equivalent stress, or from equation (301 
• Jj.!. Jj A-" c,: _ e = _ 'V 

t Z 

for a von Mises equivalent stress. 

(.38) 

While equation (38) has had some specific applications (but not to . , , 
uniaxial tests where it is normally assumed that ~% t; €J = -~'/z ) 
equation (39) has never appeared in the literature. On the basis that in 

s06e instances the Tresca equivalent stress has been used in the Levy

Mises flow rule to provide the best correlation with experimental data 

there is no reasen why the von Mises equivalent stress should not be used 

with the Tresca flow rule if this combination were to provide the best 

correlation in other instances. 

Mul tiaxial creep ra te equations may be applied to primary creep 

provided a time function <p (t) is introduced that describes it. Then 

combining equations (2) and (3) and adding the time function we have for 

the Levy-:Mises flow ru1e~ 

E .. - e f<!' t';{; 1(tJ 
"-J - Z . V' J 

(40) 

A time function may be added in this way provided that it is 

separable from s tres s and provided it is the Same func tion for each 

component cree~ curve of the mult1axial state. 

Equa tion (40) is often written in 

C25) and appears in the form 

• I (') , €.ij = A F J, O:j ~(.f;) 

terms of J' % through equation 

(41) 

where A' is a constant. Cow-parison with equation (35) further shows 
., -. 

A' =~($)TA 
that 

I ' , ' t"I-t ( ~ )., •• 
and f(~): J', = 'J,-r: ~ 

for the power law of e quation (3~ 

(42) . 

l} 



3. OTHER I.mLTIAXIAL CREEP RATE EQUATIONS 

The equations initially proposed by Bailey (4) on the tension-
o . 

torsion creep of carbon steels at 480 C and the combined internal 

pressure-axial load creep of lead at room-temperature have orten found 

favour when the equations of paragraph 2.1 have been inadequate to 

represent eXperimental data. 

In tenus of a prinCipal stress system ( C7' I V; I OJ ) the secondary 

creep rates are expressed here as, 
A -:~ ~ ".1", tot.:....} 

€,:: i ~ t (v, -Oi) + (0; - OJ ) . 
• A - 2," ~ ".%.... " ... z .... j 
'-Z= Ztr' 1 (t'i:o;) +(OZ-Oj) 
, p,. ~ { tot .. z~ t'-ZI\f l 
GJ = Z ~ 1 (v;-~) ~ (q;.~) ~ 

where it is seen that the extra experimental constant m in these 

equations affords greater fle~:ibi1ity in applica.tior.. It should be 

noted hOil'ever that equatior.s of this type violate assumption (2) of 

paragraph 1.2 '3xcept for the case where 2m = n - 1 when equations (43) 
are then identical to the z.:a.rin-Soderberg type for fj- defined as the 

Mises equivalent stress of e quat ion (lS) in equation(36). 

To make the Bailey equations (43) consistent with the concept of 

a plastic potential Davis (5) suggested the following redefinition of 

equivalent stress, 

Thus when equation~ is used as a plastic potential in a.n equation 

similar in form to the time derivative of equation~£), we have, 

• -;,,,.tI' 
E.t, = - e 

:J ~ ~j At 

which leads to the BaiJ 6y equations (43) with tr c 0" and provided a 

power function relat ionship exists between rrIt 
and ~ of the fOnD, 

(46) 

von 
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Bailey obtained the constant m in his e quat ion (43) from a 

torsional creep test and n in a manner identical to that described in . 
paragraph 2.1 relating e to ~. The problem here of finding the n 

value contained in the expressions (44) and (47) and as the power index 

relating t~m (equation (4.6)) would be more complicated. ~is approach 

however has been shown by Wahl (6) to yield a better correlation between 

the equivalent seconda~ creep rate and scress for many of the mu1tiaxial 

creep tests quoted in the literature. It will further be noted that the 

von Mises definitions of stress and equivalent strain rate, on which the 

correlations were originally based, is contained in equations W) and ~7) 
as a special case for n - 2m = 1. 

F\J.rther creep rate equa tions may be obhined from a modified 

concept of the plastic potential as suggested by Berman and Pai (7). 

They expressed secondary creep rates in the mor •. general form of equation 

(45~ That is, 

(48) 

where, contrary to the statement made in paragraph 1.4, they allowed the 

equivalent stress (thr::.ugh D) and the cquivaler,t strain rate (through Klf) 

to be separsted from tle one yield criterion. '.!'hUB the equivalent stress 

functions M and D may be different and the equations employed by Berman 

and Pai, in their reanalysis of some published data, were obtained by 

replacing M ani D with the Tresca ( trr ) and the von Y:.ises C~M ) 
equivalent stresses resp3c tively 3uch that equ·ation 0..8) became 

. 
€" # ~J 

which gives principal secondary creep rates of the form, 

6, = "~)1 OJ - ~ tV;'" 0")) J 
0; 

€z ~ k~f[ Oi - ~ ( tTj ~ OJ) J 
~ 

€J' ~..@->"[ '3 - '2 (a; +O',)J 
.~ 

(49) 
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The use or equation (SO) was shown to correct the discrepancies, attributed 

to anisotropy, between experiment and isotropic calcula tions. 

A second set of equations, not used by Berman and Pai, may be 

obtained from equation (48) in replacing M and D by the von Mises ( ~ ) 
~~d Tresca ( ~ ) equivalent stresses respectively. That is, 



• e., .. 
~J -

which gives principal secondary creep rates of the fonn, 

, 
C: = c , , 
e.J '= .. b, 

(51) 

These Sluations are of course identical to those of equation (39) for 

K = JJ/: A. 

Lastly when M and D are the same function in equation (48) and 

equal to the von Mises equivalent stress it give~ the Marin-Soderberg 

equations (36) for K = A whilst a Tresca definition for both M and D gives 

the principal creep rates of equation (38) for K = 3A14. 

It.would appear through the application of equation (48) with 

this choice of equivalent stress that the secondary creep rates of any 

multiaxial creep test may be satisfactorily described. The difficUlty 

however lies in the correct choice of equivalent stress expression(s) if 

the more accepted forms are unsatisfactory. 

4. ANISOTROPIC PLASTIC FLOW 

The equations developed in Section 2 are consistent with 

classical plasticity theory in that the assumption is made that eng~neering 

materials are initially isotropic and remain so during subsequent creep 

deformation. Experimental work, hovrevej.4, mainly on the verifcation of' 

yield surfaces (8-12) has shown that insufficient attention has been paid 

to the question of anisotropy. The data collected in these studies has 

shown that anisotropy develops with deformation irrespective of whether 

the material is initially isotropic or not. 

Anisotropic creep behaviour is much less understood. There is 

however a set of creep rate equations consistent with a yield criterion 

and suitable for a material exhibiting a certain type of anisbtropy. 
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Their developmoo t and usage is described in this and the following sections. 

4.1 Forms of Anisotropy 

A rolled or drawn section is initially anisotropic since it exhibits 



crystallographic orientation. The texture in the crystal structure is 

normally associated with greater strength anQ. the flow properties then 

vary deperrling upon the relative orientation of the stress system and 

the rolled direction. 

Alternatively, a preferred grain orientation may develop during 

the flow process itself. In more complex alloys plastio flow may cause 

a directional arrangement of certain phases, inclusions, porosities ~ld 

cracks in a structure that was initially isotropjo. Voi::!.s and crack 

growth are normally associated with breakdown of the structure such as 

the tertiary stage of creep or local necking. 

A cold working process that introduces residual stress m~ render 

a material anisotropic. The residual stress pattern interacts with an 

applied stress system and so modifies it to produce behaviour quite 

different from isotropic. Depending upon the nature of the residual 

strain and the applied stress the material may be either stronger or 
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weaker for it. A prestraining operation, like a preferred structure, can 

therefore be used to advantage. 

It is possible that both types of anisotropy may be present due 

to the manufacturing process itself. In certain circumstances an 

annealing treatment may make the metal isotropic but it is more likely 

that the anneal results in a partial retention of the initial anisotropy 

or in the c.evelopment of a new type of anisotropy associated with the 

annealing process itself. 

4.2 The Deviatoric Plane 

Anisotropic plastic flow is best examined from a knowledge of 

changes in shape of yield surfaces as plastic flow progresses. For a 

general stress system such surfaces may conveniently be represented as a 

two-dimensional locus on a deviatoric or ~ plane (Fig. lA)~ The 
I 

deviatoric plane is constructed from the deviatoric components ( ~j ) of 

every possible stress state. For simplicity the principal stress space , , 
( V; ,tT1. ,OJ ) is shown in Fig~ 1A and the devia toric components (0;,0;, ~ I ) 

are obtained from equation (1) as 

IJ'" ': t't - tr' .... 
I 

Oi':: ""1 - o-M 
'Jj I ~ 9J - v"" 

Figures are gi ven at the end of this .Allpendix. 
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In Fig. 1A if vector OP represents the stress state ( 0-; , Ci , Vj), O'p 
I , I I 

the deviatoric stress state (\Ii, tt f t'j ) and ,00 the hydrostatic stress 

( ~ ) then the vector representation of these equations is 

(OP)Z = (OO,):' -+ (O'p):' 
The hydrostatic vector (00') of magnitude !I~ ( Vi'" O"'oJ" t7j) and 

equally inc lined to the stress axes 1, 2 and ,} has no effect on yielding 

and cannot therefore cut the yield surface. The deviatoric vector (O'p) 

is seen to lie in a plane perpendicular to the hydrostatic vector. Since 

(0' P) contains the components of stress that are responsible for 
, . . 'p 

yielding .then " is the origin of possible yield surfaces containing 0 , 
and lying in this plane. The mgnitude of vector 0 P in this deviatoric 

plane detennines the yield characteristics of the material. When O'f' 
reaches a certain limiting magnitude, represented by a yield locus that 

forms the intersection'of the deviatoric plane and a yield surface, then 

yielding is said to occur. To include every possible principal stress 

state the yield surface is therefore a prism of constant cross-section 

with the hydrostatic vector as its axis. 

A chosen yield crt terion defines the eros s-section of this prism. 

It can be shown (2) tm't too von Mises criterion of equation (5) is a 

circle of radius Y on this plane whilst the Tresca criterion of equation 

(10) appears as a regular hexagon inscribed in the von Mises circle 

(Fig. lB). Since the deviatoric plane makes equal angles with the 

deviatoric axes then they are shown projected on the plane as three lines 
o Ji -' 120 apart. Actually they project as j v, etc. but it is more u~ual 

to multiply these projections by if so the. t they appear as actual 

deviatoric stresses. 

In tension-torsion stress space ( C;'" OJ, ) the von Mises and 

Tresca prisms cut the 
. 1 4 1 -, 

1 ~-~ plane of this space as 'ellipses 0';, ... 30";', :: 0'" 

and V;," . Vi, 1: (J"" respectively_these being the form~ more usu~ly 

referred to for this s tress system (F'ig. Ie). For the following 

discussion, however, we cons ider in Fig. IB a general stress system 

represented in yielding by a von Mises circle on the deviatoric plane of 

initial radius Y and current state ~ and the effect of straining in 

tension ( 9 = 300
) followed by compression ( g = 2100

). 

4.3 Effect of Plastic Flow on the Yield Surface 

A number of hypotheses have been suggested to depict the nature of 

changes in shape of the yield surface for various types of prestrain 

histor,y. Once a state of stress is reached outside that defined by the 

initial yield surface(radius Y) a new yield surface is then required to 
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define yielding for the strained state (defined by ~). Conceivably 

there are four ways by which the yield surface may change from its initial 

shape to some otr~r shape. 

4.3.1 Isotropio Hardening (Fig. 2A) 

This prediots that the yield surface grcms in size as a uniform 

expansion ~f the initial yield surface. This is shown here as a 

succession of conc~ntric circles of initial radius Y and current radius 

~. Isotropic hardening is easiest to handle mathematically but implies 

the following assumptions: 

(1) an isotropio material remains isotropic and an anisotropic 

material remains anisotropic. 

(2) a negative Bauschinger effeot. This means tInt tensile 

loading to 6-' on a material of initia.l yield stress Y (path o'Gr ) 
followed by reverse loading (path PFG) produces a yield point F 

in oompression greater than the initial yield point Q. As actual 

experiments indicate the reverse effect then this assumption is 

not valid. The effect of this on the yield surface is to reduce 

the size on one side as tm t on the other side is increased. 

Thus the surface changes shape as deformation proceeds. 

4.3.2 Minimum Surface (Fig. 2B) 

This surface contains pa.rt of the initial yield locuso!' radius 

Y and a modification to embrace the new stress sta.te V' (point p). The 

new yield. surface is then ine minimum surface enclosing the t'llO. The 

resulting surface contains a yield corner at P, shows no cross-effect 

and aga.in j~plies uO Bauschinger effect. In tension-torsion stress 

space cross-effects would be apparent as an increa.se in the tensile yield 

stress after plastic defomation in torsion and vice versa. TlUs however 

appears to depend upon the definition employed to define yielding since 

experiment has shown this effect for a proof strain or a back extrapolation 

definition (8, 9) but none for the departure from linearity definition 

(10,11). FurUer experimental work on tho existence of comers as 

c~rried by the stress vector (12) showed more of a local distortion in 

this region. The minimum surface model is therefore incorrect in shape 

although it. correctly predict~ tr~t for some directions an isotropic 

material becomes anisotropic, and an anisotropic material attains a higher 

degree of anisotropy but both retain their original state in other 

directions. 



4.3.3 Rigid Translation - Prager's Kinematic Medel (13) 

In this model (Fig. 2C) no change in ~hape of the initial yield 

locus is assumed but a rigid translation occurs as the locus is carried 

by the stress vector ~ and contains the current stress state p • 
The model is consistent with a Bauschinger effect but the predictions 

from the model are too severe in this respect. .An absence of cross

effect is implied with this model and like the minimum surface model 
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(4.3.2) it correctly predicts that an isotropic material becomes anisotropic 

and an anisotropic material bec~mes more anisotropic. The accompanying 

changes in properties are seen to bear a definite geometrical relationship 

to the loading path "Nith greatest hardening in this direction. 

4.3.4 Combined Model 

It is conceivable that a new yield locus may be accurately 

represented by comb ina tions of these three models. For example Hodge (14) 
suggested tre combination of kinematic and isotropic hardening of Fig. 2D 

which successfully displays a Bauschinger effect, a cross-effect and a 

closeness of subsequent loci at points on the opposite side to the stress 

vector. The model does not however display the experimentally observed 

(15) flattening of the yield locus in this region a...d an associa ted rounded 

corner at th~ loading point. Like the kinematic model (4.3.3) the 

development of anisotropy with progressive straining is shown here but to 

a lesser extent and with a more even spread of hardening. 

4.4 Anisotropic Plastic Flow Equations 

Equa.tions describing the plastic flow beh9.viour of materials that 

possess anisotropy due to preferred orientation were originally proposed 

by Hill (1~). By writing f(~j) as the Ilnisotropic stress invariant 

ftmction 

e:. fC ~j)' Z ~~ c f(r.,·C11)~G,('i('Jl)7. H{a;.-~/.~[t.(V;~.~:).+ M(t'i~+~~~~(~:4~~~(53) 
and applying this as a plastic potential in equation (8) the plastio 

strain 

and 

increments are then, 

d.e/:: 5)..1.; (F(ViI-Ci1)-k(C;;-OiiD 
"A6l~. f).~ [G (VZ:-'J,)-F (Uj,-"il)) 

tfcG:;:. E~~ U~(\1;"o;)-~ (Vh-t'j}'J 

).6,~ :. de-!,:, L.. S). v;~ 
d.~{, 'I &ef:: M S.\ vz'J 
~~!J f: Ji/. ~ ~ S.\ V;, 

where SUbscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the principal a.xes of anisotropy. 



Now $\ may be expressed (17) in tenus of an anisotropic 

equivalent stress (~~ ) and plastic strain, increment (J.e! ) in a 

similar way to that outlined in paragraph 1.4 for the isotropic case to 

give 

Then equation (54) may be written 

A6lr: ~~ [F(r;,-Qi~)- ~(CjJ-t7;I)) 
Zt';. 

A~' • 3~ ~1~v;:,~ 
\;<'2. .. 2' ~ " 

where ~ is defined fro~equation (53) as 

etc. 

etc. 

~ 

~ = ft~(V;I .. t7i~t+G(Vi~-'JJ)~"'H(Vj,-Oj,)~""(L.r,:"'MV"~"'NVj:)J z (57) 
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and Af~ ,obtained from the solution to equations (54) and (57) J is defined 

It~~ : ~ fi(GH+F~ +HF)' tF(Gd~,'_"'~zP'+G(UM~-F~~f+ H('-i~,~"F·~U~)Zl as 

W (,-/4. ')% U ')' (-Jllf)'} ]1/2 + ~{L'i:11 + ~~) ... \1;1) (58) 

The constants F, G,H, L. M and N in these equations describe 

the current state of anisotropy and may therefore be functions of stress 

and plastic deformation. The theory is more readily applied however 

for constants that are independent as have been observed (18 - 20) in 

sheet metals. For this case the theory assumes permanent initial 

anisotropy and. a hardening function similar to that of Fig. 2A for an 

isotropic material (F'= G = He L = M = N = 1) 

5. MULTIAXIAL CREEP FOR AN ANISOTROPIC 1~TERIAL 

Equations (56) may be applied to creep in the usual way (Section 

2) to yield principal seconda~ creep rates for an anisotropic material 

as • 

E, ': Z!~' [f (trj - ~s) - l-I ( Qj - Vi) J 
.~ , 

€z = ~ l~(C",-Cj)··f(~-Ci)J 
2~ 

• 
~: !: [H(q"J .. t7j)-G(Ci-a-i] 

Z~ 



This form of equation is similar to tmt employed by Johnson (3) 

in describing hi~ anisotropic redistribution of creep rates that was 

observed to occur for higher stresses and temperatures. 

- . 
5.1 Relationship .. between ~ and €a 
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The correlation of the many tests perfol'!lled by Johnson was always 

made on the basis of isotropic definitions of e~~ivalent stress and strain. 

(Actually Johnson used octrahedral shear stress a?d strain for this Ji 
correlation but these are made equal to V' and €: in multiplying by :Z{; 
and Ii. respectively). Since the function F( 'J;) of equation (41), used 

to represent this correlation, was of the complex form, 

( ') (')~' (')tl (~%'~, (~1'~, f 1Z :A, j20 ... AZ1'-z :AA.j) + A: 1/ 
it'would be interesting to know if the function representing the 

anisotropic correlation for equations (57) and (58) would be of the same 

simple power function form as for isotropic behaviour. That is, 

(60) 

If this were the case then this would imply that th~ constants ,A and n 

in this equs.tion should not depart fro:n those in the isotropic equation 

(34) since equation (60) reduces to equation (34) for isotropic beha. viour 

(F = G = H= I} The one function would then suffice to correla. te all tests 

for both isotropic and anisotropic creep behaviour. The problem however 

lies in knowing the point in t.~e clefonnation at wI-dch anisotropy begins 

through the introduction of these constants and the fom they might take 

for different stress systems. 

Equation (59) is probably more usefully e~ployed in a situation 

where the constants are independent of the creep process. ThU3 like 

the use of equation (56) for a material whos e ini ti9.l anisotropy is not 

affected by subsequent plastic str~in (paragraph 4.4.) then the use of 

equation (59) is implied ,here to a caterial whose initial anisotropy is 

not changed by subsequent creep deformation. Although there has been 

little experimental work done on the effects of anisotropy in the stu~y 

of creep the validity of this statement remains uncertain. Ho~ever 

the tensile and torsional creep tests of Sneddon (21) on the primarJ 

creep of anisotropic RR58 at 180
0

C do add some support to this. 
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A P PEN D I X II 

CAtIB...~TroNS 

1. 'l'I~NSILE CELLS - LEV!i:R MAGNIFICATION .. 
The tv,Q load cells were first calibr3.ted on a Denison 12500 Ibf 

machine (Fig. 1) ~* The slopes of the . .,e line s ga.ve the' tensile force 

per unit of brid,ge output. By repeating the calibration for the two 

cells in parallel in the tension-torsion machine (Fig. 2), and comparing 

with Fig. 1, the ratio of each cell farce per unit of applied force was 

establi~hp.d. The tensile magnifica.tion wa.s then the sum of these two as 

follows: 

Tensile ,,:agnification = :Ma.g. for CellI + Ma.g. for Cell 2 

= .UJ.2 
4.747 

= 4.927 

(N/O.Ol~ V) 
(N/a.OlAV) 

N/N 

The effect of various fixed torsional leads on this magnification 

figure was further examined. The addition of the beam for this purpose , 
ir.creased the tensile dead weight which was seen as a shift in the two 

curves in Flg. 2 but the magnifioation remainod unaltered since the 

calibrations for each cell were pa·"allel. The same pair of lines in 

Yig. 2 represented the calibration for all the chosen tor~ional loads. 

Extrapolation of these showed the tensile dead weight for the beam in 

position to be equivalent to a t~nsile force on the specimen of 350 N 
or a tensile stress of 2.76 N/mm~. 

2. TORSION CELLS - PULLEY lUl.GNIFICATION 

The two solid Duralurllin torqul'i cel13 were calibrated initially on 

an Avery 15000 kg em torsion ma.chine . (l!'ig. 3). A further ca.libration for 
i \ 

each cell assembled in series with a test specimen (Fig. 4) enabled the 

torsion magnification to be obtained as follows: 

'*' Figures are giYen at the end oi' this Appendix. 



Torsion 'magnification (CellI) = 254.2 
4079 

(Nm/O.OlAV) 
(N/O.OIAv ) 

= 0.062.3 Nm/N 

Torsion m~nification (Cell 2) =. 247.6 (Nm/O.OIAv) 
3987.2 (N/O.OIAv)· 

= 0.0621 Nm/N 

3 

This showed that an equal and opposite torque was applied to the 

specim~n. The effect of various fixed tensile loads was seen from Fig. 

4 to have no effect on this calibration and extrapolation here showed 

the dead weight of beam, pulleys and cables to be equivalent to a 
• % 

speclman t~que of 2.55 Nm or a shear stress of .3 N/mm. 

Both the tensile and torsional magnifications were later checked 

by tensile and torsional creep test)in the main test programme. 

Agr~ement was seen to be within ~ of the calibrated values. 

3. STRJ<~SS RATIO FOR COMBTI::ED TEKSION AKD TORSION 

0;, 
Element of cylinder in combined tension-torsion 

The beam was calibrated for its eighth and third length • 
positions. At each position weights wore increasingly added and the 

outputs from the tension and torsion cells recorded. These were then 
, 

used to obtain the ratio of the shear elld tensile stresses for that 

position as follows: 
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Tne stress ratio can be written in terms of a specimen 

torque T l (Nm) and tensile force W, (N) as: 

-\ = ~.yI11"~ (1) 
-S W, 

and substituting for the specimen pOlar moment of area J, the cross

sectional area A, and the mean radius rm with.dimensions d f = 28.4 m~ o.d. 

andd Z = 25.4 mm i.d. then, 

" = . 74.11 1j 
~ I 

For a combined load the outputs from the tension cells were designated 

I,. and I: and the output from one torsion cell (cell 1) was designated 

2,. Then equation (2) may be writt~ in terms of the calibrations in 

Figs. 1 and 3 as: 

,,= 74.11 (2 , x 254.2) 

IJ(l, x 11.72) + (I: x 12.05») 

= 18.84 x (2,/1. ) 
11.72 ... 12.05 (': Il, ) .. (3) 

For each beam position the bridge outputs were plotted to give 

slopes of (2,;,,) and ( 11/11 ). These were then substituted in equation 

(3) to give the stress ratio ~ for that position. For all beam 

positions constancy of ~ for each position was observed through tha 

linearity of these plots. The ~ values obtained are shown in the 

table of Fig. 5. 

A check on the "Values obtained in this way may be made by the 

following theoretical solution: Here a combined force C (N) is applied 

at a 'point a (m) from the torsion support. Let the beam length be t (m) 

and the tensile and torsional reactions be Wand T respectively: 

r -I 

Ii iT " 
Then by moments: W = C4/~ 

T = c('- aft) 
(4) 



and from the tension and tor~ion magnifications (paragraphs 1 and 2) 

W, = 4.927" = 4.927 CC\/{ 

T, = O.0622T = 0.0622 C (1- alt ) 

Then S'l!'Jstituting for WI and T, from (5) into eqt.lation (2), 

~ = 

= 

74.11 x 0.0622 C (1- a/~) 
M)27 C~/t 

0.936 k~) - I) 

5 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (6) was used as a theoretical solution for the stress retio ).. in 
I • 

terms of any bea.:n position l ~,. Agreement between this scilltion and 

the 1/8 and 1/3 calibrated points is seen in Fig. 5. 

A further check on the tensile beam reaction W for an applied 

combined loa.d C was made from equ'3.tion (4) for which w/c = tl/,.( • 
The w/c ratio can be written in terms of the calibration for cell 1 in 

Fig. 2 as 

wlc = 4.747 x 1, 

C 
For each position on the beam the sl·ope of a 1, v C plot was used b 

equ~tion (7) to yield the wlc ratio~ These are shonn plotted in Fig. 5 

about a theoretical 450 
line. These points actually represent the true 

~;(t beam positions oorresponding to the calibrated stress ratios. 

The theoretical check, equatioll (6), has been shown here to 

confirm it for elastic deformation. The modification made to equation 

(3) during loading in a creep test is to account for the plastio 

defor.nation following the applioation of a load. Then from equilibrium, 

Sr, = .2 1f"..Z $1'- 'tel. 

~'I-: 

" 1; = 21("'9% 1 r'''''f 
~!I: 

from which the J!'.ean shear stress, 

'tOt:: _ 
_ '2T, 

(8) 

• 
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and as before, 

- ~I - -A - (10) 

then, 

(11) 

which, in terms of the calibrations Figs. 1 and 3, can be ~Titten as, 

A = 18.88 x (Zyt, ) 
11.72 + 12.05('11,,) 

IT the stresses were to be sepan>.ted in this equa.tion then. the 

axial stress was calculated from the bridge outputs I, and 1% and 

the calibrations of Fig. 1 as follo~s: 

For a.. combined load C applied at any beam position, 

where 

= tli.n (t ) 
and (hlcJ were the slopes .of a I, v C and I: v C 

loading plot. 

Then substitution in equation (10) yields, 

0;: :; 4C [1I.7Z( ~) ... 12,OS(i)J ,,,.3 
7t (~?- dlJ 

: £ [l"7Z(~)'" IZ'OS(~)J.o"~ 
1Z("1~ C c 

(13) 

It is important to make some a.ssessment of l>..ow " and t';, of 

equations (12) and (13) change with the development of plastic strain. 
. I 

A true stress ratio (X ) is ba.sed on current specimen dimensions and 

Since, during loading, these are changing ~~en so is the stress ratio. 

A.1'l estima. tion of the stress ratio based on the current value of axial 
I 

strain (en) may be made by defin:iJlg >\ as, the ratio of the true sh<3ar 

and axial stresses~ 
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where the true shear stress (1'e~) is obtainable from equilibrium 

conditions. In terms of the current specimen diameters d: and d; 

e~uation (8) may then be written as 

from which 

I 

'ret = 
12T, 

(15) 

The current diameters in this equation can be written in terms of the 

original diameters by making the usual assumption of constancy of volume 

during plastic deformation. Then for a current specimen area (A') and 

guut;e 1 ength (~' ) this i s writ ten as 

or 
A't' :: At 
d;.t' = ~11 

from which ( ~')Z _ t 
a - Z' 

(16) 

If % is the axial ext ens ion on an original length ~ then the engineer IS 

axial strain is 
% 

:i 
and 1., t .. , = (: t ... Z 

-- (18) 

which from eq1lB.tion (17) gives 

d')% (a = 
Substitction in equation (15) yields 

( )'1 t" _ 1ZT, ' ... e:z 
oz -

?\ (c.,J-~l) 

which in terms of the nominal ~hear stres's of equation (9) is 

(19) 



The true tensile stress is given by 

I 

~% 

which from equation 

W, -- -A' 
(16) may be written as , 
:: w, t 

At 
Wri ting \""'fA as the nominal stress 

(18) we have that 

8 

and substituting from equation 

(20) 

Substitution of equations (19) and (20) in equation (14) for the current 

stress ratio gives 

, ' 
'" -~ - (21) 

From equation (21) it can be seen that )... varies by ~ for each 

1% of longitudinal strain up to 10% for all values of the ratio and 

thereafter the variation is smaller. Thus the stress ratio values 

obtained for plastic loading are not expected to be the same as the 

calibrated elastic values. Although equation (21) predicts greater stress 

ratios for a plastically de.forming speCimen, the effect of changing 

magnifications in the rig itself have not been considered. Generally, 

this ha:s the effect of lowering both the tensile "and torsional loads on 

the specimen. Since the degree to which each is lowered depends upon the 

position on the beam at which the combined load is placed, the overall 

effect on the stress ratio is difficult to estimate. Tho stress ratio 

values quoted in this text were therefore those calculated from the bridge 

outputs obhined at the tilr.e of testing. Equations (12) and (13) were 

applied to the bridge outputs for ~~is purpose from which the overall 

accuracy of stress measurement was probably better than ! 1%. 
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4. AXIALITY OF LOAUDrG 

Unwanted bending could occur if either the tensile load or the 

applied torque were not axial. To examine this a Duralumin cylinder 

was longitudinally strain ga.uged at four 90
0 

positions arour.d the tube end 

loaded incrementally to 75% of its yield load for each of the following: 

(a) pure tension 

(b) pure torsion 

(c) combined loading 

Axiality of tensile loading would mean that the lead Vd strain 

gauge reading plot for each gauge should be parallel. In fact, it was 

found to be necessary to adjust the position of the table (co;nporwnt@ 

in Fig. 2.2) slightly to observe the best set of par&1lel lines. 'l'he , . 

variation in their slopes was then never greater tmn ;t 1.5% of the :nean 

value and. even less for the combined loading calibrations of S(;ction (3). 

Axia.l.ity of torsional loading would mean tha. t the normal strain 

for all longitudir~l directions is zero. Thus for this to be so there 

should be no output from the four longitudinal gauges during a pure torsiCll 

calibration. Since this was in fact always observed it may be conclud.e·i 

that the torque loading sys tem was axial. 

The effect of &. eccentricity h in the line of lead application 

and its effect on the axial stress may be exsmined from the followine 

theoretical solution. 

= 'Boo ~,,~. 
( (~; ... c<~ ) 

The variation was actually :!: 1.57~ vohich roear.s that the 

eccentricity was of the order of 0.1 rom. 

(22) 
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5. SPECD.3N GBO!f.ETRY 

Holloway~ made an assessment of the effect of variations in wall 

thickness, ovali ty and straightness on axial~ circumferential and shear 

stress for his OFHC cylinders and concluded that the effect of 

geometrical errors were more serious than deviations from axial loading 

in this respect. The same conclusions are not drawn for the specimens 

of these tests however in following Holloway's assessment. 

5.1 Wall Thickness Variation 

Assuming a variation of ! ~t from the mean wall thickness t 

the variation in axial stress for a tensile load applied concentric with 

the outer diamOeter (a,) is, 

where 

= 

and for the load applied concentric with the inner diameter {d
Z
} , 

= ! 78.21 St. 

Taking ;t ~t =! 0.005 nun and t = 1.501 rom from the wall thickness 

ceasurerr:ents recorded in paragraph 2.'.5 the variation in axial stress 

for the worst case of loading is seen to be not in excess of % 0.4%. 

The effect of this variation on the circumferential stress of 

pressure loading t is, 

B.."'1d the shear stress of 

~'l til -M 

tpz 

torsional 

± 100 ot;, -t 

"'" -
loading, 

""" ,.,; 

:!: 0.35 

:!: 0.33 

*" Ph.D. Thesis 1972, University of London 
t Not performed 
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5.2 Ovality 

stress • 

The effect of ovality is to cause a vari~tion in the circumferential 

If the deviation of either diane ter is :I: E'd on an average 

. diameter of d then, 

~9t= 
ODe ~. 

± 100 tcJ, -~ 
By far the greater variation occurred in the bore. Taking;±; o~ 

= ! 0.012 rom and d = 25.404 mID fro:n the bore metl.suremeilts recorded in 

paragraph 2.~.5 the variation in hoop stress is seen to be not in excess 

of 0.05% • 

.. The through-thiclmess variation on the mean circumferential stress 
is, 

! 150 ~f 
b 

is negligible here since the variation of the outer diameter was of 

insignificant amount. Such variations are only applicable to the 

circumfere~tia1 stress of internal p~essure and are therefore not applicable 

here. 

5.3 Straightness Variation 

The effect of variation in specimen straightness on the axial 

stress is assessed in a manner identical to that for non axiaJ.i ty of 

loading. Thus e~atiori (22) applies here where h in this case is the 

relative lateral displacement between the centre and erids of the test 

specimen. Since the method of specimen :n,snufacture (Table 2.3) ·was 

devised to eliminate errors of this kini tlwn any variation in axial 

strass due to a lack of straightness is ~hought to be S1i~lt only. 

Whilst all these variations may be regarded as tolerable it should 

be noted that they diminish as the stresses increase. Lastly tho worst 

variation is that caused by load eccentricity on the axial stress. 

6. CHOICE OF GAUGE LENGTrl 

. For an overall parallel length of 75 mm, 50 rom of it was chosen 

as the extensometer mounting length.· Uniformity of strain over this 

length was checked from the outputs of in-line strain gauges affixed 

longi tudinally al'ld circumferential1y to an axially loaded Duralumin 

cylinder. Elastic loading showed that the strains were uniform over this 

length •. This is not h<.wever representa.tive of the si tua.tion in 811 



aluminium test specimen when plastic strains and creep strains are the 

dominant components in the deformation. If the aluminium cylinder 

deforms in an isotropic manner (Appendix I) it means that the flow 

strengths of all directions are the same and tha.t the strains at all 

points in those directions are the same (homogenous deformation). 

However the results reported in the main text shows deformation by 

combined tension-torsion to be anisotropic. The anisotropy of 

'deformation was not severe in cylinders of annealed aluminium (Chapter ~) 
where the grain size was approximately uniform. The anisotropy of 

deformation in cylinders of extruded (Cnapter 5) and prestrained 

aluminium (Chapter 6) was severe. It was associated with a non unifonm 

preferred grain structure and the Bauschinger and cross-effects of a 

prior strain histor,y. 'To eliminate the effect of variation in gauge 

length strain during anisotropic deformation axial (e:z ) and shear 

(~ez ) strain components were always calculated from displace~ents 

measured on the 50 mm gauge length.· 
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A P PEN D I X III 

CREEP Al\'D PLASTIC FLOVI Of ALU'.JmruM: DURTIrG TIrCREMENTAL LOADTIrG 

by D. W. A. Rees 

A paper presented at a research seminar held in the School of 

Uechr.nical, Aeronautical and Production Engineering, Kingstc·n Polytechnic 

on 28th }.~ay 1975. 

1. SUMMARY 

The transient CrEep of' a commercio.l grade or pure aluminium 

(B.S. 1476, EL\) h~s been studied for short-time increwental loading. 

l~~sa tests show tr~t L~ the temperature range of 0.3 Tom - 0.6 Tm the 

creep occurr:ing between loads is adequately described by a simple 

pa.rabolic law ~ = ~,,+ at
m 

and in no Case was logarithmic creep observed 

(;... =6" + aJ.nt). 

Test condi tions were varied to examine the effect on the p.1rabolio 

constants m, a and €~ • In general the time exponent m was tound to 

increase with test temperature and decrease with load increment and in 

only a tew cases did Andrade's equation hold (m = ~). The constant a, 

is shown to be a complex functicn of stress level, stress increment and 

temperature of the form, S e"p(~'T)e"r(~)tr'}' while €" represents the 

instantaneous strain on 10adll1g. To eliminate the erro;s in a and m 

due to an incorrect selection of' €." a derivative analysis was employed 

in the a.nalysis of each test. 

2. NOTATION 

A,n 

a.,b,k,l,p,q,r,s 

€" 

e.C 
'-~ , 

€", ~~ €-~ 

6.H~ 

i,n 

Constants in the tensile stress-strain law. 

Constants in the transient creep equations. 

Tote.! strain. 

Creep strain, creep strain rate. 

Instantaneous, elastic and plastic strains. 

Apparent activation energy for creep. 

I~oir .. ts on a transient oreop ourve. 



m Time eXT.,onent. 

Tot&l applied nominal stress level. 

Applied stress increment. 

R Universal gas constMt. 

T Absolute temperature. 

Absolute melt temperature 

t Time 

3. lliTRODUCTION 

In the s 'b.td:.r of the plastic deforrration 0 f metals engineerir.g 

1l1astic~.ty theory assumes tha t too total insts.ntaneous stre.in resulting 

from the application of a load consists of an elastic and plastic 

componen t • Thus 

(1) 

Whilst this may be acceptable for certain test conditions higher test , 
stresses and temper.atures with incremental loading give rise to additional 

transient creep strains. The instenteneous straul is followed by a time 

dependent stre. .... n which may well be of the SSJ;le or higher order if 

intervals are allowed between successive increments. It is, therefore, 

necessa~ to add such strains to equation (1) for a full understanding of 

the deformation associated with this type of forward loading. 

A great number of investigators have examined. tho nature of creep 

shortly after the application of a load.. The early work of Andrndl;) (If 

sholVed this to be a trans-ient phenomenon ,..here the rate of creep docreased 

with tiIl!e. This is generally displayed by many different materIals for 

various conditions of temperature and stress. Considerable interest has 

therefore been shown in its mathematical representation and empirical 

expressions of one type or another are usually employed. 

The number of these expressions from wl'1.ich to choose are numerous 

(2) although the choice ultimately depends upon the accuracy required. 

Generally the equations which can be I!!ade to describe transient creep most 

accurately are thore requiring the greatest computational time. 

The two most commonly used expressions are those describinB 

l06arit!~ic creep and those describing parabolic creep. Loearithmic creep 

is typical of exhaustion theories for transient creep and is often 

successfully employed to describe transient creep in steel at lower 

stresses and tempera.i;ures (3). In its simplest fon it is represented 

~ References are given in the Appendix. 
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by the equation: 

The objection here is that the equation predicts a cr~ep strain of minus 

infinity for time t = 0, but this is easily corrected by either 

realistically defjning €o as the instantaneous loading strain after a 

very short time and therefore t '0 in this equation or modifying it to, 

Parabolic creep is represented by the equation: 

.,., 
€, = €'c + at 

When m = i in this equation this leads to Andrade's law for transient 

creep: 

Crussard (4) shows th..1. t by allowing m to take any value equation 

(4) can be made to represent the transient creep of many materlals over a 

wide range of temperature erd stress. Furthermore, Conway (5) shows in a 

comparison of the degree of representation of the many transient expressions 

to an experimenta.l curve that equation (4.) was almost as good as s. third 
1 

degree polynomial in t~. It should also be noted tr~t the time exponent 
• of the logarithmic equ~tion (2) is a particular case of equation (4) for 

m = 0 when they are expressed as creep rates. The disadvantage is tr~t 

elustion (4) with a varying m value does not have the meta.llurgical 

backing that logarithmic creep has (6) thous.~ it is generally identified. 

as a work hardening theo~J. 

Very much less work has been done on the Mture of creep occurrine 

between successive increments of load. Wyatt (7) in his studies on copper 

and fine gra.ined 'aluminium showed this to be of a tr~sient nature &nd 

employed equations (2) and (5) to describe it after haYing shown their 

applicability to a certain r~ge of constant stress tests. Rogan and 

AlexarAer (8) sr~wed that the logarithmic equation (2) could successfUlly 

be used for copper and mild steel at room-temperature for moderate stress 

levels but when higher stresses were reached in an incremental fa.shion 

logaritr.rnic creep wa.s no longer observed. They also shOl'led the constant 

a in equation (2), when appliceble, to be a function of the sinh of the 

applied stress at this temperature. 
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In this paper both the logarithmic equation (2) and the parabolic 

equation (4) a.re applied to the transient creep occurring between. 

increments of load. Sine e the ps.rabolic equation has been used to 

describe the transient creep of aluminium at constant stress (9) it is 

expected therefore that this equation would be more applicable over the 

~ange of test variables to be investigated here. The effect of 

temperature, stress level and stress increment on the constants m, a and 

~. are also examined. 

4. P.N AL YS IS 

The procedure employed in fitting equations (2) and (3) to 

transient creep curves is 

Logarithr:rl.c creep is then 

The constants a and~. 

to replot the curve on a logarithmio time scale. 

said to be observed if the result is linear. 
, 

a.re ~~en the slope and intercept respectively. 

Often equation (2) is preferred as a tjme can be selected to make the 

intercept on it compatible with the experimentally observed instantaneous 

strain. .. 
The para.bolio equation (4) presents some difficulties when applied 

to curves. Commonly an estima. te is made of the instantaneous strain e". 
This is subtracted from the total strain ~ and the resulting creep strain 

~'= £ - e" is plotted against time on logari thmio' axes. Then the slope 

is m and the intercept is the loga.rithm of a. Analysed in this way 

Crussard (4.) shows tba t a. small change in too value of €. causes a larger 

change in the value of m. 

Clearly, in an investigation of this kind, where the dependence of 

m on various test variables i3 sought, this method should be avoided. 

Crussard shows tha t a. deriva.tive a.mlysis eliminates this problem. This 

deriva.tive method has been employed in the followine; way for ana,lysj.s of 

transient creep curves in this paper: 

Expressing equation (4.) 
...J~t: 

'G ~ 

€ = ;t = 

in terms of creep rates 

'hi. , 

tv\ a c 
It will be seen too t this equation does not contain eo . 
logarithms: . 

(6) 

Then taking 



(d~' A plot of ~ t(t-) \/$ ~t yields a line wmse slope is (m-l) and 

whose intercept ia ~ma). 
. a " 

The creep rate ( J) is numericaJ.ly eValuated for a time ti in a 
\.~t 

central difference form: 

where i = 2,3 ••• n-l, and represents any point along the equally 

divided curve while n represents the last • 

. Hence equatio~ (7) becomes: 

(8) 

This equation was solved for a and m using a least squares fit on 

input data (e.i, ti). The constant a was further checked as the 

'slope of a~i v ti~ plot in equati~n (4). 

5. EXPERThlENTAL 

5.1 Material and Specimens 

A commercial grade of pure aluminium BS.1476 EIA was supplied in 

the form of an extI".1d.ed bar 41~.5 mm diameter. The composition was: 

6 

Mg " 0.005, Cu ~ 0.005, Si ~ 0.04; Fe = 0.04, MIl < 0.01, Zn = 0.02, 

Ni < 0.015,Ti < 0.015% and Al (the balance). Specimens were machined 

from this in the longitudinal and oblique dir~ctions in the form of blanks 

initially. These were then annealed to give an average grain size of 

0.23 mm and finally light finished machined to a B.S.3500 size (5.64 mm 

dia.). At the extremes of tr~ 28 mm gauge length two 0.9 mm ridg~s were 

machined to allow an extensometer to be mounted. Consistency of specimen 

manufacture was obtair~d by using an identioal maohining procedure with a 

copy lathe and template. 

5.2 Apparatus 

All tests were carried out on a standard type tensile creep 

machine with a three zone furnaoe and oontroller. Displacements were 

measured at room temperature by attaching two ~ 2.5 mm induotance 
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transducers in parallel wi1h and either side of the specimen gauge length. 

The attachment was made by two rings each ~aking three-point contact with 

a. gauge length ridge. To ta.ke up the changes in diameter of the ridge 

u.":der load and to ensure good contact between ring and ridge at all times 

a portion of each ring was made as a sprung loaded insert. At higher 

ten:perature tes ting the seme arrangement was used but with a dogleg 

between each ring and transducer. This allowed each transducer to ba 

mounted in parallel with and either side of the lower pull rod and sited 

well clear of the fUrnace bottom. 

In me.'i.suring cLtsplacements the output from each transducer was 

averaged before driving a 0.3s response time potentiometric recorder. This 

enabled a continuous displacement-time record for the intervals between 

loads and a me tc!lcd transducer trim!Ling arra.'1gement allowed e aoh record to 

start from the one datum. 

5.3 Test Te~eratures 

Experiments were carried out at test ten:pera tures of 21, 100, 

200 and 300°C. In terms of the homologo~s temperature T/Tm, these are 

0.}15, 0.40, 0.507 and 0.615 respectively. . In no case did a complete 

test exceed 12 hours and durlng this time the temperatures were always 

maintained to within j; 1°C. Three chromel-alUltel thermocouples were 

used es the teoperature sensing elements and these were positioned at 

equal intervals along the gauge length and. as near as possible to it. 

5.4 Procedure 

For a ~rticule.r test tmperature incremental loa.ding was perfonned 

for lOb.d increa:ents of 2, 5 and 7N. At room temperatur~ (21°C) an 

addi tional load increment of 9N was used. For a 10 : 1 lever ratio and 

a specimen cross-sectional area of 25 mm2 these loads correspond to 

l~omina1 applied stress increments (A T) of 0.8, 2, 2.8 and 3.6 N/mm
2 

respectively. 

-rhe test nethod was as follows: 

A te~peraturQ and load increment was first decided upon and, where 

applicable, the specimen was then left overnight in the furnace to attain 

the steady test temperature. The load increment was then applied, 

allowing 15 minutes of recording time bef'ore the application of the next 

increlOOnt. Loading was continued in this way until such a time as 

either the specimen had fractured or the displacement was too large for 



the maximum c mrt range. Those specimens that had nct fractured were 

tested for recover,y by unloading and allowing 15 minutes of recorUing 

time on the more sensitive crart ranges before the removal of the next 

decrement. 
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Two further tests were made involving variable load increments 

and one with a prestrained specimen. In almost all cases at least two 

specimens were tested for each load increment - temperature combination. 

6. EXPERIMEWTAL RESULTS , 

6.1 Material Isotropy 

The tensile stress-strain isotropy was ctecked from HOur.sfield . 
tests on a series of annealed lor~itudinal, transverse and oblique 

specimens. The results of these tests showed near coincidence of these 

curves and coIlfirms isotropic behaviour. More important here, however, 

is the strain-time isotropy. This wa.s checked in the main test programr.16 

by observations on longitudinal and oblique specimen behaviour under

identical test conditions. Since the deviation here was no more then 

that for repeat tests be~Reen longitudinal specimens (Fig. 5r~it is 

concluded that the material exhibited tensile creep isotropy. 

6.2 Transient Creep Analysis 

It was first assumed that the material crept logarithmically 

between load increments. Equation (2) was therefore applied as outlined 

in the analysis. A typical plot is shown in Fig. 1 for the test 

conditions and stress levels indicated. In this plot the time is 

reckoned as zero at the instant the increment is applied and the stress 

levels are the total applied nominal stresses for the duration of creep 

pet-iod. It 13 seen that in no case is the plot linear and the non 

linearity increae.t3s with applied stress level.. At higher 'stress levels 

on copper and steel Rogan and Alexander (8) observed increasing non 

linearity although at lower stress levels lcgarithr:dc creep was observed. 

Aluminium like copper has been shown (7) to obey a logarithmio law at 

similar homologous test temperatures in the range 0 ~ 1... ~ 0.25. Thus 
Tm 

while copper at room-tan perature falls within this range aluminium at room 

temperature does not (T/Tm = 00315). In geJ1eral, therefore, logari thmio 

creep is only observed for low stress levels end temperatures. 

* Figures are given at the end of this Appendix. 
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Parabolic creep was then investigated by the derivative equation 

(9). This equation is shown graphically in Fig. 2 with each creep 

period presented in the same way as Fig. 1 and for the same test. It is 

seen here the plots for each stress level are all linear over each creep 

period. With the exception of the higher stress levels at a test 
o . 

temperature of 300 C, where some seconda~ creep occurred, this observation 

applied to all other tests and Fig. 3 shows a similar plot for a different 

set of test co~ditions with Ar:r = 2 !!....2 and a temperature of 21oC. 
mm 

The parabolic equation (4) was, therefore~ seen to apply for short time 

d~formations between successive load increments. 

6.3 Parabolio COIlS tan ts 

A further important observation here is that the plots in each of 

Figs. 2 and 3 are sensibly parallel. Tnis would indicate that the time 

exponent (m) for each interval is independent of the stress level and 

total prior strain in each test. Table It shows the very small variation 

in m for the applied stress levels in Fig. 2. All tests cor..s idered, 

where m did vary it was usually found to do so at the lower stress levels 

but this was attributed to the difficulty of con:puting strain rates 

accurately here rather than it being any function of stress. The effect 

of a continuously decreasing lever ratio was eliminated as far as possible 

in this respect by maintaining the same beem geometry at the start of each 

test and increoont. 

6.3.1. Effect on m 

AI though for a particular test m was seen to b~ constant it' did 

vary from test to test. The effect of stress increment value and test 

temperature on the average m value for each test is shown in Table 2. 

At a glance this shows tlo.at 'm increases with telnpera.t~re of testing but 

decrease;;! with stress inc~ement value. The effect of temperature is hardly 

surpris~ since at the lower end of the temperature scale, where 

logarithmio creep is observed (7)a parabolic equation could equally well 

be employed with a small m value (4) and for higher temperatures it is 

possible to obserye only seconda~ creep em = 1) after the application of 
a load.. 

The effect of an increasing stress increment value is seen frOlQ 

Table 2 to lower the value of m. There is evidence here, however, that 

a steady m value is approached since the differences in m are smaller 

between the higher stress increments. Furthermore, a.n adlitior..al test at 

t Tables are given a t the end of this Appendix. ' 
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NI 2 room temperature for Il rr = .3.6 ll':lll yielded all m value almost equal 

to the value for the f1~ = 2.8 N/mrn2 test. 

Lastly, it will be observed from Table 2 that for only two test 

combinations of stress increment and temperature did the material creep 

approximately according to Andrade's t-! law in this type of test. 

6.3.2. Effect on a 

The fact toot m is constant for a particular test allows the 

analysis to be taken a stage further. The value of tile second parabolic 

const~nt (a) for ea~h applied stress level of a test can then conveniently 

be observed as the slope of an e vs t
m 

plot. Typically Fig. 4 follows 

from l<'ig. 2 and shows that a increases with the level of stress. 

Various plots were tried in the search for the functional relationship 

between these two. It was found for all tests that when plotted on 

logaritr~ic coordinates they were linearly related. Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show 

these logarithmic plots for all the tests. Fig. 7 also shows the 

relationship to be slightly affected at higher stresses when current 

specimen dimer~ions were employed for the computation of a. Qualitative~ 

these show that the constant a increases with stress level, stress 

incre~ent value and test temperature. For cor.ventional constant stress 

tre.nsient creep analysis a is also known to increa.se with both stress 

and temperature (10) though the precise forms of dependence apply only to 

limited stress r~~gea. 

A knowledge of the dependence here can be attempted from the 

important observation that the logarithmic plots in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are 

all remarkably parallel. Linearity on a logarithmic plot firstly implies 

a power function dependence on stress and secondly ~rallf)lism implies a 

const~lt power index for all the test conditions. 

stress dependence is expressed by: 

a = k. t"'J' 

Thus, in general, the 

(10) 

where "is the slope of the log a va log V" plot and k is the interoept. 

The average value of pfrom Figs. 5, 6 and 7 wa.s 6.2 with extremes of 

5.96 and 6.43. 

An indication of the dependence of a on temperature could"next 

be examined from the k intercept values. Since creep is a thermally 

activated process then the temperature d.ependenoe mrut appear through the 

Arrhenius expression: 

k = ~ exp (q/~~) (n) 

The k intercepts are therefore shovm plotted logarithmically against 
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th3 reciprocal of the absolute test temperature (T) for the t~ee stress 

increment values in Fig. 8. Then q, obtained f.i:om the average slope 

here, was fOll.'1d to be -5950. A check on the validity of this value, made 

later, shows it to be in accordance wIth accepted values for aluminium. 

Lastly, the intercepts .f. in Fig. 8 were used to examine the stress 

increment dependence. It was found· that the3e were best plotted logarith-

mically against their corresponding stress increment vabos ( AO"" ) in 

Fig. 9 to yield a dependenoe of the fonn: 

t = s exp (r [t:. T J ) (12) 

where r, obtained from the slope of Fig. 9, was 1 and s, the intercept, 
. -8 

equalled In.8 x 10 • Al t..~ough there are too few points in Fig. 9 to 

make equation (12) conclusive it was felt to be worthwhile completing it 

so that a possible equation of a's dependence upon all the test variables 

could be formulated. 

Thus combining equations (10), (II) and (12) in the general form: 

a = s exp (r (6.t'" ] ) exp ('l-/r) 0'" ~ (13) 

This then allows for the Frediction of transient creep rates here whe~ 

used with equation (6) as: 

€ (.= III S exp (r (A~J ) exp (1/;) {r~ t m
- l (14) 

and substituting the constants p,q,r, and s for the range of test variables 

here fie have: 

;.,., -8 (") (-5.22Q) 6 2 00-1 v = 177.8 x 10 IU exp j.'>~ exp T tr"'. t 

where 00 varies as in Table 2. 

6.3.3. Effect on e,q 

The instantaneous stra.in i:lloediately following the application of 

a single stress increment was obtained in these tests as the intercept 

values in Fig. 4. 
following ways: 

In general, this was obse~.ed to increase in the 

(1) as the stress increment increased for a given temperature 

and total stress. 

(2) as the total stress increased for a given temperature 

and stress increment. 

(3) as the temperature inerea.sed f'or a given totel stress and 

stress increment. 
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Itnen the total instantaneous strain (~€,,) was cOi!lputed at each 

stress and plotted against it, no apparent load increment effect was 

observed (Fig. 10) as the three curves for each temperature were almost 

coincident. Mean curves were then calculated for each temperature and 

plotted in Fig. 10 to show the Growth of instantruleous strain with stress 

level. This shows that an increased test temperature decreases the stress 

level to reach a specified strain and also decreases the total amount of 

instantaneous strain. The fact that creep strain is predominant at higher 

te:nperatures and stresses is shown in Fig. 11 wrere the mean curves of 

Fig. 10 were used to compute the ratio of total creep strain (~e.e) to 

total instantaneous strain (!€.,,) and plotted against stress for the four 

test temperatures. These curves also sho·" the stress le· .... els at each 

teI!lperature for which the total creep strain (15 minutes after the 

application of a load) equ.9.11cd the total instantaneous strain. Beyond 

this relatively small increases in stress increase the ratio considerably. 

For the higher test temperatures tho total creep strain reac!1ed as much as 

eight ti:nes the total instantaneous strain. For all test temperatures the 

stress-strain characteristics based on €" from equation (/+) agreed with 

observed behaviour and this in turn compareQ with separate tensile tests. 

A double logarithciic plot in each case yieHed a law of the form: 
"l'\< 

'V" = A ('i€'.,) (16) 

where n was typically 0.3 for aluminium and A decreased with 

temperature. 
. 2,l' 

A plot of ~Go vs ;;U" in Fig. 11 shows the relative amounts of 

total creep and ir~tantaneous strain at the end of any stage during an 

incremental test (defined by rr ). These curves also confirm the 10-25% 

total strain at the end of all tests as obtained by measurement. 

6.4. Recovery 

Upon unloading from higher st~ess levels only elastic strain was 

recovered. ~lis increased linearly with decreasing stress until ve~J low 

stress levels werd reached where some time dependent recovery was observed. 

However, this was always small compared to the elastic recovery and in 

total never exceeded 5% of the o'/eml1 recovered strain. Further 
. 

independent gauge length measurements at 150 hours subsequent to unloading 

sho\ved no further recovery. This is interesting in view of work (11) 

that has shown a significant part of the forward creep strain as recoverable. 

An explanation is attempted in the following section. 



7. DISCUSSION 

Since the time exponent em) and the instantaneous loading strain 

( €:) have been shown to be dependent upon both stress increment (/::)\I" ) 

and test teoperature it is not unreasonable to assume that m is poasibly 

dependent upon eo. Another possibility is that m is dependent upon 

the magnitude of the total prior strain or on the creep cu~a imw~diately 

preceeding it. 

To investigate these possibilities further specimens were tested 

at room-temperature under the following conditions: 

(1) A changing incre!oental test Afl' = 2.8 N/rrul for the first 

series of steps and then changed to 0.8 N/mm2 for the 

remainder (Fig. 12). 

(2) A z.% prestrained specimen tested under identical conditions 

as the annealed specimen (Fig. 3). 

It is apparent from Fig. 12 that the change in m on lowering 

the stress increment value is dependent either upon the change in 

instantaneous strain associated with it or on the prior creep curve. ~~a 

relatively small increase in e~ with each step, III Fig. 2 due to non. 

linear stress-strain behaviour, does not appear to affect m noticeably 

nor does the total amount of prior strain otherwise parallelism would not 

have been observed. Comparison of the slopes in Fig. 3 showed a 2% 

prior plastiC prestrain not to affect m significantly but only to 
increase the stress at which creep first started. This is seen as non 

linear behaviour in Fig. 6 where the parabolic constant a is lo\Vered 

by the prestrain. After this the dependence upon stress is seen to be 

identical to that of the annealed specimen. It appears, therefore, that 

the prior creep ourve controls the subsequent ourve more than the instant

aneous strain does. This is further substantiated from J!'ig. 12 where it 

is seen t..l:lat upon changing to the smaller stress increments the value of 

m remains unsettled until the sum of these exceeded the last la.rser 

increment. Thereafter m settled at a constant value. The degree of 

dependence between subsequent and prior creep curves is seen from Tr.ble 2 

to be less when the stress increment values are large. lIere m 

approaches a corutant value to indicate tha t the creep curves occurring 

between increments of larger loads are approximate~ of the same shape~ 

This would seem to confirm Wyatt's observation that for large stress 

inorements the less the resulting creep curve depended upon the prior one. 

Mention should also be made to the experiments of Davis and Thompson (12) 

who showed that a prior creep curve also controlled the degree of 

instantaneous strain associated with the next increment. Indeed a critical 
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stress increment was determined for which increments less than this 

produced no instantaneous strain whereas those greater did. It is not 

thought here that this interdependence occurs over a very large range of 

stress increments since the stress - total inst~~taneous strain plots in 

Fig. 10 show no consistent stress increment effect. 

Equation (15) has been developed here for the prediction of creep 

rates within the range of experimental variables employed in these tests. 

~nile it is felt that it would do this with reasonable accuracy some 

cent ion should be made to the form of the equation. The stress index 

of 6.2 appears from the parellelism in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 to be the correct 

power in this ~fpe of incremental test. Experiments by Dom (13) on the 

seconda~ creep rate - stress dependence of conventional creep tests also 

yielded a power function relationship for this material but with a stress 

index typically of 4, thougn the value does decrease with temperature. 

For the transient creep it is generally accepted (10) that the stress -

creep rate dependence does change ever a wid3 range of stress and 

temperature. Linear, pe~erJ hyperbolic sinh and exponential laws have all 

been employed at some time to describe this dependence with each fUnction 

applicable only to a small range of applied stress. Linear dependence is 

observed for low stresses ~~ is believed to be a process of stress 

directed diffusion (6). For increased stress, where the controlling 

mechanism is dislocation climb, the dependence may be expressed as either 

power or hyperbolic sinh functions for the intermediate range and an 

exponential function for the higher ra~e. Over a wider range one 

function has been employed but it is usually a complex one. Henderson 

and Sneddon (11) combined the low and high stress range with a function of 

the form a 0'" ~ + b t'"" to desoribe the primary creep in copper while 

Garofalo (10) combined the intermediate and high stress'ranges with 8. 

function of the form A (sinh B~)n to describe the s econd9.ry creep rate 

in both metals and alloys. 

A power function dependence here is consistent with other work on 

transient parabolic creep at low strdss, though the power of stress has 

only been made insensitive to temperature when a constant structure has 

been maint ained (10). Since this is lmlikely here it can only be 

concluded that the constant power observed OVer the whole range of stress 

and temperature is a consequence of this type of incremental test. 

'l.'he constant in the exponential te'!1perature function may be 

expressed in terms of an apparent activation energy for creep (6.H~) if 

equation (11) is written in the fom: 

k = ~ exp ( - 6H;lRT) 
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For transient creep it is usua.l to apply a formula of' th::l Dorn type, in 

which the time and temperature dependence are contained in one functi~n. 

Since the time dependence has been shown to be parabolic then: 

k = t (t exp(-~H~/"T)JWJ (18) 

ruld taking an averago value of m here as 0.4, over the temperatures 

where only transient creep was observed, we have tr~t: 

k = .t[tO·4-exp(-0.4~H,/ItT)J (19) 

On comparing this with the exponential temperature tenn of equation 

(15) for R= 1.98 cal/mole, then ~ H~ = 29.5 keal/mole which, for 

alumini~~, is in fair agreement with accepted values. 

Approached in this way the activation energy for transient and 

secondary creep is made constant. This my be taken to mean that tho 

two processes have the same energy and this hM been proved. from e.not..'-ler 

8tandpoint (14) 1'1here for l'olycrystalline alUI:linium A'-'c was found to be 

independent of creep strain. Other than tests on constant structures 

AHc:: is known to vary wi th temperature (14). Since m and A~" 

increase with temperature it is possible that the m values of Table 2 

have a physica.l significance in this respect when used with equation (18). 

The average value of 29.5 kca.l/mole for this series of tests was calculated 

here to check the validity of the coroS tant q in equation (11). 

The validity of the stress increment fl.:Ilction in equation (12) 

1s less certain since no other work of this type exists. It is 

interesting to note th<lt the constant r in this equation was wlityo 

This means that the dependence of str~in ra.te on stress increment is 

a simple exponential one. Clearly this is an. area for further 

investigation since it is of direct concern in all creep tests that are 

loaded incrernentg,lly to some test stress. 

J..n expl&llation of the almost complete absence of recovery in these 

tests ~y be attempted from a consideration cf the structural mechanisms 

involved in each strain component. The perma..!lent component of the 

-instantaneous strain exhibited the characteristics o~ plastic stra.in wlrlch 

involves the production, movement, interaction an(l multiplcation of 

dislocations 0 Since the !'\pplication of a load and the prodaction of this 

strain are simultaneous the dislocation movement is therefore extrer::ely 

rapid. This movement slo7is and becomes time dependent when the entenelod 

dislocation structure so fonnp.d acts L~ itself as a block to further rapid. 

movt:'I!lent. In plastic deformation the barriers llhich pin the enta:lgled. 

dislocations are already present within the crystal in the form of iDl;,1ul'ity 

atoms, grain boundarIes, Sessile dislocations ani screw dislocations that 

cut aci~oss the active slip plane of the lattice. 



The mechanism tin t accounts for low-temporature plastic 

deformation in a fa~e-centred cubic latt~ is essentially slip with 

dislocations as the source for it. Cross slip and pencil glide are 
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typical slip process~s associated with screw dislocations. At higher 

temperatures an additional mechanism may predominate when vacancies e~d 

interstitials diffuse from,deformed regions to the sites of edge dislocations 

causing them to climb out of their original slipp!.anes. 

The magnitude of instflntaneous strain lJroduccd with ,each increment 

was observed to increase parabolically with stress in a manner consistent 

wi th usual ten sile stress-strain behavio'Jr. Thus the process by which 

dislocations move to produce plastic deformation for one increment is 

repeated for each successive increment. The net effect is a work hardened 

structure which requires increased stress in ord,er to move existing 

dislocations past barriers and to generate the new ones necessary for the 

slip processes of further plastic deform:ltion. 

The time dependent strain occurring between incrarnents of load is 

generally attributable to the motion of dislocations as discussed above 

for plastic deformation together with grain boundary shea~ing. The rate 

determining factor here is thermal activation uIlder the a.ction of an 

applied stress. Thus the creep rate is initially quite high when the links 

in the dislocation networ4: are able to break free due to small fluctuation~ 

but slows'thereafter as only the stronger links escape. 

Parabolic creep of the type observed here is the result of both 

work hardening and recovery acti.ng simulta."lcously but with CJ'eep rates ill 

opposition. Work ha.rdening, produced by the s8.!Ile nlechanislIl3 of plastic 

deformation, would produce a structure increasingly re~istent to an applied 

stress. ,If t~~s ware th~ only effect then creep wO'Jld always occur at a 

decrea.sing rate. However, as the dislocation density i:ncreases so does 

the stored energy of the tangled structure. This acts as the driving force 

in the recovery process where, provided the temperature i~ high enot~h, 

dislocations are tharmally activated to climb OVet' barriers where they may 

mutually annihilate or form stable walls (polygonize). The net effect 

is a decreased dislocation dens ity, a softer metal a.lld an accelerating 

creep rate. Recovery is therefore the controlling :prooes13 in creep because 

if it is sufficient to compensate for work hardening the constant strain 

'rate of secondary creep would be observed but if it is not the decr~asing 

rate of primary creep would result. 

Recovexy is obseryed in a different way when the load is rclmoved 

from the specimen and the internal stress field developed during forlvard 

creep may Cause a s1Jnilar rearrangement of the disloca.tions. 
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Macroscopically this j s observed as an inverted primary cre~p curve. 

In this light the creep recovery curve has been identified with anelastic 

strain and the total forward creep curve regarded as the sum of two different 

kinds of time dependent strain, anelastic and plastic occurring together 

but fOllow~g independent laws (15). Where no recovery occurred this was 

attributed to the stress levels being in excess of the "plastic creep 

limit". Below this limit, h07l'ever, the recovered strain was important 

to consider since the plastic strain was shown to be negligible in 

comparison with the anelastic strain. Microscopically the 'amount of 

strain recoverable would seem to depend upon whether the work hardened 

structure contains sufficient stored energy at the test temperature to 

thermally diffuse 'vacancies to dislocation sites and so make possible their 

climb over barriers. 

,In the type of test performed here the instantaneous strain was 

followed by 15 minutes of creep strain for each increment. In genera.l 

this was continued until total strains of the order of 20% were reached. 

Of this strain Fig. 11 shows that at lower temperatures the instantaneous 

strain component was dominant, whilst. at hieher temperatures the short-

time creep strain component accounted for most of it. Irrespective of 

temperature, however, the strain recovered from unloading was mostly the 

elastic component of the instantaneous strain and to a very much lesser 

extent, and then only at loads approaching the fully unloaded state, the 

anelastic component of the creep strain. It is possible that the plastic 

strain caused by the addition of an increment interacted with the internal 

stress field developed during prior creep in such a way as to pr~vent the 

rearrangement of dislocations associated with recove~. This inplies 

tha t the work hardening mechanisms of creep and plastic deforma.tion, 

although basically equivalent, act on the structure in different ways. 

There appears from the literature to be some evidence trot this is the 

case. 

During creep ifu~omogenous deformation within individual grains ar.d 

across grain boundaries is caused by the non uniform complex intenlal 

stress field that operates by interaction between the differently 

orientated neighbouring grains. Wood a.."1d Wilms (16) observed that this 

has the effect of fragmenting the indiVidual grair~ into a large n~nber 

of closely spaced subgrains bounded by dense arrays of lew angle b(lunCl.2.I'Y 

netvlorks. Each subgrain contained within it isolated jog::!, kinked dislocatlOll.:} 

and dipoles that form an overall struc ture common to metals and. solid 

solutions of hieh stacking fault energy. The stability of such a 

structure depends upon the recovery and recrystalli.sation characteristics 

of which tho test temperature plays an important part. A?ker, lfuzlett 
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and Parker (17) in their studies on hi~ purity niclcel concluded that this 

type of structure wa.s unique to creep and different fr0l1 that a.ssocie.ted 

with plastic deformation where subgrains fonn as a result of disloca Hons 

piling up at barriers alrea.dy present within the crystal. Furthermore 

the subgrain formation of plastic deformation was observed to be generally 

larger and free from the multitude of small angle boundaries of creep 

deformation. Lagneborg (18), reviewing disloca.tion mechanisms in creep 

observed that the subgrain boundaries of high teuperature cr~ep were more 

distinct and well defined ti>..a.n the tengled dislocation structure forming 

the cell walls of low-temperature plastic deformation thouGh at similar 

temperatures the two processes were regarded as equivalent. Sherby, 

Goldberg and Dorn (19), in a study c'n subgrain formation, compared tm crept 

structures of initially annealed and prestrained/a~1Uealed pure aluminiutl. 

A compar}son of creep and tensile properties made on the degree of 

polygonization of ea.ch subgrain structure following various degrees of 

creep showed the properties to improve in the almealed metal as the 

polygonization increased. The correlation did not hold, however, for the 

increased polygonization structure of the prestrained metel where the least 

polygonized structure of the highest prestrain exhibited the best creep 

resistance. Subgrain fonnation is not now associe..ted with polygonization 

and in this light Lagneborg suggested that the factor controlling creep 
I 

strength is the subgrain 1180115 al'ld the rate at which dislocations drain 

from the grain interior to strengthen them. Thus the subgrain size and 

perfection would appear to control creep strength. This has shown to be 

the case for nickel by Colc.ren end Freen-.a.n (20) e.nd for aluI!linium hy HaZlett 

and Hansen (21) provided the subgrains V/ere stable. On tr..e otter hand Yim 

and Grant (22) have cast aoubt on this postuJE. te for nickel as ha.ve GrElnt 

et al (23) for aluruinium. . Based on the knoiVleo.ge the. t subgrain 

bOtI.r.daries have a hIgh degree of mobili ty during creep at teI!1peraturas 

where recovery is effective it is likely that the structures formed as a 

,result of plastic deforrr<dion coalesce with those fornled during creep so 

as to yield. a net structure little different fror:! that of' an originally 

annealed structure. The test temperature may, therefore, be accocnt!l.ble 

for some of these discrepen.cies., 

At test teiIlperatures exceeding 0.3 Tm the contribution to creep 

defonr.ation in grain bound.ary sliding mus t be considered. The grain 

bcundary seems to reverse its role in providing streneth at loV{ temperatures 

to OIle of weaknc ss at higho r te:npere. tuX'es. Grain boundary sliding is 

observed as a rotation or trM!'llstion of one grain" with respoct to its 

neighbours and occurs in addition to the intercrystalline modes of low

temperature deformation. The question arises as to whether the two 
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processes independently contribute to the total c!'ec1-1 strain or "hether 

grain boundary sliding is dependent upon the inter-crystalline mocTe in that 

it serves to acconwodate it. In a review on the stress and teml,erature 

dependence of grain boundary sliding along with observations on appropri.ate 

crept structures Garofalo (10) concluded that there was strong evidence to 

indicate that grain boundary sliding was controlled by intercrystallinc 

deformation for certain conditions of stress, temperature and structural 

properties. Over the whole range of possible com1-inations,.hovlever, the 

literature indicates that grain boundary sliding may contribute anythi.ng 

between 1 and 905~ of the tctal observed creep strain. 

With regaxii to the tests perfolmed here in view of the test 

temperatures (T/Tm ) 0.,315) it is "thought that the creep strain was 

largely composed of grain boundary deformation. This would also explain 

the absence of the anelastic component of creep strain associated with 

intergranular deformation. }.!icrostructur9.l studies showed grains e1on[;ated 

in the direction of the applied stress and sliding along their boundaries 

which adds support to this (Fig. 13). 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) For EIA aluminium the short-time creep cccurrin5 between successive 

increments of load over a wide range of temperature (0.3.( 'r/Tm < 0.6) 

and stress is transient in nature and describable by a parabolic equation 

of the form e' = atIll. 

(2) The time exponent m is dependent upon the test temperature end the 

magnitude and sequence of load increments but not on the test stress 

level. In general its value was increased by: 

(a) an increase in temperature; 

(b) loadinG with smaller ir..c remen ts i 

(c) a change in the value of the stress increment from 

high to low during a test. 

Possible physical sicnificance of m has been sho?m in tlm 
degree to which a subsequent creep curve is affected by a prior one, to 

the magnitude of the instantaneous loading strain and to an activation 

energy which increases with tc~perature. 
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(3) The par.1.meter a in the parabolic law is dependent upon temperature, 

stress level and stress increment yalue. 

variables a!'e separable into the form: 

The functions containing these 

a = s exp ( A V"') exp ( q/T) t'"' l' 

( 
.~ m-l 

to show that the creep rate €,. = mat ), t seconds after the application 

of an increment ( A~ ) making a total applied stress (t"") at a 

temperature (T), increases: 

(a) expo~en tially wi th the test temperature; 

(b) as a power functton of the total stress level. 

(4) The magnitude of the creep rate' at a particular stress, time and 

temperature for incremental loading is also dependent: 

• (a) exponentially upon the stress increment used to reach 

toot stress; 

(b) upon the prior creep curve when the increments are small 

end, to a lesser extent, the instantaneous loading strain 

l'rhen the increments are large j 

but not on the total amotmt of prior strain aggregated from the previous 

loads. 

This shows that it would not be possible to formulate a 

mechanical equ:!.tion of state 

i':; f (<r, T) 1;, 6~ ) 

for which the creep rate at any time depends on the state of the system 

at that time and is independent of how or by what pi th the sys tem rea.ched 

this state. There is c~nclusive evidence now that this cannot generally 

be true but it would be approximately correct if in tcsts of this kind the 

loacting were always restricted to a fixed incrElI:lcnt value and the time 

exponent m were assumed c":)nstant at some aver8,ge value acceptable over 

a specifio temperature ranee. 

(5) Over the range of tanperature and stress employed in these tests the 

mechanism responsible for creep deformation is predominantly grain 

boundary sliding. A consistent feature in this type of test was the 

insignificant order of recovered strain associated with unloading. It 

1s niore likely that the predominance of grain bounda,ry sliding accc.ur.ts 

for this rather than any interaction between the dislocation fields of the 

instantaneous strain and the prior creep strain. 
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TABLE 1 

Test temperature = lOOoe 

Variation of time exponent 'M. with stress level 0-:. 

r~ 

tr Z .. t 25 . 2 28 30 . 8 33 . 6 36 . 4 30 . 2 

m 0 . 3916 0.3996 0 . 3856 0 . 3996 0 . 3986 0 . 4051 

Average m = 0.397 

TABLE 2 

Variation of time exponent m with temperature T 

~ T 
., T.., 

Atr A.:.,:. 
0 . 8 

2 

2.8 

3. 6 

and stress increment value Atr. 

294 373 473 

0 . 315 0 . 400 0 . 507 

0 . 500 0 . 526 0 . 575 

0 . 345 0 . 385 0 . 429 

0 . 282 0 . 397 0 . 353 

0 . 271 - -

Fl' g. 13 G raj n b 0 U n da r y 5 lid in 9 
(Electropolished x250) 

-
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42 

0 . 4049 

j 

573 

0 . 615 

0 . 880 

0.726 

J 0 . 639 

-
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